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PREFACE
This volume is a collection of papers presented at the NASAConference on
Supercomputing in Aerospace, March 10-12 1987, at the NASAAmesResearch Center,
Moffett Field, California. The conference was held to commemoratethe opening of
the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS)Facility, which becameofficially opera-
tional in the first part of 1987. The theme for the 3-day technical meeting was
"Computational Aerophysics and the NASSystem--Essential Elements of the U.S. Aero-
space Program." The conference consisted of invited speakers from industry, govern-
ment, and academia, and was sponsored by the Fluid Dynamics Division at NASAAmes.
The conference consisted of four sessions: I) NASHistory and NASAComputa-
tional Programs, 2) Future Computing Prospects, 3) Design Applications, and 4) Fluid
Dynamics. In the first session papers were presented that discussed the history of
the NASproject, its advocacy, current status, and future plans. In the second
session, two computer manufacturers presented their outlook for the future of super-
computer development within their organizations. Session 3 consisted of invited
talks from users of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technology with real-world
applications. Session 4 was composedof talks that centered around the development
and use of CFDfor understanding fluid physics. In addition, several talks on other
computationally demandingdisciplines were presented.
The conference concluded with a NASTutorial. In it information on the NAS
system was presented, including proposing projects for NASuse, administrative and
operational procedures for accepted projects, code experiments on NASCray 2, long-
haul communications, and user support services.
p_kNG PAGEBLANK NOT FILMED
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HISTORY OF THE NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM
Victor L. Peterson and William F. Ballhaus, Jr.
NASA Ames Research Center
ABSTRACT
NASA's Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS)
program has reached a milestone with the comple-
tion of the initial operating configuration of the
NAS Processing System Network. This achievement
is the first major milestone in the continuing
effort to provide a state-of-the-art supercomputer
facility for the national aerospace community and
to serve as a pathfinder for the development and
use of future supercomputer systems. The underly-
ing factors that motivated the initiation of the
program are first identified and then discussed.
These include the emergence and evolution of com-
putational aerodynamics as a powerful new capabil-
ity in aerodynamics research and development, the
computer power required for advances in the disci-
pline, the complementary nature of computation and
wind tunnel testing, and the need for the govern-
ment to play a pathfinding role in the development
and use of large-scale scientific computing sys-
tems. Finally, the history of the NAS program is
traced from its inception in 1975 to the present
time.
INTRODUCTION
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS)
program is an outgrowth of the discipline of com-
putational fluid dynamics. However, the NAS sys-
tem is now recognized to be an important facility
for advancing all of the computationally intensive
aerospace disciplines and for serving in a path-
finder role for the development and use of future
supercomputer systems. In fact, the NAS Program
began to influence both discipline-oriented users
and developers of supereomputers even before the
system was first assembled. The NAS has drawn
national attention to the importance of scientific
computers to the country's technology base and has
served as a focal point for the large-scale scien-
tific computing community.
The NAS program will provide a leading edge
computational capability to the national aerospace
community. It will stimulate improvements to the
entire computational process ranging from problem
formulation to publication of results. The pro-
gram has been structured to focus on the develop-
ment of a complete computer system that can be
upgraded periodically with minimum impact on the
user and on the ever increasing inventory of
applications software. The NAS system, in its
initial operating configuration, is already serv-
ing over 200 users nationwide at over 20 remote
locations. These numbers will continue to
increase as the system matures to its extended
operating configuration including two powerful
supercomputers, all of the necessary supporting
equipment, and well established communications
links.
The objectives of this paper are twofold:
I) to identify the factors that led to the initia-
tion of the NAS Program, and 2) to review the
evolution of the NAS Program from its inception in
1975 to the present time. Included in the discus-
sion are brief reviews of the evolution of compu-
tational aerodynamics, computer requirements for
future advances, the complementary roles of compu-
tation and experiment, and the historical role of
the government in the development and use of
large-scale scientific computing systems.
FACTORS MOTIVATING THE NAS PROGRAM
The underlying motivations for the NAS pro-
gram are a composite of four principal factors:
I) the emergence and evolution of computational
aerodynamics as a powerful new capability in aero-
dynamics research and development; 2) the demands
that this relatively new discipline places on
computer systems; 3) the use of computation as a
complement to wind-tunnel testing; and 4) the long
standing, recognized need for the government to
play a pathfinding role in the development and use
of large-scale scientific computing systems. Each
of these factors will be briefly discussed prior
to describing the evolution of the program.
Emergence and Evolution of Computational
Aerodynamics
Electronic computers were used to assist with
aerodynamic analyses ever since they became avail-
able to the aeronautical researchers in the
1950s. Prior to 1970, aerodynamic analyses were
limited primarily to the solution of the linear-
ized inviscid flow equations and to the equations
governing the behavior of the viscous boundary
layer adjacent to an aerodynamic surface. Com-
puters of the IBM-360 and CDC-66OO class permitted
these equations to be solved for the flows about
idealized complete aircraft configurations, but
only for situations where the flows were every-
where either subsonic or moderately supersonic and
everywhere attached to the surfaces over which
they passed. Some attempts were made to include
the nonlinear terms in the inviscid flow equations
and solve for transonic flows about airfoils, but
thesewerelimitedto theveryrestrictive situa-
tionsof either nonliftingairfoils or airfoils
withdetachedbowshockwaves.
Theyear1970markedthebeginningof a
seriesof advancesin computationalaerodynamics
that wouldnothavebeenpossiblewithoutcom-
puters. Thefirst majoradvancein solvingfor
thenonlineartransonicflowsaboutpractical
lifting airfoil_ withembeddedshockwaveswas
reportedin the literaturebyMagnusandYoshihary(1970). Subsequentmilestonesin thedevelopment
of thetechnologyfor treatingthenonlinear
inviscidequations,andenabledonlybythecom-
puter,areshownin figureI. Byabout1973,
solutionsfor wing-bodycombinationstreatedwith
thesteady-flow,small-disturbanceequationswere
beingpublished.Resultsof thefirst treatment
of unsteadyflowsaboutairfoils appearedin the
literature byBallhaus,Jr., et al. (1975),and
thefirst flutter analysisfor a sweptwingwas
publishedabout6 yr agobyBorlandandRizzetta(1981). Researchontheaeroelasticbehaviorof
wingsis still limitedbytheperformanceof cur-
rentlyavailablecomputersto thetreatmentof the
equationsgoverninginviscidflows. Thesequa-
tions, withcorrectionsfor boundary-layer
effects,arestill usedextensivelyfor a wide
rangeof aerodynamicproblems.However,the
really importantproblemsfacingthedesigners
todayrequiretheuseof theReynolds-averaged,
Navier-Stokesquations,bothwithandwithoutthe
inclusionof theadditionalequationsgoverning
real-gaschemistry.
Milestonesin theuseof theReynolds-
averaged,Navier-Stokesquationsfor treating
compressibleviscousflowsareshowni fig-
ure2. Thesequationsaccountfor mostof the
physicsof interest in fluid-dynamicflows. The
processof time-averagingtheNavier-Stokesqua-
tionsovera timeintervalthat is longrelative
to turbulenteddyfluctuations,yet smallrelative
to macroscopicflowchanges,introducesnewterms
representingthetime-averagedtransportof momen-
tumandenergy,whichmustbemodeledusingempir-
ical information.Verypowerfulcomputersare
requiredfor simulationswith this level of
approximation,but thepotentialadvantagesover
the inviscidequationsareenormous.Realistic
simulationsof separatedflowsandof unsteady
viscousflows,suchasbuffeting,will become
commonplaceas theability to modeltheturbulence
termsmatures.Combinedwithcomputer-
optimizationmethods,thesesimulationshould
makeit possibleto developdesignsoptimizedfor
variousmissionswhileadheringto practicalcon-
straintssuchasavailableenginepowerandsuffi-
cient fuel volumeto meetrangerequirements.
Landmarkadvancesincludetheinvestigationof a
shock-waveinteractionwitha laminarboundary
layerreportedbyMacCormack(1971),thetreatment
of high-Reynolds-numbertransonicairfoil flowsby
Deiwert(1974),thefirst turbulentflowovera
lifting wingbyMansour(1984),andthefirst
turbulentflowovera realistic fighter
configurationat angleof attackbyFloreset al.(1987).Relativelylargeamountsof computertime
arestill requiredfor theapplicationof these
equationsto practicalproblems,butadvancesin
technologycontinueto improvecomputational
efficiency.
Figure3 displaysa perspectiveon theeffect
that increasingcomputerpowerhashadoncomputa-
tional aerodynamicsin a practicalengineerlng
sense.Presentlyavailablemachinesareadequate
for calculatingtheflowsaboutrelatively complex
configurationswith the inviscid-flowequations.
However,thetypeof informationderivedfromthe
computationsis limited(e.g., nototal dragand
noeffectsof flowseparation).Theviscous-flow
equations,beingmorecomplexandrequiringfiner
computationalmeshes,demandsubstantiallygreater
computationalpowerto solve. Thus,thetypesof
problemsthat canbesolvedwitha givencomputer
arenecessarilylesscomplex.In effect, a
designerhasto makethechoicebetweentreating
simpleconfigurationswithcomplexphysicsor
treatingcomplexconfigurationswithsimple
physics.Yet, in bothinviscid-andviscous-flow
situations,eachnewgenerationof computershas
resultedin advancesin thevalueof computational
aerodynamicsasa designtool. Thediscipline
will beginto maturewhenbothcomplexconfigura-
tionsandcomplexphysicscanbetreatedsimulta-
neouslywitha reasonableamountof computertime.
ComputerRequirements
Computerrequirementsfor computationalaero-
dynamicscanberelatedto thefourmajorlevels
of approximationto theNavier-Stokesquations
that wereidentified in theworkbyChapman(1979). Eachlevel of approximationresolvesthe
underlyingphysicsto a differentdegree,provides
a different level of understanding,andrequiresa
different level of computercapability. TableI
andtheworksof Chapman(1979)andPeterson(1984)discussin somedepththeseapproximations,
their capabilitiesto solveproblemsassociated
withaircraft aerodynamics,andthecomputer
requirementsto solvethemin a reasonableamount
of time(about15min)for flowsaboutrelatively
completeaircraft configurations.Computer
requirementsareexpressedin termsof thepower
of a ClassVI machine,whichis definedhereto
havea processingspeedof 30million floating-
pointoperationspersecond(MFLOPS)anda memory
of about8 million words.Machinesof this class
arewidelyavailableat thepresentime. Com-
puterrequirementsincreasewitheachhigherlevel
of approximation,bothbecausemoreflowvariables
are involvedandbecauseeither morepanelsor
moregrid pointsarerequiredto resolvetheflows
to a levelof detail that is commensuratewi h the
physicsembodiedin theapproximation.Experience
indicatesthat theReynolds-averagedformof the
Navier-Stokesquationsprobablywill beadequate
for mostdesign-orientedproblems.Theeffectsof
all scalesof turbulencearemodeledin this level
of approximation;thedevelopmentof appropriate
turbulencemodelsi thesubjectof current
researchbybothcomputationalandexperimental
fluid dynamicists.In fact, theexperimentalists
arebeingguided,to a largeextent,bycomputa-
tional researchprogramswhicharebasedeither on
the large-eddysimulationapproximationr on the
useof thefull Navier-Stokesquationsfor simple
flowgeometries.
Speedandmemoryequirementsfor computing
theaerodyamicbehaviorof shapesof varyingcom-
plexitiesarecomparedwithseveralexistingand
plannedcomputersin figure4 . Computerslarge
enoughto providesolutionsin 15minor lessto
theReynolds-averaged,Navier-Stokesquationsfor
theflowabouta completeaircraft areexpectedto
beavailablebeforetheendof this decade.This
advanceshouldmarkthetimewhencomputerswill
notbejust a supplementto theaircraft design
process,butwill beanabsolutenecessityto be
competitivein meetingeconomicandperformance
requirements.Computershavingevenmorepower
will berequiredin thefuture,however,to treat
routineproblemsinvolvingreal-gaschemistry,the
couplingof thedisciplinesof aerodynamics,
structures,propulsionandcontrols,andtheopti-
mizationof a completeaircraft design.
ComplementaryNatureof Computationa d
Experiment
In theearly 1970s,computationswererecog-
nizedbya fewvisionariesto havethepotential
for becominganeffectivecomplementto fluid- and
aero-dynamicexperimentsfor a numberof rea-
sons. First, thephysicsof fluid flowscouldbe
representedbymathematicalequations,andcom-
puters,beginningwith the IBM360andtheCDC
6600machines,werebecomingsufficiently powerful
to solvemeaningfulapproximatingsetsof these
equationsin a practicalamountof timeandat
reasonablecost.
Second,windtunnelcostsandcomputational
costswererecognizedto bechangingin impor-
tantly different ways. Increasedcomplexityand
broadenedperformanceenvelopesof aircraft caused
thenumberof windtunnelhoursexpendedin the
developmentof newaircraft to increasexponen-
tially with time. In Fact,this increaseamounts
to asmuchasa factor of about1,O00overan
80yr period(50hr for theWrightFlyercompared
to 50,000hr for theSpaceShuttle). Concur-
rently, thecostperhourof testingalso
increasedbya factorof about1,O00overthesame
period. Thus,windtunneltestingcostsescalated
bynearlya million fold in 80yr, whilethe cost
of numericallysimulatinga givenflow is shownby
thedatain figure 5 to havedecreasedbya factor
of 100,OOOin just 15yr duringtheperiodfrom
1969to 1982.Thisdecreasewasdueto improve-
mentsin bothcomputersandalgorithms.
Third,ontheonehand,all windtunnelsare
knownto haveall or someof the fundamentallimi-
tationssuchasmodelsize (Reynoldsnumber),
temperature,wall interference,modelsupport
interference,unrealisticaeroelasticmodeldis-
tortionsunderload,streamnonuniformity,unreal-
istic turbulencelevels,andtest gas(of concern
for thedesignof vehiclesfor flight in theatmo-
spheresof otherplanets). Ontheotherhand,if
it is acceptedthat thephysicsof fluid flowscan
bedescribedpreciselybymathematicalequations,
thentheonlyfundamentallimitationsof thecom-
putationalapproachare thelimits of computer
speedandmemory,andspeedandmemoryappearto
beexpandablewith timebymanymoreordersof
magnitude.
Finally, windtunnelsandcomputerseach
bringdifferent strengthsto theresearchand
developmentprocess.Thewindtunnelis superior
in providingdetailedperformancedataoncea
final configurationis selected,especiallyfor
casesinvolvingcomplexgeometryandcomplexaero-
dynamicphenomena.Computersareespeciallyuse-
ful for otherapplicationsincluding: I) making
detailedfluid physics tudies,suchassimula-
tionsdesignedto shedlight onthebasicstruc-
tureof turbulentflows;2) developingnewdesign
concepts,suchassweptforwardwingsor jet flaps
for lift augmentation;3) sortingthroughmany
candidateconfigurationsandeliminatingall but
themostpromisingbeforewindtunneltesting;
4) assistingtheaerodynamicistn instrumenting
test modelsto improveresolutionof thephysical
phenomenaof interest; and5) correctingwind
tunneldatafor scalingandinterferenceerrors.
Thecombineduseof computersandwindtunnels
capturesthestrengthsof eachtool.
PathfindingRoleof theGovernment
Aconcernin themid-197Oswasthat computer
powerwasonlymarginallyadequatefor calculating
theaerodynamicsof simpleaircraft shapesat
cruiseconditions.Morepowerwasneededto pro-
videbothfor increasedresolutionof geometryand
Forincludingmorecompleteflowphysicsin the
analysesto predictperformanceduringmaneuvers
andnearperformanceboundaries.In fact, treat-
mentof thesemorecomplexproblemsin aneffec-
tive mannerrequiredadvancesnot onlyin comput-
ingengines,butalso in operatingsystems,lan-
guages,compilers,centralstoragecapabilities,
networking,remotecommunications,graphics,and
userworkstations.Thereseemedto benoassur-
ancethat theadvancesrequiredto meetgovernment
needswouldbeprovidedwithoutgovernmentstimu-
lus. In fact, this viewwasreinforcedbythe
informationsummarizedin table2 whichshowsthe
historical role of thegovernmenti stimulating
thedevelopmentof advancedcomputers.Every
majornewdigital computerfromthe IBM701to the
currentCrayandControlDataCorporation(CDC)
machineshasevolvedfromtechnologydevelopments
acceleratedbya government-sponsoredpioneering
computerdevelopmentu dertakento satisfy a driv-
ing need.Theneedfor asuperiordesigncapabil-
ity for aerospacevehicleswas,andstill is, a
strongdriver for theNASProgram.
NASAfirst becameinvolvedwith thepathfind-
ing role in large-scalescientific computersin a
formalwaywhen,in 1972,it joinedwith the
AdvancedResearchandDevelopmentProjectsAgency(nowDARPA)to test thefeasibility of the
ILLIAC-IVcomputer.TheILLIACProjectwasorigi-
nally undertakenfor thepurposesof exploringthe
feasibility of parallelprocessingandadvanced-
computer-logiccircuit technology,andresearching
newideasfor high-speedcomputermemory.When
ARPAstartedthe ILLIACProject,their driving
needwasfor ananti-ICBMcontrolsystem.NASA's
motivationfor later joining in thedevelopment
was,of course,theneedfor morecomputerpower
for thedevelopmentof computationalaerodynamics.
TheCDCwasexperimentingwith theSTAR-IOO
computerat thesametimethe ILLIAC-IVwasbeing
tested. Onlyfourof thesemachines,featuring
newideasin pipelinearchitecture,wereproduced.
Threeof thesewereobtainedbyGovernmentlabora-
toriesandonewasretainedbyCDC.Cray
Research,Inc. hadyetto producea machineand
IBMelectednot to competein the large-scale
scientific computermarket.Two thercompanies,
BurroughsandTexasInstruments,wereontheverge
of discontinuingtheir supercomputerefforts.
Technologysurveyshowedthat computershaving
manytimesthepowerof theILLIAC-IVandthe
STAR-IOOcouldbedeveloped,but thedevelopment
wouldnothappenwithoutGovernmentsponsorship
sincethemarketfor supercomputerswasstill very
smallandlimitedprimarilyto governmentlabora-
tories. In themid-1970s,ARPA'sinterestshad
beenlargelysatisfiedwith theILLIAC-IV,andno
governmentorganizationotherthanNASAappeared
to beinterestedin first defininglong-range
requirementsfor supercomputersandthenstrongly
urgingtheir development.
Theexperiencegainedwith the ILLIAC-IV
projectandtheclearbenefitsderivedfromit
providedfurthermotivationfor proceedingwitha
majorthrust to developanadvancedcomputational
systemandtheconfidencethat successcouldbe
achieved.BenefitsfromtheILLIAC-IVProject
accruedin fourmajorareas. First, in computer
technology,theILLIAC-IVwasthefirst large
machineto havemultipleprocessorsworkingin
parallel, thefirst to employemitter-coupled
logic (ECL),andthefirst to havemultilayered(12layers)printedcircuit boardsdesignedwith
automatedmethods.Second,in algorithmtechnol-
ogy,theexistenceof themachineforcedthe
developmentof numericalmethodsfor parallel
processing.Thisnewmethodalsoled to the
revelationthat someprinciplesof parallel
algorithmscouldbeutilized to obtainfaster
executionof problemsonconventionalcomputersof
that timeperiodthatcouldperformsomefunctions
simultaneously,suchastheCDC7600,thancould
beobtainedusingalgorithmsbasedonsequential
computingconcepts.Third,a deeperunderstanding
evolvedfromtheproblemsassociatedwith large
one-of-a-kindscientific computers.Theseprob-
lemsincludedoperating-systemsoftwarecosts,
problemsassociatedwithapplicationsoftware
transportabilityto machineshavingdifferent
architectures,anda needto provideextensionsto
thecommonFORTRANlanguageto obtainmaximum
performancegains. In fact, theNASAmes
ResearchCenter'sinvestigatorsdevelopeda lan-
guagecalled"CFD"whichenabledfluid dynamics
codesto berunefficiently ontheparallel-
processingarchitecture. Forproblemsthat could
bestructuredin parallel, theILLIAC-IVwassub-
stantially morepowerfulthantheotherscientific
computersof its era.
Thisadvancedcomputerpowerenableda number
of pioneeringadvancesin CFD,includingthefirst
simulationof viscosity-inducedunsteadyflow(buffett) aboutanairfoil, thefirst simulation
of control-surfacebuzz,anddetailedsimulations
of turbulentflows. TheILLIAC-IVexperience
providedthefoundationandmotivationfor contin-
uingto advancebothCFDandsupercomputersystems
technology,whichled to theconceptionof theNAS
program.
EVOLUTIONOFTHENASPROGRAM
Thepotentialvalueof thecomputational
approachto aerodynamicsre earchanddevelopment
wasclearly establishedbythemid-1970s.Also
clearwastheimportanceof pursuingeverycon-
ceivableopportunityfor improvingaerospace
vehicledesigntools to maintaina leadership
positionin the intensifyinginternationalcompe-
tition in boththecommercialndmilitary air-
craft arenas.Thus,in 1975,a smallgroupof
peopleassociatedwith thecomputationalfluid
dynamicseffort at theAmesResearchCentercon-
ceivedtheNASprogramasa vital underpinningof
thecountry'sfuture in aeronautics.
Thegrouprecognizedtheimportanceto compu-
tationalaerodynamicsof a sustainedeffort to
increasecomputerpowerasrapidlyastechnology
wouldallow. Theyalso recognizedtheneedfor
thegovernmentto assumesomeresponsibilityfor a
pathfindingrole to acceleratetheattainmentof
newmilestonesin computerperformance.
Theinitial proposalcalledfor thedevelop-
mentof a special-purposeprocessorcalledthe
Navier-StokesProcessingFacility. Thecentral
processorwasto havea minimumeffectivespeedof
one-billionfloating-pointoperationspersecond
whenoperatingon thethree-dimensional,Reynolds-
averaged,Navier-Stokesquationsandto have
performanceomparableto thebestgeneral-purpose
computerswhenused_orprocessingtheequations
of otherscientific disciplines. Its mainmemory
hadto accommodatea problemdatabaseof
31-million64-bitwords.Tokeepdevelopment
risks low,thegoalof theprojectwasto assemble
existingcomputercomponenttechnologiesinto a
specializedarchitectureratherthanto develop
newelectroniccomponents.Finally, themachine
hadto beuser-oriented,easyto program,and
capableof detectingsystematicerrorswhenthey
occurred.Theproposalwasendorsedin principle
byNASAmanagementin November,1975;then
in-housestudiesbeganto gathermomentumandthe
nameof theprojectwaschangedto theComputa-
tional AerodynamicDesignFacility (CADF).
ComputationalAerodynamicDesignFacility
Project
Thefirst formalexposureof NASA'sobjec-
tives occurredin October,1976whenproposals
wererequestedfromindustryto "performanalysis
anddefinition of candidateconfigurationsfor a
computationalf cility in orderto arrive at the
bestmatchbetweenaerodynamicsolutionmethods
andprocessorsystemdesign." Theseanalyseswere
to bedirectedtowardtheselection,preliminary
design,andevaluationof candidatesystemconfig-
urationsthat wouldbebestsuitedto thesolution
of givenaerodynamicflowmodels.Designrequire-
mentsthat wereestablishedfor this study
included: I) thecapabilityto completeselected
numericalsolutionsof theNavier-Stokesquationsfor grid sizesrangingfrom5 × 105to I × 10_
pointsandwall-clocktimes(exclusiveof input-
datapreparationandoutput-datanalysis)ranging
from5 to 15min;2) a workingmemoryof 40× 106
words;3) anarchivalstorageof at least 10× 109
words;and4) 120hr/wkof availability to the
users.
Twoparallel contractswereawardedin
February1977to developreliminarydesignsfor
themostpromisingconfigurationsandto develop
performanceestimates,risk analyses,andprelimi-
naryimplementationcostandschedulestimates
for eachof thedesigns.Duringtheseinitial
studies,whichlastedabout12mo,it became
apparentthat theoverallapproachto developing
the facility wassoundandthat performancegoals
couldbereachedwithnewarchitecturalconcepts
andprovenelectroniccomponents.
A3-dayworkshopnFutureComputerRequire-
mentsfor ComputationalAerodynamicswasheldat
theAmesResearchCenterin October1977for the
purposesof furtherclarifying theneedfor a
large-scalecomputersystemfor computational
aerodynamicwork,for confirmingthat thedesign
goalswereconsistentwith theneedsof thepro-jectedusersof thefacility andfor validating
the feasibility of meetingtherequirementswith
emergingtechnology.Representativesfromall of
theappropriatetechnicalcommunitieswere
invited, includingaircraft companies,computer
companies,softwarehouses,privateresearch
institutions, universities,theDepartmentsof'
DefenseandEnergy,andotherNASACenters.An
unanticipatedlargeattendanceof over250peopl
confirmedtheexistenceof broadnationalinter_
andneedfor morepowerfulcomputersin science
andengineering.Thefeasibility of meetingpro-
cessingspeedandmemoryrequirementswasfurther
solidified, althoughit wasclearthat thegoals
couldonlybemetwitha multiple-processorarchi-
tecture. Projectednear-termadvancesin elec-
troniccomponentperformancewouldnot permitthe
goalsto bemetwitha single-processormachine.
Theworkshopalsoconfirmedthat computerindustry
economicsat that point in timewouldnot support
thedevelopmentof largespecializedprocessors
withoutthe infusionof governmentcapital. The
marketat that timewasuncertain,andit wasnot
clear that enoughmachinescouldbesold to amor-
tize thedevelopmentcosts. Finally, theaircraft
industryreaffirmedtheneedfor theproposed
facility for usein solvingspecialdesignprob-
lemsandfor servingasa pathfinderfor the
developmentanduseof large-scalescientific
computersystems.Theworkshopproceedingswere
editedbyInouye(1978).
Anassessmentof theutility of theComputa-
tional AerodynamicDesignFacility for disciplines
of interestto NASA,otherthanfluid- andaero-
dynamics,wasalsoconductedin 1977.This
assessmentwasinitiated to provideassurancethat
thefacility wouldnotbesohighlyoptimizedfor
solvingthefluid dynamicequationsthat it would
notbeusefulfor otherwork. It wouldalsopro-
videguidanceasto howthedesigncouldbe
altered,if required,to makeit usefulfor gen-
eral scienceandengineeringcalculationswithout
seriouslyimpactingits capabilitiesfor the
originally intendedproblems.Expertsinvolved
with researchonweatherandclimate,structures,
chemistry,astrophysics,andpropulsionreviewed
theproposedarchitecturesandanalyzedhowthe
varioussolutionalgorithmspeculiarto those
disciplinescouldbemappedontothedesigns.
Resultsof theassessmentconfirmedtheexpected
conclusionthat theCADFwouldprovidea powerful
newcapabilityfor a broadrangeof problemsof
importanceto NASA.
NumericalAerodynamicS mulationFacility
Project
After it wasrecognizedthat thefacility
wouldbeusedprimarilyfor computationalresearch
ratherthanfor routineaircraft design,thename
waschangedduringthecourseof thefirst study
contractsto theNumericalAerodynamicS mulation
Facility (NASF).Eventhoughit becameapparent
after theworkshopthat a computationalresource
of this magnitudewouldbea valuabletool for the
solutionof complexproblemsin othertechnical
areasof interest,aerodynamicswouldstill bethe
disciplineusedto drivetherequirements.How-
ever,beforetheconclusionof thefirst roundof
contractedefforts, theneedForfurtherstudies
withgreateremphasisona computersuitablefor a
broaderangeof disciplineswasrecognized.
Accordingly,12-mof llow-onfeasibility study
contractswereawardedin March1978.Theresults
of theseefforts werexpectedto providedataof
sufficientaccuracyto permitformulationof a
definitiveplanfor thedevelopmentof thefacil-
ity. Severaleventsoccurreduringtheperiodof
thesestudieswhichresultedin somcrevisionsto
thebasicperformancespecificationsanda deeper
involvementof theusercommunityin theproject
activities.
Thedisciplineof computationalaerodynamics
hadmaturedsignificantlyin the3 yr sincethe
projectwasfirst conceived.Newnumerical
methodsweredevelopedandexistingmethodswere
refined. Thisled to therealizationthat if the
sizeof theon-lineorworkingmemorywas
increasedto 240× 106words,thefacility could
beusednotonlyto estimatetheperformanceof
relativelycompleteaircraft configurations,but
alsoto serveasaneffectivetool to studythe
physicsof turbulentflows,a subjectthat had
eludedresearchersfor morethan80years. A
correspondingincreasein theoff-line file stor-
agefrom10× 109to approximately100_ 109words
wasrequiredto accommodatethelargerdatasets.
AUserSteeringGroupwasformedin July 1978
to providea channelfor thedisseminationof
informationregardingprojectstatus,a forumfor
user-orientedissuesneedingdiscussion,anda
soundingboardbywhichthe projectoffice could
obtainfeedbackfromfutureuserorganizations.
Examplesof user-orientedissuesof interest
were: I) selectionof userlanguages;2) manage-
mentpolicy; 3) equipmentrequiredfor remote
access;and4) dataprotection. TheUserSteering
Groupwascomposedof representativesof theaero-
spaceindustry,universities,andothergovernment
agencies.Thegroupis still active, althoughits
namewaseventuallychangedto theUserInterface
Groupto reflect its currentrole moreaccu-
rately. Organizationscurrentlyrepresentedon
theUserInterfaceGroupareshownin table3.
Thefeasibility studieswerecompletedin the
springof 1979.Eachstudyproduceda refined
baselineconfiguration,a functionaldesign,and
roughestimatesof costandschedule.Bothstud-
iesconcludedthat about5 yr wouldberequiredto
completethedetaileddesignandto develop,inte-
grate,andtest thefacility. Whilepreparations
werebeingmadeto continuethecontractedevel-
opmentprocess,thenameof theprojectwas
changedonceagainto theNumericalAerodynamic
Simulator(NAS)Project.
NumericalAerodynamicS mulatorProject
Adetailedplanfor thedesign-definition
phaseof theactivity wasprepareduringthe
winterof 1979bytheNASProjectOffice,which
wasestablishedat AmesResearchCenterearlier in
theyear. Thisplanincludedrefining thespeci-
ficationsfor: I) thecomputingengine;2) the
supportprocessingsystem;and3) thecollection
of otherperipherals,includingintelligent termi-
nals, graphicaldisplaydevices,anddatacom-
municationi terfacesto bothlocal andremote
users. Two40-week,parallel, design-definition
contractswereawardedin September1980.Upon
their completionin July1981,thecontractors
wereawardedfollow-oncontractsrelatedto
furtherdesigndefinition. Thesewereconcluded
in April 1982whentheproposalsfor thedetailed
design,development,andconstructionweresub-
mittedbythecontractorsfor evaluation.
Afteranevaluationof theproposals,the
decisionwasmadein June1982to discontinuethe
procurement.Thisdecisionwasbasedonevalua-
tion findingswhichwerethat therisks involved
in achievingtheproposedtechnicalobjectives
within thecritical resourceandschedulelimita-
tionswereunacceptable.Followingthis decision,
efforts beganto charta newcourseof action. A
reassessmentwasmadeof theneedsof theuser
communityandtheevolvingstateof theart in
computertechnology.Threeprincipalconclusions
resultedfromthis reassessment.
First, theapplicationandessentialimpor-
tanceof computationalaerodynamicsto aeronauti-
cal researchanddevelopmenthadgrownsignifi-
cantlysincethemid-197Os.Thus,it wasdeemed
importantto establishandto maintaina leading-
edgecomputationalcapabilityasanessentialstep
towardmaintainingthenation'sleadershipin
aeronautics.Toachievethis goaltheNASproject
wasto berestructuredasanon-goingNASprogram
in whichsignificantadvancesin high-speedcom-
putertechnologywouldbecontinuouslyincorpo-
ratedas theybecameavailable.
Second,thesupercomputerenvironmenthad
changedsincetheinceptionof theNASactivity in
themid-197Os.Increasedinterestin supercomput-
ing, advancesin computertechnologystimulatedin
partbytheNASProgram,andtheincreasingthreat
of foreigncompetitionchangedtheenvironmentto
theextentthat it no longerappearednecessary
for thegovernmentto directly subsidizethe
developmentof thenextgenerationof scientific
computers.Thesefactorsprovidedanenvironment
permittinga moresystematic,evolutionary
approachtowardevelopingandmaintainingan
advancedNAScomputationalcapability.
Third, the importanceof couplingadvance-
mentsin thestateof theart of supercomputers
withadvancedsystemnetworksandsoftwarearchi-
tectureswasrecognized.Thiscapabilityis
necessaryto accommodatesuccessivegenerationsof
supercomputersfromdifferent vendorsandto pro-
videthecapabilitiesneededto enhanceproductiv-
ity of theuser. Thisstepled to a strategythat
minimizesthedependenceof theentire systemon
singlevendorsandto theestablishmentof a
strongin-housetechnicalcapabilityto direct the
initial andongoingdevelopmentfforts.
Thisreassessmenthighlightedtheimportance
of thepathfindingroleof theNASprogram.It
wouldbeparticularlychallengingto developa
systemwithcomponentsrangingfromsupercomputers
to userworkstationsthat couldbemaintainedat
the leadingedgeof thestate of theart, while
simultaneouslyprovidinguninterruptedserviceto
a largecommunityof usersworkingon important
nationalproblems.
NumericalAerodynamicS mulationProgram
Aplanfor theredefinedprogramwasapproved
in February1983. It included: I) thedesign,
implementation,testing,andintegrationof an
initial operatingconfigurationof theNASPro-
cessingSystemNetwork;2) thesystematicand
evolutionaryincorporationof advancedcomputer-
systemtechnologiesto maintaina leading-edge
performanceappability;and3) themanagementand
operationof thecomplex.
Thenewplanwaspresentedto thevarious
NASAdvisoryGroups,theOfficeof Managementand
Budget,theOfficeof ScienceTechnologyand
PolicyandappropriateCongressionalSubcommit-
tees. It receivedstrongsupport,andtheProgram
wasapprovedbyCongressasa newstart for NASA
in thePresident'sbudgetfor fiscal year1984.
TheAdministratorof NASAat that timetermedthe
NASProgram"theCenterpieceof NASA'sAeronauti-
cal Program."
FollowingProgramapproval,thedevelopment
of the initial operatingcapabilitybeganin
earnest.Thein-houseprojectteamwasexpanded,
andit wassupplementedbya forceof on-site
contractorpersonnel.Procurementsof bothhard-
wareandsoftwarewereinitiated andtheevolving
test-bednetworkwasreadyto receivethefirst
High-SpeedProcessor,theCray-2,in theFall of
1985.Afterabout9 moof test andintegration,
andwith thehelpof a selectgroupof users,the
systemwasunveiledfor nationalusein its
InterimInitial OperatingConfigurationi July
1986.Withina fewmonthsthesystemwasbeing
usedeffectivelybyover200nationalusers
locatedbothat AmesResearchCenterandat
20remotesites.
Theterm"InterimInitial OperatingConfig-
uration"wasselectedto emphasizethefact that
thesystemwouldnotreachits first stageof
maturityuntil it couldbelocatedin thenew
buildingthat wasbeingconstructedasits ulti-
matehome.Constructionof this newbuilding
startedin theSpringof 1985,andit wasready
for occupancyat theendof 1986.Thesystemwas
shutdownfor severalweeks,dismantled,reassem-
bledin thenewbuilding,andbroughtbackinto
operationprior to meetingthegoalsof theIni-
tial OperatingConfiguration.Thisconference
celebratestheachievementof thegoalsof the
Initial OperatingConfiguration,andcommemorates
thededicationof this newnationalcapability.
Plansarenowwell alongfor expandingthesystem
andinstalling thesecondhigh-speedprocessor
prior to reachingthegoalsof thefirst Extended
OperatingConfigurationi 1988.
SUMMARYNDCONCLUDINGREMARKS
Amajormilestonein aerodynamicsre earch
anddevelopmentwasreachedin 1970when,for the
first time,computersbeganto solveproblemsnot
previouslyamenableto solution. Withinseveral
years,it becameapparentthat insufficientcom-
puterpowerwouldimposeseriouslimitationson
thegrowthof computationalerodynamicsasa
usefuldiscipline. It waspossibleto calculate
theflowsabouthree-dimensionalshapesuchas
wingsandsimplewingbodies,butonlywithhighly
approximateformsof thegoverningequationsthat
neglectedfull treatmentof importantnonlinear
andviscousphenomena.Considerationof more
comprehensivephysicsforcedtheanalysesto be
restrictedto simpletwo-dimensionalshapes,such
asairfoils or axisymmetricaircraft components.
Evenin this primativestate, computationalaero-
dynamicswasrecognizedto havethepotentialto
becomea majorcomplementto wind-tunneltest-
ing. Workingtogether,computersandwindtunnels
wouldprovidea formidablecapabilityfor design-
ing aerospacev hicles.
Recognizingthepotentialimportanceof com-
putationalmethodsto theaerodynamicsdesign
process,a groupof peopleat theAmesResearchCenterinitiated aneffort in 1975to drive the
developmentof a computersystempowerfulenough
to takethenextmajorstepin thedevelopmentand
useof computationalerodynamics.Thissmall
initial effort grewwith timeand,in thefall of
1983,it becamea majornewprogramfor NASAwith
twoprincipalobjectives: I) to providea super-
computerfacility for thenationalaerospaceom-
munitythat wouldbemaintainedascloseto the
stateof theart as possible,and2) to serveasa
pathfinderfor thedevelopmenta duseof future
supercomputersystems.TheNASProgramwill reach
its first majormilestonein Marchof 1987when
its initial capabilitywasdeclaredoperational.
Already,it wasservingover200usersnationwide,
andplanswerewell underwayfor its extended
operatingcapabilityhavingtwopowerfulsupercom-
puters,all of thenecessarysupportingequipment
andwell-establishedcommunicationsli ks.
Computationalaerodynamicswasin a rela-
tively immaturestagewhentheNASProgramwas
conceivedin 1975.Evenso, initial forecastsof
the importanceof thediscipline to thecountry's
aeronauticsprogramandof theamountof computer
powerrequiredto reachvariousplateaushavebeen
remarkablyaccurate.Nothinghastranspiredin
the intervening12yr that wouldtemperthedesire
to pushthedevelopementor large-scalecomputer
systemsfor thecountry'saerospaceprogramas
fast asthetechnologywill allow. In fact,
supercomputersarenowrecognizedasbeingabso-
lutely essentialfor manyfields of scienceand
engineering,andall arebenefitingfromthe
efforts of theNASProgramto developandmaintain
a leading-edgecomputationalsystem.
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Table I.- Governing equations, results, and computer requirements for computational
aerodynamics.
GRID POINTS COMPUTERAPPROXIMATION CAPABILITY
REQUIRED REQUIREMENT
LINEARIZED INVISCID
NONLINEAR INVISCID
REYNOLDS AVERAGED
NAVIER-STOKES
LARGE EDDY
SIMULATION
FULL NAVIER-STOKES
SUBSONIC/SUPERSONIC
PRESSURE LOADS
VORTEX DRAG
ABOVE PLUS:
TRANSONIC PRESSURE LOADS
WAVE DRAG
ABOVEPLUS:
SEPARATION/REATTACHMENT
STALL/BUFFET/FLUTTER
TOTAL DRAG
ABOVEPLUS:
TURBULENCESTRUCTURE
AERODYNAMIC NOISE
ABOVE PLUS:
LAMINAR/TURBULENT
TRANSITION
TURBULENCE DISSIPATION
3 × 103
PANELS
105
107
109
1012 TO 1015
1/10 CLASS Vl
CLASS VI
30 X CLASS VI
3000 X CLASS Vl
3 MILLION TO
3 BILLION
CLASS VI
Table 2.- Historical role of the Government as a
prime driver in advancing computer capability.
TIME DRIVING NEED SPONSOR COMPUTER
DEVELOPED
MID 1940'S MULTITUDE OF BALLISTIC TABLES BRL ENIAC
(WW II)
EARLY MID DEW AIR DEFENSE FOR TRACKING USAF AN FSQ7
1950'S BOMBER FLEET
EARLY SUPERIOR DESIGN CAPABILITY FOR AEC COC 6600
1960'S SMALL NUCLEAR DEVICES
LATE ANTI ICBM CONTROL SYSTEM {NEED DARPA ILLIAC IV
1960S kLIM;NATED POLITICALLY PRIOR
TO COMPLETION iN 19721
CIRCA SUPERIOR DESIGN CAPABILITY FOR NASA NAS
1980 AIRCRAFT PROCESSING
SYSTEM
NE]_/ORK
KEY COMMERCIAL
TECHNOLOGY FOELOWONS
VACUUM TUBE IBM 701,
ELECTRONIC UNIVACI
COMPUTING
MAGNETIC CORE IBM 709
MEMORY
INTEGRATED COC7600
CIRCUITS iBM 370
SEMICONDUCTOR CDCSTAR
MEMORY AND CRAY 1
PARALLEL
PROCESSING
NETWORKING OF
SUPERCOMPUTERS
COMMON USER
INTERFACE
Table 3.- NAS User Interface Group.
FUNCTION
• INFORMATION CHANNEL BETWEEN USER COMMUNITY AND PROJECT
• IDENTIFY AND DISCUSS USER-ORIENTED ISSUES, e.g,, REMOTE ACCESS
PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
• AIRFRAME COMPANIES
BOEING AEROSPACE, GENERAL DYNAMICS, GRUMMAN AEROSPACE, LOCKHEED-CALIF,,
LOCKHEED-GA,, McDONNELL DOUGLAS, NORTHROP, ROCKWELL, VOUGHT
• ENGINE COMPANIES
DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON, GENERAL ELECTRIC, PRATT AND WHITNEY
• DEFENSE DEPARTMENT
AFWAL, AEDC, BRL, DTNSRDC, NUSC
• GENERAL AVIATION
GENERAL AVIATION MANUFACTURERS ASSOC. (GATES-LEAR JET)
• ROTORCRAFT
AMERFCAN HELICOPTER SOCIETY (UNITED TECHNOLOGY CORP, RES, CENTER)
• UNIVERSITIES
STANFORD, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, SCRIPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY,
PRINCETON, MASSACHUSSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
• NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (NSF)
• NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH (NCAR)
• NASA
AMES, GODDARD, LANGLEY, LEWIS
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Figure I.- Milestones in the development of computational aerodynamics; inviscid transonic
flows.
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Figure 2.- Milestones in the development of computational aerodynamics; compressible viscous
flows.
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Figure 3.- Pictorial representation of the effect that increasing computer power has had on
computational aerodynamics.
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NAS-CURRENTSTATUSANDFUTUREPLANS
F. R.Bailey
NASAmesResearchCenter
MoffettField,California
N 87- 26 000
INTRODUCTION
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS)
Program had its inception in 1975 at the Ames
Research Center (ARC) when a small group of
researchers associated with the computational
fluid dynamics program set out to obtain signifi-
cantly greater computer power and the memory
capacity needed to solve three-dimensional fluid
flow models (Peterson et al., 1984). The state of
the art in computational aerodynamics was at the
point where problems involving complex geometries
could be treated only with very simple physical
models and only those involving simple two-
dimensional geometry could be treated with more
complex physical models. It was clear that to
treat problems with both complex three-dimensional
geometries and complex physics required more com-
puter power and memory capacity than was avail-
able. This is illustrated in figure I, where the
estimated computer speed and memory requirements
derived from assuming a solution in 15 min of
central-processor time are compared with the capa-
bilities of several supercomputer generations
(Peterson et al., 1985). As indicated, current
supercomputers can adequately address inviscid
flows, but the computers needed to adequately
address more complex Reynolds-averaged approxima-
tions to turbulent flows about full aircraft con-
figurations will not be available until the end of
this decade. Large-eddy simulations for complete
aircraft must wait for future, more powerful
computers.
Sparked by this need for increased computer
power, the ARC team spent several years performing
requirements refinement, technical studies, and
advocacy that resulted in the establishment of the
NAS Program in 1983. The ongoing objectives of
the program are: (I) to provide a national compu-
tational capability, available to NASA, Department
of Defense, and other Government agencies, indus-
try, and universities, as a necessary element in
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O
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106
HSP-2(PROJECTED)
CRAY-2
/
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COMPUTER SPEED, mflops
Fig. I Computer speed and memory requirements for aerodynamic calculations
compared with the capability of various supercomputers.
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ensuring continuing leadership in computational
fluid dynamics and related disciplines; (2) to act
as a pathfinder in advanced, large-scale computer
system capability through systematic incorporation
of state-of-the-art improvements in computer hard-
ware and software technologies; and (3) to provide
a strong research tool for NASA's Office of Aero-
nautics and Space Technology.
An early task in implementing the NAS Program
was to ensure its role as a pathfinder in
providing advanced supercomputing capabilities to
the computational fluid dynamics community. To
accomplish this a long-term strategy of instal-
ling, at the earliest opportunity, a system repre-
senting each new generation of increasingly more
powerful high-speed processors was initiated.
Each generation may be a prototype or early
production model. The strategy, illustrated in
figure 2, has already started with the installa-
tion of Ser. No. 2 of the Cray-2 as the first gen-
eration, high-speed processor. Introduction of
the Cray-2 required an 8-mo period of test and
integration before production operations began.
The second high-speed processor will be added in
1987 followed by several months of test and in-
tegration leading to an operational capability in
1988. The third generation will replace the first
in the 1989/90 time frame. In subsequent years,
new advanced high-speed processors will replace
the older installed systems, thereby maintaining a
steady state in which there are two high-speed
processors, one of which is the most advanced
available.
Coupled with the high-speed processor instal-
lation strategy, is the ongoing design and devel-
opment of the NAS Processing System Network
(NPSN). The NPSN is a network of high-speed
processors and support computers configured to
provide a state-of-the-art, scientific, super-
computing environment to the computational fluid
dynamics and computational physics community. The
NPSN will be implemented in phases, with the com-
pletion of each phase resulting in an NPSN config-
uration keyed to the introduction of a new-
generation, high-speed processor. The NAS Program
defined the first two configurations in 1983.
These are the Initial Operating Configuration
(IOC) and Extended Operating Configuration (EOC)
defined below.
Initial Operating Configuration:
High-speed processor-1 (HSP-I)
250 million floating-point
operations/sec (MFLOPS)
computing rate for optimized,
large-scale, computational aerody-
namic applications
256 million 64-bit words of central
memory
Integrated and expandable NPSN configuration
Common-user interface for all subsystems
Medium-band (56 kilobits/sec) communica-
tions for remote sites
Wide-band (1.544 megabits/sec) communi-
cations to NASA centers
Extended Operating Configuration:
Additional High-Speed Processor-2 (HSP-2)
1000 MFLOPS computing rate for opti-
mized, large-scale, computa-
tional aerodynamic applications
Upgraded subsystems to accommodate HSP-2 and
graphics subsystems
6.2 Megabits/sec communications to NASA
centers
Fig. 2
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NAS Program strategy for introducing state-of-the-art high-speed processors.
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TheNASFacility, completedin January1987,
providesthephysicalocationfor theNASPro-
gram.It housestheNPSN,systemsupportand
developmentstaff, andcomputationalfluid dynam-ics researchstaff. Thisnew90,O00-ft2 building
wasdesignedwithapproximately15,000ft 2 of
raisedcomputerfloor whichis sufficient to
accommodatefutureexpandedNPSNconfigurations.
Approximately15,000ft2 of additionalraised
floor is availablefor technicalsupportspace,
laboratories,andusercolocatedworkstation
equipment.Officespacewasdesignedto allowthe
computersystemsstaff andcomputationalfluid
dynamicsresearchersto sharethebuilding. These
accommodationsprovidea strongbondingbetween
thecomputerserviceprovidersandtheir
researcherclients.
TheNASystemsDivision,formerlytheNAS
ProjectsOffice,at ARChascompletedtheinitial
tasksandis responsiblefor accomplishingtheNAS
Programlong-termobjectivesona continuing
basis. TheDivisionincludesa skilledstaff of
computerscientistsandengineerswhoare
responsiblefor planning,designing,andimple-
mentingtheadvancedtechnologynecessaryto keep
NASattunedto its pathfindingrole. TheDivision
alsoprovidesday-to-daycomputeroperations;
ongoingcomputersystemsupportfunctionssuchas
hardwareandsoftwaremaintenance;andlogistics;
aswellascomputerservicespersonnelto provide
thetraining, consultingandtrouble-shooting
necessaryto offer premiersupercomput[ngservice
to a nationaluserbase.
NASIOCDESCRIPTION
TheIOCof theNPSNconsistsof thefollowing
functionalsubsystems:high-speedprocessor,
supportprocessing,workstation,mass-storage,and
long-haulcommunications.Theconfiguration,
shownin figure 3, is a local-area-network-
orientedarchitectureconsistingof hardwarefrom
a numberof vendors.Toreducehardwareand
vendor-specificdependencies,theNPSNsoftware
presentsa commonuserinterfaceacrossthesystem
that providesuserswith the samenvironmenton
all user-accessiblemachines,i.e., provides
commonutilities andcommandsonuser-visible
subsystems.Thisuniformenvironmentenables
usersto moveasilybetweenprocessors,allows
for easyfile accessandcommandi itiation across
machineboundaries,andenhancesu er-codepor-
tability within theNPSN.
Theoperatingsystemonall user-visible
computersi basedonAT&T'sUNIXTM System V.2
operating system with network software modeled
after the Berkeley 4.2/4.3 bsd UNIX operating
system. Jobs on all user-visible systems can be
run in batch or interactive modes. Communications
protocols come from the DoD Internet family of
protocols, commonly referred to as TCP/IP.
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Fig. 3 IOC of the NPSN.
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High-SpeedProcessor
Thefirst HSP,a Cray-2,is a four-processor
systemwith268,435,456wordsof dynamicmemory--
or asmorecommonlyreferenced,with256megawords(whereachik equals102464bits/word)of
dynamicmemory.Thefourprocessorscanoperate
independentlyonseparatejobsor in a multipro-
cessingmodeona singlejob. TheNASCray-2has
achieveda peakcomputingspeedof 1720MFLOPSfor
assembly-languagematrixmultipliesanda sus-
tainedaggregate-speedin excessof 250MFLOPSfor
a jobmixof computationalphysicsFORTRANcodes.
Commonmemoryis accessedautomaticallyby
thehardware,andcanbeaccessedrandomlyfrom
anyof thefourprocessorsa well asfromanyof
thecommondatachannels.Anyjob canutilize all
or partof thecommonmemory.Thismemoryis
dividedinto four quadrants,eachof whichhas128
interleaved banks. In addition to the common
memory, each of the processors has a very-high-
speed local memory for temporary storage of vector
and scalar data. Externally, there are 34 DD49
disks attached to the Cray-2, giving a combined
storage capacity of approximately 40 gigabytes.
Cray-2 software includes an operating system
(UNICOS) based on AT&T UNIX System V.2; an auto-
matic vectorizing FORTRAN compiler; a C-language
compiler; a large set of batch and interactive
utilities; a large set of libraries, including a
multitasking library; TCP/IP networking; and
Berkeley "r" co,_nands.
Support Processing Subsystem
The support processing subsystem (SPS) con-
sists of an Amdahl 5860 mainframe computer and
four VAX 11/780 minicomputers. This subsystem
supports general-purpose interactive processing
for local and remote users. In addition, it pro-
vides the interface to local and remote terminals
and to tapes and high-speed printers.
Workstation Subsystem
The Workstation Subsystem (WKS) consists of
microprocessor-based workstations which produce
graphical displays of Cray-2-generated datasets
and manipulate text and data as well as perform
small-scale computations. The IRIS TM (Integrated
Raster Imaging System), selected as the initial
NAS workstation, is manufactured by Silicon Graph-
ics Inc. and interfaces to both Ethernet _ and
Network Systems Corporation's HYPERchannel TM net-
works. A key element of the IRIS is a set of
special-purpose graphics microprocessors, called a
"geometry engine," which transforms and displays
three-dimensional data at rates exceeding 50,000
floating point coordinates/sec. Other worksta-
tions with TCP/IP interface capabilities are also
compatible with the NPSN System.
Mass Storage Subsystem
The Mass Storage Subsystem (MSS) consists of
an Amdahl 5860 mainframe computer, Amdahl 6380
disks, and IBM 3480 cartridge tape drives; this
subsystem serves the global online and archival
storage needs of the NPSN. The MSS checks and
coordinates requests for files to be stored or
retrieved within the NPSN and maintains a direc-
tory of all contained files. The MSS also acts as
a file server for the other NPSN subsystems, con-
trois its own internal devices, and performs file
duplication, media migration, storage allocation,
accounting and file management. The aggregate
Amdahl 6380 disk-storage capacity is approximately
300 gigabytes at present.
High-Speed Data Network
The High-Speed Data Network (HSDN) is the
local communications network which allows the
exchange of data and control messages within the
NPSN. Major design emphasis was placed on its
ability to support large file transfers between
the subsystems. The local network includes
HYPERchannel, Ethernet, and the driver-level net-
work software to support the intra-NAS data
communications.
Long-Haul Communication Subsystem
NPSN access by the nationwide remote user
community is provided by the Long-Haul Communica-
tion Subsystem (LHCS). LHCS consists of a NAS-
unique remote-connection network, NASnet, and
hardware/software interfaces to existing
Government-sponsored networks.
NASnet, shown in figure 4, is a starlike
configuration of data communication links connect-
ing remote user sites to the NPSN. The physical
data links between NASA Centers are provided by
NASA's Program Support Communication Network.
These links are extended to non-NASA sites via
AT&T tail circuits. Except for dedicated
224 Kbit/sec terrestrial links to Lewis and
Langley Research Centers, all data links are
switched terrestrial circuits with a capacity of
56 Kbit/sec. At each termination point there is a
Vitalink TransLAN TM communication bridge that con-
nects the data circuit to an Ethernet network.
The bridges permit NPSN Ethernet packets with
remote addresses to be sent to destination hosts
on the remote-site Ethernets. Conversely, Ether-
net packets on a remote site's Ethernet can be
routed to NPSN Ethernet hosts. In this way,
remote users see their own local host, i.e.,
workstation, as just another node on the NPSN
Ethernet. Since NASnet is implemented by switch
circuit technology, the remote user literally
dials up the connection only when required. From
the software viewpoint, the selection of the DoD
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite for the NPSN
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Fig. 4 NASnet configuration.
allows the most straightforward implementation of
NASnet since it not only supports a rich set of
applications (mail, file transfer, remote login,
etc.), but implementation also exists for a large
number of various computers ranging from IBM PCs
to Cray supercomputers. In summary, NASnet, whose
first prototype implementation was in July 1985,
provides the remote user with all the functional
capabilities of a local user of the NPSN and, in
particular, gives the ability to use all the
interactive capabilities of powerful graphics
workstations. For example, experience has shown
NASnet to be very effective in supporting NAS
workstation clusters at Lewis and Langley Research
Centers. Users at these Centers not only access
the NPSN in the same manner as ARC users, but also
utilize their Ethernet connected workstations to
access computer resources at their own Centers.
In addition to NASnet, PSCN circuits support
two other long-haul communication capabilities.
The first is the Computer Network Subsystem (CNS)
that provides batch-oriented bulk file trar_sfer
service among NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (OAST) Research Centers (Ames-Moffett,
Ames-Dryden, Lewis and Langley) using TI
(1.544 mbit/sec) satellite links.
The second PSCN-provided capability is the
NASA Packet Switch System (NPSS). NPSS provides
9600 bit/sec terminal access to the NPSN from NASA
Centers. Since NPSS is also connected to GTE's
Telenet TM packet switched network, remote users
outside NASA Centers can gain access to the NPSN
at rates of 12OO-24OO bits/sec.
Access by DoD research installations and many
universities is provided by MILnet and ARPAnet.
Additional university access will be provided in
the future by a newly formed network sponsored by
the National Service Foundation (NSF) (Jennings
et al., 1986). This network (popularly called
NSFnet) is designed to provide remote access to
NSF-sponsored supercomputer centers by connecting
several regional network_ to a national backbone
circuit. One of these regional networks is the
NSF-funded Bay Area Regional Research Network
(BARRnet) which includes ARC, University of
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Californiacampuses(Berkeley,Davis,San
Francisco,andSantaCruz),andStanfordUniver-
sity. Whenoperationalin 1987,BARRnetwill
provideTI communicationsli ks betweenpar-
ticipatingmembersites andwill connectto
ARPAnetat Stanfordandto theNSFfundedSan
DiegoSupercomputerC nter(SDSC)througha remote
useraccesscomputer(RUAC)at UCBerkeley.
NASCOMPUTATIONALSERVICES
TheNASProgramprovidesall userswithcon-
sulting, training,anddocumentationservices. A
telephonehotlineis mannedaroundtheclock,
excludingGovernmentholidays. Consultingadvice
is alsoavailablebycomputermailandin person(for localandvisiting scientists). Consulting
expertiseincludesNPSNoperatingsystems,compil-
ers, communications,codeconversion,codeoptimi-
zation,file handling,tapeusage,workstation
graphics,andotherareasof userinterest.
Trainingservicesinclude3-dayusertraining
classeswhichareheldmonthlyat ARC.These
classescoverintroductoryUNIX,codeconversion
aids, codeoptimization,file archivalmethods,
tapeusage,anduserresponsibilities. User
trainingclassescanbepresentedat remotesites
byspecialarrangement.NPSNusageinformationis
alsoavailableonlinein theformof manualpages
aswell astutorials andsamplesessions.
In theareaof documentation,theNASUserGuideis sentto eachaccountholder. TheUser
Guidepresentsbasic,high-levelinformation.Otheruserdocumentsare referencedfor more
in-depthinformation.TheUserGuidecontainsa
completelist of Cray-2manuals,editor manuals,
referencecards,etc., whichareavailableby
requestfor all users.
In addition,NASystemBulletinsaresentto
eachuserwhenmajorsystemschangesoccur,anda
monthlyNASnewsletteris sentto usersandother
interestedpeople.ThenewsletterscontainNAS
usageinformationalongwith itemsabouttheuser
projectsandgeneralNASnewsanddevelopments.
NASUSAGE
TheNASProgramis intendedto supportpio-
neeringworkin basicandappliedresearch.
Approximately90%of thescientific researchper-
tains to theareasof fluid dynamics,aerodynam-
ics, structures,materialscience,aerothermal
dynamics,andotheraeronauticsapplications. The
remaining10%includesworkin otherdisciplines
suchaschemistry,atmosphericmodeling,astro-
physics,andotherareasof interest to NASA.
About55%of theavailablecomputerresources
supportsNASAprogramsandis usedbybothin-
housestaff andorganizationsinvolvedin NASA
grants,contracts,andjoint programs.Theapprox-
imateallocationof theremainingamountis 20%to
DoD,15%to industry,5%to otherGovernmentagen-
cies, and5%to universities. Onlythecostsof
industryproprietaryworkarereimbursedto theGovernmentin accordancewitha formulathat
includesoperatingandcapital improvementcosts.
TheNASProgramhasimplementedproject
selectionandresourceallocationprocedureswhich
invite applicationsfor NASusagefromthe scien-
tific usercommunityandprovidefor peerreview
of projectsandequitableresourceallocation.
TheNASAOfficeof AeronauticsandSpaceTechnol-
ogyreceivesapproximately45%of the resources,
to besharedamongAmes,Langley,andLewis
ResearchCenters.EachCentersuballocatesits
shareto individualin-houseandsupported
researchprojects. Theuniversityallocationis
administeredbytheNationalScienceFoundation.
Overallresourceavailability is determinedbythe
NAS ystemsDivision.
Tobeselectedfor NASusage,potentialusers
mustproposetechnicallysoundandrelevantproj-
ectswhichrequiretheuniquecapabilitiesoffered
bytheNPSN.TheNASselectioncriteria are:
technicalquality, nationalneed,timeliness,and
suitability to NASresources.Selectioncriteria
andallocationguidelinesareperiodically
reviewedto ensuremaximumbenefits. Theguide-
lines for usagedescribedhereapplyonlyto NAS
computersin anoperationalstatus. Whenew
computersarebeingintegratedinto theNPSN,they
aredevotedprimarilyto testingandsoftware
development.
Duringthe interimoperationalperiod, from
July1986throughFebruary1987,Cray-2computer
timewasallocatedto 123projects. Theselection
processis nowunderwayfor thefirst full opera-
tional period,whichis for I year,March1987
throughFebruary1988.Forthe interimperiod,
Cray-2timewasdistributedovera widerangeof
disciplinesasshownin figure 5. Notethat a
highpercentageof theCray-2wasallocatedto
projectsrelatedto theNationalAeroSpacePlane(NASP).Thisreflects the importanceof supercom-
putingto this newinitiative. NASPtechnology
applicationsareexpectedto increasein future
years.
EARLYNASOPERATIONALEXPERIENCE
TheNASPrograminitiated pilot operations
for a selectgroupof usersin December1985,
shortlyafter theCray-2hadcompletedacceptance
testing. In July 1986,interimoperationsof a
completelyintegratedNPSNbegan.Useraccess
duringtheseperiodsincreasedrapidlyandappre-
ciableoperationalexperiencewasgainedbyNAS
users.
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Fig. 5 Cray-2computertimeallocationdistribution basedon123interimoperational
periodallocations.
Evenwithin thecontextof pilot operations,
whichincludeda highlevel of systemdevelopment
activities, initial NASusersprovidedoverwhelm-
inglypositivefeedbackontheir increasedproduc-
tivity whileusingtheNPSN.In particular,most
usersindicateda significant reductionin code
development/debuggingtime,start-uptimefor
changesin configurationgeometryor grid resolu-
tion, andjob turnaroundtimes,aswell as
improvementsin thegraphicalanalysisof computed
results.
Thereductionin codedevelopmenta ddebug-
gingtimecanbeattributedmainlyto theavaila-
bility of interactivesupercomputingandtherich
varietyof tools in theUNIXenvironment.Prior
to thedevelopmentof theUNICOSoperatingsystem,
vendor-suppliedoperatingsystemsfor supercompu-
ters hadremained,almostexclusively,asbatch
modeprocessing.Whilebatchprocessingmaybe
desirablefor longproductionruns,debuggingand
codedevelopmentarenot besthandledin this
mode.UNIXprovidesboththe interactivecapabil-
ity necessaryfor efficient codedevelopmenta d
debugging,andthebatchcapabilityfor production
runsvia theNetworkQueuingSystem(NQS)soft-
ware. Forthesystemdeveloper,manyof thesame
advantagesarerealized.In addition,it hasbeen
reportedthat the introductionof newsystems,as
wellassoftwareenhancementsand"bugfixes,"are
moreeasilyandquicklycompletedwith theuniform
UNIXenvironmentandconsistentprotocolsuite
acrosstheNASmachines.
TheNASCray-2is the first full-memory,
four-processorCray-2.The256-megawordcentral
memorycapacityrepresentsa two-orders-of-
magnitudeincreaseoverpreviouslyavailable
capacity. Prior to theCray-2,increasedresolu-
tion or geometricomplexityrequiredtheuseof a
SolidStateDisk(SSD).Theinput/output(I/0)
delaysassociatedwithpagingdatabetweenthe
centralmemoryanddiskweresignificantand,not
infrequently,reached10or 20timestheactual
CPUtimefor the job. Therefore,specialized,
machine-specificcodemodificationswererequired
for efficient utilization of SSDmemory.
Forexample,a typical three-dimensional
Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokessimulationis
constrainedto resolveless than69cubed(approx-
imately0.3megaword)spatialpointsif the job is
to remainin thecentralmemoryof an8-megaword
machine.Full useof 256megawordswouldallow
for 217cubed,or 10.22million points, to be
resolvedfor an in-corerunof this example
code. Thusthe increasedmemoryof theCray-2
allowsfor bothincreasedjob complexitywithout
significant codemodificationandvirtual elimina-
tion of I/0 wait time. Theneteffect is
decreasedstartuptimefor increasinglycomplex
problemsandimprovedjob turnaround.
Asthespeedandmemoryof supercomputers
continueto increase,largerandmorephysically
complexproblemscanbesolvedmoreroutinely. To
analyzetheselargerandmorecomplexdatasets,
graphicaldisplaysarenotonlydesirablebut
necessary.Specializedgraphicalprocessorsuch
asthe"geometryengine"of the IRISworkstation
helpto providepseudo-real-timevisualizationof
computedresults, i.e., real-timemanipulationof
graphicalimageswhicharecreatedfrompreviously
computeddatasets.
It is probablyrealistic to assumethat the
demandfor supercomputersandgraphicaldisplays
expandsto fill anyavailableresource.However,
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becauseof thedistributedprocessingcapability
of theNPSNandits uniformsoftwarenvironment
andprotocolsuite, coproeessingbetweenworksta-
tion andsupercomputerscanbeeasily implemented
for moreeffectiveutilization of available
resources.
Graphicalcoprocessingtasks,suchasthe
ARC-developedR altimeInteractiveParticleTraces(RIP)softwarepackagewhichinteractivelycalcu-
latesparticle pathsin acomputedflow field,
involveinitiating twocoupledprocessessimul-
taneously:a computationalandmemoryintensive
processresidingontheCray-2anda graphical
displayandmanipulationprocessresidingonthe
workstation.Informationis passedbackandforth
betweenthe twomachinesvia HYPERchannela d
Ethernetlinks for remoteworkstations.In this
way,a processingtaskcanbeintelligently
dividedto makeuseof thestrongpointsof the
variousmachinesin theNASsystem.Fortheuser,
this translatesintoa substantialsavingsin time
for thedisplayof aparticle traceona worksta-
tion, sincetheCray-2/IRIScombinationoffers a
10:1performanceimprovementoveranIRISalone.
Becauseof theuniformUNIXenvironmentacrossthe
Cray-2andworkstations,thecreationandinstal-
lation of RIPrequiredoneafternoonto coordinate
amongthreepeoplewithexistingbut decoupled
codes.
Qualityfilm outputof workstation-generated
displaysis providedbyModel655Dunncamerasand
prototypeSeikoprinters. Userscanmakehigh
qualityphotographs,transparencies,or negatives
with theDunncameras.TheDunnsystemworks
directly off theRUBoutputof theworkstations.
For16-mmovies,thecomputer-controlled
Model632Dunncamerafunctionswith theaid of a
workstationpatchpanel.
Videoanimationcapabilitiesareprovidedby
anABEKASdigital diskrecorder.Thissystem
takesanRS170outputfromtheIRIS,convertsit
to NTSCsignals,andrecordsit ondisk. This
representsa significantimprovementi recording
speed,editing, andspecialeffectscapabilities
overolder tape-recordingdevices.Toassist the
userin makinganimationsequences,a program
calledtheGraphicsAnimationSystem(GAS)has
beendeveloped.GASlets theusercreatescripts
onthe IRISwhichcanbeplayedbackat a later
timeontheanimationsystem.GASis a fairly
"userfriendly" programin that it recordsa
user'sactionsasgraphicimagesaremanipulated
ontheIRISscreen,automaticallygeneratinga
playbackscript. If needed,theusercanedit this
script to either correcttheerrorsor to add
stepsto smoothouttheanimation.
FUTURECHALLENGESANDPLANS
TheNASProgramis engagedin planningthe
implementationf theEOCandits follow-oncon-
figurations. EOC,plannedto beoperationalin
1988,addsanadvancedsupercomputer,theHSP-2,
withperformanceandmemorycapacitytargetedat
four timesthat of theCray-2.
Theadditionof this large incrementin com-
puterpowerraisesthepotentialfor inbalance
amongprocessingrate, datatransportbandwidth,
andstoragecapacityacrosstheentire NPSN.At
present,theperformanceandstoragecapacityof
supercomputersis outpacingtheability to move
datato andfromthecomputerandto store it.
Newstoragetechnologiessuchasoptical, magneto-
optic, andmagneticvertical recordinglookprom-
ising. Unfortunately,supercomputingneedsalone
arenota sufficientmarketforceto drivethese
technologiesto thedesiredlevel of performance
andcapacity. Asa consequence,n wstrategies
witholdertechnologiesarebeinginvestigatedto
meetnear-futureneeds.
Increasedhigh-speedprocessordataproduc-
tion, highergraphicsdataconsumption,andhigher
storagecapacitywill requireincreasedatacom-
municationbandwidthin theNPSN.Ananalysisof
thebandwidthrequirementfor a 20-foldincrease
in processingpower,basedonmodelsof theNPSN
projectedworkloadandsystemarchitecture,shows
aneffectivebandwidthof 100megabits/secis
necessary(Levinet al., 1987). Tomeethis
requirement,theNASProgramhasefforts underway
to establisha networktest bedfor hands-on
investigationof newnetworkingtechnologies.
Long-hauldatacommunicationsis alsoan
importantareafor future improvement.Theexpe-
riencegainedwithNASnethasdemonstratedthe
valueof high-bandwidthandlow-delayterrestrial
circuits. TheNASProgramplansto aggressively
pursueopportunitiesto economicallyincrease
bandwidthcapabilitywhenhighcapacitytranscon-
tinental fiber-opticdatatrunksbecomeavailable
in thenextfewyears. In addition,anadvanced
remote-communicationsgatewayprototypeis
planned.Theobjectiveof this effort is to meter
circuit capacityas throughputdemandrisesand
falls. Thiswill beaccomplishedbya type-of-
serviceroutinggatewaythat establishestheopti-
mumbandwidthanddelaycharactersto matcha
particularapplicationservice(interactivechar-
acterstream,on-demanddatatransfer,bulkfile
transfer,etc.). Thebandwidthwill beoptimized
byaddingor deletingsubchannelallocationsof
thebackbonecircuit andthedelayoptimizedby
switchingto either low-delayterrestrial or high-
delaysatellite circuits.
Thefirst-order softwarechallengefor the
future is to providethealgorithms,languages,
andprogrammingtools to effectivelyusethe
potentialof parallel architecturecomputers.
Futurehigh-speedprocessors,withouta doubt,
will consistof severalif notmanyprocessors.
Parallelsupercomputersareherenowin theform
of thefour-processorCrayXMPandCray-2,but
their parallel multitaskingcapabilityis greatly
2O
underutilized. Whenthemultitaskingof many
processorsbecomesnecessaryto achievegreater
performance,muchimprovedsoftware_ill becriti-
cally needed.TheNASProgramis placinggreater
emphasisonimprovedtechniquesfor multitasking
andwill aggressivelypursueresearchin massively
parallelarchitectures.
Futuretechnologywill alsosupportmore
parallelismacrosscomputerboundariesas in the
caseof coprocessingbetweensupercomputersand
workstations.Special-purposeprocessors,
designedto performverywell ona pieceof the
total problem,connectedto veryfast networksare
a fertile areafor researchanddevelopment.The
NASProgramis activelyengagedin researchand
advancedevelopmenti theseareas,with thegoal
of introducingtheminto theNPSNbytheendof
thedecade.
SUMMARY
TheNASprogramhasmetits first majormile-
stone--theNPSNIOC.Theprogramhasmetits goal
of providinga nationalsupercomputerfacility
capableof greatlyenhancingtheNation'sresearch
anddevelopmentfforts. Furthermore,theprogram
is fulfilling its pathfinderole bydefiningand
implementinga newparadigmfor supercomputing
systemenvironments.TheIOCis onlythebegin-
ningandtheNASProgramwill aggressivelycon-
tinueto developandimplementemergingsupercom-
puter,communications,storage,andsoftwaretech-
nologiesto strengthencomputationsa a critical
elementin supportingtheNation'sleadershiprolein aeronautics.
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Abstract
An overview is given of Computational
Mechanics and Physics at NASA Langley Research
Center. Computational analysis is a major
component and tool in many of Langley's diverse
research disciplines, as well as in our inter-
disciplinary research. Examples are given for
algorithm development and advanced applications in
aerodynamics, transition to turbulence and
turbulence simulation, hypersonics, structures, and
interdisciplinary optimization.
Introduction
Research disciplines at Langley include aero-
dynamics, acoustics, structures, materials, elec-
tronics, controls, and atmospheric sciences.
Computational analysis has become a dominant tool
in most of these disciplines, providing enhanced
insight into the physical processes that underlie
our engineering and scientific problems. The use
of computational analysis is so pervasive, and the
expectations so great, that the demand by our re-
searchers for more computer power seems insatiable.
We have at our disposal a VPS-32 supercomputer
(a 2-pipeline CYBER 205 with a 32 million, 64-bit
word memory) in our central complex; access to a
4-pipeline 205 (with 8 million words of memory) in
the Ames central facility; and of course, the NAS
Cray-2. We have a parallel processor, a FLEX-32,
which has 20 independent processors, each with
1 megabytes local memory and 2 megabytes shared
memory. Additionally, there are a number of
"super" minicomputers and over 100 other mini-
computers sited in local research areas and
associated printing and graphics terminals for pre-
and post-processing computational results, and a
local network for file transfers among the various
resources.
In spite of what seems to be a considerable
amount of computing power, we have saturated not
only our VPS-32, but also "our half" of the Ames
205. As more codes are converted to CRAY FORTRAN
or developed from scratch, we will saturate our
share of the NAS as well (the usage rate as of this
writing was about 300 hr/mo). This story is prob-
ably repeated at most research laboratories, and
certainly many industries today, for several
reasons. For example, nearly everyone seems to
expect to make 7-hour runs on a supercomputer. The
computations are usually three-dimensional simula-
tions of physical problems and contain a wealth of
detailed information not obtainable (or infeasible)
by other means. Further, many more engineers and
scientists are aware of, and use supercomputers in
their research than was the case just 10 years
ago. In the late 1960's, there were four super-
computers at Langley alone; namely CDC 6600's,
which were ten times faster than their forerunners!
However, it was almost unthinkable to make a 7-hour
run, for the results of such a run would be so
limited in use and would contain only a tiny
fraction of the information compared to today's
analyses.
We join with universities and industry to
develop advances in computational methods for use
in aerospace research. To assist in this thrust,
the Institute for Computer Applications in Science
and Engineering (ICASE) was created over 10 years
ago at Langley to provide a direct interaction
between university mathematicians and computer
scientists and NASA research engineers to find an
optimum blend among the theoreticians and the
practitioners. The Institute has been an un-
qualified success. Mathematicians have been
stimulated by association with difficult engineer-
ing problems, and research engineers have found the
expertise of world-class numerical analysts,
applied mathematicians, and computer scientists to
be invaluable. A prime focus for ICASE researchers
is development and analysis of computational
algorithms for vector and parallel computers, such
as the FLEX-32 mentioned previously.
In this paper an overview will be given of the
algorithm developments and diverse applications of
computational analysis at Langley which may be of
interest to this conference. The main body of the
paper is presented in the form of individual, self-
contained briefs which were prepared by the re-
searchers involved. It is intended that the briefs
be as free of unexplained jargon and symbols as
possible, in order to convey the scope of computa-
tional mechanics and physics at Langley, rather
than exquisite details.
The majority of the briefs are in the area of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), as would be
expected. Shown are examples of new Navier-Stokes
and Euler equation algorithms for three-dimensional
flows, and advanced viscous-inviscid computations
using Euler and potential equations coupled with
boundary-layer methods for three-dimensional aero-
dynamic problems. Some of the important CFD
applications and developments in spectral methods
coupled with Multigrid convergence acceleration are
given. Vortex flows are a subject of intensive
theoretical, computational, and experimental study
at Langley, and some CFD applications are given
here.
Researchers have developed CFD techniques for
direct simulation of transition to turbulence,
fully turbulent flows, and "large-eddy" simulations
where the sub-grid scales of turbulent eddys are
modeled. Both incompressible and compressible
flows have been treated, and spectral methods are
the predominant spatial differencing choice, due to
the high accuracy of such schemes. This area of
computational research consumes enormous computa-
tional resources, even for very simple geometry,
and it has been one of our prime early focuses for
NAS applications. Because transition and turbu-
lence remain as a major stumbling block to the
accurate prediction of complex flows, it continues
to be a major research area at Langley, and NASA in
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general. In another paper, M. Y. Hussaini presents
a more comprehensive discussion of this area. Two
examples of this research are shown in the main
section.
The area of hypersonic flow is one which con-
tains certain important problems that can be
studied only by computational analysis, because of
lack of experimental facilities capable of
simulating the full range of hypersonic flight
conditions. Hypersonics has been reborn as a top-
priority engineering research field in the Nation,
and NASA in particular, with the National Aero-
Space Plane as a focus, along with advanced
missions in support of our space program. Direct-
simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) methods are used to
explore and predict rarified flows, and to
calibrate continuum Navier-Stokes codes which
require slip boundary conditions at the solid walls
of a vehicle. Finite-element and finite-difference
methods are being developed for treating high-
enthalpy, nonequilibrium flows and their inter-
action with structural elements. A significant
focus area at Langley is the scramjet engine and
its integration with the external aerodynamics of
an Aero-Space plane, as regards spillage, combus-
tion, and overall vehicle performance. The NASA
hypersonic computational research will be covered
in some detail in this conference in the paper by
D. L. Dwoyer. Here we present one example in
computational hypersonics, comparing Navier-Stokes,
viscous-shock-layer, and DSMC algorithms for a
rarified, nonequilibrium flow.
Computational structural mechanics at Langley
is likely to become the fastest-growing community
of supercomputer users. Structures researchers and
designers in NASA and industry have developed and
applied both linear and nonlinear finite-element
methods with a high degree of sophistication for
analysis of major problems in solid mechanics. The
general software in use today evolved on computers
with memory which was small relative to that avail-
able on current supercomputers; the solution tech-
niques usually involve the generation of large
linear systems of equations which are solved by
some direct methods, such as elimination or inver-
sion. The largest codes can require huge amounts
of auxiliary storage, but are often relatively
modest in terms of actual compute time (at least
compared to CFD codes). Data generation and
efficient input-output are a major concern. The
NAS should be a particularly adept machine for such
applications, for most problems which are presently
analyzed will fit in the 256MW memory of the
Cray-2. Static and dynamic analysis of large,
complex structures, and fracture analysis of
composite structures are two areas of research at
Langley which require significant supercomputing
resources, and the demand is growing rapidly. They
are extremely well-suited for the NAS. Two
examples of this work are shown in the following
section, one of which relied on intensive use of
the Cray XMP and Cray-2 at Ames via the NAS network
to solve the analysis problem of the space shuttle
solid-rocket booster joints. For this problem of
national importance, the NAS network and its
supporting personnel performed in admirable
fashion.
The final example in the next section is one
illustrative of our interdisciplinary research.
A Langley research goal is to develop methods for
integrating advances in our disciplines to achieve
safer and more efficient aerospace vehicle and
system designs. The example shown is a direct
approach to maximizing electromagnetic performance
of a large space antenna while minimizing the
system mass.
Examples of Computational Analysis
Implicit Upwind-Biased Algorithm for
Navier-Stokes Equations
An efficient computational algorithm for the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations has been
developed. The spatial differencing reflects the
predominant nature of the equations in the limit of
Reynolds number Re ÷ _ (hyperbolic) and Re ÷ 0
(parabolic) through upwind differencing of the
convective and pressure terms and central differ-
encing of the viscous shear stress and heat flux
terms. The method is naturally dissipative so that
no additional smoothing terms are required and is
particularly wel)-suited for transonic and super-
sonic flows where strong shock waves are prevalent.
The algorithm is advanced implicitly in time
by applying the backward-time Euler integration
scheme to the governing equations, linearizing the
equations in time, and using the delta form so that
the steady-state solution is independent of the
time step. Efficient solutions to the systems of
equations are obtained at subsonic and transonic
speeds through spatially split approximate factori-
zation and at supersonic speeds through a hybrid
relaxation/approximate-factorization technique.
Extremely efficient solutions to the steady-state
equations are obtained with multigrid acceleration.
Results from an example computation for the
subsonic flow over an aspect ratio AR equal to one
delta wing are shown in Figure 1. In this figure,
Reynolds number based on length is represented by
ReL, free-stream Mach number by M , lift coeffi-
cient by CL, and trailing-edge flap angle by 6.
The total pressure contours (shown in Fig. 2 at an
angle of attack a of 20.5°) indicate the primary
vortex, which is shed from the leading edge, and
the secondary vortices (underneath the primary)
which are induced by boundary-layer crossflow
separation. The computation of lift versus angle
of attack shows good agreement with experimental
data and includes the prediction of maximum lift
associated with the onset of vortex breakdown.
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Lift versus angle of attack of highly
swept delta wing.
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Fig. 2 Total pressure contours f o r  highly 
swept d e l t a  wing. 
Three-Dimensional Transonic Viscous-Inviscid 
In te rac t ion  Program 
Over the pas t  5 years ,  the computer code 
The program was 
TAWFIVE (Transonic Analysis of a Wing and Fuselage 
w i t h  Interacted Viscous Effec ts )  has been under 
development a t  NASA Langley. 
developed t o  accurately pred ic t  the  t ransonic  flow 
about wing-body configurat ions.  In TAWFIVE, the 
conservative fu l l -poten t ia l  equation i s  used t o  
model the outer  inv isc id  port ion of the flow f ie ld  
on a boundary-fitted gr id .  A three-dimensional 
i ntegral boundary-1 ayer method i s  used t o  model the 
inner  viscous region of the  flow f i e l d .  
curvature and displacement thickness e f f e c t s  are  
a l s o  included. 
Wake 
The TAWFIVE code has recently been modified in  
an e f f o r t  t o  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  decrease i ts  computation 
time and t o  add several new c a p a b i l i t i e s .  
Original ly ,  TAWFIVE used a relaxat ion scheme t o  
solve the outer  inv isc id  portion of the flow. To 
acce lera te  convergence, the mu1 t i g r i d  method has 
been incorporated. T h i s  method reduces t o t a l  run 
times by a t  l e a s t  50%. Some improvements in  the 
gr id  have a l so  been made, and user input  t o  t h e  
program has been reduced. 
allow the  w i n g  l i f t  level t o  be spec i f ied  and t h e  
angle of a t tack t o  be a r e s u l t  of the  calculat ion 
have been added. 
Also, the capabi l i ty  t o  
As a sample of the  capabi l i ty  of TAWFIVE, 
r e s u l t s  from a TAWFIVE ca lcu la t ion  f o r  the 
Pathf inder  I configurat ion a r e  compared w i t h  
experimental data from t h e  National Transonic 
F a c i l i t y .  The flow condi t ions a r e  M, = 0.82, 
a = 1.93", and a Reynolds number Re of 17 x l o 6  
based on mean chord. 
f o r  pressure c o e f f i c i e n t  C versus chord fract ion 
x/c a t  three span f rac t ion  17 locat ions.  
Figure 3 shows good agreement 
P 
Euler Code With Interacted Viscous Effec ts  
An Euler code coupled with a boundary-1 ayer 
so lver  has been developed by Keith Koenig, 
Mississippi S t a t e  University, under cont rac t  t o  
NASA. The code solves f o r  the viscous flow f ie ld  
around a wing/fuselage combination. 
volume Eul e r  solver  uses flux-vector s p l i t t i n g  o f  
the  governing equations and solves the discret ized 
s p l i t  equations with an i m p l i c i t ,  upwind, second- 
The f i n i t e -  
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Fig. 3 
e- 
Comparison of computational and experi- 
mental pressures  f o r  the  Pathfindeg I a t  
o 2 4 6 8 1 0  
" I C  
Mm = 0.82, e. = 1.93", Re = 17 x 10 . 
order  predictor-corrector  scheme. The viscous 
so lver  i s  an inverse in tegra l  technique t h a t  has 
ana ly t ica l  expressions f o r  t h e  veloci ty  p r o f i l e s  
which a r e  va l id  f o r  a t tached and separated 
turbulent  boundary layers .  The code i s  s t ruc tured  
such t h a t  r e s u l t s  can be obtained t o  engineering 
accuracy on the Control Data Corporat ion 's  VPS-32 
computer i n  a DEBUG category run. 
Results a r e  presented f o r  an advanced t rans-  
p o r t  configurat ion a t  a = 2.41", M = 0.819, and 
Re = 5.9 x 10 and compared with experimental 
pressure c o e f f i c i e n t s  a t  a midspan locat ion on the  
wing. The computations were performed on a medium 
densi ty  C-H-shaped mesh ( 9 7 ~  1 7 ~  17) .  Comparisons of 
computed and experimental r e s u l t s  on o ther  configu- 
r a t i o n s  ( i  ncl udi ng Pathf inder  I )  have a1 so been 
made and are  good. Plans a r e  underway t o  apply the 
code t o  lower-aspect-ratio f igh ter - type  configura- 
t i o n s  t o  f u r t h e r  va l ida te  i t s  capabi l i ty .  
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Fig. 4 Euler ca lcu la t ion  with in te rac ted  
viscous e f f e c t s .  
Aerodynamic Loads f o r  S1 ender-Wi ng/Body 
Configurations 
Low-aspect-ratio wings a r e  des i rab le  f o r  
vehicles  t h a t  require supersonic o r  hypersonic 
c a p a b i l i t y ,  such a s  advanced f i g h t e r  
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configurations,missiles,or theproposedAero-SpacePlane. Dueto their slendernature,these
configurationsexhibitsubstantialwing/bodyinter-ference. In addition,separation-inducedvortex
flowsnaturallyoccurat moderate-to-highanglesof
attackandaredominanta conditionsrequiredfor
takeoff, landing,andmaneuver.Onetheorythat
accountsfor this flow,thefree-vortex-sheet,has
recentlyprovidedsuccessfulestimates,whichincludevortex-inducedffects,of thesurfaceload
distributionsfor a slenderconfiguration.Results
fromthis theoryarefully threedimensionalnd
representaninviscid"upperbound,"whichdata
tendto approachbutnotsurpassasReynoldsnumberis increased.
Atypical solutionfromthefree-vortex-sheet
theoryis comparedwithexperimentalresultsin
Figure5 for a slender-wing/bodyconfigurationat
anangleof attackof 20° anda free-streamMach
numberof 0.5. Theresultsarepresentedat a
longitudinalstationin whichthebodyradiusis
approximatelyone-halfof theconfigurationsemi-
span.Boththeoryandexperimentshowa double
suctionpeakontheuppersurface.Themaximum
pressurecoefficientbetweenthesetwopeaksoccurs
at thewing/bodyjuncture. Theoutboardsuctionpeakoccursonthewingandis typical of leading-
edgevortexflow; theinboardpeakoccursonthe
fuselageand,for thetheory,is solelyduetoinducedeffectsof thewingprimaryvortexonthe
body.
Pressure Station
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Fig. 5 Surface pressure correlation.
The correlation between theory and experiment
is good on both the upper and lower surfaces.
Similar correlations were achieved at other
longitudinal stations. The experimental Reynolds
number effects shown are significant, and, in this
sense, the inviscid free-vortex-sheet theory may
provide useful estimates of the full-scale flow
that occurs at significantly higher Reynolds
numbers than those shown.
New Algorithm Development for Efficient Transonic
Unsteady Aerodynamic Analyses
An approximate factorization (AF) algorithm
was developed at NASA Langley for solution of the
unsteady small-disturbance potential equation for
transonic flow. The new algorithm is very
efficient for transonic unsteady aerodynamic and
aeroelastic analyses when compared with the
alternating-direction implicit (ADI) algorithm of
the Air Force/Boeing XTRAN3S computer code.
Figure 6 shows results of applications of the AF
algorithm to an F-5 fighter wing. The free-stream
Mach number was 0.9 and the angle of attack was 0°.
A comparison of convergence histories of the AF and
ADI algorithms is shown in the upper part of
Figure 6.
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Fig. 6 Convergence histories and unsteady
pressures.
The AF algorithm provides a converged steady-
state solution in one-tenth the number of time
steps that the ADI algorithm requires. The AF
algorithm gives similar improvements in computa-
tional expense for subsequent unsteady calculations
required for aeroelastic analyses. A comparison of
unsteady pressure coefficients per unit pitch
angle C_, versus fractional chord at the wing
midsemi_pan x/c, is shown in the lower part of
Figure 6. The calculations were performed for the
rigid wing pitching harmonically with a reduced
frequency of k = 0.14. The AF results were
obtained in a fraction of the number of time steps
per cycle that the ADI results require, and both
sets of results compare well with the experimental
data. Therefore, the new AF algorithm is accurate
and efficient for transonic unsteady aerodynamic
analyses.
The research was conducted as part of a larger
effort directed toward developing computational
methods of predicting unsteady flows with emphasis
on the flutter critical transonic speed range. In
addition, the algorithm has been demonstrated to be
effective in the supersonic regimes (not shown).
Work is continuing to further assess the accuracy
and efficiency of the new AF algorithm.
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Automated Transonic Aeroelasticity Analysis
Program Development
A procedure developed at NASA Langley for
nonlinear transonic aeroelastic analysis of three-
dimensional wings is based on the sequential and
iterative use of a series of independent programs.
For a fabricated wing shape, wing surface pressures
are calculated using the FL022 aerodynamic program.
A new wing shape resulting from the pressure
loadings is then used in the next iteration. Three
to six iterative loops are normally required to
achieve convergence.
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Fig. 7 Calculated and measured wing surface
pressures.
Running the individual programs, transferring
files, and evaluating intermediate results for a
converged solution were found to be extremely time-
consuming tasks. Linking programs, automating file
transfers, and adding logic to exit the iterative
loop when the convergence criteria were met have
resulted in significant savings in user time and
computer resources.
The automated procedure was used to provide
results for comparison with experimentally measured
data for a flexible transport-type wing tested in
the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. Computed
pressure coefficients for a rigid and a flexible
wing show the calculated aeroelastic effects. The
calculated pressure coefficients for the flexible
wing agree well with the measured data, although
the computed location for the recompression shock
is slightly farther aft when compared with measured
data. Also shown are computed and measured wing
vertical deflections that are also in close
agreement.
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Calculated and measured wing vertical
deflections.
Transonic Airfoil Design Procedure
Transonic computational methods have matured
to the point that they are being extensively used
in the design of new configurations and the modifi-
cation of existing aircraft. Their role in the
design process has generally been to predict the
flow field about a given configuration and to give
the designer information about how changes affect
the aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft.
More recently, automated design methods have been
incorporated into some of the codes in an effort to
expedite the design process.
A new algorithm at NASA Langley has been
developed for use in the design of airfoils or
wings that have a specified pressure distribution.
This algorithm relates differences between the
calculated and target pressure distributions to
changes in airfoil surface curvature, then
iteratively modifies the initial airfoil to achieve
the desired pressures. This method works well for
subsonic or transonic conditions because it
accurately locates shocks when they are present,
allows only a portion of the airfoil to be modified
(if desired), and guarantees trailing-edge closure.
The Garabedian and Korn two-dimensional air-
foil code has been modified to include this design
procedure, and a number of test cases have been run
at subsonic and transonic conditions. Results thus
far indicate that the procedure is robust and
accurate. An example of these results is shown in
Figure 9. The target pressure coefficients were
generated from an analysis run of the code for an
existing supercritical-type airfoil at a Mach
number of 0.734 and a lift coefficient of 0.60.
The code was then run in the design mode using an
NACA 0012 as the initial airfoil. At these
conditions, both the initial and final pressure
distributions show a considerable amount of super-
critical flow on the upper surface terminating in a
shock. The final pressure distribution for the
modified airfoil was very close to the target
pressure distribution.
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Fig. 9 Airfoil design code pressure
distributions Cp.
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Multiple-Domain Extension to Spectral
Collocation Methods
Spectral collocation methods have proved to be
efficient discretization schemes for many aero-
dynamic and fluid mechanic problems. The high-
order accuracy shown by these methods allows either
engineering-accuracy solutions on coarse meshes or,
alternatively, very accurate solutions that are
essential for fluid mechanic simulations. One
drawback to spectral collocation has been the
requirement that a complicated physical domain must
be mapped onto a simple computational domain via a
high-order mapping if the spectral advantages are
to be preserved. Additionally, problems with
discontinuous boundary conditions cannot be treated
with conventional spectral methods. Such restric-
tions are overcome by splitting the domain into
regions; adjoining regions are interfaced by
enforcing a global flux balance that preserves the
high-order continuity of the solution.
This multidomain method has proved to be
effective on a wide range of test problems, which
include resolution of a singular perturbation
problem with spatial scales different by 5 orders
of magnitude, and an elliptic equation in general-
ized nonorthogonal curvilinear coordinates.
Figure 10 shows the solution isolines for Laplace's
equation in a region that contains a line of fixed
conditions within the domain. This discretization
will be used in the simulation of transition in the
shear layer behind the trailing edge of a splitter
plate.
Fig. 10 Solution to Laplace's equation on
splitter plate geometry.
Application of Spectral Multigrid Methods
to Engineering Calculations
The high-order error decay rate that is asso-
ciated with spectral methods can be used to an
advantage in multidimensional engineering calcula-
tions by reducing the rapid growth in the number of
points required by even modest increases in
accuracy. To realize this advantage, however,
efficient solution techniques must be devised to
solve the equations that result from spectral dis-
cretization; these equations tend to be far more
difficult to solve than the corresponding finite-
difference equations. A number of techniques have
been applied to spectral methods with considerable
success. One such method involves preconditioning
the spectral equations with a solution to the
corresponding finite-difference equations and com-
puting, at each step, the iteration parameters that
yield fastest convergence. Preconditioning is a
classical technique in which an algebraic system,
which is to be solved iteratively, is modified by
the inverse matrix of a related system which is
easier to solve. This preconditioning clusters the
eigenvalues of the system and results in faster
convergence. Another powerful technique that has
been employed is the well-know multigrid method.
In this method, convergence is accelerated by
taking advantage of the characteristic that is
inherent in most relaxation schemes: convergence
is rapid for short-wavelength error components, but
it is slow for long-wavelength components. Relaxa-
tion solutions of related equations (written on a
sequence of progressively coarser grids) are used
to remove the entire error spectrum because a long-
wavelength error on a fine grid appears as a short-
wavelength error on a coarse grid.
An example of a solution that is produced by a
spectral multigrid technique is shown in Figure 11,
which illustrates the Mach number contours about a
transonic shock-free airfoil. Simulation of shock-
free transonic flow presents a severe test of the
accuracy of a method. Low-accuracy flow field
solutions often bear little resemblance to the true
solution because nearly sonic flow is extremely
sensitive to small area changes in the stream
tubes. The equations produced by the spectral dis-
cretization of the potential equation could not be
solved for this example by any other iterative
method than the multigrid method.
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Mach contours about a shock-free
transonic airfoil.
Fig. ii
Numerical Simulation of Boundary-Layer Transition
Spectral algorithms are used to conduct time-
dependent, three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simula-
tions of transition in idealized, parallel boundary
layers. For incompressible water boundary layers,
simulations are conducted both with and without
passive wall heating in order to assess the effec-
tiveness of this control mechanism in the strongly
nonlinear regime. For compressible air boundary
layers, the simulation is conducted at a free-
stream Mach number of 4.5 in order to determine the
influence of nonlinear, three-dimensional effects
on compressible transition.
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The numerical simulations indicate that wall 2 , ,
heating can delay the transition process. One of
the clearest diagnostics of the transition process MACH4.5
is the development of a strong detached shear
layer, i.e., a region (removed from the wall) in
which the streamwise velocity has a high gradient
in the direction normal to the wall. Figures 12(a)
Y
to 12(c) compare the flow field in an uncontrolled
water boundary layer with that in one in which the I
wall has been heated to 2.75% above the free-stream
temperature. After a nondimensional time of 3, the
uncontrolled boundary layer has a strong detached
shear layer, whereas the heated case still exhibits
only a small perturbation to the mean flow.
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However, after a time of 4-1/4 even the heated case
is undergoing transition. Wall heating delays
transition but does not prevent it. The simula-
tions of compressible flow have yielded the first
theoretical evidence that nonlinear, secondary
instabilities operate in the supersonic regime.
Figure 12(d) presents a detached shear layer
arising from a secondary instability in supersonic
flow.
Subgrid-Scale Modeling of Compressible Turbulence
Highly accurate, spectral codes for both
direct and large-eddy simulations of compressible,
homogeneous turbulence were developed. The direct
simulation (DS) code was used to generate fully
resolved, low Reynolds number turbulent flow fields
on 96x96x96 and 128x128x128 grids. The computed
flow fields were separated, via a large-eddy
simulation (LES) filtering process, into resolved
and unresolved (subgrid) components with respect to
both 16x16x16 and 32x32x32 grids. The subgrid-
scale model was applied to the resolved fields to
produce predictions for the subgrid-scale stresses.
These were then compared with the exact subgrid-
scale stresses as determined from the DS data.
This comparison was used to find the optimal model
constants and to compute the correlation between
the modeled and exact subgrid-scale stresses.
A new subgrid-scale model for compressible
turbulence has been developed and tested. It
satisfies basic physical principles, includes
compressibility effects, and can be implemented
efficiently within an LES code. The DS and LES
codes employ a novel, semi-implicit treatment of
the pressure that permits efficient computation of
very low Mach number flows. Direct simulations
have been performed for Mach numbers (based on the
rms value of the fluctuating velocity field)
between 0.1 and 0.6. Figure 13(a) compares the
energy spectrum for the Mach 0.6 case with a
comparable spectrum for an incompressible case.
Figure 13(b) illustrates the density fluctuations
in the compressible case. Detailed data analysis
has revealed that the compressible subgrid-scale
model correlates well with the data, with correla-
tions on the tensor level which are above 80%.
Moreover, the constants in the model have only a
weak dependence upon Mach number, changing by no
more than 5% between Mach 0 and Mach 0.6.
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Fig. 13(a) Energy spectrum for isotropic
turbulence.
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Fig. 13(b) Density contours.
Navier-Stokes Simulations for Hypersonic
Low-Density Flows
For an accurate prediction of the aerothermal
environment of a space vehicle entering the Earth's
atmosphere in the high-altitude (low-density)
flight regime, the multicomponent nonequilibrium
gas chemistry, as well as the surface slip effects,
must be included in modeling the flow field. Such
rarefied and highly energetic flows are of particu-
lar interest for current and future space transpor-
tation systems. Recent numerical simulation
studies have been performed in which the Navier-
Stokes (N-S) equations were used to model chemical
nonequilibrium flows with multicomponent surface
slip boundary conditions. These solutions are
applicable along the stagnation streamline of a
blunt nose tip at low-density hypersonic flow
conditions. The governing equations are highly
nonlinear and are solved by a numerical finite-
difference method known as Successive Accelerated
Replacement (SAR).
The comparison of the N-S stagnation-point
heat-transfer results with those obtained with the
direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method (a
particle approach) provides an indication of the
applicability of continuum methods to low-density
hypersonic flows. Also shown are the continuum
viscous shock-layer (VSL) results without either
surface or shock slip boundary conditions. The VSL
data begin to depart from the DSMC results for
free-stream Knudsen numbers (_ /RN where _ is the
undisturbed mean free path length-and R_ is the
nose radius, which is 1.3 m) of about 0703. The
departure is rapid for the VSL results. The
departure of the N-S results without surface slip
is less rapid because the N-S simulation included
the shock wave structure by integrating all the way
to free-stream conditions and also because it con-
tains higher order terms than the VSL equations.
Finally, the N-S solution with surface slip pro-
vides good agreement with the DSMC heat-transfer
calculations for free-stream Knudsen numbers as
large as unity. The three methods are in good
agreement at an altitude of 92.35 km. For
altitudes less than 92.35 km, the results from the
N-S and VSL methods compare well.
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Fig. 14 Heat transfer coefficient versus
Knudsen number.
Structural Behavior of the Space Shuttle SRM
Tang-Clevis Joint
The space shuttle Challenger accident
investigation focused on the failure of a tang-
clevis joint on the right solid rocket motor
(SRM). The existence of relative motion between
the inner arm of the clevis and the O-ring sealing
surface on the tang has been identified as a
potential contributor to this failure. This motion
can cause the O-rings to become unseated and
therefore lose their sealing capability. Finite-
element structural analyses have been performed
where particular attention has been paid to
modeling concerns such as mesh discretization and
contact of the joint components. To model the
details of the contact between tang, pin, and
clevis and also to predict the general three-
dimensional stress state in the joint, three-
dimensional elastic, solid finite elements were
selected for the analysis. The elements have
elastic material properties for all analyses
performed in this study. These computations were
carried out via remote link with the Cray XMP-12
and XMP-48 sited at Ames Research Center. Further
analyses of the nonlinear shell problem for the
complete booster are being performed on the Cray-2.
A key ingredient of the joint modeling
approach is the method used for connecting the
separate finite element models of the tang, clevis,
and pin. It was recognized from the outset that
the contact regions between these components would
change as a function cf loading, leading to a
nonlinear analysis problem. This nonlinearity
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occurs,for example,whena gapthat existsbetween
unloadedcomponentscloseswhenloaded.Theactual
contactis modeledbyaddinga nonlinearspring
betweentwoadjacentcontactnodes.Thenonlinear
springstiffnesscurvesarepiecewise-linear
functionsof therelativedisplacementandaregenerated,for example,suchthat a highstiffness
resultsfor anycompressionf thespringanda low
or zerostiffnessresults if thespringstretches.
Followingtheaccident,structuraltests("refereetests") at Morton-ThiokolIncorporated
weredesignedto gaina betterunderstandingof the
deflectionbehaviorof thetang-clevisjoint andto
aid in theverificationof analyticalmodels.The
test article consistedof a casesegmenttangjoinedto a casesegmentclevis; domedendclosures
sealtheendsof the two-segmenttest article.
Thisassemblywastestedunderhydrostaticpressure
fromzeroto 1004psi.
Thefinite-elementmodelof a one-degreeslice
of theoriginalSRMjoint usedin thecomparisons
is shownonFigure15. Forthebaselineanalysis
case,noclearancearoundthepin is assumed.High
contactforcesdeveloparoundthepin underthe
pressureload. Evenwitha lowcoefficientof
friction, thesecontactforcesaresufficient to
preventthe tangandclevis armsfromsliding alongthepin. Theappliedloadingis 1000psi internal
pressurewhichis assumedto act onthesurfacesof
thetangandinnerclevis armandall surfacesof
theprimaryO-ringgroove.Thisloadingcondition
impliesthat theprimaryO-ringformsa sealat the
downstreamcornerof theO-ringgroove.
Fig. 15 Finite elementmodelof local joint(4405nodesand2868elements).
A comparisonf deflectionsfromthe referee
test andanalysisis showni Figure16. Thesedeflectionshavebeenexaggeratedin thedeformed
geometryplot. Agreementbetweentest andanalysisfor the relativetangandclevis motionsin thejoint itself asindicatedbytheresultson
Figure16is generallygood.Gapmotionmidway
betweenthetwoO-ringgroovesi measuredin the
refereetestsusingeightdisplacementtransducerslocatedaroundthecircumferenceof thecase. The
measuredvaluesof gapmotionrangedfrom0.035to
0.041incheswithanaveragevalueof 0.037inchesfor a 1000psi pressureloading. Asshowni
Figure16, thepredictedvalueof thegapmotionis
approximately17%belowthis averagemeasured
value. Theclose-upviewof thedeformedgeometry
qualitativelyindicatestheseverityof thepin
bendingdueto thebearingforcesandthe tang
rotation.
Relativedisplacement
between tang and
clevisarms
Direction/Test, in./Analysis, in.
Axial/.Ole/.Oll
]_.adial/.012/.O11
adial/.037/.0308
Fig. 16 Deformed geometry (exaggerated
deflections).
The largest stress values occur in the joint
itself in the vicinity of the pin. The pin con-
tacts the tang at the lower edge of the tang hole
and at the upper edges of the clevis holes. High
compressive stresses are present in these locations
and many of the stresses substantially exceed yield
values for both the D6AC case material (180 ksi)
and the MP35N pin material (250 ksi).
These analyses have demonstrated the
difficulty of accurately predicting the structural
behavior of the tang-clevis joint. Stresses in the
vicinity of the connecting pins, obtained from
elastic analyses, considerably exceed the material
yield allowables indicating that inelastic analyses
are probably necessary. Parametric variation of
pin-hole taper, used to approximate the inelastic
behavior of deformations in the tang hole, agreed
with the measured gap motions.
Three-Dimensional Stress Analysis of Cracked
or Uncracked Structures
Three-dimensional, elastic and elasto-plastic,
finite-element codes for analysis of structures
with or without cracks have been developed at NASA
Langley. Advanced finite-element formulations are
coupled with highly vectorized computer codes for
use on the VPS-32 supercomputer.
Finite-element formulations using 8- or
20-noded isoparametric hexahedron elements are used
for stress analyses of cracked or uncracked
structures. For cracked elastic structures, a
square-root singularity is incorporated around
crack fronts. The strength of the singularity (the
stress-intensity factor) is calculated for various
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cracksizesandshapesin commonaircraft com-
ponents,suchassurfacecracksemanatingfrom
rivet holes. Thestress-intensityfactorsareused
to predictthefatiguelife andfracturestrength
of damagedaircraft structures.Forelastic-
plastic materials,thefatigue-crackgrowthandfractureprocessesaresimulatedonthecomputerto
betterunderstandthemechanismof fatigue-crack
growthandto developimprovedfracturecriteria.
Thiscodewasrecentlyusedin analyzingthein-
fluenceof plasticyieldingontheperformanceof a
solid-rocketboosterjoint. Foruncrackedstruc-
tures, theprogramsareusedto obtainaccurate
stressdistributionsin complicatedstructures,
suchasthe shear-stressdistributionsaroundpin
holesin awoodenwing-tunnelblade,asshowni
Figure17. Themodelof the lowerhalf of the
bladewascomposedof 3,300(20-noded)elementsand
hadabout50,000degreesof freedom.Theprogram
PATRANwassubsequentlyusedto reducetheenormous
amountof datato colorplots showingthestresses
in themosthighlystressedregionsof theblade.
Thedarkregionsin theslice takenfromthewooden
hubshowthemosthighlystressedregionsaround
thepin-loadedholes. (Thecolor plotsshowdis-
tribution of stresseswithin thedarkregions.)
Themaximumshearstresswas1400psi. Thefinite-
elementcodewasusedto analyzea redesigned
blade,witha smoothertransitionfromthebladeto
hubregion,andtheresultsshoweda 30%reductionin maximumstress.
Theapplicationof three-dimensionalstress
analysesto bothcrackedanduncrackedstructures
will significantlyenhancertaintyin stress
distributionsandmaypreventmanypreviously
unanticipatedfailures. Thesecomputercodeswill
bemademoreaccessibleto otherresearchersby
developingmorefriendlycodesanduserguides.
BLADE
HUB
Fig. 17(a) Model of wood blade and hub.
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Fig. 17(b) Shear stress distribution around
pin-loaded hole.
Integrated Interdisciplinary Optimization
Procedure for Large Space Antenna Design
Previous work in optimizing large space
antenna structures generally concentrated on
minimizing root mean square (rms) surface
distortions, thereby indirectly maximizing
electromagnetic (EM) antenna performance. The
present work involves a direct approach to
maximizing EM performance while minimizing mass.
Integrating the thermal, structural, and EM
analyses in the context of an optimization
procedure is an effective design approach because
the influence of each type of response on the other
is accounted for directly and automatically. A
finite-element thermal analysis and structural
deformation analysis program is combined with a
NASA-Langley-developed electromagnetic radiation
program and a standard optimization program. The
system is used to perform a thermal analysis,
transfer the temperatures to the structural model,
and compute the deformed shape of the antenna
reflector. The deformed shape in the EM analysis
is used to determine performance parameters
including peak gain, side lobe levels, beam width,
pointing direction, and cross-polarization.
The procedure has been tested on a 55-m
tetrahedral antenna reflector shown in Figure 18.
A representative orbital position was chosen as the
design point and a design was sought which
minimized structural mass while attaining a peak
gain of at least 19,000. The results of the
optimization are shown in the lower part of
Figure 18. Structural mass, rms surface distor-
tion, and peak gain are shown for the initial
design and for the first three design cycles.
Design goals are essentially achieved at the third
cycle. The contour plots show the evolution of
surface distortion as the design is improved.
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Fig. 18 Application of optimization procedure
to space antenna design.
Solid lines are displacements toward the feed, and
dashed lines are displacements away from the
feed. Initially, there is a deep valley in the
reflector, but at the end of the third cycle, the
distortion is much smaller, and the reflector shape
is nearly a perfect paraboloid as required. The
remaining distortion occurs near the outer edges,
which are not as important to EM performance as the
center because of feed taper.
Concluding Remarks
Computational analysis at Langley Research
Center covers a wide range of aerospace research
disciplines, and is crucial to our inter-
disciplinary research goals. The demand for
supercomputing resources seems unlimited, spurred
by the quantity and quality of information now
derived from the results. This paper attempts to
convey the scope of computational research and
advanced applications at Langley by showing some
examples from several areas: Aerodynamics, fluid
dynamics, hypersonics, structures, and optimization
of space systems. Areas which were not shown, but
which are important elements of our program,
include atmospheric dynamics modeling; quantum
physics computations related to materials char-
acterization; and severe storm downburst computa-
tions in support of wind-shear prediction and
avoidance.
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INTERNAL COMPUTATIONAL FLUID MECHANICS ON SUPERCOMPUTERS
FOR AEROSPACE PROPULSION SYSTEMS
Bernhard H. Anderson
Thomas 3. Benson
NASA Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
The accurate calculation of three-dimensional
internal flowfields for application towards aero-
space propulsion systems requires computational
resources available only on supercomputers. This
paper presents a survey of three-dimensional
calculations of hypersonic, transonic and sub-
sonic internal flowfields conducted at the Lewis
Research Center. A steady state PNS solution of
flow in a Mach S.O mixed compression inlet, a
Navier-Stokes solution of flow in the vicinity of
a terminal shock, and a PNS solution of flow in a
diffusing S-bend with vortex generators will be
presented and discussed. All of these calcu-
lations have been performed on either the NAS
Cray 2 or the Lewis Research Center's Cray XMP.
INTRODUCTION
The accurate calculation of three-dimensional
internal flowfields for application towards aero-
space propulsion systems requires computational
resources available only on supercomputers. Aero-
space flowfields in physically realistic situa-
tions are strongly three-dimensional and viscous
(as well as usually turbulent) and contain strong
shock wave interactions. It is also important to
predict and validate the relevant flow physics
which may require large numbers of grid points.
The geometry associated with aerospace and/or
special performance aircraft inlets and nozzles
are highly complex. These ducts typically contain
large area variations, highly curved or offset
centerlines, and various flow control devices
including boundary layer bleed or blowing slots
or vortex generators. A detailed description of
these geometric features requires very fine grid
systems while the flow within these geometries
requires an even finer grid. Boundary layers
which must be computationally resolved are
generated on all internal surfaces. Strong
secondary flows which are often generated in the
ducts must also be resolved. If the flow is
supersonic one must also accurately compute shock
wave strength and location, the interaction of
multiple shock waves, and the interaction of the
shock waves with boundary layers within the duct.
To computationally resolve all of these phenomena
requires extremely fine grid systems with the
accompanying large computer storage and execution
time requirements.
Computer code modelling of internal flows has
increased recently due to improved computer
algorithms and more powerful supercomputers such
as the Cray-XMP and Cray 2. Some researchers,
Refs (l to 3), have used the unsteady Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes (NS) equations marched in
time to a steady state solution to describe the
flow in the duct. At NASA Lewis, ducts have been
analyzed with a zonal methodology, Ref (4); NS
codes are used only in the transonic terminal
shock region, while higher speed Parabolized
Navier-Stokes (PNS) codes are used in the
hypersonic and subsonic diffusers. Through an
extensive code verification effort, Ref (4), it
has been found that the higher computational
speed of the PNS codes provides the analyst
sufficient grid resolution to resolve critical
flow phenomenon and that lack of sufficient grid
resolution often leads to erroneous results. How-
ever, these codes have their limitations; they
typically cannot calculate through transonic
regions of mixed supersonic and subsonic flows,
and they cannot properly model regions with large
recirculations. Because such flow phenomenon are
present near strong normal shock waves, NS codes
are used in these cases.
This report will survey the results from
three studies using supercomputers at the NASA
Lewis Research Center on internal computational
fluid mechanics which are typical of aerospace
propulsion systems. Details of two of the compu-
tations can be found in the literature, Refs (5
and 6), while the third is originally presented
here. The first case involves the three-dimen-
sional calculation of hypersonic flow in a Mach
5.0 mixed compression inlet, Ref (5), which will
be tested in the Lewis lOxlO foot supersonic wind
tunnel. The results of the analysis are compared
with preliminary experimental results. In the
second case, the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
calculations of a Mach 1.3 and Mach 1.6 normal
shock/boundary layer interaction in a rectangular
wind tunnel is studied. The results of the
analysis are compared with LDV experimental
results obtained in the Lewis Ixl supersonic wind
tunnel. The third case involves the three-dimen-
sional subsonic calculation of flow in a diffusing
S-bend duct, Ref (6), with vortex generators. The
results of the analysis are compared with experi-
mental results from the University of Tennessee,
Ref (7).
RESULTS
3D Hypersonic Inlet
The Mach 5.0 hypersonic mixed compression to
be analyzed is shown in Figure (1). This inlet
has rectangular cross-section, a pre-compression
ramp and three compression ramps external to the
cowl. A shock is generated on the pre-compression
ramp when the aircraft is at angle of attack. This
shock and the shocks from the ramps are designed
to fall just outside the cowl lip at the design
Mach number. The cowl lip generates a shock
which is cancelled at the ramp shoulder and the
cowl is contoured to further compress the flow
internally. A swept sideplate runs from the
leading edge of the pre-compression plate to the
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leading edge of the cowl to minimize the drag
generated by compressed flow spilling over the
sides of the inlet.
The Mach 5.0 inlet has been analyzed three-
dimensionally using a PNS analysis program. The
free stream Mach number was 5.0, angle of attack
was 9.0 degrees and Reynolds number per foot was
2500000. The computations were performed on an
BOx60 cross-sectional grid, which corresponds
to the levels of grid resolution required for
accurate modelling of the glancing shock/boundary
layer interaction (GSBLI), Ref (4), and were
marched 630 stations from free stream to near the
inlet throat. The calculation required nearly
three million mesh points and slightly less than
two hours cpu time on the Cray 2.
The results from the three-dimensional calcu-
lation are presented in a series of figures (2
to 9). At the top of each figure is a schematic
of the inlet, with the location of the cross-
sectional plane given by a vertical line and a
prescribed distance from the inlet leading edge.
The bottom of the figure shows the flowfield in a
cross-section of the inlet; the ramp surface is
at the bottom, the cowl surface at the top, and
sideplates are on both sides. Because of flow
symmetry, only half of the inlet was calculated.
The left side of the figure shows Mach number
contours, while the right side shows secondary
velocity within the cross-sectional plane. The
figures proceed from a location just downstream
from the inlet leading edge to a location inside
the cowl near the throat. On the solid surface
of the ramp, cowl and sideplate, one will note
the development and growth of the boundary layer
by a concentration of Mach contours near these
surfaces. Shock waves are noted by a concen-
tration of Mach contours away from the solid
surfaces. They can also be detected by an abrupt
change in the secondary velocity vectors. In
this calculation, the compression shocks and the
Mach contours are parallel to the ramp and cowl
surfaces.
Initially, Figure (2), the incoming flow is
uniform at Mach 5.0 and 9.0 degrees angle of
attack. The velocity vectors point down because
the flow is at angle of attack. A shock generated
by the pre-compression ramp appears as a horizon-
tal line in the Mach contours. At the initial
station, no boundary layers are noted and there
are no sideplates present. As one proceeds
downstream to the first ramp, Figure (3), the
boundary layer has grown uniformly on the ramp
surface and is thicker near the ramp than near
the edge of the sideplate, as shown in the Mach
contours. The non-uniformity of the sideplate
boundary layer is due to the cut-back leading
edge of the plate; the lower portion of the side-
plate has a longer run than the upper and has
therefore a thicker boundary layer. The shock
from the pre-compression ramp lies just near the
edge of the sideplate.
Entering the region of the compression ramps,
Figure (4) shows the flowfield just downstream of
the first ramp. The shock generated by this ramp
is evident in the Mach contours; near the center
of the flowfield this shock is flat while near
the sideplate the shock forms a characteristic
lamda as it interacts with the boundary layer of
the sideplate. In the secondary velocity vectors,
one sees a cross-flow being induced along the
sideplate and feeding forward of the inviscid
shock location; flow conditions which have
previously been found in the GSBLI calculations.
Each of the succeeding compression ramps generates
another GSBLI along the sideplate which increases
the secondary flow, as shown in Figure (5). A
circulation region has been generated near the
sideplate corner, pulling in flow along the ramp
surface.
Near the cowl lip, the flow field appears as
Figure (6). The secondary velocity vectors show
extremely strong flow along the sideplate, while
the Mach number contours show the sideplate
boundary layer to be highly distorted. The
boundary layer has been thickened in the vicinity
of the shock waves and thinned in the corner
formed by the ramp and sideplate. The secondary
velocity vectors also show flow being drawn along
the ramp surface into this corner. The boundary
layer along the ramp surface is quite thick and
corresponds to the thickness predicted in the two-
dimensional calculations. The strong secondary
flows induced by the multiple GSBLI persist even
though the shock waves have left the flow domain
over the cowl. The flowfield from the inlet
leading edge to the cowl lip has been shaped by
the thick boundary layer that grows on the ramp
and sideplate and the multiple GSBLI that occur
on the sideplate due to the compression ramps.
The flow is highly three-dimensional at the cowl
lip with low energy boundary layer flow being
swept up along the sideplate.
As the flow enters the cowl, Figure (7) shows
that a shock wave is generated by the cowl lip.
This shock, indicated by the horizontal lines in
the Mach contours, moves down through the flow
field as shown in Figures (8 and 9). The strong
secondary flow moving up the sideplate encounters
the internal cowl surface and the secondary
velocity vectors indicate that this flow turns
through the corner formed by the cowl and side-
plate. Figures (8 and 9) show that two things
happen as the secondary flow turns this corner;
first, the secondary flow rolls up into a vortex,
and second, the low energy flow is concentrated
in the corner. The internal surface of the cowl
has been shaped to further compress the flow. As
the low energy flow in the corner is subjected to
the adverse pressure gradient created by this
turning, a large separation occurs.
The last calculated cross-section is shown in
Figure (g). The shock from the cowl is about to
hit the ramp surface, while the large separation
region exists in the corner. The secondary flow
has rolled into a vortex near the sideplate, while
along the ramp flow continues into the corner.
Figure (lO) shows another view of the ramp flow
near the inlet cowl. This figure shows oil flow
results from a subscale model of the inlet which
was tested at NASA Lewis. The oil flow indicates
that the flow near the ramp surface is drawn in
towards the sideplate. This figure shows velocity
vectors on the surface of the ramp from the third
ramp to the cowl. In the lower left corner of
the figure the computed velocity vectors near the
ramp surface are shown. The velocity vectors
also indicate that flow is drawn in toward the
sideplate because of the GSBLI. This is the first
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qualitative verification of the results of the
Mach5.0 inlet study.
Normal Shock Wave Turbulent Boundary
Layer Interaction
As part of a continuing code verification
effort at NASA Lewis, the three-dimensional normal
shock/boundary layer interaction is being studied
both analytically and experimentally. In this
study, a normal shock is formed in the constant
area, square cross section, test section of a wind
tunnel with free stream Mach numbers of 1.3 and
1.6. The normal shock interacts with the boundary
layers that have grown on the tunnel walls; the
pressure rise across the shock is felt upstream
through the subsonic part of the boundary layer,
the boundary layer thickens and in some cases
separates from the wall. The normal shock in the
vicinity of the wall is lamda shaped, with the
flow passing through two oblique shocks instead
of the single normal shock. In some cases, this
can produce a supersonic tongue region downstream
of the normal shock and near the tunnel wall.
The thickening of the boundary layer can also
cause reacceleration of the flow to supersonic
conditions and formation of multiple normal
shocks.
Because of the mixed supersonic/subsonic
nature of the flowfield in the normal shock/
boundary layer interaction, and because of the
possible large recirculation region, a full
Navier-Stokes calculation of this flowfield is
required. In the present study, a time dependent
linearized block implicit scheme has been time
marched to a steady state solution of the normal
shock/boundary layer interaction problem. In the
preliminary stages of the study, the calculations
have been performed two-dimensionally on 30x60
grids, on the Lewis Cray-XMP. These studies will
be extended to much finer grids and three dimen-
sions on the Cray 2. Two cases have been run;
one at Mach number 1.3 and the other at Mach
number 1.6. In both cases the initial conditions
were uniform free stream flow with a turbulent
boundary layer profile near the wall equal in
thickness to the measured experimental upstream
thickness. The incoming conditions were then held
fixed, while the downstream pressure was set equal
to the normal shock static pressure rise. This
caused a normal shock to be formed near the exit
of the computed flowfield. This shock moved
upstream, interacting with the boundary layer on
the wall until it finally stabilized near the
middle of the computational flowfield. No slip
boundary conditions were applied along the wa11,
symmetry conditions along the upper boundary, and
extrapolation conditions, except for pressure,
along the exit. The solution was time marched
until the magnitude of the residuals was less
than 10-04.
The results of the calculations are compared
to experimental results in Figures (11 and 12).
Figure (ll) shows Mach number contours for free
stream Mach number 1.3. The calculated results
are shown in the upper half of the figure, while
the lower half shows experimental LDV results.
The shock location is noted by the vertical and
contour lines, the flow is from left to right,
and the wall boundary layers are indicated by
the contour lines at the top and bottom. The
comparison between calculated and experimental
results is quite good; the boundary layer is seen
to thicken downstream of the shock, the shock
strength is correctly modelled, and the calcula-
tions correctly indicate no flow separation in
the vicinity of the shock. A rather weak lamda
is formed both analytically and experimentally at
the foot of the normal shock. When the free
stream Mach number is increased to 1.6, the
flowfield appears as in Figure (12). Again the
calculated two-dimensional results are in the
upper half of the figure while the LDV results
along the tunnel centerline are given in the
lower half. Upstream of the normal shock, the
comparison between analysis and experiment are
quite good; the analysis correctly predicts flow
separation beneath the shock and correctly pre-
dicts the shape, height and upstream extent of
the lamda at the foot of the shock. Downstream
of the shock, however, the experiment indicates
that the flow is reaccelerated to supersonic
conditions and forms an additional weak normal
shock, while the analysis does not predict this
behavior. Additional oil flow results from the
experiment show that there are large separation
regions in the corners of the test section which
introduce important three-dimensional effects.
These three-dimensional effects are not currently
modelled in the two-dimensional analysis; it is
hoped that the Cray 2 calculations will better
agree with the experimental results.
Subsonic S-Bend Diffuser with Vortex Generators
The flow in a diffusing S-bend duct with
vortex generators has been studied both computa-
tionally, Ref (6) and experimentally, Ref (7).
Figure (13) shows a schematic drawing of the 30
degree-30 degree diffuser. The flow in this duct
was turbulent with a Mach number of 0.6 and a
Reynolds number based on the duct diameter of
1760400. The initial conditions were measured at
1.65 duct diameters upstream of the first bend to
remove the influence of the bend on the static
pressure. The initial boundary layer thickness
was O.1 times the initial duct radius and the
area ratio was 1.51. Without the vortex
generators present, a large flow separation is
detected in the diffuser both analytically and
experimentally because of the high degree of
offset and shortness of the diffuser. To remove
this separation, three pairs of vortex generators
were placed in the duct at the location noted in
the figure.
The flow in the S-bend diffuser was computed
using a three-dimensional PNS analysis. The
standard analysis was modified to include a model
of the vortex generators which accounted for both
the vorticity and drag of the devices. This
model was verified for benchmark configurations
before being applied to the diffusing S-duct.
The computations were performed on a 50x50 cross
section with lO0 streamwise stations and required
less than six minutes cpu time on the Lewis
Cray-XMP.
Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the computed and
experimental total pressure coefficient in the
S-bend for the vortex generator configuration
described above. The maximum and minimum values
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are shown at each streamwise station. At the
theta = 15 degrees point the effect of the vortex
generators is evident in the contours. The com-
puted results compare qualitatively well with the
experimental results. In both set of contours
the distortion caused by the generators is pushed
toward the outside of the first bend opposing the
pressure driven secondary flow. Although Figures
14(a) and (b) still show a very distorted flow,
the difference between the maximum and the minimum
values is much less here than in the duct without
vortex generators. Figures (15) and (16) show
the secondary flow development at the inflection
plane and at the duct exit. In the experimental
results at the inflection plane, the vortex due
to the pressure driven secondary flow has washed
out the vortices from the vortex generators
except near the inside of the first bend. The
contour plot indicates that in this region there
may still be some interaction between the vortex
generator vortex and the one induced by the
pressure difference. The computed results at the
inflection point show that all of the vortices
have been washed out by the pressure driven
secondary flow. At the exit of the bend both the
experimental and computed results indicate less
secondary flow into the outside of the second
bend than without the vortex generators. Also
near the walls they indicate more flow back toward
the inside of the second bend. The experimental
results show a higher level of flow toward the
outside of the bend in the core flow than do the
computed results.
CONCLUSIONS
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A survey of supercomputer calculations of
internal flows which have application towards
aerospace propulsion systems at the Lewis
Research Center have been presented. These
calculations require large amounts of computer
storage and the high computational speeds which
are currently available only on supercomputers.
In each of the cases presented, supercomputer
analysis was able to properly model physical
phenomenon seen experimentally. The need to
resolve critical interactions within aerospace
propulsion systems and the desire to analyze __'---_
complex flowfields . . more
supercomputers.
Figure 1.-Much 5.0 hypersonic inlet geometry
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YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW--A PERSPECTIVE OF CFD
AT NASA'S AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Paul Kutler* and Anthony R. Gross t
NASA Ames Research Center
I. ABSTRACT
This paper-affords the opportunity to reflect
on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program
at NASA's Ames Research Center--its beginning, its
present state, and its direction for the future.
Essential elements of the research program during
each period are reviewed, including people, facil-
ities, and research problems. The burgeoning role
that CFD is playing in the aerospace business is
discussed, as is the necessity for validated CFD
tools. The current aeronautical position of this
country is assessed, as are revolutionary goals to
help maintain its aeronautical supremacy in the
world.
II. INTRODUCTION
The discipline of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) at NASA Ames Research Center has
been a mainstay in its research program for over
15 years, and is predicted to remain so well into
the next century. It is a technical discipline
that was nurtured at Ames and has experienced
considerable growth as a result of its demon-
strated potential to aid in "building a better
plane." It has received considerable support from
local senior management and leaders from NASA
Headquarters. The Numerical Aerodynamic Simula-
tion (NAS) Facility is testimony to that fact.
In the following sections the past, present,
and future of CFD at Ames is discussed. In each
of those sections, some of the research efforts
and scientists are mentioned. In addition, the
facilities at their disposal for carrying out
their research are discussed. In the section on
Tomorrow, in addition to the planned research
program, a discussion is presented on CFD valida-
tion, computer technology, and artificial
intelligence.
In the Concluding Remarks section, NASA's
role in fluid dynamics is discussed and an assess-
ment on our country's current aerospace industry
is made. National aeronautical goals that should
challenge the aerospace engineer for many years
and keep this country in a lead position are
reiterated.
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III. YESTERDAY'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Computational fluid dynamics at Ames Research
Center dates back to the days when mechanical
calculators were used by computationalists to
arduously and meticulously obtain results to very
simple (by today's standards) linear aerodynamics
problems. This period occurred before CFD was a
formal program at Ames and therefore will not be
discussed. We would, however, like to begin the
history review in the fall of 1968. At that time
two Ames scientists, Harvard Lomax and Harry
Bailey, were developing research tools for the
analysis and application of computer software to
simulate fluid flows. At the same time and with
help from many others, they were assembling a
hardware system for executing and visualizing the
CFD software they were developing.
Their computer hardware at the time included
an IBM 18OO (arriving at Ames circa 1968) linked
with an IBM 2250 cathode-ray display device. Also
available, but not in an interactive mode, was an
IBM 7094 (circa 1962) for performing calculation
in a batch mode. The beauty of the IMB 1800/2250
complex was that it was an interactive system on
which the users could display their calculations
while the calculations were being computed and
interact with the computer to modify parameters
such as the mesh size, step size, or smoothing
constants. Instabilities in the numerical solu-
tion that were observed could be instantaneously
ameliorated. The disadvantage of the system, of
course, was its speed and storage limitations (in
that regard things haven't changed much).
In the fall of 1968, two graduate students
(Joseph L. Steger and Paul Kutler), from Iowa
State University under a cooperative arrangement
with NASA Ames, joined the ranks of the Theoreti-
cal Branch led by its Acting Branch Chief,
Dr. Vernon Rossow. Mentored by Lomax and Bailey,
both students studied the discipline of CFD and
developed research projects to be used for their
dissertations. Steger studied relaxation algo-
rithms, their analysis, and their application to
transonic flows while Kutler studied explicit
algorithms and their application to supersonic
flows.
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Thepotentialof CFDasananalysisand
designtool wasrecognizedbyseniormanagement,
andthedisciplineflourishedat NASAAmes.Other
students,suchasF. R. BaileyandW.F. Ballhaus,
Jr., studiedthedisciplineandperformedpioneer-
ingwork. Theywerefollowedbymanyotherswho
performedoriginalapplicationsor developedinno-
vativeproceduresin CFD.Similarstudentpro-
gramsexist todayandcontinueto benefitthe
laboratory.
Thecomputationalf cilities wereconstantly
beingupgradedasa result of management'sbelief
in thediscipline. TheIBM360-67(circa 1969)
wasa milestonein Ames'CFDprogrambecauseit
couldbedirectly linkedwith theIBM2250to
providethecomputerpowerandadditionalstorage
neededto performmorecomplexflow-field
calculations.
Thismethodof operation--namely,interactive
computerg aphics--wasnenormoustime-saver,
especiallyin theearlydaysof CFD,whenthere
wassucha largeparameterspaceto explore.
Researcht at wouldnormallytakea weekto doby
reducingdatafromcomputerpaperoutputtooka
fewhoursonthe interactivesystem.However,the
disadvantageof thismethodof operationwasthat
thedevelopedsoftwarewasnoteasilyportableand
requiredmajormodificationsbeforeit couldbe
disseminatedto outsideusers.
TheinformationgeneratedbytheCFDscien-
tists at Ameswassometimesdisplayedin theform
of moviesnotonlyfor scientific analysis,but
alsofor presentationat technicalmeetings.
Movieswereshotdirectly fromthescreenof the
IBM2250byaningeniousdeviceconjuredup.by
Lomax.Thescreenwasshroudedin a blackcloth
with thecameramountedona tripodat oneend.
Theroomwasdarkened,andthecomputertripped
thecameralens. It worked,andit providedsome
of the first CFDflow-fieldmovies.Thisproce-
durewaslater refinedto includea fiberglass
shroud,andcolorwasaddedbytapingdifferent
coloredplastic overlaysonvariouspartsof the
monochromescreen.
Anambivalenttimein the lives of theCFD
scientistsat AmesoccurredwhentheCDC7600
arrived(circa 1974).Ontheonehand,it pro-
videdcomputationalrelief becauseit wasa much
faster machine,buton theotherhand,it meant
that theycouldnolongerrun interactively,and
that their computercodeshadto beconvertedto
operatein a batchmode.
Thearrival of the Illiac IV (circa 1972)
produceda traumatictimefor someCFDscientists
anda challengefor others. It introduceda com-
pletely newcomputera chitecture,i.e., paral-
lelism. It wasunique with its 64 processors
operating in parallel, each with the speed of a
CDC 6600, and it was the first "Class V[" machine
for Ames. Input and output on the llliac was
difficult at best, with little or no debugging
capabilities. Hardware failures were many. It
required calculation checks to validate its own
accuracy (two-thirds of the processors were used
to check the other third). The Illiac IV (parts
of which now reside in the Smithsonian Museum in
Washington, D.C.) was finally replaced by the
Cray I-S (circa 1982). That was followed by the
Cray X-MP/22 (circa 1984) and the Cray X-MP/48
(circa 1986).
In the formative stages of the CFD effort at
Ames, the research program consisted of both theo-
retical and applied elements. The theoretical
efforts involved the development and analysis of
numerical algorithms for solving the fluid dynamic
equations. The applied program involved the solu-
tion of those equations on practical aerodynamic
problems.
Much of the early theoretical research
involved the development of CFD methods and tech-
niques that could handle difficult flow regions,
such as transonic speeds, unsteady flows, shock-
wave/boundary-layer interaction flows and shock
interaction flows. MacCormack 1,2 developed a
number of algorithms and techniques that were
quickly accepted and widely used, including a
simple, explicit, predictor-corrector scheme, and
one of the first Navier-Stokes solution algo-
rithms. Steger 3,4 developed relaxation procedures
for solving the transonic potential equation.
Beam and Warming 5'6 developed an implicit approxi-
mate factorization algorithm that has been the
basis for many of the present day operational
codes. Lomax, 7'8 in addition to his leadership of
the CFD group, made many important, pioneering
contributions to the development of CFD, including
numerical algorithms and analysis procedures for
evaluating newly developed algorithms. Holst 9-12
developed a shock-interaction procedure, a method
to simulate boattail flows, and one of the first
practical airfoil and wing transonic full-
potential codes (TAIR and TWING).
When the Illiac IV arrived at the Center,
with its 64 parallel processors, Rogallo 13 devel-
oped a programming language called "CFD" for this
radically different machine that made programming
it similar to programming in FORTRAN. In addi-
tion, he developed fast-Fourier-transform schemes
for it and one of the early large eddy simulation
(LES) codes.
There were many important problems that were
solved using CFD on these early machines; problems
that were instrumental in establishing CFD as a
contributing analysis tool and problems that
helped mature CFD into a demonstrated and useful
technology. Two important problems that helped to
establish CFD as a tool that could be useful in
solving practical aerodynamic problems were the
modification of the highly maneuverable aircraft
technology remotely piloted research vehicle
(HiMAT RPRV) and the redesign of the North
American Sabre 60 wing. In both of these cases,
the Bailey-Ballhaus Transonic Small-Disturbance-
Steady-Flow Code 14 was used to achieve designs
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that metperformancerequirementswhereconven-
tional methodshadpreviouslybeenunsuccessful,
andwithconsiderablecostsavingsrelative to
thosemethods.
AnotherimportantCFDproblemthat demon-
stratedtheusefulnessof CFDandresultedin a
considerablesavingsto thegovernment(byelimi-
natingtheneedto redesigntheSPRINTantiballis-
tic missilesystem)wasthethree-dimensional
shock-on-shockproblemsolvedbyKutler15using
his patented "shock-capturing technique." In
addition, Kutler 16-18 developed several codes and
techniques that have been widely used, including
inviseid codes for predieiting sonic booms about
simplified configurations and flows about such
supersonic configurations as the Space Shuttle,
and viscous codes for treating supersonic blunt
bodies. He also developed a code for analyzing
the flow through an advanced propeller called the
prop-fan. His code for determining the flow field
about the Space Shuttle Orbiter was a major step
Forward in establishing CFD as a viable analysis
tool.
IV. TODAY'S PROGRAM
Today the capability of CFD to effectively
and accurately simulate the complexities of fluid
flows of practical interest has grown tremendously
relative to the capability of even a few years
ago, and stands as a testament to the ingenuity
and imagination of both the computer system devel-
opers and the CFD scientists. A few selected
examples will demonstrate the great strides that
have been made in recent years, and help illus-
trate the present state of the art in CFD at Ames.
In 1981, researchers recognized that the
building blocks for a three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes code existed and that an organized effort
could produce a demonstration calculation about a
complex configuration. They selected the F-16A
fighter was selected as the target for a full,
three-dimensional, transonic computation. Its
geometry was complex and during maneuvers it would
generate interesting fluid physics. A group was
formed led by Holst that simultaneously addressed
the geometry, grid development, and flow-solver
problems necessary to simulate the flow about this
configuration. The key problems were I) how to
divide the flow field into subelements that were
small enough to be tractable to the existing com-
puter system, 2) how to organize and manage the
massive amount of information that would be gener-
ated by such a calculation, and 3) how to display
the results in a manner usable to the CFD scien-
tist. The Calma CAD/CAM system was used to
develop the computer geometry, with data supplied
by General Dynamics. Using the Ames ARC3D flow
code as a basis, and the concepts of the two-
dimensional GRAPE grid genration code, the flow
field was divided into 16 separate zones to
facilitate the initial computations on the Cray
X-MP/22 computer.
Present computations are done on the Cray
X-MP/48, a much larger and faster machine. A key
advance was made during this program with the
development of a boundary-condition procedure for
the efficient transfer of information across each
zonal boundary within the flow field. Significant
efficiencies were introduced into the flow-solver
coding, including accelerating the convergence of
the basic algorithm by a factor of 40. Typical
results are shown in figures I and 2. Figure I
shows the grid system developed for the F-16A, and
the flow-field results are shown in figure 2.
Notice the great detail in the separated flow
regions on the wing, resulting in a simulation
that compares well with wind tunnel experiments.
The problem of simulating the Flow about
multiple moving bodies was a difficult one, and
one whose solution provided the basis for many
important applications. Computationally simulat-
ing such a Flow usually involves one grid system
moving relative to another, with the attendant
requirement that information be passed across the
interface boundary in a time-accurate basis.
Rai 19,20 developed such a solut[on procedure that
has resulted in the ability to simulate the flow
through rotor-stator systems in two dimensions.
The results have been spectacular in terms of
visual and flow system detail. Figure 3 presents
a simulation of the supersonic flow through a
cascade of circular-arc airfoils, showing details
of the shock and expansion wave interactions.
This result was used on the cover of the March 25,
1985, issue of Aviation Week and Space Technol-
ogy. In figure 4 the flow through a cascade of
typical jet engine airfoils is shown, illustrating
the detail to which the flow can be simulated.
The use of present graphic workstation technology
makes it practical to show the development of
alternating trailing-edge vortices, and to show
_,., _ a-_ p-nn_a_d _hrml_h the cascade
............... r-o ......
system.
With the incentive to understand the fluid
physics and to increase the thrust performance of
the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) without major
modifications, thus resulting in a greater payload
capability, a cooperative computational program
with industry, was undertaken. This program
resulted in the development of an incompressible
Navier-Stokes code that could treat the complex
internal _eometry of the engine powerhead.
Kwak, 21-2= beginning in 1981, developed a three-
dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes code
(INS3D) for that application that has provided an
extensive low-speed simulation capability. Work-
ing with engineers From Rocketdyne (the builders
of the SSME), researchers applied this code to
simulate the flow within the hot-gas manifold,
transfer ducts, and main injector of the SSME. It
was determined that flow within the present three-
duct design (fig. 5) was inefficient. A large,
separated-flow region existed in the center duct,
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andit wastransmittingonly 9%of thetotal
flow. Aproposedtwo-ductdesignshowedsignifi-
cantly improvedflowcharacteristics. Asa result
of this demonstration,it hasbeendeterminedby
Rocketdynemanagementtha CFDsimulationwill be
usedto analyzeall futureSSMEdesigns.
Usin_a parabolizedNav[er-Stokescode(PNS),Chaussee25'26hasdevelopeda Flow-simulation
capabilityfor supersonicconfigurations,includ-
ing theSpaceShuttleOrbiter. Thisresearch
programwasalsousedto developthefirst graph-
ics applicationonthenewSiliconGraphicsIRIS
workstations.Theflowfield abouttheOrbiterat
reentryconditionsis shownin figure 6, a picture
that hasappearedin manypublicationsduringthe
pastyear. Thedevelopmenta dpropagationof
vorticesareclearlyshown,as is theflowalong
thesurface. Withpresentworkstationcapability
it is possiblefor thecomputationalaerodynami-
cist to carefullyexamineanyselectedaspectof
theflow field, oncea completesolutionhasbeen
obtained.
BuildingonthePNScodetechnology,RizkandChaussee27extendedtheCFDsimulationcapability
to hypersonicspeedsandappliedit to a configu-
ration similar to that of theNationalAerospace
Plane(NASP).Figure7 showsthepressurecon-
toursabouta researchconfigurationat Mach25.
Additionalflow-field realismwill beobtainedby
includingreal gaschemistryeffects in the
computations.
Modernaircraft wings,includingthosewith
tip stores,frequentlyshowpronouncedaeroelastic
effects. GuruswamyandGoorgian28-31havecom-
bineda flowsimulationcodewitha structural
responsecodeto developanaeroelasticitysimula-
tion capability. It hasbeenappliedto theB-I
andF-5aircraft wings. Typicalresultsareshown
in figure8, wherethepressuredistributionsfor
a wingwithandwithouta tip missileare
presented.
Turbulence,its formationandpropagation,is
notverywell understood,andit is verydifficult
to predictfor thefluid dynamicist.It is very
importantto beableto modelthebehaviorof
turbulencefor usein Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokescodes.WithmodernCFDsoftwaresimulation
tools in conjunctionwith the latest computer
systemsat Ames,theability to computationally
simulateturbulentflowsis possible(i.e., for
simpleshapesandlowReynoldsnumbers).The
programat Amesi themostadvancedin thenation
andpossiblyin theworld. BothLESanddirect
simulation(DS)techniquesareemployed,with
computationsonthree-dimensionalgrids taking
about100hr of computertime. Atypical result
fromanLEScalculationbyKimandMo[n32,33is
shownin figure 9, whichdepictsa horseshoe
vortex.
TheCFDscientistsat Ameshavebeenfortu-
natein havingeasyaccessto someof thebest
computationalf cilities in theworld. These
facilities haveincludedadvancedsupercomputers,
graphicsworkstations,andamyriadof support
systems,suchasa VAXfarmto serveasfront- and
back-endprocessorsfor thesupercomputersolu-
tions, andpersonalcomputersandmodemsto permit
maximumflexibility in accessingthemaincomputer
systems.
TheCentralComputerFacility (CCF)provides
a widerangeof supportfor CFDscientists, from
supercomputersystemsto individualterminals,
graphicsupport,andcommunicationssupport.The
presentCCFconsistsof twosupercomputers,a
numberof DECVAXadvancedminicomputers,andmany
smallersupportingsystems.Thesupercomputers
includea CrayX-MP/48,with four processorsand
8 million 64-bitwordsof memory,anda CDC
Cyber205,whichis a four-pipemachinewith
8 million wordsof memory.TheCyber205was
installed in June1984,andhasbeenextensively
usedbytheturbulencephysicsresearchersandthe
computationalchemists.Datastoragesystemsare
an importantpart of thecomputationalf cility,
andhavebeengrowingsteadilyin sizeandspeed
to supporthenewsupercomputersystemsandthe
new,morecomplexproblems.Forexample,thereis
a 128-million-wordsolid-statedisk (SSD)con-
nectedto theCrayX-MPthat greatlyenhancesthe
practicalsizeof problemsthat canbesolved. In
additionto thecomputationalf cilities, Ames
researchscientistsbenefitfroma management
policy that providesmaximumaccessto the
machines,withoutregardfor individualprogram
funding. It is a trueCenterwider source,avail-
ableto everyone.Theresult of this policy is an
open-accessystem,witha greateropportunityand
incentivefor innovationandtheencouragementto
experimentwithnewideas.
In additionto theCCFcapability,Ameshas
beenchosenasthe site of theNASANumerical
AerodynamicS mulation(NAS)program.TheNAS
programis a nationalcomputingsystemthat is
designedto providea large, fast computational
systemdedicatedto solvingaerospaceproblems.
It will alsoserveasa pathfinderin thedevelop-
mentof advanced-numerical-simulationtech ology
andtechniques.Thegoverningconceptis to
remainat the leadingedgeof researchcomputers
byutilizing a continuingseriesof high-speed
processors(HSP),eachto betheprototypeof the
latest availabletechnology,whichwill ensure
availability for thescientistsof themaximum
computationalcapability. Througha networkof
satellite andlandlines, researchersfromall
overthecountr_canaccessthis newcapability.Anew90,O00-ft_ buildinghasbeenconstructedto
housetheNASsystemandtheCFDscientistswho
will usethat capabilityat Ames.Thefirst HSP,
HSP-I,is theCray2, witha sustainedoperating
speedof 250Mflops,256million wordsof memory,
andovera gigabyteof masstorage. It hasbeen
operationalsinceJuly 1986.ThesecondHSPis
plannedto beinstalledduring1987.
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In additionto theadvanced"number-
crunching"capability, andtheextensivecommuni-
cationsnetwork,computerg aphicshasbeenrecog-
nizedasa critical elementin thepresentnumeri-
cal simulationprocess.Suchtasksasdeveloping
thegeometryfor a complexconfiguration,building
a multizone,three-dimensionalgrid system,and
examiningthedetails of a complicatedflowsolu-
tion, requirea high-resolution,high-throughput
graphicscapabilityto mosteffectivelyexploit
boththecomputersystemandthescientists' cre-
ativity. A largenumberof state-of-the-art
graphicworkstationshavebeenprovidedto the
Amescientiststo bothdisplaycomputedresults
andto developadvancedgraphicsoftware.The
SiliconGraphicsIRISworkstationis themost
commonexample,withupgradesbeinginstalledas
theybecomeavailable.
Finally, Amesutilizes a largenumberof
ancillarysystemsto bothsupportandaugmentthe
maincomputingsystemsandtheworkof theCFD
scientists. Theseincludebothfront andback-end
processorsto facilitate thesolutionprocedure,
aswell as"smart"and"dumb"terminalsto inter-
facewith theCFDscientists. AVAXfarm,using
bothVAX11/780-785andVAX8650machines,erves
asthepre-andpost-dataprocessors.Personal
computersanddedicatedVA×terminalsservethe
interfacefunction,in additionto the IRIS
graphicsworkstations.Finally, modemsarepro-
videdto thosewhowishto augmenttheir normal
workingtimewith timeat home,usingeither their
owncomputer,or oneborrowedfromtheir office,
whichpermitsthemto connectto theAmescomputer
system.
V. TOMORROW'SRESEARCHPROGRAMS
NASAmeshasa vision labeled"Computation
to Flight" that will governtheCFDresearchper-
formedat theCenter:
"Ameswill beknownfor its capabili-
ties in computationalanalysis,exper-
imentalinvestigations,flight simula-
tionsandflight testing,andwill be
acknowledgedastheleadCenterin the
integrationof thesecapabilitiesinto
a technologyfor thedesignof aero-
spacevehicles. This integratedcapa-
bility will alsobeusedto advance
basicaerodynamicsscience,particu-
larly theunderstandingof thosereal
fluid- andaero-dynamicphenomenath t
determinecomponentandtotal config-
urationperformance."
In supportof that vision, Ameshasdefinedvari-
ous"targetsof opportunity,"i.e., a setof more
refinedstatementsof thefuture, expressedin
termsthat aremeasurable.Thesetargetshave
beendividedinto threecategories: I) integrated
programs,2) aerodynamics ience,and3) research
tools. Shortdescriptorsfor thetargetsin the
threecategoriesinclude:underI) integrated
programssuchareasashigh-angle-of-attackaero-
dynamics(HARV),circulationcontrol(X-Wing),
poweredlift (ASTOVL),andhypersonics(NASP);
under2) aerodynamicssciencesuchareasasturbu-
lence,viscousflows,chemicallyreactingflows,
unsteadyaerodynamics,advancedrotorcraft, space
technology,andinterdisciplinaryphysics;and
under3) researchtools in suchareasasalgorithm
enhancements,advancedcomputational/experimental
facilities, andadvancedinstrumentation.
Mostof theprojectsunder"integratedpro-
grams"satisfy thefive criteria usedto determine
whetheror notAmesembarksona CFDresearch
program,i.e., I) is theproblemof national
importance,2) will its solutionleadto a new
designtool, 3) will it aid theunderstandingof
complexfluid physicsor thediscoveryof newflow
phenomena,4) will it pushthestate of theart in
computationalfluid dynamics,and5) is theprob-
lemtractablein a finite amountof time.
Threeimportantareasthat areaddressedin
this sectionandwill supportheplannedresearch
programsmentionedaboveincludeCFDvalidation,
computertechnology,andartificial intelli-
gence.Aperspectiveof eachis presentedbelow.
CFDValidation
Computationalfluid dynamicsi experiencing
greatervisibility bytheaerospacecommunityasa
tool to aid in theaerospacevehicledesignpro-
cess. Alongwith its acceptancecomesthe
requirementbytheusersfor validation,i.e., a
measureof theaccuracyof theresultsproducedby
thecomputercodeandits rangeof validity.
Becauseof this understandableandjustifiable
requirement,CFDis beginningto playa dominant
role in stimulatingvalidationexperimentsandin
thedevelopmentof advancedinstrumentationfor
extractingvalidationdata.
Theaerospacer searchcommunitys undergo-
inga cultural change.In thepast, computation-
alists andexperimentalistsworkedsomewhatauto-
nomously.Theexperimentersperformedtheir
experimentso understandthefluid physicsor
obtaindesigninformationandcomparedtheir data
withavailabletheory,whilethecomputationalists
performedtheir calculationsandcomparedtheir
resultswithavailableexperimentaldata,theory,
or othernumericalresults. Thisprocessinvolved
little or nocommunicationbetweenthetwo
camps.Anonymouswasheardto say,"Noone
believestheanalysisexceptheengineerwho
performedthecalculations. Everyonebelievesthe
dataexceptheengineerwhoperformedthetests."
Whatis happeningtodayis a result of the
theneedfor validatedcomputercodesbytheaero-
spacecommunity.Thetwocampsarenowbeginning
to workmorecloselytogetherin anattempto get
not betterexperimentaldata,but theright
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experimentaldatato validatethecode. It is
importantthat bothconcernsare treatedasequal
partnersin this endeavor.Codevalidationis an
evolutionaryprocess.Thisculturalchange,as
anychange,takestime,but it is happening,and
theresultsshouldbeenhancedCFDdesigntools.
Experimentsaregenerallyclassifiedas
buildingblock,benchmark,or design. Design
experimentsor configurationalexperimentsinvolve
drag,lift, moment,heat-load,andshear-load
measurements.Thosemeasurementsareobtainedas
closeto the flight conditionsaspossible.
Benchmarko parametricalexperimentsobtainsur-
facequantities,flow-fieldquantitiesat selected
locations,andthetunnelboundaryconditions.
ThesedataareobtainedbyvaryingtheMach
number,Reynoldsnumber,andangleof attackover
theflight range.Buildingblockor phenomeno-
logical experimentsmeasuresurfacequantities;
flow-fieldquantities;turbulence(individual
stresses,correlationlengths,structure);and
boundaryconditions.Thesedataaretakenat
representativeflight MachandReynoldsnumbers.
Bothbenchmarkandbuildingblockexperimentsare
requiredfor CFDvalidationpurposes.
It is importantthat computationaltools be
validatedto build theconfidenceof their
users. This is bestaccomplishednotonlyby
performingexperiments,butalsobyperforming
numericaltests. In general,a computercode's
limitationsareknownto theauthor. Theselimi-
tationsarebasedin part ontheequationset
solved(smalldisturbance,Euler,parabo!ized
Navier-Stokes,Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokes,
Full Navier-Stokes)andtheaccuracyof thealgo-
rithmemployed(steadyor unsteady,explicit or
implicit, first, second,or third order). Froma
computationalpointof view,grid refinement
studiescanbeperformedto determinerror-
predictionestimates.Codeauthors houldspecify
the rangeof validity of their codeandexport
themwith thoserestrictions. Theserestrictions
can,of course,beremovedin timeasthecode's
rangeof validity increases.Forexample,codes
shouldbestructuredto readilyacceptnewturbu-
lencemodelsandthis flexibility increasestheir
potentialrangeof validity. In general,however,
codescanneverbefully validated.
Therearevariousdegreesof codevalidation
that caninformtheuserasto a computercode's
rangeof applicability. Dash34suggestsfour
levelsof validation. TheyincludeI) basicoper-
ationality, 2) accuracyonunit problems,3) accu-
racyoncomponentproblems,and_) accuracyin
predictingoverallconfigurationperformance.In
thefollowingdescriptionof the levelsof valid-
ity, "a code"canrefer to a singlecomputercode
or a sequenceof computercodesnecessaryto ana-
lyzea givenconfiguration(e.g., a blunt-body
codeplusa PNScodeplusanunsteadycontinuation
codefor analyzingahypersonicvehicle).
At the level I validation,obvious"bugs"
havebeeneliminatedfromthecode,theusercan
runthecodefor variousgenericproblems(e.g.,
theuseris familiar with thecodeparametersand
grid-generationroutines),andvariousrangesof
operationof thecodehavebeenestablished.In
attainingthe level I validationstage,compari-
sonswithsimilar codesolutionsfor genericcon-
figurationsareestablished,comparisonswith
alternatecodesolutionsto establishlimiting
formvalidity andto validateapproximations(e.g., PNSsublayerapproximation)aremade,and
checksonconservationof mass,momentumand
energyareperformed.
At the level 2 validation,theparametersin
thecoderequiredto analyzefundamentalunit
problemsor standardtest caseshavebeenestab-
lishedandtheuseris knowledgeableon theuseof
thecodefor theanalysisof realistic configura-
tions. In attainingthis level, different unit
problemshavebeenrunfor different component
codes(e.g., bluntbodyor unsteadycontinuation)
andtheturbulencemodelsandtheir thermochemical
parametershavebeenmodifiedto agreewith the
data.
At the level 3 validation,thecodeis capa-
ble of accuratelyanalyzingtheflow fields about
realistic componentconfigurationsandpredicting
observedtrends. Thislevel of validationestab-
lishesthecodeasadesigntool for usein param-
etric or trade-offstudiesto answerquestions
relatedto individualcomponentperformance.In
attainingthis level, realistic dataareemployed
to assessthecode'sperformance.Thesedatamust
clearlydefinethe initial conditions,geometry,
andflowparameters,andmustexhibitwell-defined
parametrictrendsthat canimplycorrectperfor-
manceof codes,butnotvalidatedetails. Data
suchasthoseobtainedfromthedesignexperiments
mentionedaboveareappropriate.
At the level 4 validation,thecodeis capa-
ble of accuratelyanalyzingcompleteconfigura-tions. This level establishesa coupledsystemof
CFDcodescalled"a code"in theforegoingdiscus-
sionthat canbeusedasa designtool for evalu-
atingoverall configurationperformance.Tn
attainingthis levelof validity, realistic over-
all designdata(i.e., performancedata)are
employedthat exhibit theeffectsof thecoupled
systemcomponents.
ComputerTechnology
Thedemandfor supercomputersto olveCFD
problemsat Amesandfor a varietyof otherappli-
cationsis exponentiallyincreasingwith tlme.
Thedefinition of a supercomputeris somewhat
nebulous.Onthe lighter side, somesayit is a
machinethat beatsthefastest IBMcurrently
availableor onethat performsan infinite loopinjust 2 minutes.Scientistssayit is a machine
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that is just a bit tooslowto solvetheir most
interestingproblem.
Aplot of thespeedof computersa a func-
tion of yearsince1950canbeseenin figure 10
for variousscientific machines(privatecommuni-
cation,Landshut,WestGermany,July 1986).In
this figure thespeedcomponentis separatedinto
that attributableto either thecomponentsor the
architecture. Ascanbeseenin theearlyyears,
componenttechnologywasthereasonfor enhanced
speed.Since1970,however,newerarchitectures
havebeenresponsiblefor increasedcomputer
speed.Futurecomputerswill bedesignedfor
specificproblemsin whichcircuit boardswill be
replaced,dependingontheapplicationto berun.
Acomputer'selectroniccomponentsaremostly
madeof silicon. It is themostintensivelystud-
iedof all materialsandis theheartof thecom-
puter. Researcherssaythat silicon chipscanbe
improvedfor anotherdecade.Beyondthat, how-
ever,theylookto galliumarsenidechips,which
transmitelectronsfaster, butareharderto work
with.
It is clear that theworldneedsmuchmore
computerpowerthanis availabletoday. Thecom-
puterindustryproducestheequivalentof one
humanbrainperyear. Toperformhumani telli-
genceonthe computer,themostdifficult of all
simulations,a computerwitha speedof I trillion
operationspersecondis required, it is believed
that capabilityshouldbeavailablein 40years.
Lasertechnologywill continueto havean
impactoncomputertechnology.Researchersare
workingonanopticalcomputerthat useslight to
processinformationat a muchfaster ratethan
presentsystemsthat useelectrical current.
Laserswill continueto beusedto advancedata-
storagetechnologydevices.
If onewereto envisionfuturecomputersys-
temsfor computationalF uiddynamicsbasedonthe
discipline's currentandfuturecapabilityandits
insatiablethirst for CPUcycles,onecouldimag-
ine a "farm"of supercomputers.Theywouldbe
collocatedfor economiesof scale. Asa problem
aroserequiringa supercomputer,.g., theNASP,
it wouldbeassigneda computerfromthebankof
supercomputers.Forefficiencyof operation,the
computerwouldbe"tuned"to theproblemit is
solvingandtheuser'srequests.Unusedcycles,
of course,wouldrunbackgroundjobs. Oncethe
specificprojectusingthat supercomputerhadbeen
completedor theproblemhadbeensolved,the
supercomputerwouldbeassignedto another
problem.
Thecomputeris notdiscipline-dependent.
Unlikeexperimentalfacilities that havea range
of applicability, computersarenot limitedto a
specificMachor Reynoldsnumber.If a discipline
suchastransonics,supersonics,or hypersonics
matures,the supercomputerfarmfacility is vir-
tually unaffectedandcanbeusedfor other
simulations.Thisis in contrastto experimental
simulationwhosefacilities couldbecomeidle and
eventually"mothballed."Thegoalof CFDshould
notbeto eliminatetheneedfor experimental
testingaswassuggestedin thepast. Thelong-
termgoalof CFDshouldbesimplyto perform
realistic flowsimulationsaboutaerospace
vehiclesandtheir componentsin orderto predict
performance.In thenearterm,CFDcouldelimi-
natetheneedfor experimentaltestingof simple
shapesandbuildingblockexperimentsandwind
tunneltestingfor aircraft at cruiseconditions.
Withimprovementsin boththesoftwareand
hardwarethat exist today,it mightbepossiblein
thenearfutureto actually fly anaircraft onthe
computer.Viscousflowcodesexist todayfor
simulatingtheflowaboutreal aircraft, but they
takea lot of time. Thesupercomputersareavail-
able, but theycannotcomputeheflowfield fast
enoughto reflect changesin theaircraft's atti-
tudeandflowconditionsfor realistic visualiza-
tion. Finally, thegraphicsdisplaydevicescan
depicttheflowphysicsdramatically,but they
mustbemadeinteractivewith thesupercomputerso
that theusercancontroltheaircraft's speedand
behavior.Withtoday'ssoftwareandhardware
technology,sucha feat wouldbepossibleonlyfor
a two-dimensionalairfoil andstill portraya
senseof realism.
Artificial Intelligence
Thedisciplineof artificial intelligence(AI) hasbegunto playa role in someaspectsof
CFD,andpromisesto contributeto manyadditional
aspectsof CFDin the future.35 AI is a branchof
computerscienceconcerned(fromanengineering
standpoint)with thestudyof howto programcom-
putersto dotasksat whichhumansarepresently
• 36superlor, suchasreasoningsymbolically,under-
standingnaturallanguage,interpretingandunder-
stanMingperceptualinput, andaDpl¥ingcommon
senseand/orexpertiseto problem-solvingand
decision-making.Theautomationof someCFD
tasks, includinggeometrydefinition anddiscreti-
zation, codegeneration,codeuseto obtaina
solution,anddatareductionandinterpretation,
requiressuchcapabilities.
Twoareaswithin AI, computersymbolicmathe-
maticsandexpertsystems,arebeingappliedto
CFDproblemswithsomesuccess•MACSYMA,a sym-
bolic mathematicsprogram,hasbeenusedto ana-
lyze thestability andaccuracyof numericalalgo-
rithmsandto generateFORTRANcodefrompartial
differential equations.37'38 Expertsystems,or
knowledge-basedystems,areAI programswhich
containenoughdomain-specificknowledge(gleaned
fromexperienceaswell as fromtextbooks)to
enablethemto performat the level of a human
expertin that domain.Thereareseveralfirst-
generationCFDexpertsystemsthat havedemon-
stratedthepotentialof this approach.39 Among
thesepioneeringefforts is a systemthat usesan
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expert'sheuristicsto guideaerodvnamicdesignof
simpleturbomachinerycomponents,4_,41a program
whichpreparestheinputparametersandaids in
outputanalysisfor usersof thePANAIRlinear
aerodynamicdesigncode,42'43a systemembedded
withinamadaptivegrid generatorwhichperforms44theerror recoveryrequiredbydifficult cases,
anda systemwhichpartitionsa two-dimensional
flowfield into well-shapedzoneswhichare then
individuallydiscretized(in progress)(Andrew,
A.E., unpublishedwork). Thesexploratorysys-
temswill providethefoundationfor futuregen-
erationsof CFDexpertsystems.Useof the
straightforwardtechniqueswill spreadto many
otherareaswithinCFD,andthefurtherdevelop-
mentof theriskier techniqueswill enablemore
advancedapplications.
Oneareato whichapplicationof presentand
futureAI techniquesmayspreadis intelligent
datareduction,interpretation,anddisplay. AI
learningprograms45maybeof someusein detect-
ingmeaningfulpatternsin thevastamountof
fluid dynamicdatabeinggeneratedbothnumeri-
cally andexperimentally.Presentsoftwaredis-
playpackagesarepassivein that theydisplay
onlywhattheyaretold to display,resultingin
thepossibility that interestingor undiscovered
fluid physicsmightremainburiedwithin the
data. Asystemwithknowledgeof fluid dynamics
andnumericsmightbeusefulin ferretingout flow
phenomena(suchastertiary separationhiddenin
theconfinesof thehigh-resolutiongrid).4_
Thefirst steptowardanexperimentalfluid
dynamicscounterpartto the intelligent data
searchdescribedabovehasbeentakenin a project
entitled "SmartProbe."47 In this project,a
conventional,computerized,probe-traversingmech-
anismhasbeenaugmentedbya simplerule-based
expertsystemto enhanceits performance.The
systemlocatesregionsof interestingfluid
physicsandhomesinonthoseregions,probing
eachwith increasedresolution. Withthesame
numberof flow field samples,theenhancedsystem
yieldsmuchbetterresolutionof theflowphe-
nomenaof interest thantheconventionalsystem.
VI. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Thefutureof fluid dynamics,bothcomputa-
tional andexperimental,is bright; it offers many
challengesandshouldprovidesomexciting
times. It is believedthat mostproblemsamenable
for solutionusingvalidatedCFDtoolscanbe
solvedif thedesireandresourcesaredevotedto
it. NASA'srole in fluid dynamicswill beto
I. Providetechnologyfor industrywhen
industrydoesnothavethemeans.
2. Performhigh-riskresearchthat industry
cannotaffordto perform.
3. Performbasiccomputationalfluid physics
researchto explainanddiscoverflowphenomena.
4. Integratethetechnologiesof aerodynamic
simulation,i.e., experimental,computational,and
flight, to generatesynergythat resultsin con-
structionof a "betterplane."
5. Workcollaborativelywith industryand
universitiesto promulgatehetechnology.
6. Asanaddedbenefit, exploretheapplica-
tion of CFDto otherdisciplines,e.g., fluids in
space,medicine,hydrodynamics,automotiveaerdy-
namics,etc.
It is importantthat NASAin its attempto
maintainits leadandremaina pioneerin the
field of CFDphaseoutdevelopedtechnologiesand
designnewones.Challengebreedsproductivityin
researchscientists;communicationspeedsthe
process.It is management'sdutyto supporthe
CFDscientistwith the latest facilities, a good
workingenvironment,andthefreedomto perform
creativeandinnovativeresearch.
Theleadandpreeminancethat theUnited
Statesenjoysin thecommercialircraft bus_ness
is beingchallengedtodaybyothercountries.
This is partially explainedbythefollowing:The
intellect in fluid- andaero-dynamicsn this
countryis notunique.Thiscountry'sacademic
institutionsandresearchlaboratorieshavecon-
tributedimmenselyto theeducationalprocessof
foreignscientistswith the latest technologythis
countryhasto offer. Thegapbetweenthe comput-
ingfacilities of this countryandthe rest of the
worldis narrowing.TheUnitedStatesis no
longerthesolemanufacturerandownerof super-
computers.TheJapaneseareformidablecompeti-
tors. Experimentalfacilities amongcompetitive
countriesareonparwitheachother. Othercoun-
tries realizethebenefitsof a strongaeronauti-
cal policyontheir country'seconomics.Accord-
ing to Bulkeley,48pushingresearchis theonly
waytheU.S.andotherdevelopednationscanmain-
tain their economiesbecausel ssdeveloped
nationswill learnto producelesstechnically
demandingmaterialsandproducts.
It's notnewsthat welive in an "information
society." Computersarepartly responsiblefor
this glut of information.Themanagementof th_s
informationis crucial to technologicaladvance-
mentin theaerospacebusiness.Withbiggerand
faster scientific computersonthedrawingboards,
validatedCFDcodeswill generatenormousquanti-
ties of dataonflowsaboutaerospacev hiclesand
their componentsandhenceplayamuchlargerrole
in thedesigncycleof futureaircraft. This
country,with its CFDcapabilityasa trumpcard,
is in a goodpositionto wage"technologicalwar-
fare" with the rest of theworldin thecommercial
aircraft business.It possessesall thenecessary
ingredientsfor success--intellect,facilities,
freedom,andcompetitivespirit.
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Tomaintainourcompetitivedgeandpreemi-
nence,wemustnotcontinueto makevolutionary
advancements;in tead,wemustmakerevolutionaryjumps.Stepssuchasthoseoutlinedin the
NationalAeronauticalR& DGoals49areappropri-
ate. Theyinclude
I. SubsonicsGoal:Tobuild transcentury
renewalthat envisionstechnologyfor anentirely
newgenerationof fuel-efficient, affordableU.S.
aircraft.
2. SupersonicsGoal:Toattain long-distance
efficiencybydevelopingpacingtechnologiesfor
sustainedsupersoniccruisecapabilities.
3. TransatmosphericsGoal:Tosecurefuture
optionsbypursuingresearchtowardthecapability
to routinelycruiseandmaneuverinto andandout
of theatmospherewith takeoffandLanding from
conventional runways.
Pioneering new technologies is this country's
strength; pursuing the ambitious goals outlined
above will help to enhance our preeminent position
in aeronautics.
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COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS- TRANSITION TO DESIGN APPLICATIONS
R. G. Bradley, I. C. Bhateley and G. A. Howell
General Dynamics Corporation
INTRODUCTION
The development of aerospace vehicles, over the
years, has been an evolutionary process in which
engineering progress in the aerospace community was
based, generally, on prior experience and databases
obtained through wind tunnel and flight testing.
Advances in the fundamental understanding of flow
physics, wind tunnel and flight test capability, and new
mathematical insights into the governing flow equations
have been translated into improved air vehicle design.
Two notable examples of this evolutionary process that
resulted in significant improvements to air vehicles are
the area rule and the supercritical wing technology.
These examples evolved from a combination of wind
tunnel experimentation and analytical advances. The
analytical advances include the ability to obtain solutions
to the appropriate supersonic and transonic flow
equations in simplified form. The modern day field of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a continuation of
this growth in analytical capability and the digital
mathematics needed to solve the more rigorous form of
the flow equations.
The explosion in computer technology over the past
two deeades coupled with the expansive effort in the
development of CFD has led to the realization of a
dynamic jump in the capability to understand and to apply
the governing physics for fluid flow. This capability is
even now being realized in the application of CFD to
critical design problems involving the solution of eom-
plicated flowfields. Industry is now aware that solving a
flowfield to reveal the intricate details offers a
tremendous potential to understand and improve designs.
This paper presents some of the technical and
managerial challenges that result from rapidly developing
CFD capabilities, some of the steps being taken by the
Fort Worth Division of General Dynamics to meet these
challenges, and some of the specific areas of application
for high performance air vehicles. One of the primary
issues for Industry is the effective integration of CFD
capability into the design process. What follows is
written from this point of view.
CODE DEVELOPMENT AND MATURATION
Phenomenal progress in CFD has been made over the
last decade, but a significant task still remains before the
maturation of CFD is realized. The ultimate goal is to
have fully mature codes that are (1) fully validated by
comparison with detailed experimental data, (2) user
Copyright © 1987 by General Dynamics Corporation.
All rights reserved.
friendly, and (3) readily available for complex design
applications.
A recent National Research Council study on CFD,
Current Capabilities and Future Directions (Reference 1),
gives a survey of the current capabilities in CFD and
presents some of the areas requiring further effort. It
presents a five-step developmental cycle typical for CFD
codes, which is illustrated in Figure I. NASA, the
government labs, and industry have already done a great
deal of work toward accomplishing many of these steps.
For design cases in which the flow environment is not too
severe, such as transports, the industry is applying CFD
directly into the design cycle. On the other hand, the
CFD capability for more complex designs, such as
tactical aircraft, has not progressed as far because the
flowfields are dominated by flow separations and vortex
interactions.
Codes must be validated and/or calibrated before they
can be used with confidence. Validation involves detailed
flowfield comparisons with experimental data to verify
the eode's ability to accurately model the critical physics
of the flow. This requires close coordination between the
code developer and the experimentalist to insure that the
accuracy and limitations of the experiments, as well as
those of the numerical algorithms and grid densities, are
understood and taken into account. Through validation,
one assures that the numerical physics of the code give a
true representation of the flow physics being modeled.
It is important to note that CFD codes can often be
used in analyses and design applications long before the
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codes are considered to be mature in the sense of
Figure 1. Engineers have always been able to use less
than perfect tools coupled with experience and
calibration to known physical quantities to provide design
guidance. Calibration and validation should not be con-
fused. Calibration provides an error band or correction
factor to enhance the ability of a particular code to
predict specific parameters that are important to the
design objectives for a particular design without verifying
that all other features of the flow are modeled
accurately. For example one might calibrate a code's
ability to predict shock location and liftand moment on a
wing without any assurance that the flowfield off the
surface and the wake behind the wing are properly
modeled. Or, one may calibrate a eode's ability to
compute gross pressure loss through a supersonic inlet-
duct combination without concern for the distortion
distribution at the compressor face. Although the use of
calibrated CFD solutions is dangerous because of the
subtle viscous interactions that are extremely sensitive
to geometry and flowfield, skilled engineers can often
obtain useful design information and guidance from
relatively immature codes.
NASA has pioneered the development of CFD
capability with its advanced computer centers and highly
competent cadre of CFD algorithm developers. The
ability to solve more complex equations efficiently,
riding upon the wave of developments in computer
hardware technology, has been revolutionary. More
recently, emphasis has been placed on solving the
governing equations for complex geometries, including
full aircraft configurations. In general, at this point in
time it is possible to solve complex flow equations for
simple geometries or to solve simplified flow equations
for complex geometries, but it is not possible to do both.
Major areas of uncertainty still remain, such as the
development of grid systems for complex configurations
so that they reflect the proper scales to model both the
viscous and basically nonviscous flow regions. Also, in
the proper modeling of physical parameters such as tur-
bulence, heat transfer mechanisms, combustion kinetics,
etc., much remains to be learned. Progress is being made
in both of these areas, but there is much work to be done
before the full capability of CFD is realized.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
If one considers CFD from the advanced design
manager's point of view, one obtains a perspective
completely different from that of the code developer.
Recall that the aerospace designer is responsible for
defining the best configuration to meet performance
specifications in the shortest time and at the lowest cost.
He has traditionally relied upon extensive test results to
guide his design decisions and to supply the flight
envelope database needed for comprehensive
performance calculations. Admittedly, wind tunnel test
data have many limitations, but designers have years of
experience to help in understanding those limitations.
Today's dilemma for the designer of high performance
aircraft is illustrated in Figure 2.
The potential and promise of CFD is well known. For
the first time in the history of aeronautics, the designer
actually has the opportunity to generate solutions for
complex flowfields and to examine the detailed
microscopic features of the flow that influence a design.
The challenge, now, is to provide usable, believable, cost
and schedule effective codes for design application and to
integrate these codes into the designer's toolset. This is
both a technical and a management challenge. A respon-
sible designer, however, raises legitimate questions about
the benefits of CFD in helping him to meet his
requirements as shown in Figure 2.
Capability - The ability of the codes to model flowfields
about complex geometries over a wide range of flow
conditions such as Mach number, Reynolds number, angles
of attack and yaw and to produce results in a form that
are meaningful to the designer.
Turnaround - The time required to set up geometries, grid
meshes, and obtain converged solutions.
Availability - The level of expertise required to generate
the flowfield solutions (e.g., can a designer run the code
or does it require a CFD specialist).
Cost - The cost effectiveness of a CFD approach relative
to other options.
Confidence - The dependability of the codes to give
accurate solutions over the range of design variables.
These concerns are a legitimate focus for developers
of CFD codes and for engineers who are integrating the
capability into the design process. While all of the
concerns are vitally important, confidence is perhaps
most critical at the current time. This is especially true
for the tactical aircraft designer since the CFD
experience level is generally low among designers, and
the flowfields of tactical aircraft are most complicated.
CFD code developers can raise the confidence level
through careful validation of the codes being developed.
MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Becoming of age, CFD capability indeed holds the
glowing promise of permitting a designer of aerospace
vehicles to literally step inside a flowfield and observe
the details of the flow through the use of graphics. While
this exciting possibility has captured the imagination of
the engineer, it has created a new set of challenges for
management. As in the case of any evolving tech-
nological capability, the manager is faced with the
problem of how to integrate it into his organization. To
whom will the new capability be assigned for manage-
WIND TUNNEL TEST DATA
• Analog Simulation
• Limitations --
(But Understood by
Designers Because of
Years of Experience)
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID
DYNAMICS
• Digital Simulation
• Limitations --
(Not Well Understood by
Designers, Limited
Experience Basis)
l CONCERNS
CAPABILITY
TURNAROUND
AVAILABILITY
COST
CONFIDENCE
Figure 2 The Designers' Dilemma
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ment purposes? Who will be responsible for meshing it
into the design process? What procedures will be
followed to ensure that only mature and/or calibrated
data are used, and what measure of confidence will be
placed in the CFD results for design application? These
issues present the manager with a situation that is
somewhat different from the customary work envir-
onment. The following paragraphs outline a management
approach adopted by the Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics•
Role of CFD
The general philosophy has been to build a strong,
applications-oriented CFD capability that draws heavily
upon the expert development work of NASA and other
government-sponsored research in labs, universities and
industry• The available capability is adopted and/or
modified for efficient use in design and is calibrated
and/or validated for specific applications• Basic code and
grid generation research is performed inhouse to fill
needed voids in available methods and to develop
improved techniques and interfaces•
CFD is viewed as an integral part of the fully
automated factory concept and is being integrated into
the shared, common database that ties all design and
manufacturing functions together• Its relationship to the
advanced design process is illustrated schematically in
Figure 3. When fully implemented on-line, analysis of
aircraft and component designs can be made and fed
directly into the design database.
In the larger scheme of things, CFD capability will
interface through the shared database with the model
building function to provide supportive evaluation of wind
tunnel test configurations and, in turn, to access wind
tunnel databases for calibration/validation of the codes
as illustrated in Figure 4. In the future, this loop will
include a structural design interface for support of detail
design activities and manufacturing. Many aspeets of the
concept have been implemented at this time and
segments of the system are in operation. It is the
responsibility of the CFD Section to develop and to
support the CFD codes that are used in the design and
analysis process.
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GEOMETRY I EXPERIMENTAL DATA I DESIGN INFORMATION
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Figure 3. CFD as an Integral Part of the Design
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Organizational Structure
The organizational structure for developing a mature
CFD capability and integrating the capability into the
design process, at whatever level of maturity, is outlined
in Figure 5. In the matrix concept employed at General
Dynamics, the functional sections are responsible for
supplying direct support to the various design programs.
The CFD Section is a support function charged with
providing the necessary codes and expertise for use by
the functional discipline areas, much as a wind tunnel
test section supplies test capability and expertise.
CFD expertise is concentrated in a single section that
reports to the director, who has the responsibility for the
zunctional sections. The CFD Section is divided into two
groups: (1) a group responsible for code development, and
(2) a group responsible for code applications• The general
division of responsibilities is shown in Figure 5.
In the dynamic environment of CFD capability
maturation, a maximum degree of flexibility must be
maintained. Not only must a CFD Section provide usable
and dependable applications-oriented codes, but the
I
CFD S_CTION
• CODE DEVELOPMENT
,t Algorithms
,,- Grid Generation
_- Physical Models
_, Documentation
• CODE APPLICATIONS
,I Code Calibration
_- Code Validation
,,- Application Tech-
niques
v- Program Support
DIRECTOR I
I
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Figure 5. Organizational Philosophy
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intensive training of users skilled in making design
applications must be accomplished. Organizational
barriers can be detrimental to this latter function. Cross
training is accomplished by a flexible loan-in procedure
between the functional groups and the CFD applications
group.
Under this arrangement, engineers from the various
discipline groups within the functional sections are loaned
into the CFD Applications Group to help in the important
code calibration/validation activities, under the direction
of the CFD specialists, thus receiving hands-on experi-
ence in the use of the codes. In turn, the CFD specialists
are loaned into the functional groups to support special-
ized applications of CFD to design programs under the
direction of the functional management, thus gaining
appreciation for design applications requirements. This
cross fertilization provides an essential element for
building a strong, design-oriented CFD capability.
The CFD Section is charged with the responsibility of
maintaining a documented file on all code applications
that support the calibration and validation activities.
This file contains the details of specific accuracy
limitations of both the experimental data being used and
the codes being calibrated. A documented reference
source is thus available on application of all codes in
order to build a base of experience for design confidence
in CFD methods.
CFD APPLICATIONS
Applications of CFD to design are becoming a key
element of the Fort Worth Divisions' activities. A few of
the calibration activities underway in the applications
areas of primary interest are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Grid generation is a complex issue that must be
addressed with each configuration analysis, and often is
as important as the algorithms that are used in the
flowfield solution. This problem is particularly difficult
when there is a high degree of integration of the
aerodynamic and propulsive systems, or when there are
other unique geometric features. The extreme difficulty
of modeling complex regions with a single block of grid
leads to the concept of multiple blocks, which is
illustrated in Figure6. With this approach, complex
problems can be subdivided into several smaller zones
that ean more accurately represent the geometry and the
boundary conditions.
Another reason for using multiple blocks of _id is
that the blocking can be controlled to divide'the flowi_e_-
into zones wherein the sophistication of the analysis eode
can be matched to the complexity of the flowfield.
Several zones of an aircraft flowfield and the types of
analyses are illustrated in Figure 7. This approach also
allows larger problems to be solved with a specified
amount of computer eore memory since only one block at
a time must be in core memory, while the other blocks
reside in other types of memory. The grid generation
procedure is documented in References 2 and 3.
An Euler analysis of the F-16 is being accomplished as
a benchmark ealeulation. Progress has been made and
preliminary results were presented at an AGARD
Symposium (Reference 4). Part of the grid system, which
has over 500,000 grid points in 20 bloeks, is shown in
Figure 8. Detailed modeling of the inlet and nozzle with
flow-through boundary conditions is essential for full
aireraft simulation with power effects. Details of the
inlet grid blocking are shown in Figure 9.
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ELOWFIELD __/J]_)] / / / / \
\ INLET INTERNAL FLOWFIELO \ _ _"_j/
\ / /_ / NOZZLE'-"'---"_ /
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INLET EXTERNA'_ - _ NOZZLE INTERNAL
FLOWFIELD / AIRCRAFT/ FLOWFIELD
(Navier Stokes) JET-IN-CROSSF LOW STORE (Nevier Stokes)
_ (Euler Overset Grids)
Figure 7. Zonal Approach to the Computation
of Aircraft Flowfields
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Figure 8. F-16 Grid System
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Initial calculations, which were made on the Fort
Worth Division CRAY XMP-24, utilized approximately 35
CPU hours. Computed veloeity vectors on the surface of
the forward fuselage are shown in Figure 10. The
accuracy of the fuselage flowfield calculations was fur-
ther verified by an excellent comparison between compu-
tational results and experimental pressure coefficients
from Reference 5. Sample comparisons at two fuselage
stations are shown in Figure 10.
Since this was the first time that an analysis of this
magnitude had been attempted, it was no surprise that
problems were encountered. The code simply did not
develop shock waves at the downstream edge of the
M = .9 O/= 4 °
VELOCITY VECTORS
F.S. 350 F.S. 237
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
FUSELAGE STATION = F.S. IS0.0 FUSELAGE STATIOU = F.S. 237,0
i i
_
El EXPERIMENT
EULER SOLUTION
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Figure 10. Euler Solution of F-16 Fuselage
Flowfield
supersonic bubble on the wing upper surface; con-
sequently, the pressures in this region were not good, as
shown in Figure 11. The solution data indicate that the
problem can be resolved by the use of (1) a denser grid on
the wing upper surface, and (2) a revised solution
algorithm that has a strong shock-capturing feature.
Both the grid system and the code are being modified to
incorporate these indicated improvements, and further
computations are planned on the NASA/Ames Numerical
Aerodynamics Simulator.
CFD can be used to solve flowfields for configurations
in both pitch and yaw to determine lateral stability
characteristics. This capability has not been widely
explored, primarily because of the computational
resources required for this type of analysis. An Euler
analysis of a NASA wing/body/tail research model,
illustrated in Figure 12, was performed. The analytical
model contained 200,000 grid points, and about 25 CRAY
CPU hours were used in obtaining the solution. As shown,
the longitudinal characteristics and the lateral stability
derivatives computed for a Math number of 2.3 compared
favorably with experimental force and moment data from
Reference 6. The highly-swept delta wing of this
configuration offered a challenge in capturing the wing
leading-edge vortex that is known to dominate this type
of flowfield. The force and moment data simply indicate
that the vortical flow over the wing was properly
simulated. The Mach contours, shown in Figure 13, offer
positive evidence that the strong wing vortex was present
in the solution.
Other challenging applications for CFD are in the
areas of inlets and nozzles. An example of a Navier-
Stokes analysis of an axisymmetrie inlet at angle of
attack is illustrated in Figure 14. The results of this
study were presented at an AIAA Conference (Reference
7). Computed pressures on the spike and cowl compared
favorably with experimental data. A sample comparison
along the upper spike eenterline is shown in Figure 14 for
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an angle of attack of 8 degrees. Computed Math number
contours in the flowfield of this inlet, Figure 15, show the
non-symmetric location of the shock and the expansion
waves.
CFD also offers the potential to solve some of the
special problems that are associated with high-
performance military aircraft. One such problem that
has defied a good experimental solution is that of an
unsteady flowfield of a weapons bay. Unsteady
aerodynamic flow, or weapons bay buffet as it is
commonly called, has been known to damage both the
weapons bay doors and the weapons inside. Although a
generalized solution to this problem has not been
developed, a two-dimensional, time-dependent Navier-
Stokes solution was obtained for supersonic flow over a
cavity in order to establish the viability of CFD as a tool
to handle this problem.
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MACH
The two-dimensional solution of unsteady flow in a
cavity was obtained with a Navier-Stokes solver. The
model was comprised of approximately 26,000 grid points
and was given an initial starting solution of 1.5 Mach
number in the freestream and zero velocity in the cavity.
The code was run for 70,000 iterations, which represented
about 17 milliseconds of real time. Although this seems
like a short duration, it was enough to allow cyclic
fluctuations to become apparent in the solution. Some of
the pressure contours in the flowfield are shown in
Figure 16 at several different times during the solution to
give a cursory depiction of the results. A video movie
was also made that presents the data in an informative
manner showing pressure waves as they move about
within the cavity.
Figure 15. Maeh Number Contours in the
Flowfield of a Spiked Inlet
MACH = 1,5 PRESSURE CONTOURS
TIME = 4.00E-03 SECS TIME = 5.00E-03 SECS
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
CFD capability is maturing rapidly and is now being
applied to the design process to help deal with
aerodynamic phenomena encountered in the complex
flowfields associated with high performance aircraft.
This expanding capability is presenting new technical and
managerial challenges throughout engineering. To the
aircraft designer, it is the challenge to learn a new and
different tool. He must responsibly question CFD and
confirm that it can provide the needed capability,
turnaround time, skill level, availability, cost effec-
tiveness, and confidence level to justify its use. To the
manager, it is the challenge to integrate a new capability
into an existing organization. Responsibilities for CFD
may sometimes overlap between functional groups and
the projects on which the codes are applied. Managers
must also provide safeguards to assure that only verified
or calibrated codes are used in the design process. An
approach to the solution of these issues has been
presented.
Some sample calculations have been shown to
illustrate potential design applications. While these
examples, in some cases, represent early attempts at
complex flow solution, it is anticipated that continued
improvements in hardware and solution algorithms will
make such applications routine in the future. The
resurgence of interest in hypersonic technology is
pressing the need for rapid advancement of CFD
capability.
On this occasion of the formal opening of NASA's
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator Facility, NASA is to
be congratulated for its pioneering efforts in developing
both the hardware and software for this important CFD
capability. The dedicated efforts of NASA's management
and skilled researchers have laid the foundation for a
national capability that is clearly a world leader.
/
TIME = 6.80E-03 SECS TIME = 8.80E-03 SECS
Figure 16 Time-Dependent Navier-Stokes
Solution of a Cavity Flowfield
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CFD APPLICATIONS: THE LOCKHEED PERSPECTIVE
Luis R. Miranda
Lockheed-California Company
INTRODUCTION
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS)
epitomizes the coming of age of supercomputing and
opens exciting new horizons in the world of numerical
simulation. The technological benefits likely to result
from the use of the NAS may surprise even its most
optimistic advocates. All this makes me both pleased
and honored to be a participant of this conference
which celebrates the inauguration of the NAS.
In this article I will give an overview of supercom-
puting at Lockheed Corporation in the area of Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). This overview will fo-
cus on developments and applications of CFD as an
aircraft design tool and will attempt to present an as-
sessment, within this context, of the state-of-the-art in
CFD methodology. Although CFD is being actively de-
veloped and applied throughout Lockheed Corpora-
tion, the material of this paper draws heavily from ac-
tivities that have taken place or are underway at
Lockheed-California Company.
Of course, supercomputing in the aerospace indus-
try is not limited to CFD. Many other disciplines either
are already, or have the potential of, benefiting from
supercomputing: structural analysis and optimization,
vehicle signature (electromagnetic, acoustic, thermal)
prediction, and signal processing, to name the obvious
ones. In other areas, where the supercomputing revolu-
tion has not yet made its full impact, the payoffs are
likely to be extraordinary. One such area is manufac-
turing. Supercomputers will make possible the effective
integration of all phases and aspects of complex manu-
facturing processes and are bound to become essential
in the development and operation of a new generation
of sophisticated, versatile, and _intelligent _ robotic sys-
tems.
In spite of the wide applicability of supercomput-
ing, I have chosen to limit my discussion to CFD and
its application to aircraft design because of the follow-
ing factors: 1) time and space constraints; 2) personal
bias due to my familiarity with the subject; and 3) CFD
was one of the first disciplines to push the limits of
*ordinary Mor "general purpose Hcomputers, thus giving
rise to the need for supercomputer capability. More-
over, the practical feasibility of CFD application de-
mands supercomputing power, and most future devel-
opments in this area hinge on the availability of even
greater computer speed and memory capability.
SUPERCOMPUTERS
AT LOCKHEED CORPORATION
The term supercomputer is a relative one; what we
consider supercomputer performance today may be-
come "ordinary _ or "general purpose" computer capa-
bility in a few years. For the purpose of the present
discussion, the terra "supercomputer Mwill denote a ma-
chine with a performance capability of at least class VI
in accordance with the following classification defined
by the U.S. Department of Energy:
Class III Sustained operating speeds between 0.6 and
2 million floating point operations per sec-
ond (megaflops)
Class IV 2 to 6 megaflops
Class V 6 to 20 megaflops
Class VI 20 to 60 megaflops
Class VII Greater than 60 megaflops
Presently two supercomputers are in operation at
Lockheed Corporation. The first one, a Cray 1S, was
installed at the Sunnyvale, California, plant of Lock-
heed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) in 1982.
This supercomputer is basically dedicated to serving
the needs of the various LMSC divisions. The second
one, a Cray X-MP/24, became operational at the Kelly
Johnson Research Center, Rye Canyon, California, in
April 1986.
The Cray X-MP/24 is a dual processor machine
with an in-core memory capacity of 4 million 64-bit
words. It is front-ended by two Digital Equipment Cor-
poration (DEC) computers in the Lockheed installation:
a DEC 8600 for unclassified processing, and a DEC
8300 for classified mode operation. This supercompu-
ter, although it can be accessed remotely from all major
Lockheed divisions, is primarily intended to cater to the
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Group companies.
The principal motivation for the acquisition of
supercomputer hardware was the perceived need for
processing speed. The above supercomputers have
been able to fulfill that need fairly well for most present
applications. At the same time, they have offered the
possibility of more advanced computations. As we gain
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moreexperiencewiththesecomputations,andaswe
attemptotacklemoredemandingproblems,theneed
for morecomputermemorybecomesacutelyevident.
Thisisparticularlytruein theengineeringapplications
of CFD.Aswill beindicatedlateron,theuseof ad-
vancedCFDmethodsin aircraftdesignapplications
requires fast-access memory capacity ranging from 16
megawords upwards.
THE CHALLENGE OF
DESIGN APPLICATIONS
The paper is mainly concerned with CFD develop-
ments and applications within the context of aircraft
design. Therefore, although it may appear obvious to
many, it is important to emphasize the principal re-
quirements that a CFD code ought to meet if it is to be
used as an aircraft design tool, namely:
1) It must be a predictive tool, i.e., the accuracy
and reliability of the computation should not
depend on too much fine tuning or tailoring of
input parameters. In many advanced applica-
tions, applicable experimental data are not
available to "calibrate _ the results of numerical
computations.
2) It must be able to handle complex geometric
configurations, including three-dimensionality,
intricate aircraft components, and complete air-
craft arrangements.
3) It must yield useful results in a reasonably short
period of time, consistent with usually pressing
program schedules.
4) Its application, although it may require a rea-
sonable degree of expertise and experience,
must not demand specialization to a degree that
only its developers can effectively use it.
The above requirements are extremely important if
CFD is to realize its full potential as an effective design
tool. As has already been pointed out in Reference 1,
these requirements directly relate to the equation:
EFFECTIVENESS = QUALITY X ACCEPTANCE
This expression has no actual quantitative mean-
ing, it is merely a symbolism to emphasize the axiom
that the effect a given process has on the activity for
which it is intended depends not only on the goodness
of the process itself, but also on how widely it is used
or accepted. In the present context, the first couple of
items listed above impact the quality factor; the last two
the acceptance factor.
The ability to meet the above requirements truly
differentiate between a research CFD method and one
that is an engineering and design tool: for design appli-
cations, a CFD method must meet all above require-
ments with a reasonable degree of completeness. It is
not uncommon to confuse research feasibility with de-
sign application readiness. It is the professional respon-
sibility of the CFD code developer to fully acknowledge
this difference and make it clear to the non-expert.
Unfortunately, there is a tendency amongst CFD re-
searchers to greatly underestimate, or completely disre-
gard, the important effort of turning a research, or pilot,
code into a practical engineering tool.
Thus, the principal challenge posed by design ap-
plications to CFD practitioners is to convert what is
feasible in principle (i.e., feasible in a research laborato-
ry environment) into practical engineering tools that
meet all four requirements listed at the beginning of
this section.
Some of the principal CFD codes for aircraft design
application in use at Lockheed are described in the
following sections. These codes have been singled out
for discussion herein on the grounds that they have
been or are being developed specifically to be practical
engineering tools. As in most engineering disciplines,
there is a hierarchy in CFD methodology, namely, the
various computational codes can be classified accord-
ing to levels of increasing complexity and accuracy.
This also implies different requirements in terms of
computational resources. The codes to be discussed, all
of them in practical use at Lockheed, span the CFD
methodological hierarchy.
LINEAR CFD METHODOLOGY: PANEL
METHODS
Methods based on linear inviscid flow assumptions
are more fully developed than nonlinear methods, and
they are less demanding of computer resources. The
most common linear methods are the so called panel
methods. The majority of these methods are limited in
the flow physics they can model: they cannot deal with
shock waves, transonic flows, and separated flows. On
the other hand, they are capable of modeling all geo-
metric features of the vehicle, including the most intri-
cate details. At Lockheed, the advanced low-order pan-
el method QUADPAN for subsonic and supersonic
flows is the principal tool for linearized analysis, Figure
1. It has been under development and in use for a
number of years, Reference 2.
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QUADPAN.
In a panel method, the airplane to be modeled is
represented by a large number of small contiguous sur-
face panels. Usually these panels are fiat and of a quad-
rilateral shape. Elementary solutions of the linearized
flow equation, known as sources and doublets, are as-
signed to each panel, Figure 2. The individual strengths
of these elementary solutions are determined by the
application of the appropriate boundary conditions,
e.g., no flow across solid surfaces. The shape of the
distribution across a panel of these elementary solu-
tions determine whether the method is low order (e.g.,
constant or linear variation) or high order (e.g., qua-
dratic variation).
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Figure 2. Concept of panel methods
Figure 3 illustrates the result of a typical QUAD-
PAN computation which makes evident the code's
ability to model complex geometry. It shows a generic
advanced fighter configuration with the corresponding
elemental quadrilateral panels used to model the flow
about it. The computed pressure distribution, at an an-
gle of attack of 10 degrees at a mach number of 0.90,
is shown in a color-coded display. Correlation of pre-
dicted force and moment coefficients with wind tunnel
data are presented in Figure 4.
Figure 3.
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Until recently it was a common belief that a high C/
order distribution was required for better accuracy. The
use of high order distribution imposes a sizeable corn- 8.0
putational cost penalty. Special numerical techniques,
discussed in reference 2, can greatly improve the accu-
racy and robustness of low order singularity distfibu- -8.4
tions. QUADPAN's advanced low order approach em-
bodies these techniques which give it an accuracy
similar to that of the high-order methods but at a frac-
tion of the computational cost. This has been verified
in evaluations conducted by NASA and U.S. Air Force
researchers, References 3 and 4.
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Figure 4. Comlmrison of QUADPAN predictions with wind tunnel
data for generic fighter model.
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In spite of the inherent limitations of linearized
theory, QUADPAN has proven to be a valuable design
tool, Reference 5. This is due to its great geometric
capability and to its ease of use and computational
efficiency. These factors continue to make linearized
methodology the workhorse for conceptual design ap-
plication. Although the routine use of a linear method
such as QUADPAN does not require supercomputer
capability, the effectiveness of the method is greatly
enhanced by it due to resulting reductions in computa-
tional cost and cycle time.
NONLINEAR CFD METHODOLOGY: EULER
CODES
Nonlinear methods have been undergoing inten-
sive development. They either solve the full potential
or the transonic small perturbation equations for invis-
cid irrotational flows, or the Euler equations for inviscid
rotational flows, or the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations for viscous laminar and turbulent
flows. Their increased accuracy and realism is attained
at the cost of substantially larger computational re-
quirements. Furthermore, the entire space surrounding
the vehicle has to be covered with a computational
mesh or grid in order to solve the equations of conser-
vation of mass, momentum, and energy throughout the
flow field as is required by the nonlinearity of the equa-
tions. The generation of this computational grid for
arbitrarily complex configurations is a difficult task,
and it is of crucial importance for the practical applica-
tion of these methods.
For flow solution algorithms, the development of
time-stepping, finite volume techniques is being em-
phasized at Lockheed-California Company. These
techniques are essentially the same whether the Euler
or the Navier-Stokes equations are being solved. The
principal difference is the appearance, when solving
the Navier-Stokes equations, of shear stress flux terms
generated by the viscosity of the fluid and the turbu-
lence of the flow. These flux terms are zero for the Euler
equations, which model inviscid flows.
Euler methods are now under advanced develop-
ment and are beginning to see wide application in the
design environment. Navier-Stokes methods are in an
earlier stage of development and have only seen pio-
neering applications. The effective application of these
methods in a practical design environment makes the
use of supercomputers mandatory.
Although a number of different codes at Lockheed
solve the Euler equations, the most advanced in terms
of geometric capabilities is the TEAM (for
Three-dimensional Euler Aerodynamic Method) code,
Figure 5, the development of which is being partially
funded by the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory, References 6, 7, and 8. The TEAM code is a modu-
lar computational system consisting of preprocessors,
grid generation routines, flow solver, and postproces-
sors. Its flow solver is based on a variant of the finite-
volume time-stepping algorithm proposed by Antony
Jameson, et al, Reference 9.
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional Euler Aerodynamic Method (TEAM)
code.
The ability of the TEAM code to handle arbitrarily
complex geometries is due to its zonal structure. This
means that the computational domain can be divided
into several zones with interfacing boundary surfaces
as shown in Figure 6. The various zones can have dif-
ferent grid densities and the interfacing boundary sur-
faces can accommodate different types of boundary
conditions (fluid-to-fluid interface, solid surface, tran-
spiration, free stream). All types of grid topologies (C-
H, C-O, O-H, O-O, H-H, and combinations thereof)
can be dealt with, Figure 7. Complete airplane configu-
rations including wing, fuselage, canards, horizontal
and vertical tails, flow-through nacelles and inlets, etc.
are within the realm of the modeling capability of the
TEAM code.
• FACILITATES ANALYSIS OF REALISTIC AIRCRAFT
• INCREASES COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
• MORE ACCURATE FLOW SIMULATION
Figure 6. Interfacing zonal grid structure.
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The code is able to handle subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flows. It can be applied to both steady and
unsteady flows, and it automatically captures shock
waves and vortex flows induced by sharp edges. The
ability to capture vortex flows is of great practical sig-
nificance, particularly in the design of combat aircraft.
Leading edge vortices, like those appearing above a
delta wing at high angle of attack, induce strong non-
linear effects which cannot be predicted by classical
potential flow theory. Euler methods now offer the
capability of predicting these nonlinear effects for com-
plex configurations.
Figure 8 shows the results of a TEAM code compu-
tation of the flow about a delta wing at high angles of
attack. These results are compared with wind tunnel
data and predictions made by classical linear theory.
The improvement in accuracy provided by the Euler
computations over linear theory is quite evident. Fur-
thermore, the computed velocity field clearly displays
the vortex-like structure which characterizes the flow
about swept leading edges at high angles of attack.
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Figure 8. Comparison of computations about delta wing with
experimental data.
The solution of the Euler equations appear to do an
adequate job of predicting the development of vortex
flows induced by sharp or highly swept edges, at least
up to the point of vortex burst or breakdown. The geo-
metrical flexibility provided by the TEAM code allows
the analysis of complex vortex flow interactions about
complete aircraft configurations. Our experience with
the TEAM code indicates that in order to obtain reason-
ably accurate results, fairly dense computational grids
are needed. Typically, as many as 400,000 cells may be
required for a configuration consisting of a wing, fuse-
lage, and horizontal and vertical tails in a symmetric
flight condition.
Some Euler computations show the appearance of
unsteadiness in vortical flows at conditions which coin-
cide with the experimental observation of the onset of
vortex breakdown. Other qualitative characteristics in-
dicative of the effects of vortex burst have also been
observed in these computations. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 9, which shows that the predicted
effect of a leading edge strake upon vortex flow devel-
opment correlates reasonably well with the wind tun-
nel data. But more study and correlations are needed
before ascertaining the usefulness of Euler solutions for
the prediction of vortex burst.
STRAKE OFF M = 0.5, _ = 18 °
COMP. C L = 0.82
EXP. C L = 0.89
ACL: COMP = 0.32
EXP = 0.34
X/C = 0.77
STRAKE ON
COMP. C L= 1.14
EXP. C L=1.23
X/C = 0.98
Figure 9. Effect of strake on leading edge vortex flow.
The TEAM code is also being successfully used in
high supersonic mach number applications. Figure 10
presents the surface pressure distribution on one of the
waverider configurations of Reference 10 at a mach
number of 6 and at 4 degree angle of attack. Correla-
tions of the computed pressure distributions with the
available wind tunnel data are shown in Figure 11.
The value of Euler computations in design applica-
tions have been amply demonstrated in many cases. To
what extent they will be able to satisfy the most press-
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Figure 10. Surface pressure distribution computed by TEAM
code on waverider configuration at Mach number =
6 and 4-degree angle of attack.
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tribution with wind tunnel data.
ing prediction requirements posed by the design of ad-
vanced aircraft is far from being fully established.
Much work, particularly in terms of advanced compu-
tations and correlations with appropriate high quality
experimental data, has to be done before the realm of
practical applicability and validity of Euler solutions
can be determined.
NONLINEAR CFD METHODOLOGY:
NAVIER-STOKES CODES
The solution of the Navier-Stokes equations offer
the potential of modeling all the physics of a viscous
compressible fluid. The calculation of the viscous ef-
fects from first principles for all levels of turbulence is
presently beyond the realm of practical feasibility due
to the lack of adequate computing power. Therefore,
the Reynolds-averaged form of the equations is used in
engineering applications. The Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations include the viscous terms but
semi-empirical models must be introduced to represent
the flow turbulence.
A wide variety of Reynolds - averaged
Navier-Stokes codes are in use at Lockheed, including
codes with real gas effects and chemistry. But the most
advanced from the point of view of geometric capabili-
ty is the TRANSAM (for Three-dimensional Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes Aerodynamic Method) code,
Figure 12. Basically, it constitutes an extension of the
modularized TEAM computational system to which
momentum fluxes due to both viscous and Reynolds
stresses have been added. Therefore, it possesses geo-
metric flexibility and generality similar to those of the
TEAM code, and it is equally able to analyze subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic flows.
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
Aerodynamic Method (TRANSAM) code.
In the present version of TRANSAM, either the full
Reynolds-averaged or the thin shear layer approxima-
tions to the Navier-Stokes equations can be solved at
the user's option. The presently implemented turbu-
lence model is an algebraic one, a modified version of
the Baldwin-Lomax eddy viscosity model. Since it is
architectured in a multiple zonal structure, it is possible
to solve different equation types in each zone. For in-
stance, the thin shear-layer approximation to the Reyn-
olds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be solved
in zones close to solid boundaries where boundary-
layer behavior is to be expected; all the shear stress
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terms can be accounted for in zones where fully sepa- 0.05
rated flow is likely to occur; and, finally, the Euler
equations can be used to model the flow for the remain-
ing zones. This approach yields obvious economies in o.o4
both computer execution time and memory require-
ments.
An example of the potential improvement in accu- 0.o3
racy that can be obtained with a Navier-Stokes compu-
tation is given by the analysis of the supercritical RAE
2822 airfoil shown in Figure 13. Both viscous and invis- 0.02
cid calculations done with TRANSAM are compared
with experimental data. The improvement that the vis-
cous computation yields in the prediction of shock loca- 0.01
tion and overall character of the pressure distribution
is quite evident. The computed velocity profiles in the
boundary layer, shown before and after the shock in
Figure 14, show the correct behavior.
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Figure 13. Comparison of computed surface pressure distributions
with wind tunnel data for RAE 2822 supercritical air-
foil.
We have not yet attempted the computation of sep-
arated flows about aircraft at high angles of attack be-
cause of lack of adequate memory capacity. Even using
the zonal approach provided by TRANSAM, a mini-
mum of 120 megawords of memory would be needed
for such a computation. Experience with separated
flows about simpler configurations indicates that the
presently available algebraic turbulence models are in-
adequate to predict strongly separated flows with rea-
sonable accuracy and consistency. Whether more so-
phisticated models (such as the two-equation or Reyn-
olds stress models) will significantly improve the accu-
racy of separated flow computations remains to be de-
termined.
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Figure 14. Before and after shock boundary layer profiles com-
puted by TRANSAM code.
In general, the various Navier-Stokes computa-
tions of three-dimensional configurations that have
been performed to date suffer from lack of adequate
computational mesh resolution, and from the limita-
tions of the turbulence models being used. Although
some calculations that have recently been presented
elsewhere look impressive and appear qualitatively
correct, their practical value as predictive and quantita-
tive tools is, at the present time, largely open to ques-
tion.
In summary, the difficulties hampering the practi-
cal application of Navier-Stokes methods, including
TRANSAM, are threefold:
1) The lack of general accuracy and reliability of
present turbulence models.
2) The difficulty of generating the computational
mesh or grid which engulfs the aircraft.
3) The lack of adequate computer resources.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In its present state of capability, CFD provides
large benefits in the design process, particularly when
used judiciously and synergistically with the wind tun-
nel. But the full realization of the great potential offered
by the application of CFD to aircraft design poses for-
midable, but not insurmountable, technical challenges.
Undoubtedly, the NAS will be highly instrumental in
advancing CFD technology the level needed to success-
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fully meet them. Some of the major difficulties to be
overcome, and probable future developments and
trends are highlighted in the remainder of this paper.
The most important obstacle to the ready applica-
tion of advanced CFD methods to airplane design is the
difficulty of generating adequate computational grids
for complex three-dimensional configurations in a
timely manner. Fortunately, significant progress is be-
ing made in this area. Advanced graphics software and
hardware developments, e.g., color graphics worksta-
tions, are beginning to aid and speed up the grid gen-
eration process. Finite-volume zonal methods, such as
the ones discussed in this paper, facilitate the grid gen-
eration task. In addition, alternate approaches to the
treatment of complex geometries are being actively
pursued, examples of which are the work discussed in
References 11 and 12.
Assuming continuing development, it is very likely
that soon it will be possible to generate adequate com-
putational grids about complete and arbitrarily complex
aircraft configurations in a matter of hours or days rath-
er than weeks ,or even months, which is the time scale
of present grid generation capability.
Turbulence modeling will continue to be the Achil-
les' heel of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes codes.
Reference 13 provides a concise but comprehensive
survey of the state-of-the-art in turbulence modeling.
This survey makes obvious that many difficulties re-
main. But in spite of the present short-comings of tur-
bulence models, Navier-Stokes codes will play an in-
creasingly useful role in many applications.
Furthermore, turbulence modeling is one area where
the NAS offers great potential for advancing the state-
of-the-art.
The availability of a wide variety of more capable
scientific computers and supercomputers, coupled with
advances in numerical solution algorithms, will greatly
accelerate the application of Euler and Navier-Stokes
methods to the solution of airplane design problems.
Computers ranging in speed from 100 to 10,000 million
instructions per second and in memory capacity from
8 to 256 milhon words will become commercially avail-
able at competitive prices in the near future.
The analysis and optimization of multidisciplinary
interactions will become commonplace thanks to the
capabilities of CFD and the foreseen increases in com-
puter power and cost-effectiveness. Coupling CFD
with the computational methodologies of other disci-
plines such as structures, propulsion, dynamics, and
flight controls will allow the engineer to optimize not
only the aerodynamics but also the structural compo-
nents, propulsion and control systems, etc., in a fully
interactive and integrated manner. Great performance
and cost benefits are likely to result from the synergistic
effects of this interactive multidisciphnary optimiza-
tion.
Finally, supercomputers and wind tunnels are
complementary and not exclusionary tools. This has
been repeated many times, but the more experience we
gain with CFD applications, the more evident it be-
comes. It is also true that to further advance CFD, more
high-quality experimental data are required.
8_
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF UNIFIED ALGORITHMS FOR
PROBLEMS IN COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a framework for developing com-
putationally unified numerical algorithms for solving non-
linear equations that arise in modeling various problems in
mathematical physics. The concept of computational unifi-
cation is an attempt to encompass efficient solution proce-
dures for computing various nonlinear phenomena that may
occur in a given problem. For example, in Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), a unified algorithm will be one that
allows for solutions to subsonic (elliptic), transonic (mixed
elliptic-hyperbolic), and supersonic (hyperbolic) flows for
both steady and unsteady problems. The objective of the
work reported in this paper is manyfold: l) development of
superior unified algorithms emphasizing accuracy and effi-
ciency aspects; 2) development of codes based on selected
algorithms leading to validation; 3) application of mature
codes to realistic problems; and 4) extension/application of
CFD-based algorithms to problems in other areas of math-
ematical physics. The ultimate objective is to achieve in-
tegration of multidisciplinary technologies (stealth, propul-
sion, aeroelasticity, ...) to enhance synergism in the design
process through computational simulation.
The paper presents specific unified algorithms for a hi-
erarchy of gasdynamic equations (full potential, Euler, and
Navier-Stokes) and their applications to a wide variety of
problems. Also included are extensions of the CFD meth-
ods to two other areas: l) electromagnetic scattering, and
2) laser-material interaction accounting for melting.
INTRODUCTION
Along with rapid strides in algorithm and code de-
velopment, the increasing power of super-minicomputers,
supercomputers, and graphics workstations is rapidly ad-
vancing the state of the art of computational simulation
of problems in mathematical physics. One area that is set-
ting the pace is Computational Fluid Dynamics. Other dis-
ciplines such as electromagnetic scattering, semiconductor
device/process modeling, material characterization, etc.,
are starting to benefit from the CFD experience.
Modern vehicle concepts such as the Advanced Tacti-
cal Fighter (ATF) attempt an effective compromise between
the transonic maneuver and supersonic cruise conditions.
Multiple design considerations of this type impose strin-
gent constraints on the aerodynamic shape of the vehicle to
achieve high buffet-free lift performance with reduced trim
drag. The recent resurgence of the hypersonics program
through the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) project also
demands analysis and design of vehicles with requirements
to fly through the entire Mach number range (subsonic to
hypersonic) requiring increasingly sophisticated nonlinear
methods to better understand various gasdynamic flow pro-
cesses.
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The Navier-Stokes equations best represent the phys-
ics of nonlinear flow. However, limitations in memory and
execution speed of present-day supercomputers restrict the
routine use of Navier-Stokes methods. For wider applica-
tion of CFD in the aerospace industry, cost-effective meth-
ods based on less exact forms of gasdynamic equations, such
as the Euler and full potential equations, are still attrac-
tive. The objective of the work reported in this paper is
to develop, for all speed regimes, efficient, accurate, and
robust nonlinear methods for equations ranging from the
simple full potential to the complex Navier-Stokes. De-
velopment of such a spectrum of hierarchical capability is
critical for efficient and cost-effective design of aerospace
configurations. The general philosophy of numerical design
through progression of increasingly sophisticated nonlinear
tools is illustrated in figure l, and represents a summary of
the numerical design experience at Rockwell covering the
HiMAT, forward swept wing, SAAB, and Air Force/Navy
Research Technology contract studies 1-4.
Referring to figure l, in designing a configuration, lin-
ear theory 5,e is first used to establish candidate optimum
thickness, twist, camber, and variable camber deflections
at supersonic speeds. Second, nonlinear methods (full po-
tential and Euler) are employed to capture embedded shock
waves at transonic _-14 and supersonic is-21 conditions and
weaken the wave system through parametric redesign.
Boundary layer analysis 22 and Navier-Stokes codes 2a-26
are subsequently used to assess the flow quality of the non-
linear inviscid design. The extent of separation in particu-
lar is evaluated, and a subsequent redesign is performed to
minimize its extent.
NUMERICAL DESIGN APPROACH
INITIAL DESIGN.
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i QUICK TURNAROUND
RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE
*¢uaa=
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CANDIDATE
• ACCURATE ANALYSIS • PROBLEM DETECTION
• PROBLEM DETECTION • BOUNDARY LAYER
• SHOCK OCCURRENCES SEPARATION
• CRITICAL PRESSURES
Fig. 1. Progression of improved design through nonlin-
ear analysis.
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At Rockwell, the computational activity is carried out
on several fronts. 1) Algorithm development. Under this
task, several algorithmic issues such as higher order space/
time accuracy, efficiency, multizone gridding concepts,
multigrid cycling, upwind total variation diminishing
(TVD) schemes, vectorization concepts, implicit/explicit
methods, etc., are stressed. The primary thrust of this ac-
tivity is computational unification of methodologies encom-
passing efficient solution procedures for computing various
flow phenomena occurring across the Mach number range.
2) Code development. Under this task, selected algorithms
(based on the study from task l)) with potential to mature
into a production code capability are further developed and
undergo extensive validation. Some of the issues stressed
in this phase are computational efficiency through code
vectorization, user orientation/documentation, code trans-
portability, graphics interface, and user training. 3) Appli-
cation. At this stage, codes from task 2) that have matured
into a production code with established user confidence, are
applied to study a wide range of realistic problems to bet-
ter understand flows over existing configurations (Shuttle
Orbiter, B-1B, etc.) as well as to design aerospace config-
urations for the next generation (ATF, NASP, Transatmo-
spheric Vehicles (TAV), etc.). 4) Extension of CFD
methods to non-CFD problems. Under this task, a host of
problem areas in mathematical physics that are governed
by appropriate partial differential equations is dealt with.
The techniques developed for studying problems in Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics are well suited for studying prob-
lems in electromagnetic scattering, laser-material interac-
tion, and semiconductor device/process modeling, just to
name a few.
Computational Fluid Dynamics is rapidly advancing.
Its methods are beginning to influence how problems are
and can be effectively solved in other disciplines. As this
process of spreading the wealth of CFD knowledge to other
areas continues, the CFD discipline is expected to play a
key role in the future, together with state-of-the art com-
puters, in integrating multidisciplinary technologies to en-
hance synergism in the design process through computa-
tional simulation.
The paper presents a brief summary of some of the
unified algorithms developed for various gasdynamic equa-
tions, along with their applications to many fluid dynamic
problems. Also presented are some applications of CFD
methods to non-fluid dynamic problems. More details on
the algorithmic aspects of the unified concept can be found
in the references.
This paper represents a collection of work performed
by many researchers in the Computational Fluid Dynamics
Department at Rockwell International Science Center.
EQUATIONS IN CONSERVATION FORM
For many problems in mathematical physics, the phys-
ical process to be modeled is governed by an appropriate
set of linear or nonlinear partial differential equations. For
example, many fluid dynamic processes are governed by
the Navier-Stokes equations, the electromagnetic scatter-
ing from objects is modeled by Maxwell's equations 2r, and
problems in semiconductors are governed by Van Roos-
broeck _a equations involving the nonlinear coupling be-
tween the electrostatic potential and the electron/hole den-
sity.
In general, many of these equations naturally lend
themselves to a conservation form representation given by
Qt + Ex + F_ +Gz=O (1)
where the dependent variable vector Q, and the fluxes E,
F, and G take on different forms depending on the equation
being modeled. The form of Q, E, F, and G for the full
potential, Euler, Navier-Stokes, and the Maxwell equations
are presented in the subsequent sections. Application of
eq. (1) to many realistic problems requires a coordinate
transformation to properly represent the physical domain
of interest and to aid in the boundary condition treatment.
Under the transformation of coordinates implied by
r = t, _ = _(t, _:,y,z),¢ = ,fit, z,u,z),¢ = dt, z,y,z),
eq. 1 can be recast in the conservation form given by
where
_, +_¢ +ft. +_ = o ,
-- q
Q=-j ,
_t _ _F + _
-_ = 7Q + 7E + 7G
_-Q+-fE+ j j
-d = +-if+_)Q + _E fy _G
(2a)
(2b)
where, in turn, J is the Jacobian of the transformation
j=a(_,_,¢)la(z,y,z) (2c)
and
5 = -(&:_, + (yy, + ¢_z,)
tit = -(_z, + _yy, + _zz,)
Ct= -(¢xx, + ;yy, + ;zz,)
(2d)
Associating the subscripts j, k, ! with the _¢,rl, f direc-
tions, a numerical approximation to eq. (2a) may be ex-
pressed in the semi-discrete conservation law form given by
(fii,_,,),+ (#,+,/_,_,,- #_-,/_,_,,)
+ (_,.,_+,/_,,- #j,__,/,,,)
+ (dj, k,t+ll2 - G_,k,t-l/2) = 0
(a)
where E, F, (_ are numerical or representative fluxes at the
bounding sides of the cell for which discrete conservation is
considered, and Qj, k,t is the representative conserved quan-
tity (the numerical approximation to Q) considered conve-
niently to be the cenb'oidal value. The half-integer sub-
scripts denote cell sides and the integer subscripts the cell
itself or its centroid.
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Thesemi-discreteconservationlawgivenbyeq.(3)
mayberegardedasrepresentingafinitevolumediscretiza-
tionif thefollowingassociationsaremade:
0s, k,_= Q V_',k,l
where V is the volume of the cell under consideration;
nx,y,z{(k - 1/2,l- 1/2),(k + l/2,l- 1/2),
(k + 1/2,1 + 1/2),(k - l/2,l + 1/2)}5+1/2
( _Tz,y,z _
J ]k+1/2
n=,y,z((j - 1/2,1- 1/2),(j - 1/2,/+ 1/2),
(j + 1/2,1 + 1/2),(i + 1/2,1- 1/2)}k±1/2
_z,y,z _
J /1+112
(4a)
nx,_,z{(j - 1/2, k- 1/2),(.?" + l/2,k- 1/2),
(j + 1/2, k + 1/2),(j - 1/2, k + 1/2)}z±,12 ;
(4b)
J-(t y+t/2 = - (J-)Y±ll2(X')i+l/2
=- (_')k:_112(z,)k+ll2
J k_-1/2 (4c)
--(_f)k+U2(Y,)kil/2 '1_
- (--j-)k±ll2(Z,)k+ll2
(_)'_:'1' ¢"=- (7)H-II2(Z,),.HI2
fy f_
-(_)t-,-_/2(y,-)l_/,_ - (-y)l+_/_(z,h+_/2
In the above, n:_,_,z are the x, y, z components of the repre-
sentative normals to the surface formed by the four points
a, b, c, d implied in n:_,y,_(a, b, c, d). These four points are
not necessarily coplanar. Also, (x,, y,, z,)5_l/2,_±l/2,t±l/2
are the x, y, z components of the appropriate cell-face rep-
resentative ve!ocities. These describe the motion of the cell
face and will be zero for a stationary grid. In the following,
we can use the notation nt to describe the representative
cell-face normal velocities:
_t
(_tt) Jd: 112 = I-J-) 3._;. 1 / 2
rh
(Y%t)k'l-l/2 "_ ('j ) k+ l/2
¢t
(FI'I)|q-l12 = (j)I..t.112
(4d)
The evaluation of the volume, cell-face normals and
cell-face normal velocities (metrics) are presented in
Ref. 14.
Within this framework of a finite volume representa-
tion, the concept of a unified algorithm/solver addresses
two issues: 1) representation of the numerical fluxes _', F,
and (_ to account for different physical phenomena to be
encountered in the problem being modeled (for example, in
fluid dynamics, a unified flux representation will allow for
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic flow situations for both
steady and unsteady, including proper transition through
shocks and sonic rarefaction); and 2) numerical issues of
solving eq. (3). Under the numerical issue, a unified algo-
rithm will be one that performs both the space and time
integration within the logic of a single solver. A unified
solution treatment will allow one to consider a wide class
of problem areas within the capability of a single code. For
example, in fluid dynamics, a unified solver will perform
space marching for supersonic flows (supersonic flow direc-
ti()n is treated as time like) and allow time marching for
subsonic, transonic, and unsteady flows.
The objective is to solve eq. (3) for the dependent vec-
tor Q. After incorporation of proper flux representation,
the discrete form of eq. (3) can be written as
R(Q) = 0. (5)
If Q is known at a known neighborhood state, denoted by
Q*, then solution to eq. (5} can be written as
OR
-_(Q - Q*) = -R(Q') (6)
where o_, in general, is a differential operator. Many
numerical algorithmic issues such as implicit, explicit, re-
laxation, approximate factorization, algorithm unification,
etc., come into play in the modeling of the differential op-
OR Issues such as higher order accuracy, propererator _-_.
upwinding, etc., come into _-_°_as well as in the modeling of
the right hand side R(Q*). For a unified code that accounts
for both space and time marching, one option is to split the
o__goperator in the formOQ
_R
= L. (7)
where
L. = L. [(., , L, = L, [(., ¢].
Equation (7) represents a double approximate factorization
in the 07, f) plane with relaxation in the _-direction as-
sumed to represent the predominant flow direction. The
grouping (_, _) in the L, and L_ operator represents a col-
lection of terms involving time and _ derivative terms. For
time marching, the time-step-size Ar is chosen to main-
tain the stability and accuracy of the operator, eq. (7). For
space marching, Ar is usually set very large and the oper-
ator L_ becomes L_(_, _?) and L_. = L_(_, f) representing _¢
as the marching direction. Space marching along _¢ is pos-
sible only if the equation is hyperbolic with respect to that
direction. A code that is based on the unified solver will
include the following options:
8R _
-_ - L¢ (f, _)L, (_, r)L_ (_, r) - Triple approxi-
mate factoriza- (8a)
tion with time
marching
-- L, [(,,¢),,)] L, [(,, - Double approxi-
mate factoriza-
tion with time
marching
(Sb)
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O__RR= Ln(_, r/)L_ (_, v/) - Space marchingoQ
along _ setting (8c)
Ar --* oo.
If one employs an upwind differencing, _Q can also be rep-
resented by a Gauss Siedel relaxation maintaining diagonal
dominance. More discussions on these ideas can be found
in Refs. 12, 19, and 20.
For time marchifig, Q* is usually set to be Qn as a
first guess where Q'_ is the solution at the previous time
plane. For space marching, Q* is initially set to be Qi-I
representing the solution at the previous space marching
plane in the _ direction. Starting from the initial guess
for Q*, eq. (6) is iterated to convergence driving II Q -
Q* II to some preset small value at every time or space
marching plane. Usually, this process might involve only a
few iterations.
The issue of numerical flux representation is dealt with
in the subsequent sections for a variety of equations, namely
1) full potential, 2) Euler, 3) Navier-Stokes, 4) Maxwell,
and 5) incompressible Navier-Stokes, representing the
laser-material interaction.
Full Potential Equation
The full potential equation represents the inviscid, iv-
rotational, and isentropic flow. In spite of these assump-
tions, this form of the gasdynamic equation is widely in
use for analyzing complex configurations at transonic and
low supersonic Mach numbers. As long as the shocks are
weak (Mach number normal to a shock surface less than
1.3 to 1.5), the full potential isentropic shocks will be in
agreement with the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions.
Referring to eq. (l), the full potential equation takes
the form Q = p, E = pu, F =- pv, and G = pw, where p
is the density and u, v, and w are the Cartesian velocities.
All the quantities p, u, v, and w are expressible in terms
of a single scalar function _, the velocity potential. Using
Bernoulli's law, the density p is given by
"/-1
pT-I = 1 - ---_ [2¢r + (U + _t)_b{ (9)
+ (v + _t)¢. + (w + _t)¢_- 1]
and U, V, and W are the contravariant velocities.
Referring to eq. (3), modeling of the time term Or
will require time linearization for density to express AQ in
terms of A¢ = ¢ - ¢*. The density linearization is given
by
(ap) A¢ (10)p = p(¢.)+ _ ,=,.
(11)
is a diffdrential operator.
Equation (3) also requires evaluation of E, F, and (_
at various spatial half node points. As mentioned earlier,
_' represents E appearing in eq. (2a).
The concept of developing a unified full potential
scheme stems from a ]_roj_erdefinition for the numerical or
representative fluxes E, F, G at cell interfaces derived from
the theory of characteristic signal propagation. Depending
on the type of flow at the cell interface (subsonic, transonic,
or supersonic), the fluxes are properly defined employing an
upwind bias to eliminate numerical or spurious (unphysical)
oscillations by satisfying entropy conditions (no expansion
shocks).
Based on the characteristic system at a cell interface
in the time-space domain, the following different flux rep-
resentations are made.
Subsonic at cell face j + 1/2 (U < c ax/h-_ )
Ey+I/2 = Ey+I/2 (zero biasing)
Transonic at j+1/2 (U<c a_'-h-_- , q>c)
E./+l/2 = _j+1/2 (to be defined later) (12)
Supersonic at j + 1/2 (U > c a,fh-_)
Ej+l/2 = E--j-I 2 (upwind biased flux)
In eq. (12), c is the speed of sound and all = (_+_¢u2+_z2).
The transonic flux E is defined in terms of an upwind biased
density based on flux biasing. Define
1[ {UOVOWO} ]= q (pq) + -_-_ + -_-_-_ + -_-_ (pq)- (13)
where Q = x/U 2 + V 2 + W _.
The quantity (pq)- appearing in eq. (13) is defined to
be
(pq)- = pq -- p'q* if q > q*
(14)
= 0 if q _< q*
The quantities p'q*, p*, and q* represent sonic values
of the flux, density, and total velocity, respectively. These
sonic conditions are given by (using the density and speed
of sound relationships)
(q.)_ = 1+ _-_M_ (1 - 2¢, - 2_t¢_- 2,_, - 26¢_)
p* = (q'Moo) 2/('_-1).
(15)
Note that for steady flows, the sonic conditions p* and
q* are only a function of the freestream Mach number, and
for a given flow they are constants. For unsteady flows, p*
and q* need to be computed everywhere due to the presence
of ¢_ and other unsteady terms in eq. (15).
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In the finaldiscretizedform, the fullpotentialequation
is written in the form of eq. (6) with A¢ = (_b - _b*) as a
single unknown at a grid point.
Some results are presented to illustrate the unified full
potential capability in computing subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic steady/unsteady flows.
lh111Potential Results
Supersonic Flows -- Supersonic flows are computed using
the marching option within the unified solver.
Figure 2 shows the surface gridding along with cross-
plane field grid points for a typical advanced generic fighter.
The body-fitted grid is generated at every marching plane
using standard elliptic grid solvers. Figure 3 shows pres-
sure contours at two different axial stations at Moo = 1.6,
a = 4.94 °. The crossplane geometry in figure 3 clearly
shows the fuselage, vertical tail, wing, and the flow through
nacelle along with the wake cut behind the trailing edge of
the wing. Figure 4 shows pressure correlation between the
computations and experimental data at two different span
stations. Table 1 gives correlations for overall force and
moment coefficients for different angles of attack and side
slip angles. The impact of CFD on the development of ad-
vanced configurations is illustrated in figure 5. It shows
the L/D pcrformance for the configuration of figure 2 for
across the Mach number range and compares that perfor-
mance with existing fighters such as the F-14 and the F-15.
A 25% to 50% increase in L/D is demonstrated.
Figure 6 shows a complex fighter configuration with
canard, wing, vertical tail, swept-side-walled flow through -0.6
nacelle, and a canopy. The gridding at different axial sta-
tions is shown. Figure 7 shows the pressure contours at -0.4
different marching planes at Moo -- 2.0, a = 4 °. A com-
parison of overall force and moment coefficients is given -0.2
in Table 2. Figure 6 illustrates the extent of geometric
complexity that can be handled by the full potential code
¢_ 0,0
for supersonic flows. However, for transonic and subsonic
flows where the computational domain has to extend far
upstream and far downstream of the configuration, the re-
quirement for a global three-dimensional grid makes treat-
ment of complex configurations more formidable.
Fig. 3. Pressure contours at two different axial stations.
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Fig. 4. Chordwise pressure distribution at 60% and 80%
span stations; Moo -- 1.6, a -_ 1.24 °.
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Transonic Flows -- Figure 8 shows results for a canard-
wing configuration at transonic Mach numbers. A wake
cut is created between the trailing edge of the canard and
the leading edge of the wing, as well as behind the trail-
ing edge of the wing. For steady transonic computations,
triple approximate factored time marching is performed un-
til steady state is reached. A typical computation such as
the one shown in figure 8 requires 100 to 200 time iterations
requiring 60 seconds of CPU time on a CRAY-X/MP for
80,000 grid points.
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Fig. 8. Pressure correlations for a transonic canard-
wing configuration.
Static AeroeJastlc -- Figure 9 illustrates a static aeroelastic
computation for a flexible wing. The structural response is
modeled using a generalized modal representation 9. Within
the aeroelastic model, a rigid wing is represented by set-
ting the dynamic pressure to be zero. The magnitude of
the structural deflection depends on the level of prescribed
dynamic pressure and the generalized mode shapes. For
an aeroelastically stable configuration, the tip load is re-
duced once the wing undergoes static deflection. This is
illustrated in figure 9 which shows the deflected wing shape
along with the upper and lower surface pressures. Figure l0
shows the CL versus a variation taking into account static
flexibility.
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Dynamic Aeroelastic -- Figure 11 shows dynamic flexible
computations for three different dynamic pressure levels.
Dynamic computations are performed as time-dependent
calculations coupling the nonlinear aerodynamics and the
structural response at a given time level invoking a time-
accurate, Newton iteration procedure 9. For a dynamic
pressure level below the flutter point, the wing is aeroe-
lastically stable as indicated by the decaying amplitude of
oscillation in CL, tip deflection, and tip a as a function of
time in figure lla. Figure 11b shows the calculation near
flutter point with zero damping of the amplitude while fig-
ure l lc shows results of aeroelastic divergence above the
flutter point.
Euler Equations
Referring to eq. (1), the Euler equations are given by
) (e+ p).
pt;
Q= pu ,E= pu 2+p ,
pv pvu
pw pwu (16)
,w /F= I puv I,G= pu .
_ pv' + , / pvw
_, pwv / pw u + p )
In the above, pressure is p computed from p = (e - p(u u +
v 2 + w2)/2))(? - 1), density is p, Cartesian x,y,z veloc-
ity components are u,v,w, and the total energy per unit
volume is e.
In order to define the appropriate numerical fluxes E,
F, (_, an upwind biased scheme based on Roe's approximate
Riemann solver 29 is employed.
At every cell interface m+ 1/2, let +Qm+z/2 and Q_n+I/2
denote the values of the dependent variables defined just to
the right of and just to the left of the cell face. These
values will be defined in the next subsection using a To-
tal Variation Diminishing (TVD) formulation. The Rie-
mann Solver is a mechanism to divide the flux difference
between these neighboring states (between Q++z/2 and
Q_n+I/2) into component parts associated with each wave
field. These can in turn be divided into those that cor-
respond to positive and negative wave speeds. When we
compute the numerical flux at the cell face at m + 1/2, in
the finite-volume formulation, we will only use the cell-face
normals defined at m + 1/2 in the terms contributing to
that representative flux. The actual fluxes E,F,G, when
evaluated with the metrics equated to cell-face normals, can
all be written in the same functional form given by
S,F,G = f(Q,n=,n_,nz) = I(Q,N) (17)
where the appropriate values of n=, nv, n= are used and N
denotes the set of those normals. Using such notation, it is
possible to present the necessary algebra very concisely.
Let us first denote the Jacobian matrix of the flux f
with respect to the dependent variables Q by Of/aQ. This
Jacobian can also be called the coefficient matrix. Let us
denote the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix by ,V" and
the corresponding left and right eigenvectors by £i and r i,
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respectively.The matrix formed by the left eigenvectors as
its rows is then called the left eigenvector matrix L and the
matrix of right eigenvectors comprising the right eigenvec-
tors as its columns is R. For our purposes, we choose an
orthonormal set of left and right eigenvectors which implies
that LR = RL = I, the identity matrix. In the above, the
superscript i has been used to denote the association of the
i-th eigenvalue with its corresponding eigenvector. Each
eigenvalue is also associated with its own wave field.
The underlying upwind scheme is based upon Roe's ap-
proximate Riemann solver. In this approach, cell interface
values of density, velocities, and enthalpy (h = _P/((7 -
1)p) + (u 2 + v 2 + w2)/2) are computed using a special av-
eraging procedure 14.
Knowing the cell interface values, the eigenvalues and
orthonormal set of left and right eigenvectors corresponding
to a cell face can be computed. These may be denoted by
= "_,,,+i12(Q_+x12,N,,,+_I2),
I_+ii 2 = L.,,+aI2(Q,,,+II2,N .+I12),
,-'+_/_ = ,-_+,/_(Q,,,+,/_, N.,+_/_).
(18a)
At each cell face, the positive and negative projections
of the eigenvalues may be defined by
i
,_+= (_',,,+_/2I'_+_/21),i = 1,...,5
2
Now, the numerical flux jTm+z/2 is constructed from
A
f,_+1/2
1r . + ]= - LftQ,,,+_12,N, ,+ll2)+ f(Q_+I/2,Nm+z/2)2
I (Am+l/2 -- Am.{_i/2) Olm+l/2rm+ll 22
= f(O_+112, Nm+U2) + Z i- i i
_m+ l /20_rn+ l /2rm+ l /2
i
+ /y xi+ i i
=/(Q.,+I/_, ,,,+1/2) - )--_.,,,,+1/2o',,,+1/2",,,+1/2
(18b)
i
(19)
In the above equation,
,_+1/_ = e" +,.+,/2(Q,.,+,/2 - q_+_12)" (20)
We can construct upwind-biased schemes of varying
accuracies by properly defining the left and right states
used in the last subsection. We present here a family of
schemes. For use in what follows, let us now define
_+_/2 = e.,(q_+_ - q_), (21)
__,/_ = e..(Q., - Q__,),
where
l_ = ei(q_, (N,_+I12 + Nm-U2)I2)
Next, we define the slope-limited values given by
(22)
o_,,,-1/21,
Z,i
am_U2 = minmod[F__Uz , b ^io',,,+1/2].
(23)
In the above, the compression parameter b is to be taken as
the following function of the accuracy parameter ¢ which
is explained shortly.
3-¢
b - 1 - ¢ (24)
The minmod slope-limiter operator is
minmod[x, y] = sign(x) max]0,min{Ixl, y sign(x)}] (25)
Then, the left state at the cell interface at m+ 1/2 and
the right state at the cell interface m - 1/2 can be defined
to be
= Qm+ + T""-'/') "q_+,/_
i
+q,,,_,/_ = q,,, - . _,T'_'-_/_ +
(26)
where
i
rm = ri(qm, (Nm+_/z + N,.n__/z)/2) (27)
At maxima and minima, the minmod operator returns a
zero value and the left and right states reduce to
q;.+,/_ = q_
4-
Qm-l/2 -- Qm
(28)
which result in a first-order accurate scheme locally.
More details on this Euler solver can be found in
Refs. 12-14. Now some results are presented to illustrate
the unified Euler solver capability.
Euler Results
Supersonic Flows -- Figure 12a shows an elliptic waverider
geometry typical of hypersonic configurations. Typically,
waveriders are designed to have a lift-producing lower sur-
face with a freestream aligned upper surface. Figure 12b
shows Mach number contours at different Mach numbers
and angles of attack. At the design point (M_ = 4, a =
0°), the shock is at the leading edge while at off-design flow
conditions the shock moves away from the leading edge.
The upwind, TVD based Euler solver implemented in the
code does not exhibit any numerical instability problems in
capturing strong shocks. Figures 12c and 12d show compar-
isons of surface pressures and pitching moment coefficients
with experimental data 3° and other available methods 3_.
The full potential method compares well with the Euler re-
suits when the shock is weak. The shock strength starts to
become more pronounced for M_ > 4, a > 5 ° as indicated
by the deviation of the isentropic full potential results from
the correct Euler solutions.
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Fig. 12. Euler results for a waverider configuration; a) ge-
ometry and gridding, b) Mach contours at differ-
ent Mach numbers, c) lower surface pressures,
and d) pitching moment correlation.
Mul_izone Compufation -- For treatment of complex three-
dimensional multibody flows, the gasdynamic solvers are
provided with a multizonal capability where the physical
domain of interest is subdivided into multizones requiring
single gridding procedures within each zone. Across the
zonal boundaries proper flux balancing is maintained to
avoid spurious numerical errors originating at the interface.
The zonal interface can be permeable or impermeable and
can also be a boundary of flow discontinuity such as a shock
or sonic surface.
Figure 13 shows the Space Shuttle mated configuration
with the Orbiter mounted on top of the External Tank and
the Solid Rocket Boosters. A single zone gridding that
can treat every component of this multibody as a constant
coordinate surface, though possible, can be cumbersome
to construct. A five-zone gridding in the axial plane is
generated to study this multibody problem at supersonic
Mach numbers. Pressure contours and gridding are shown
at different marching stations for Moo = 1.8, a = 0 °. The
presence of a shock around the Shuttle OMS pod (station
C) is clear.
Transonic Flow Figure 14 shows transonic results for the
ONERA-M6 wing. The double shock pattern on the upper
surface at Moo -- 0.84, c_ = 3.06 ° is well captured by the
Euler code.
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Fig. 13. Multizone treatment of the Shuttle mated con-
figuration; Moo = 1.8, a = 0%
Navier-Stokes Equations
The purpose in developing powerful, robust and effi-
cient Euler solvers is not just to study inviscid strongly
shocked, rotational flows, but also to use them as a step-
ping stone in devising Navier-Stokes methods for solving
viscous flow problems. Many problems of real interest in
advanced aerospace and configuration development do re-
quire the use of Navier-Stokes methods. Some of the flows
that can only be modeled using the Navier-Stokes equations
are:
1) attached flows with a) tip vortex, b) wing/body junc-
tion vortex, and c) cross-flow leading edge vortex;
2) separated flows (leading edge separation and shock-
boundary layer separation);
3) acoustics/unsteady phenomena (cavity flow and inter-
nal flow-induced vibrations);
4) high Mach number flows with significant heating; and
5) reacting flows (combustion involving chemical kinet-
ics).
Referring to eq. (1), the Reynolds-averaged form of the
Navier-Stokes equations is represented by
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Fig. 14. Transonic results for the ONERA-M6 wing;
Moo = 0.84, a = 3.06 °.
Q= { pepu)pv;E=E_.=+E_;F=F_.+F.;G=G,=+G.
pW
(29)
where Ein, Fsn, and Gm are the inviscid Euler fluxes given
by eq. (16) and the viscous fluxes E_, F,, and G, are given
by
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_7._,r8 T
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0
I
Go = -67. %.
rz,
1"zz
(30)
Here, Re is the Reynolds number, Pr is the Prandtl num-
ber, r is the thermal conductivity, and T is the specific
internal energy given by T = P/[(? - 1)p]. The terms rx2,
rxy, rxz, r_x, ryy, r_z, rzx, rz_, and rzz are given by
where
au 2
•=== 21,_ - 5._,
tov 2
,. = 2. N - 5.e,
tOw 2
o_),
(31)
tou toy tOw
¢=(_+ _+-_;)
and _u is the coefficient of viscosity.
The viscosity coefficient for turbulent flows is modeled
as the sum of the laminar and turbulent viscosities in the
eddy viscosity approach. The turbulent eddy viscosity is
usually computed using one of two popular techniques, 1)
by using the Baldwin-Lomax or other algebraic eddy vis-
cosity formulation, and 2) by using a two-equation model
such as the k - e formulation.
The k-e model often used is the standard high Reynolds
number form of the equations. Even though the k-e model
can take more time to solve than the simpler algebraic eddy
viscosity models this is justifiable since the k-e model is gen-
erally applicable to a much wider class of flows. The kinetic
energy equation is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations
with the main limiting criterion being that it assumes local
isotropy. The dissipation equation is not exact but is mod-
elled to represent physical processes similar to those of the
kinetic energy equation. Even with these assumptions the
k-e equations have a proven capability of adequately pre-
dicting a large range of complex flows, including anisotropic
ones.
The k-e equations may be solved using the same up-
wind, TVD formulations applied to the Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations. Referring to eq. (1), the k-¢ equations
can be written as
pe ' \ pue - _ _ 'Re ¢9x
I ,k- (32)
Re_yy_ Re _"zz |
C= [\pve_m_o__ ) , D= I
The only exception is that the k-e equations, in addition
to the above, involve a source term on the right hand side
given by
: . (33)
-- C2p-_ Re
In eqs. (31) and (32),
_,_= (_ + _,/_)
k is kinetic energy, e is turbulent dissipation, and #t is
turbulent eddy viscosity. P represents the production of
kinetic energy and the following simplified form of it is used
+ ,.,_). (34)P = m(u_ + %
The k-e model still employs the eddy viscosity/diffusiv-
ity concept as it relates eddy viscosity to the kinetic energy
and dissipation by
k 2
_,_= c.p- 7. (35)
This eddy viscosity is then used to create an effective vis-
cosity (# + #t) which replaces # in the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations. To solve the above turbulence
model the following constants must be specified: ak = 1.0,
ac = 1.3, C, = 1.44, 6'2 = 1.92, and C_, = 0.09.
One of the highlights of the Navier-Stokes activity is
the modeling of turbulence for separated flows. The new
turbulence model is based on experimental observations of
separated turbulent flows. The model prescribes turbulence
kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation (e) analytically inside
separation bubbles. A Gaussian variation of k normal to
walls is assumed. The length scale of turbulence within
bubbIes is proportional to the local distance from the wall to
the edge of the viscous sublayer, which is located outside the
backflow region, as shown in figure 15. The latter feature
is a basic assumption of the model.
The stress scale is the local maximum Reynolds stress,
which typically occurs around the middle of the boundary
layer, well outside the bubble. This scale must be supplied
by the turbulence model used beyond separated regions.
The main equations of the model are given in Ref. 23.
A simple formula for eddy viscosity distribution within the
separation bubble results, and is used to provide eddy vis-
cosity for the Reynolds-averaged equations when perform-
ing the calculations inside the bubble. Outside of it, an-
other turbulence model (e.g., Baldwin-Lomax or k-e) sup-
plies the values of eddy viscosity.
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Fig. 15. Schematic view of separated flow bubble and ba-
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Navier-Stokes Results
The algebraic k-_ turbulence model for separated
flows, in conjunction with the Baldwin-Lomax model, has
been incorporated into a finite volume, time-marching,
multizonal Navier-Stokes code 2a-28, featuring an implicit
upwind-biased scheme, approximate factorization, and To-
tal Variation Diminishing discretization for high accuracy•
When a separation bubble exists, the standard Baldwin-
Lomax or the k-e model is used to compute eddy viscos-
ity outside the backfiow region, while the separation model
(figure 15) provided eddy viscosity within the separation
bubble.
Several unit problems are computed to check the va-
lidity of the Navier-Stokes code with a turbulence model
for treating separated flows.
As a first computational test of the new turbulence
model, a transonic flow calculation over an axisymmetric
boattail with a cylindrical extension (solid plume simulator)
has been performed. Figure 16a shows the chosen geome-
try. This case involves a moderate-sized separation bubble
at the end of the boattail. The data of Ref. 32 at M_ = 0.8
and a Reynold_ number of 1.8 × 10 e, based on maximum
model diameter, were used for comparisons with the calcu-
lations. A 65 x 40 grid was employed, with 23 points normal
to the wall lying inside the separation bubble at the loca-
tion of its maximum height. Figure 16b shows a detail of
the computational mesh.
In figure 16c, pressure coefficient at the wall, calcu-
lated using the new separation turbulence model, is com-
pared with experimental data of Ref. 32 as well as with a
calculation which used the Baldwin-Lomax model by itself.
The figure also indicates the location and extent of the sep-
arated region. The advantage of using the separation model
is demonstrated by the significant improvement in predict-
ing the pressure through the separated zone, compared to
the corresponding calculation without the model.
Figure 16d compares skin friction distribution, as cal-
culated using the new model, with the corresponding cal-
culation done without it. A larger separation bubble is
predicted by the former. No data are available for compar-
ison.
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Fig. 16a. Sketch of boattail with solid plume simulator.
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Fig. 16b. Computational grid for the solid plume.
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Fig. 16d. Boattail streamwise skin friction distribution.
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Thesecondtestoftheseparationmodelwaschosento
beasupersonicflowovera24° compression ramp. Detailed
experimental data are available for this case 33-35, which
involves a rather large separated flow region. The 65 x
35 grid used for the calculations is shown in figure 173.
About 75% of the normal-to-wall mesh points were located
within the shear layer. This case was run at Moo = 2.85
and a Reynolds number based on incoming boundary layer
thickness of 1.6 x 10 a.
Figure 17b shows a comparison between calculations
and experimental data of wall pressure distribution. The
improved predictional capability due to inclusion of the sep-
aration model is evident.
Figure 17c compares calculations with experimental
data of skin friction. The advantage of using the sepa-
ration model over the regular Baldwin-Lomax model is ev-
ident throughout the separation bubble. Incorporation of
the new model enables precise prediction of reattachment
location, a difficult task for this flow.
A streamline plot, resulting from the calculation with
the separation model, is shown in figure 17d. The predicted
extent of the separated region agrees quite well with the
experimentally observed locations of separation and reat-
tachment, also indicated in the figure.
The third test of the new backflow model was the
backward-facing step case reported in Ref. 36, with an
inflow Mach number of 0.128 and a Reynolds number of
31,250 based on inflow conditions and the step height as a
reference length.
Figure 18a shows the geometry and the two-zone com-
putational grid, with a 42 x 22 mesh used in the subdomain
above the step, and a 36 x 20 mesh used in the subdomain
downstream of the step.
Pressure distribution along the step side wall is shown
in figure 18b, as resulting from the current approach and
from Sindir's 37 calculations using the k-e model. Compar-
ison with the data indicates a slight advantage in using the
new algebraic model over the k e model.
Figure 18c shows skin friction distribution on the step
side wall. The new backflow model enables improved pre-
diction and significantly better performance in the reat-
tachment zone. In the vicinity of the step corner, the skin
friction is positive, indicating a small counter-rotating vor-
tex, in agreement with the data.
In figure 18d, streamwise velocity profiles at two loca-
tions are shown, one upstream of the reattachment region,
the other downstream of it. Agreement with the data is
very good at the former location, where the flow is sepa-
rated, and fair at the latter, where a somewhat sluggish
boundary layer recovery is predicted for the lower part of
the profile.
Figure 18e shows Reynolds stress profiles at the loca-
tions corresponding to those of figure 18d. While the shape
of the calculated profile agrees with the experimental one
at the upstream location, the magnitude is overpredicted
roughly by a factor of two. In the downstream location,
however, agreement with data is quite good, although the
lower part of the calculated profile is again overpredicted.
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Since store separation and aerodynamic drag due to
open cavities are important issues in design, cavity compu-
tations are vital for validation and prediction. A laminar
three-dimensional cavity computation has been done. The
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Fig. 18b. Step-side pressure distribution.
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Fig. 1Be. Reynolds stress profiles
specific cavity is a simplified version of the F-111 weapons
bay. Figure 19a shows velocity directions down the center-
line of the cavity. Figure 19b shows the velocity directions
of the secondary motion on a cross plane of the cavity. More
cavity results can be found in Ref. 38.
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Fig. 20[ Plume development
Figure 20a shows an axisymmetric nozzle and the cor-
responding two zone gridding is given in figure 20b. The
external inflow was fixed at Moo = 20, while the nozzle in-
flow Mach number was varied from 4.0 to 1.5. The nozzle
inflow pressure was 217 times that of the external inflow.
For the viscous calculations, the Reynolds number based
on nozzle inflow conditions was varied from 6 x t06/ft at
Mach 4 to 2.25 x 105/ft at Mach 1.5. All solid surfaces were
held at a constant wall temperature Tw = 0.34Too,noz. Cal-
culations for this case were run using both the Reynolds-
averaged Navier Stokes code (RANS) and the Euler code.
Figure 20c shows pressure contours for the Navier-Stokes
computation. Figure 20d compares pressure distributions
on the nozzle wall and on the outer plate surface plus the
wake region downstream of it, as resulting from the RANS
and Euler calculations. Except for the milder corner ex-
pansion due to viscous displacement effects, the two calcu-
lations predict the same nozzle wall pressure distribution.
In the near wake region downstream of the splitter plate,
however, the interaction between the shear layers from both
sides of the plate and the plume-induced shock/boundary
layer interaction in the vicinity of the plate trailing edge
modify the pressure distribution as compared with the in-
viscid prediction. Further downstream the two predictions
coincide. Figure 20e shows skin friction on the two walls, in-
dicating no separation of the boundary layers. The stream-
line plot in figure 20f shows the plume development as pre-
dicted by the RANS code.
Figure 21a shows the geometry and the multizone grid-
ding for a ramjet configuration. Figure 21b shows viscous
Mach number contours for an inflow Mach number of 4.03.
The Navier-Stokes code developed at the Rockwell Sci-
ence Center is still undergoing validation tests on several
unit problems for possible improvements in modeling tur-
bulence of separated flows. Future applications will involve
wings, wing-body combinations at high a, and cavity-store
acoustics and separation studies.
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Fig. 21a. Geometry and gridding for a ramjet.
Fig. 2lb. Mach contours, Moo = 4.03.
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Laser-Material Interaction
The paper so far dealt with the development and ap-
plication of computational algorithms for solving aerody-
namic problems. Extension of these CFD methods to solv-
ing problems in other disciplines that are governed by an
appropriate set of partial differential equations is very at-
tractive. One such application is to study the problem of
heat transfer in materials subjected to intense laser heating.
Laser heat treatment of materials (especially iron-base
alloys and carbon-carbon composites) for various industrial
applications is becoming very attractive due to ease in the
controllability and in generation of laser beams. For ex-
ample, use of laser as a heat source in enhancing materi-
als resistance to surface wear and corrosion through solid
state phase transformations (without melting) and rapid
solidification (with shallow melting), in achieving a desired
homogeneous molten weld pool, and in obtaining a unique
surface composition through coating or cladding, as a vi-
able economical process, has been well proven in laboratory
settings. Transitioning this process technology from a labo-
ratory setting to an industrial environment requires a better
understanding of the role of various controlling parameters,
such as the cross section of the laser, power intensity of the
laser, velocity of the moving laser or the workpiece, and the
material properties themselves in determining the quality
of the surface modification process. Optimization of these
controlling process parameters through theoretical model-
ing and computational simulation can lead to achieving the
desired properties of surface treatment.
Figure 22 shows the schematic of a laser melted ma-
terial pool. When the workpiece is swept under the beam,
a self quenched heat treated zone is obtained along the
surface. Dimensions of the melted zone (T > Tin, where
T,n is the melting temperature) and the heat affected zone
(T > To) are controlled by absorbed laser beam power den-
sity, beam size, and travel speed.
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Fig. 22. Surface tension induced convective heat transfer.
The high surface temperature gradients in the melted
zone create a variation of surface tension along the surface
which is balanced by shear forces. This balancing shear
force is created by setting up a counter rotating vortex flow
within the molten zone as described in figure 22.
The physics of modeling the heat transfer process oc-
curring in figure 22 involves both conduction and convec-
tion in a high gradient thermal field. The equation that
best describes the physical phenomena of this problem is
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Referring to
eq. (3), the following describes the coupling between the
temperature field and the velocity field.(° /pu [ p + pu 2 -- r==Q= pv ; E= _ puv-v=_ ;pw l pu,,,- _==
T ( Tu-ot-_
puv - r=p puw - r=z
F = p + pv 2 - ryy ; G = pvw - vyz ;
pvw - ry= p + pw _ - r_z
Tv - _ _ Tw - a araz
k
Ol ---- --
pCp
where rij = v \ o=j + o=, )" Modeling of turbulence in rO-
is neglected in the present formulation and only the laminar
stress tensor is considered.
In these equations, cp is the specific heat, p is the den-
sity, k is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature,
and v is the kinematic viscosity. The induced velocity field
in the molten pool is represented by uj.
In the unmelted region of the material where the heat
transfer process is purely due to conduction (temperatures
below melting), only the energy equation needs to be solved
for temperature (see Ref. 39).
On the outer surface of the molten pool, the force bal-
ance equations are
(37)
au = a'OT
av a' aT
where a' is the rate of change of surface tension (.N/talk)
with temperature and/_ is the coefficient of viscosity of the
molten pool (N see/m2; N is Newton).
At the liquid-solid interface u = v = w = 0 and T =
Tin. More details on the boundary condition can be found
in Ref. 40.
The computational method employs an implicit triple
approximate factorization scheme to solve the energy equa-
tion in terms of temperature and an explicit treatment for
the three momentum equations and the continuity equa-
tion. The pressure field is updated at each time level using
a Poisson solver to satisfy the continuity equation.
_o3
Laser Results
A sample result for a rectangular workpiece undergoing
melting is presented.
Figure 23 shows results for a typical case (5000 W laser,
4 x 3 mm laser cross section, 1.26 mm/sec beam travel
speed). A point in the workpiece is considered heat af-
fected if that point experienced temperatures above 750°C
and the melt zone corresponds to temperatures _> 1500°C.
At a given instance of time (laser beam around the hallway
length of the workpiece), the instantaneous temperature
distribution, melt zone shape, and the three-dimensional
vortex mixing material flow are shown in the figure. The
cross-sectional view, longitudinal view (plane of symme-
try), and the top view of the melted zone clearly reveal the
convection process induced by the surface tension driven
flow. Pure conduction treatment of this heat transfer prob-
lem (no convection model, i.e., surface tension gradients
set to zero} results in temperature levels not comparable
with experimental observations. The computational proce-
dure of the present study incorporating the surface tension
driven convective heat transfer process produces melt zone
and heat affected zone shapes very similar to experimental
data. More results are presented in Ref. 40.
Application of this work to study problems of deep
welding (solute redistribution, microstructure of the heat
affected zone, and residual stress state) and characteriza-
tion of the surface ripples are some of the ongoing projects.
Electromagnetic Scattering
The objective is to develop time-dependent finite dif-
ference methods to solve the Maxwell equations to study
the problem of electromagnetic scattering from dielectric
and perfectly reflecting objects. Although techniques based
on the integral form of the equations are available, they are
usually restricted in their application due to various simpli-
fications made in the formulation. Solution techniques to
the differential equation usually provide a general-purpose
capability with fewer restrictions than techniques based on
the integral approach. Based on proven CFD methods, it is
desirable to develop an efficient finite difference technique
for the Maxwell equations.
Referring to eq. (1), the Maxwell equations take the{ex l0/ey --lgz!eQ= e_ ; E=11= _'0 y '
Hz -T Hy
F= c= ,_=
-- _._c I Y
_ _0H=
form
(38)
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Fig. 23. Recirculating flow within the molten pool; beam
power = 5000 W, beam shape = 4 x 3 mm, pro-
cess speed = 1.27 mm/sec.
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where ex, %, and ez are the electric field components along
x, y, and z, and similarly Hx, Hy, and Hz are the mag-
netic field components. The parameters c, _, and a rep-
resent permittivity, permeability, and conductivity of the
medium through which the electromagnetic wave is propa-
gating. Equation (38) is hyperbolic and has real eigenval-
ues and a linearly independent set of eigenvectors. Upwind
schemes developed for the Euler equations are ideal for solv-
ing the Maxwell equations. The objective is to solve eq. (3)
subject to an incident wave to compute the equivalent sur-
face current on the object given by n x H where n is the
surface normal and H is the magnetic field vector. Once
the equivalent surface current is known on the dielectric
object and around any contour encompassing the object,
the radar cross section (RCS) information can be obtained
using a near field-to-far field transformation (Refs. 41,42).
The RCS information depends on the intensity of the scat-
tered wave.
RCS Results
The Maxwell equations in two dimensions can be spe-
cialized for a transverse magnetic (TM) wave (ez = ey =
0, Hz = 0), or for a transverse electric (TE) wave (Hx =
Hy = 0, ez = 0). Development of computational algorithms
for studying electromagnetic scattering from perfectly con-
ducting or dielectric objects can benefit from solving the
TM or the TE wave problem. Preliminary results are re-
ported here for the electromagnetic scattering from a per-
fectly conducting square cylinder for an incident plane wave
of the form el = eosink(rco8(_ - _') - ct) where eo is
the amplitude, k = 2x/A, A is the wavelength, c is the
wave speed, _be is the angle of incident wave with respect
to the x-axis. Figures 24a and 24b show the surface cur-
rent Jz = n x H on the cylinder for two different incident
wave angles. The correlation of n × H obtained using a
simple, first-order accurate, upwind, explicit scheme with
an existing method known as method of moments (MOM)
is good. Knowing this Jz information, the RCS value for
different viewing angles can be computed. Development
of higher order accurate, upwind schemes based on Euler
solvers is currently in progress. Some of the numerical is-
sues to be addressed in this development are 1) higher order
accurate nonreflecting farfield conditions based on charac-
teristic theory, 2) grid resolution requirements for high fre-
quency (small A or large k) incident waves, 3) boundary
condition treatment for radar absorbing materials taking
into account frequency dependence on ¢,/a and _,, 4) multi-
zone gridding techniques for interior and external regions,
and 5) near-field to far-field transformations to derive RCS
values from the near-field n x H and n x E information.
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Fig. 24a Surface current on a square cylinder
for a right moving incident wave.
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Fig. 24b Surface current on a square cylinder
for an incident wave at 45*.
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CONCLUSIONS
The state of the art of Computational Fluid Dynamics
has taken rapid strides in recent years with the developme_
and application of unified, robust, and efficient methods.
The advances in CFD are also beginning to make a positive
impact on other areas of mathematical science, leading to
the emergence of the concept of "Computational Science".
In this new spirit, this paper has presented a unification of
algorithms and their application to fluid dynamics, electro-
magnetics, and material characterization.
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COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS APPLICATIONS AT MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
R. J. Hakkinen*
McDonnell Dougl_ Research Laboratories
S_AR Y
Representative examples are presented of ap-
plications and development of advanced Conputa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes for aerodynamic
design at the McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC).
Transonic potential and Euler codes, interactively
coupled with boundary layer computation, and solu-
tions of slender-layer Navier-Stokes approximation
are applied to aircraft wing/body calculations. An
optimization procedure using evolution theory is
described in the context of transonic wing design.
Euler methods are presented for analysis of hyper-
sonic configurations, and helicopter rotors in
hover and forward flight. Several of these pro-
jects have been accepted for access to the Numeri-
cal Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) facility at the
NASA-Ames Research Center.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used as a
routine design technique in the divisional engi-
neering technology and project organizations of the
McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDC). Several
groups are also active in research and development
of CFD methods, both at the divisional companies in
the context of their primary applications, and in a
more generic sense at the McDonnell Douglas
Research Laboratories (MDRL). Figure I shows a
simplified corporate organization chart.
In addition to the computing facilities at di-
visional locations, a Cray X-MP/14 is available as
a central resource under the management of the
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Information Services
Company. When authorized, U. S. Government large-
scale computing facilities are used for specific
tasks; cooperative projects with NASA centers have
been especially fruitful.
The following examples describe CFD applica-
tions to aerodynamic design and optimization, and
new methods under development for computation of
aircraft, helicopter, and missile flowfields.
These projects are supported by the McDonnell
Douglas Corporation Independent Research and Devel-
opment Program; for several projects, the coopera-
tion of the NASA NAS Program and/or of Cray
Research, Inc., is appreciated.
I
McDonnell AircraftCompany
St. Louis, MO
• Fighter aircraft
• VTOL aircraft
• Interdiction/Reconnaisance
aircraft
McDonnell DouglasResearch Laboratories
McDonnell Douglas
I
Aerospace Group
I
I
McDonnell Douglas [Helicopter Company
Mesa, AZ
• Helicopters
___ McDonnell Douglas I
Aerospace
Information Services
St. Louis, MO
• CFD Research
• Experimental data
Fig. 1
St. Louis, MO
I
McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company
St. Louis, MO
• Tactical missiles
Huntington Beach, CA
• Space transportation
• Space station
• Strategic systems
I
I Douglas AircraftCompany
Long Beach, CA
• Commercial transports
• Military transports
• Trainer aircraft
• Computer resources
McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Group components active in CFD.
86-222-100
*Director-Research, Flight Sciences Department.
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2. Simulation of Power Effects on Complex Configu-
rations with an Inviscid/Viscous Interaction Scheme
Based on the Solution of Euler and Inverse Boundary
Layer Equations (T. Cebeci and L. T. Chen, Douglas
Aircraft Cc_pany (DAC), Long Beach, CA)
The objective of this project (fig. 2) is to
combine transonic flowfield codes based on the
Euler equations with a three-dimensional inverse
boundary-layer method. Complex wing/body and aft
fuselage/nacelle/pylon configurations, including
power effects, will be computed with different grid
topologies. The results will be compared with
available experimental data. The computer
resources used in this project include the NAS
Cray-2.
Successful computation of flows with both
shock-induced and trailing-edge separation requires
the combination of viscous/inviscid interactive
schemes with the Euler equations which provide a
realistic simulation of the vorticity distribution
downstream of strong shocks. In the inverse
boundary-layer method of Cebeci, et al. (1986), the
edge velocity is treated as an unknown and the in-
teractive solutions are obtained with the Hilbert
integral approach. The coupling of the inverse
method with two-dimensional Euler equations is pre-
sented by Chen, Li and Chen (1987); Chen and Chen*
extend this approach to three dimensional transonic
flows over wings and wing/body configurations.
The computational procedure of Chen and Chen*
also extends the hybrid mapping/numerical grid-
generation method of Chen, Vassberg and Peavey
(1985) to a new scheme where the mesh lines are
wrapped around the wing tip into a C-mesh which
allows proper modeling of wing-tip vorticity
permitted by the Euler equations, as shown in
figure 3.
Task 1:
Task 2:
Tack 3:
Task 4:
Task 5:
Develop and validate Euler methods for wing/body
and aft-fuselage/nacelle/pylon configurations,
respectively, on NAS computer.
Develop and validate an interactive inverse boundary-
layer method for coupling with the Euler method
wing/body and aft-fuselage/nacelle/pylon
configurations, respectively.
Validate solutions for both configurations on the
NAS computer for a wide range of flow conditions
and power settings, and study the mesh effect on the
solutions by comparing them with DAC full-potential
and Euler-correction solutions.
Develop a zonal method for coupling solutions about
wing/body and aft-fuselage/nacelle/pylon
configurations.
Compare computed solutions with available test data.
GP6]-1439-2 R
Fig. 2 Simulation of power effects on complex configurations with
an inviscid/viscid interaction scheme based on the solution of
Euler and inverse boundary-layer equations.
*Chen, L. T. and Chen, H., "An Interactive Scheme
for Transonic Wing/Body Flows Based on Euler and
Inverse Boundary-Layer Equations," Douglas
Aircraft Company, Long Beach, CA, 1987.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of cross-sectional grid distribution for three
grid-generation methods.
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Thethree-dimensionalinviscidflowfield is
calculatedwithJameson'smulti-grid, four-stage
Runge-Kuttaime-steppingscheme,andthe inverse
boundary-layermethodof Cebeciet al. (1986)is
appliedwitha strip theoryapproximation.Both
displacementsurfaceandblowingvelocity
approachesareusedin the interactivematching
proceduredescribedin detail byChenandChen.*
Figure4showsaninviscidEulercalculationof
supersonicflowabouta fighter-typewing/fuselage
configuration.Thecalculationwasobtainedwith
thenewgrid-generationmethodescribedbyChen,
Vassberg,andPeav_y(1985)andChenandChen.*A
comparisonf viscous/inviseidinteractivecalcula-
tionswith test datais showni figure 5 for a
high-aspect-ratiotransportwing/bodyconfigura-
tion. BothpotentialandEulercodeswereusedfor
the inviscidflowfield, andtheinteractivecou-
plingwasaccomplishedbythedisplacementsurface
approach.Theagreementbetweenthecalculations
andexperimentis generallygood,withsomedeteri-
orationtowardthewingtip.
Furtherimprovementsof thegrid-generation
methodwill includeimplementationf thezonal
techniquefor complexconfigurations.
3. TransonicWingOptimizationByEYolutionTheory(R.D.Gregg,DouglasAircraft Company,LongBeach,CA)
ThepresentcommentsarebasedonGreggand
Misegades(1987),whichcontainsa moreextensive
discussionof the impactof increasingcomputer
capabilityonthree-dimensionaloptimizationproce-
duresandpresentsdetailedpracticalresults.
Theimportanceof computingspeedis illustrat-
edin figure 6, wheretheassumptionf anoptimi-
zationprocessrequiring1000transonicwingflow-field solutionsindicatesthedramaticeffect of
computationalspeed:theapproximately250hours
requiredbyanIBM3081canbereducedto tenhours
ona single-processorC ayX-MP,andto 2.5hours
whentakingfull advantageof themultitaskingcap-
ability of a CrayX-MP/48.
Adescriptionof theevolution-theoryapproachis shownin figure 7. Basically,a set of merit
functionsrelatedto performancerequirementsis
calculatedrepeatedlyfor different setsof design
variablesthat areallowedto varywithina chosen
range. Ateachstep,therangeandits centerare
adjusteduntil a reasonableconvergenceof the
merit functionsis achieved.
Figure8 illustrates howtheconvergenceof
merit functionswasachievedin thecaseof an
aspectratio of ten, taperratio of four, 25-degree
sweptNACA0012wingwhichwasallowedto change
camberin the last 15percentof chord.Theflight
conditionwasM=0.76at C.=0.55,andthebasewingbexhibitedexcessiveshockdrag,buffet, andtip
stall. Whileinducedragincreasedslightly be-
causeof increasedeparturefromanelliptic span-
wiseloaddistribution, significantgainsin other
meritfunctionswereachievedin approximately
*Chen,L. T. andChen,H., "AnInteractiveScheme
for TransonicWing/BodyFlowsBasedonEulerand
InverseBoundary-LayerEquations,"Douglas
Aircraft Company,LongBeach,CA,1987.
Heavy line indicates isovalue = 1.0000
Dashed line indicates isovalue= 1.3000
Increments in isovalue = 0.0500 c,P6_1439.1R
Fig. 4 Mach number contours on a typical fighter wing/fuselage;
Moo = 1.3 and cg =4.84 °.
forty iterations, including a 50-per cent decrease
in total drag.
The procedure involved 640 FLO-22 solutions
with a total CPU-time of 7.2 hours. This example
is the first one of three in this paper where the
microtasking procedure of Booth and Misegades
(1986) was used in cooperation with Cray Research
on their Cray X-MP/48, resulting in this case in
clock-time reduction by a factor of 3.95 to 1.8
hours.
4. Accurate, Efficient Prediction Method for
Supersonic/Hypersonic Inviscid Flow (A. Verhoff and
P. J. O'Neil, McDonnell Aircraft Ccmpany, St.
Louis, MO)
The new methud employs a spatial marching pro
cedure to solve the formulation of Euler equations
described by Verhoff and O'Neil (1984). This for-
mulation is written in terms of Riemann-type vari-
ables by use of a local streamline coordinate sys-
tem shown in figure 9, and therefore models wave
propagation in a physical sense with no inherent
Mach-number restrictions. The procedure can be
extended to three-dimensional flows in a straight-
forward manner, and it is especially suitable for
efficient vector coding.
Steady-state solutions are obtained by an ex-
plicit time-integration scheme, where the local
maximum time step is used to increase rate of con-
vergence. Spatial derivatives are approximated by
one-sided finite differences to properly model the
wave propagation. At solid surfaces, the algebraic
relationship between the flow angles e and ¢, com-
bined with the local pressure gradient, yields an
accurate boundary condition. Neither non-physical
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Sym Ref o_ CL
O Test data (324.5) 0.47 0.552
-- Euler, inviscid 0.47 0.766
.... Euler, viscous 0.47 0.645
Semispan
92.5
(%)
79.5
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/c
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/c
Fig. 5 Comparison of viscous/inviscid Euler solutions and test data for the LB-488 wing/body;
M = 0.82, ot = 0.47; and Re c = 5.4 x 106.
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input parameters,artificial dissipation,nor
smoothingarerequiredin thesolutionalgorithm.
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processing
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• Cyber 205
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Fig. 6 Aerodynamic wing optimization: the importance of
computational speed.
• User selects range of each design
variable to initiate scheme
A0
Amin (Center) Amax
Ro
• A random sample within this range
is selected and evaluated
Initial Range
For fully inviscid supersonic flow, three-
dimensional flowfield analysis can be reduced to a
sequence of two-dimensional problems by use of a
spatial marching procedure based on this formula-
tion. Flowfields about vehicles with wings, tails,
and fins can therefore be predicted with relatively
coarse computational grids. Shocks are automati-
cally captured; the only constraint requires the
outer grid boundary to include the perturbed flow-
field.
A computer program called SCRAM (Streamline
Coordinate Riemann Axial Marching) has been devel-
oped at McDonnell Aircraft using this formulation.
The program evolved from a research code and within
one year became a useful design method for routine
analysis of hypersonic configurations. A detailed
description of the method is presented by Verhoff
and O'Neil,* including the following representative
examples.
Figure 10 illustrates the suitability of the
SCRAM-code for vector processing in the case of a
simple 20-degree cone at zero angle of attack in
C 120[_ _,V_._,_ 20-- I
0
CDvS0 _ initia_l ACDb_ 40 _'_ --]
60 1 [ I I I - 80 [- I "_"+'--'-'--4----_
120_ I I Ilnitia__ 300t I I '
260_ Initia_
CDs 80_. _ CD 220_)_,
0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80
Number of iterations GP61-1439-8-R
Fig. 8 Aerodynamic wing optimization for a simple, swept-wing test
case (in terms of induced, viscous, shock, trim, buffet, and
total flrag).
• Best value of design variable(s)
is selected as new center, and
the radius is modified
/
4 2 1 3 5 6 7 81
Best - 1, worst - 8
Aminold
I
I
I
Amin
• Procedure is repeated until
'convergence' of all design
variables is obtained
Ao Aoo,d
Amaxold
I
Amax
j'
I
i
I
I
I
I/
z
n
s
Fig. 7 Evolution theory.
GP61-1439 7 R Fig. 9 Definition of flow angles and streamline coordinates.
*Verhoff, A. and O'Neil, P. J., "Accurate, Efficient Prediction Method
for Supersonic/Hypersonic Inviscid Flow," McDonnell Aircraft Company,
St. Louis, MO, 1987.
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M=2.5supersonicflow; CPUtimereductionsbyan
orderof magnitudecanbeachievedfor highergrid
densitiesrelative to scalaroperation.Figure11
showstheaccuracyof thesolutionfor variousgrid
densities,ascomparedwiththeexactanalytical
solution.
Figure12showsthecomputationalgrid for a
blendedwing/bodyconfiguration.Thegrid has
half-planedistributionof 51by25nodes,with 25
axial stations,andis basedonanonlineargrid
generationproceduredevelopedat McDonnellAir-
craft. ForM=6,computedpressurecontoursin four
cross-planesareshowni figure 13,anda compari-
sonof predictedforceandmomentcharacteristics
with test datais showni figure 14;estimated
skin-friction draghasbeensubtractedfromthe
test data,yieldingexcellentagreementwith the
inviscidcomputation.Eachcase,includinginput-
outputprocessing,requiredonlyaboutfive minutes
ontheCrayX-MP/14.
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Fig. 10 Vector efficiency of SCRAM code on CYBER 205
computer; M_= 2.5, _=20 °, and or=0 °.
Exact solution
SCRAM solutions
A 31X15
r-I 61x31
0 121 × 61
)
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r_
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Pressure, --
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Y=y/R
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P
P0
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1.0
Y¢
I
Moo_ -_---
shock
Fig. 11 SCRAM solution for circular cone; Moo = 2.44, ot = 0 °, and
6 = 20 °.
Figures 15 and 16 show the grid and the com-
puted Mach number contours, respectively, for a
complex conical body at M=IO. The excellent grid
resolution and computational efficiency contributed
to the achievement of a converged solution at the
first attempt, again requiring approximately five
minutes on the Cray X-MP/14.
McDonnell Aircraft is applying the SCRAM code
to high-quality prediction of increasingly complex
flowfields, including realistic fighter and hyper-
sonic aircraft configurations.
f
LI [2 L3L4
Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4
GP61-1439 13-R
Fig. 12 Computational grid for AMI-X blended body; vertical tails
off.
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Fig. 13 SCRAM pressure predictions for AMI-X blended body;
Meo =6 and _=0 °.
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Fig. 14 SCRAM force and moment predictions for AMI-X blended
body; M_ = 6.0.
Fig. 15 MARCHG grid generation for SCRAM code.
GP61-1439-17-R
Fig. 16 SCRAM code application to complex hypersonic vehicle;
M** = 10 and _t=0 °.
5. Integrated Flowfield Analysis Methodology for
Fighter Inlets (R. R. Cosner, McDonnell Aircraft
Company, St. Louis, MO)
A methodology to predict viscous flow over in-
tegrated fighter forebody-inlet combinations has
been developed at McDonnell Aircraft Company; ef-
fccts of Mach n,_ber, Reynolds number, ang}e of
attack and engine mass flow are included in the
prediction. A detailed description of the method
is given by Cosner (1986), including the following
examples.
The procedure is based on the velocity-
splitting method which provides a relaxation solu-
tion to the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations
[Cosner (1982)]. A multiple-zone mesh achieves the
geometric flexibility required for representation
of realistic inlet/forebody configurations. The
mesh is generated by a three-dimensional implemen-
tation of Thompson's method, with wall orthogonal-
ity enhanced by a three-dimensional extension of
Sorenson's technique, as described by Cosner
(1982).
All terms, except time derivatives, were re-
tained in the Navier-Stokes equations; turbulence
effects were represented by the Cebeci-Smith al-
gebraic model. Non-conservative and quasi-
linearized discretization was used, and type-
dependent differencing, according to the local flow
velocity, ensured numerical stability without addi-
tion of artificial viscosity terms.
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Separate mesh and flow solutions were executed
in each of the three zones; the flow solutions are
coupled by matching boundary conditions between
adjacent zones during the iterative solution proce-
dure. The mesh solutions were executed to a maxi-
mum of 30 iterations using an alternating-direction
implicit scheme; formal convergence was not found
to be necessary for achievement of a valid mesh.
The definition of the three computational zones
is shown in figure 17. The external flowfield up-
stream and downstream of the inlet highlight com-
prises the forebody and centerbody zones, respec-
tively; the internal zone extends from the inlet
entrance to the throat or the engine face. Mesh
parameters, such as node distribution or stretching
coefficients in each coordinate direction can be
prescribed entirely independently in each zone.
The flow solution is coupled across the interface
by interpolating Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
condition data; mesh coordinates and dependent var-
iables are modeled using piecewise bilinear func-
tions. The flow solution algorithm selects the
appropriate boundary condition according to the
type of local flow in the a_oining zones at or
near the interface.
The iterative solution procedure uses an
alternating-direction implicit scheme. The cycle
updates each zone in turn, starting with the fore-
body. In the internal zone, an algebraic correc-
tion to provide mass continuity in the potential
field significantly enhances the rate of conver-
gence. Typically, 10 to 30 solution cycles are
required; a larger number is necessary when the
free-stream Mach number approaches one frem either
direction or the viscous interactions are strong.
Also, a modified proced_e is used at near-choking
conditions in the inlet.
Application of the zonal forebody-inlet code to
the F/A-18 configuration used 8000 computational
nodes (16x25x20) in the forebody zone, 4000 nodes
(8x25x20) in the centerbody zone, and 6000
(12x25x20) in the inlet; the quasi-cylindrical mesh
topology is shown in figure 18. Pressure distribu-
tions on the forebody in front of the inlet are
shown in figure 19 at M=0.8 for three engine mass-
flow rates from near-maximum to zero flow. The
mass-flow rate variation was introduced into the
computation only in the inlet zone, from which the
perturbation propagated through the zone boundary
into the forebody zone. As shown in Cosner (1986),
especially good agreement with wind tunnel tests
was obtained in the critical region inside the
lower intake lip. The computations were performed
on a CDC CYBER 176, typical times being 10 to 15
minutes.
J Zonel f
(/ (forebody) "" -. _""--"4_--__ _ ..........
"---.- ....... _' _-_ Zone 3(internal)
",\
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X
\ (centerbody)
\
\
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Fig. 17 Zone la)out for forehod)/inlet anal)sls.
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Fig. 18 Zonal mesh for F/A-18A forebody/inlet analysis.
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Fig. 19 Effect of engine airflow on F/A-18A forebody pressure;
Mach = 0.8 and ct = 0* (A o = inlet mass flow area,
Ac=inlet capture area, corrected to free-stream
conditions).
Figure 20 shows the three-zone mesh interfaces
for an AV-8B forebody/inlet configuration; a total
of 53760 nodes were used. Computations made on a
Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780 computer
required 20 to 25 hours of wall-clock time. Com-
puted surface-pressure distributions and comparison
of the lower inlet lip inboard pressure with a test
at M=0.9 are shown in figure 21. Figure 22 shows,
for M=0.67, the inlet entrance flowfield from which
detailed total and static pressure distributions in
the inlet can be derived for design purposes.
The zonal procedure for solving the Navier-
Stokes equations is being extended to integrated
external compression inlets at all Mach numbers of
interest, and to include the effects of wing and
canard surfaces.
6. Euler Calculations of a Helicopter Rotor in
Hover and Forward Flight (R. K. Agarwal and J. E.
Deese, McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories, St.
Louis, MO).
The progressive increase of computing power
over the last decade has advanced the computation
of helicopter rotor flowfields from solution of
transonic small-disturbance equations first to that
of the full potential equations, and recently, to
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Fig. 20 Three-zone surface mesh for AV-8B forebody inlet.
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Fig. 21 AV-8B forebody inlet viscous analysis; Mach =0.67,
ot = 10 °, and 186 kg/s (corrected).
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Fig. 22 AV-8B computed inlet entrance flowfield; Mach=0.67,
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codes based on the Euler equations. An Euler coae,
designated MDROTH, has been developed at the
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories for cal-
culating the flowfield of a multibladed helicopter
rotor in hover and forward flight.
The code solves the three-dimensional Euler
equations in a rotating coordinate system on body-
conforming curvilinear grids around the blades.
Euler equations are recast in absolute flow vari-
ables so that the absolute flow in the far field is
uniform, but the relative flow is non-uniform.
Equations are solved for the absolute flow vari-
ables by employing Jameson's finite-volume explicit
Runge-Kutta time-stepping scheme. Rotor wake ef-
fects are modeled in the form of a correction ap-
plied to the geometric angle-of-attack along the
blades. This correction is obtained by computing
the local induced downwash with a free-wake analy-
sis program. The details of the methodology are
described by Agarwal and Deese (1986).
A set of test calculations was performed by
Agarwal and Deese* to verify the code for a model
rotor in hover and forward flight at various col-
lective pitch angles. The model rotor has two
untwisted, untapered blades of aspect ratio equal
to six and the NACA 0012 airfoil section. Computa-
tions were performed on a 97 (chordwise) x 33
(blade-normal) x 21 (spanwise) mesh.
The code has been fully vectorized for optimum
performance on Cray X-MP, and has also been micro-
tasked for peak performance on the four-processor
Cray X-MP/48 [Booth and Misegades (1986)] with a
speed-up factor of 3.71. A typical case requires 2
million 64-bit words of main memory and 7 x 10--
seconds of CPU time per mesh point for each itera-
tion. A solution for hover flowfield converged in
500 to 800 iterations. This project has been ac-
cepted for access to the NAS Cray-2.
Figure 23 shows the main features of the flow-
field of a two-bladed rotor in hover, with the im-
bedded finite-difference grid and the coordinate
system. The flowfield is characterized by tran-
sonic shocks, complex vortical wakes, and blade-
vortex interactions.
Comparisons of computed pressure distributions
with experimental data are shown in figure 24 for a
hovering rotor at a tip Mach number of M_=0.52 and
zero collective pitch, and for M =0.877 _nd collec-
tive pitch angle e =8 o in figuret25. Both cases
c
indicate good agreement; in the lifting case of
figure 25, further improvement can be achieved by
refining the wake model.
For forward flight, computed pressure distribu-
tions are compared with experimental data at a lo-
cation near the blade tip in figure 26 for M =0.8,
L
advance ratio _=0.2, and zero collective pitch.
Again, good agreement is demonstrated.
The long-term objective of this project is to
include viscous effects in the calculation of tran-
sonic multibladed rotor flowfields.
7. T_ansonic Wing/Body Calculations Using the
Slender-Layer Navier-Stokes Approximation (R. K.
Agarwal and J. E. Deese, McDonnell Douglas Research
Laboratories, St. Louis, MO)
With the increasing availability of supercom-
puters, the ability to compute transonic flowfields
has progressed to solution of Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations for aircraft configura-
tions. A viscous flow code, designated MDSSL30,
has been developed at McDonnell Douglas Research
Laboratories for calculation of transonic wing/body
flowfields.
The code computes the turbulent flowfield by
solving the three-dimensional, Reynolds-averaged,
slender-layer approximation to the Navier-Stokes
equations on body-conforming, curvilinear grids.
In the slender-layer approximation to the Navier-
Stokes equations, only streamwise diffusion terms
are neglected; diffusion terms in the other direc-
tions are retained. Therefore, slender-layer equa-
tions are suitable for calculating spanwise separa-
tion and the flow along a wing-body junction.
These equations are solved by employing Jameson's
finite-volume explicit Runge-Kutta time-stepping
scheme. The calculations performed so far have
used the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model.
The details of the methodology and the test
calculations performed to verify the code are de-
scribed by Agarwal, Deese, and Underwood (1985) and
Agarwal and Deese (1984). Recently, fine-grid cal-
culations for turbulent flow over an ONERA-M6 wing
were performed on a Cray X-MP/48; the code was
fully optimized and microtasked for peak perfor-
mance on the four-processor Cray X-MP/48, as docu-
mented by Booth and Misegades (1986).
Vorticity
sheet Finite difference
Tip grid
vortex f_
\
*Agarwal, R. K. and Deese, J. E., "An Euler Solver
for Calculating the Flowfield of a Helicopter
Rotor in Hover and Forward Flight," McDonnell
Research Laboratories, St. Louis, MO, 1987.
Hover wake
GP61-1439 24-R
Fig. 23 Schematic of helicopter rotor flowfield in hover.
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Fig. 24 Surface pressure distributions on a uonlifting rotor in
hover; M t =0.52, 0c=0 °, AR=6, NACA 0012 blade, and
97 × 33 × 21 mesh.
Computed results at various spanwise stations
of the ONEP._-M6 wing are compared with experimental
data in figure 27, with good agreement. The code
has also been exercised by Deese and Agarwal* for
calculation of fighter- and transport-type wing/
body flowfields; excellent global grids were gener-
ated with the three-dimensional procedure of Chen,
Vassberg, and Peavey (1985). Surface grid-lines of
a transport wing/body configuration are shown in
figure 28. Comparisons of calculated pressure dis-
tributions at various spanwise stations with
experimental data are shown in figure 29; the
agreement is again good.
The long-term objective of this project is to
calculate turbulent flowfields for increasingly
complete transport and fighter aircraft configura-
tions. The project has also been accepted for ac-
cess to the NAS Cray-2.
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Fig. 25 Surface pressure distributions on a lifting rotor in hover;
M t = 0.877, 6c = 8 °, AR = 6.0, NACA 0012 blade, and
97x33x21 mesh.
8. Concluding Remarks
An extensive program to develop advanced CFD
codes is being conducted within the components of
the McDonnell Douglas Corporation for applications
to helicopters, transport and fighter aircraft, and
missiles and hypersonic vehicles. Efficient use of
large computers, including multiple-processor fa-
cilities, is receiving special attention, and ac-
cess to the NAS facility in several of these areas
is greatly appreciated.
*Deese, J. E. and Agarwal, R. K., "Navier-Stokes
Calculations of Transonic Viscous Flow About
Wing-Body Configurations," McDonnell Douglas
Research Laboratories, St. Louis, MO, 1987.
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Fig. 26 Euler calculations for flowfield of a helicopter rotor in
forward flight; MI= 0.8, p = 0.2, and 96 x 32 x 32 mesh.
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Fig. 27 Transonic viscous wing calculations on CRAY X-MP/48 for
the ONERA-M6 wing; M_ = 0.84. ot = 3.06 °,
Re c = !1.72 x 106, and 140 x 48 x 32 mesh.
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Fig. 28 Grid lines on the surface of a transport wing-body
configuration.
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COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS WITHIN NORTHROP
M. W. George, R. T. Ling, J. F. Mangus
Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Division
Hawthorne, California
W. T. Thompkins
Northrop Research and Technology Center
Palos Verdes, California
An overview of Northrop programs in computational physics is presented. These programs depend on access to today's super-
computers, such as the Numerical Aerodynamic Sinrulator (NAS), and future growth will depend on the continuing evolution of
computational engines. Descriptions here are concentrated on the following areas: 1) computational fluid dynamics (CFD), 2) com-
putational electromagnetics (CEM), 3) computer architectures, and 4) expert systems. Current efforts and future directions in these
areas are presented. The impact of advances in the CFD area is described, and parallels are drawn to analagous developments in
CEM. The relationship between further advances in these areas and the development of advanced (parallel) architectures and expert
systems is also presented.
BACKGROUND
The design of modern fighter aircraft requires the analysis of
many factors. Some of these, including complex flow phenomena
and electro, magnetic characteristics, pose serious problems for the
designer. The analysis of these conditions is complicated by the
fact that it is extremely expensive and time consmning to re-
produce them in an experimental test environment. Fortunately,
computational methods have advanced sufficiently to allow math-
ematical sinmlation of these phenomena, supplementing physical
testing during the design process.
The trend towards integrating computational methods into the
design process has been driven by the rapid advances made in
computer hardware over the last decade. This trend has resulted
in the development and apphcation of methods capable of ana-
lyzing complete aircraft configurations.
Over the past ten years at Northrop, computational physics
had itb largest impact in the area of computational fluid dynam-
ics. This began with a requirement to analyze transonic flow
phenomena for fighter aircraft. In 1975 Northrop applied the
3-D Bailey-Ballhaus transonic small disturbance code developed
at NASA Ames (Ballhans, Bailey, and Frick [1976]) to the so-
lution of this problem. This was followed by the application of
the full potential codes, leading to our present use of Euler and
Navier-Stokes codes. Throughout this period of development,
Northrop efforts were enhanced by cooperative programs with
NASA. These programs gave Northrop access to state-of-the-art
computer facilities that allowed for the advanced development of
methodology and application techniques that would be assimi-
lated into Northrop's evolving project areas.
Our initial runs with the transonic small disturbance codes
were done on an IBM 36O series computer. These facilities could
barely handle a wing-alone configuration. On today's comput-
ers, those early codes can be run numerous times a day. Today,
the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes are straining the capabilities
of our equipment, which is limiting the degree to which these
methods can be beneficially applied. As in the past, Northrop
is working with NASA through cooperative programs to develop
applications of these methods on leading-edge computing facili-
ties.
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Throughout the last decade several factors have stimulated
Northrop's development and application of computational meth-
ods. These have included:
• The insight into the physics of the flow that was obtainable
from computational methods
Prior to extensive use of computational meth-
ods, the design of aircraft was based primarily on
experimental testing, in particular, wind tunnel
testing. Wind tunnel testing typically generates
global values (lift, drag, moments) with limited
surface pressure measurements, flow visualization
and flowfield measurements. It is very expensive
in both time and money to acquire more exten-
sive flowfield information, such as off-body infor-
mation, through experimental testing. Computa-
tional methods provided a way to see the whole
picture, yielding an excellent complement to ex-
perimental testing. With this ability to see the
flow phenomena in total came a better under-
standing of the physics of problems, providing a
more complete and valuable understanding to the
design process.
* The emerging emphasis on low observables
The shifting emphasis to low observable character-
istics forced new aircraft configurations towards
shapes and concepts outside of the established
data base. To do a parametric study on the new
families of geometries, using the traditional ap-
proach of experimental testing, was prohibitive in
both time and money. Computational fluid dy-
namics filled this void in the aerodynamic analysis
of new radar cross section (RCS) driven configura-
tions. As a result, they earned acceptance in the
design process.
• Testing limitations
Wind tunnel testing cannot accurately simulate
flight conditions, especially in the transonic flow
regime, where wall effects, mount effects, and scal-
ing have a significant impact on flow characteris-
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tics. The ability of the codes to model both free-
flight conditions and test conditions results in a
powerful tool for better understanding test results,
and for extrapolating results to free-flight condi-
tions.
In brief, Northrop's acceptance of these codes was the result of
their ability to: 1) increase our understanding of flow phenom-
ena associated with conceptual designs, 2) expand the number
of design parameters while controlling costs and 3) improve the
effectiveness of test programs.
Northrop Applications
The emphasis within Northrop, in the area of computational
fluid dynamics, has shifted almost entirely to the application
of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. The flight environ-
ment of fighter aircraft, which is dominated by a multi-sonic vor-
tex/viscous environment, requires a level of physical detail that
can only be supplied by the Euler and Navier-Stokes methods.
As a result of the advances made in the area of computational
fluid dynamics in the last decade, an emerging area for the ap-
plication of computational physics at Northrop has been in the
solution of the Maxwell/Helmholtz equations. The similarity of
the Maxwell equations to the Navier-Stokes equations allows the
advances made in computational fluid dynamics to be applied
to the solution of electromagnetics problems. Advances in al-
gorithms, grid generation techniques, and specialized computer
architectures, developed for computational fluid dynamics, are
all readily applicable to the solution of the Maxwell equations.
Future Directions
The application of both computational Navier-Stokes and
Maxwell methods to full configurations in the actual design envi-
ronment is now a realistic goal. Achieving that goal will require,
in addition to further algorithm development: (1) the further de-
velopment of computer hardware and architectures, and (2) the
development and application of expert systems to make produc-
tive and efficient use of this potential.
Useful solutions of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tious for flow about a realistic aircraft configuration would require
hours of run time on one of the current generation of superco,n-
puters. Because the aircraft designer must study a large number
of configurations, even an hour's wait for a solution is unaccept-
able. In addition, the high cost of such computers prohibits run-
ning them in this manner. As a possible solution to this resource
problem, Northrop is studying the application of parallel archi-
tectures. By solving a large, computationally-intensive problem
on a system with multiple processors working concurrently, the
solution time can be reduced by a factor approaching the number
of processors. In addition, parallel processing provides an advan-
tage of flexibility in the allocation of computer resources. As
small projects develop, computational resources can be increased
by adding dedicated processors. While parallel processing ar-
chitecture promises a viable approach to the computer resource
problem, it requires a rethinking of solution algorithms.
The potential value of current and evolving computational
physics codes, coupled with the development of new computers, is
immense. The resulting systems will be able to analyze multiple
families of parameters, exploring new and innovative concepts in
relatively short time periods. The data generated in this process
will be overwhelining. In order to effectively utilize these systems,
the integration of expert systems will be required. Northrop is
currently addressing the need for expert design systems as part
of its program in computational physics.
While Northrop is developing and applying computational
physics methods to other areas (e.g. structures, avionics, con-
trols, simulation, etc.), fluid dynamics and electromagnetics place
the largest demands on computational resources. This paper will
therefore address Northrop's current programs in these two ar-
eas, along with corresponding efforts in the area of computer
architectures, and expert systems.
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
(CFD)
Over the past decade, the aerodynamic and propulsion design
processes have undergone a significant change. Where the pro-
cess was once dominated by the use of wind tunnel facilities as
analysis and design tools, the trend today is to rely more on CFD
methods as the principal design tools. There are several reasons
for this change. Wind tunnel testing has always been expensive,
in terms of manpower, time, and facilities. Over the last ten
years these costs have increased. At the same time, the devel-
opment of sophisticated CFD methods and computing engines
have made these methods more efficient and effective. In com-
paring the results gained by the two approaches, computational
techniques are also gaining an advantage. The inherent limita-
tions of wind tunnel testing, including the restrictions imposed
by modelling, wall effects, etc., do not constrain today's CFD
methods. Instead their application has been limited by the avail-
able computer hardware. With advances in "supercomputers',
those limitations are rapidly being overcome.
Northrop's experience with CFD methods has been strongly
influenced by the specific complexities of fighter aircraft design.
Fighter aircraft incorporate geometrical features such as closely-
coupled lifting surfaces, sharp or small leading edge radius, and
vortex generating devices as part of a multi-point, multi-sonic
design emphasizing high angle-of-attack maneuverability. These
features generate a flow environment strongly dominated by vis-
cous and vortex phenomena. Also, the strongly coupled flow en-
vironment limits the utility of the application of CFD methods
to individual components. In this environment, earlier meth-
ods such as transonic small disturbance and full potential could
be applied to fighter design primarily in regimes where the flow
"behaved nicely", such as under cruise conditions. Application
of computational methods to full fighter configurations over the
complete design envelope required both more sophisticated meth-
ods, and more capable computing resources.
As a result of Northrop's emphasis on fighter design, CFD
efforts have been directed towards Euler and Navier-Stokes
methodology. Today, computational Euler methods are utilized
on a daily basis in design projects for application to configura-
tions as well as to isolated components. The computer resources
within Northrop which provide the capability to run the Euler
methods are two FPS-164 (Floating Point Systems) computers.
These machines have in-core memory of four and seven million
64-bit words, which allows for the modeling of meaningful con-
figurations. These machines have enabled the development of
Euler methods at Northrop and their integration into the design
environment. They have also allowed for initial exploration of
Navier-Stokes methods.
The current capabilities and linfitations of Euler methods are
illustrated in figures 1 to 7. As stated previously, the primary
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reason for the selection of Euler methodology is its ability to
model the vortex-dominated environment associated with fighter
aircraft, as indicated in figures 1 to 4. The Euler methods that
generated the following results are based on the finite volume
formulation developed by Jameson, et al (1981).
Figure 1 illustrates configuration and flow capabilities provided
by current Euler methodology. The configuration in Figure la
was generated by combining a chined forebody (Erickson and
Brandon [1985]) together with the wing from the AFVFM (Air
Force Vortex Flap Model, Erickson [1985]) and a tail represen-
tative of the F-18. A configuration similar to this will be tested
in 1987 as part of a cooperative program between Northrop and
NASA Ames. Figures lb and le show the complexity of flow as-
sociated with this type of configuration, specifically the vortex-
dominated environment, composed of interacting vortices gener-
ated by the chine, wing and tail. The total pressure contours
in Figures lb and lc show the vortex structure at a wing-body
fuselage station and tail-body fuselage station, respectively.
Figures 2 and 4 show the capabilities of the Euler methods to
calculate total forces on fighter-type configurations. Lift versus
angle-of-attack results for both Euler and experiment are com-
pared in figure 2 for the AFVFM shown in figure 3. The agree-
ment in both vMue and location of CLMAX is quite good. As is
typical of this type of fighter configuration, the stall character-
istics are due to the burst point of the vortex generated by the
wing leading edge moving forward over the wing. The nonlin-
ear lift effects which are also associated with the wing leading
edge vortex passing over the wing, and which contribute to the
increasing lift curve slope prior to stall, are also modeled by the
Euler code. The experimental results showed wing tip separation
occuring near 15 degress angle-of-attack, which accounts for the
early decrease in lift curve slope as compared to the Euler results.
Figure 4 shows comparison of experimental and Euler drag
polars for the F-20 Tigershark at a Mach number of 0.80. As
seen in figure 4, the comparison between experiment and com-
putation is quite good over the entire range. Figure 4 was taken
from the paper by Bush, Jager, and Bergman (1986), which gives
more comprehensive coverage of Euler code application within
Northrop.
Another area in which Euler codes are used extensively is in the
design and analysis of inlets. The ability of the Euler methods to
correctly model shock structure and corresponding total pressure
losses makes them applicable to the transonic and supersonic
inlet problems. Figure 5 shows the results of an Euler method
applied to a 3-D supersonic compression-ramp inlet. The ability
of the Euler method to model the shock structure is shown in this
figure. The pressure contours show the shock emanating from the
ramp combining with the standoff shock from the inlet cowl.
While the current capability of the Euler codes is proving to be
extremely useful in the design environment, their limitations due
to lack of viscous modeling and computer resources is placing an
increased demand on the development/acquisition of larger com-
puting engines and on the development/application of Navier-
Stokes methods. While the creation of the vortex structure and
its resultant gross effects on the aerodynalnic characteristics are
not that sensitive to mesh size, the local effects (shock-vortex in-
teraction, surface pressures, vortex empennage interactions, etc.)
are not accurately modeled in the Euler methods without ade-
quate grid definition. The addition of viscous terms is needed to
improve the calculation of drag, total pressure losses (inlets), en-
trainment (nozzles), and separation phenomena. Figures 6 and 7
show some of the deficiencies due to current computer resources
and lack of viscous modeling.
Figure 6 shows the comparison of experimental and Euler pres-
sure results at a forebody station of the chined forebody config-
uration in figure la. As seen in this figure the Euler results do
not resolve the peak pressure due to the vortex (formed from the
chine) which sits over the body. The discrepency is due to the
lack of grid resolution in defining the vortex, as shown by Rizzi
(1985).
The comparison of experimentally obtained pressures and pres-
sures calculated by the Euler code are shown in figure 7 for a
spanwise cut on the AFVFM, with the leading edge flap deflected
30 degrees. Experimental results are shown for both 0.4 and 0.7
Maeh numbers. The primary vortex generated by the wing lead-
ing edge and the secondary vortex structure generated at the flap
hinge line are not modeled well by the Euler code due to a lack
of grid resolution and lack of viscous modeling.
Northrop's current computer resources do not yet allow the
application of Euler and Navier-Stokes codes to complete fighter
aircraft configurations. Another limitation is the current inabil-
ity to grid the complete configurations. The capability of Euler
and Navier-Stokes methods to adequately model a full configu-
ration depends on a grid scheme that provides an arrangement
of points to discretize the equations and model the physics. For
simple configurations this process is easily accomplished, but for
problems such as complete fighter configurations this becomes the
most difficult part of the solution procedure. The AFVFM (figure
3) and the chined wing-body configuration (figure 1) were grid-
ded as illustrated in figure 8. The grid is generated by defining a
series of "C" type surface grids which extends forward and rear-
ward of the wing. The portions of the surface grid forward and
rearward of the wing can accomodate chines, leading edge exten-
sions (LEXs), tails and flow-through conditions. The boundary
grids and internal grids are generated by a combination of 2-D
and 3-D Poisson and transfinite interpolation solvers. This grid
approach, due to its contiguous nature, is limited in its applica-
tions. The current trend is to develop grid generation techniques
which utilize a block structure and grid lines that are not neces-
sarily continuous within or across blocks.
Northrop's current and future activities in the area of Navier-
Stokes and Euler development involve cooperative efforts with
NASA. As stated in the introduction, these cooperative programs
allow access to the evolving "supercomputers" along with access
to NASA per_omLel and methods. A current NAS progra_n be-
ing done in conjunction with the Ames Research Center involves
the application of the TNS code (Kaynak, Holst, and Cantwell
[1986]) to the AFVFM. The AFVFM provides a good test ba-
sis for determining the applicability of Navier-Stokes and Euler
methods to fighter configurations. The AFVFM (figure 3) pro-
vides a simple, easily gridded geometry which generates some of
the primary vortex flow phenomena associated with fighter con-
figurations. The AFVFM incorporates a swept wing with a series
of leading edge vortex flaps (including sharp and round leading
edges) and conventional trailing edge flaps. In addition to this
NAS program, cooperative efforts exist in the areas of the devel-
opment/application of Navier-Stokes methods to nozzles and the
application of Euler methods to chined forebody configurations.
The growing importance of and demand for CFD in the design
and project areas within Northrop is placing more emphasis on
the development of Euler and Navier-Stokes methods and acqui-
sition of more capable computing systems, along with the deveI-
opment of pre- and post-processing techniques. We expect that,
with the current growth in computer technology and the evolving
methodology, Navier-Stokes methods (Reynolds averaged) and
the systems to utilize them will be commonplace within Northrop
in the next five years.
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COMPUTATIONAL
ELECTROMAGNETICS (CEM)
Requirements for aerodynamic performance and electromagnetic
characteristics, such as radar cross section (RCS), have be-
come critical drivers in the design of modern military aircraft.
Northrop has been actively involved in RCS analysis for more
than twenty years. It has been a pioneer in the development
of Physical Theory of Diffraction (PTD), and integral equa-
tion methods. The MISCAT/GENSCAT codes, developed by
Northrop under a series of contracts to government agencies, have
found widespread usage by many aircraft and missile manufac-
turers. These codes, like the panel method codes in CFD, are
forerunners of the emerging field of computational electromag-
neties (CEM). The latter is as important in the design process
as computational fluid dynamics (CFD), figure 9. Just as CFD
codes can be considered as numerical wind tunnels, CEM codes
can be considered as numerical radar ranges and anechoic cham-
bers. As CFD plays an increasingly important role in supple-
menting costly wind tunnel testing in the design process, so CEM
is expected to supplement expensive testing in radar ranges and
anechoic chambers.
Actually, the similarity between CFD and CEM runs much
deeper than this. Since both the aerodynamic performance and
the electromagnetic characteristics are configuration dependent,
a unified approach can be devised for both aerodynamics and
electromagnetics problems, figure 10. Starting with the same
aircraft configuration, common geometry definition and grid gen-
eration procedures can be used in preparation for the solution of
respective governing equations to obtain the aerodynamic and
RCS characteristics. The most interesting and important as-
pect of the unified aero/RCS approach lies in the mathematical
similarity between aerodynamics and eleetromagnetics problems,
figure 11.
The scattering of electromagnetic waves by an aircraft can
be formulated as a boundary value problem analogous to the
fluid dynamic problem of flow past the aircraft. The govern-
ing Maxwell/Helmholtz equations can be solved numerically in
a manner similar to the solution of governing fluid flow equa-
tions such as the Navier-Stokes/Euler equations. The far field
radiation condition and media interface boundary condition can
also be enforced in a manner similar to the enforcement of the
freestream condition and flow tangency condition. Various nu-
merical methods in CFD can be carried over for the computation
of electromagnetic characteristics.
For the electromagnetics problem, the Maxwell/Helmholtz
equations can be solved by differential equation and integral
equation methods. One type of differential equation method
(King, et al [1959] and Bowman, et al [1969]) involves sepa-
ration of variables in specific coordinate systems. In the past
few years, there have been attempts (Bayliss, et al [1982], [1982]
and [1983]) to directly solve the Helmholtz equation for scalar
scattering problems by finite difference methods. Besides these
finite-difference, frequency-domain (FD-FD) methods, a finite-
difference, time-domain (FD-TD) method has also been proposed
(Umashankar, et al [1982]).
In the integral equation approach to scattering problems, an
equivalent integral equation such as the Chu-Stratton equation
containing Green's function can be derived for either the mag-
netic field or electric field and can be formulated either in the time
domain or frequency domain (Mittra [1974]). Many techniques
are available for reducing the integral equation to a matrix equa-
tion for numerical solution. Some of these are grouped under the
title of"moment method" (Harrington [1968]). Moment method
codes in general are not numerically efficient. At Northrop, they
are mainly used to validate results obtained from new methods
under development, for obstacles of simple geometry.
Numerical techniques developed for CFD have various degrees
of applicability to nearly every CEM method mentioned above.
However, the CEM method that is most closely related to com-
mon CFD methods - and therefore best suited for exploiting the
advances made in CFD - is the finite difference, frequency domain
(FD-FD) method based on the concept of generalized scattering
amplitude (Ling [1986] and [1987]). In this CFD approach to
solving electromagnetics problems, the original Helmholtz equa-
tions in terms of electric and magnetic field vectors are trans-
formed into scalar equations in terms of generalized scattering
amplitudes or related Debye amplitude functions.
The current CEM research at Northrop consists of develop-
ment of methods in both the integral equation and differential
equation approaches. In the former, efforts are focused on the k-
space method (Bojarski [1971]). The aim here is to find efficient
iterative procedures to make it practical in the design process.
A CFD approach developed at Northrop has recently been ap-
plied to simple obstacle shapes including the circular cyhnder
and sphere (Ling [1986] and [1987]), figures 12 and 13. Numeri-
cal results agree with the exact eigenfunction expansion solutions
(King [1959] and Bowman, et al [1969]).
To apply CFD methods to practical RCS problems involving
complex aircraft geometry and incidence of high frequency elec-
tromagnetic waves, fast processing capability and large memory
storage of a supercomputer such as the NAS are required. This
is due to the large number of grid points necessary for resolution
of the scattering characteristics generated by complex geometry
aircraft. Though the introduction of the radially non-oscillatory
generalized scattering amplitude has largely eliminated the need
to resolve the field quantity oscillations along the radial distance
to infinity, one still has to contend with the generahzed scatter-
ing amphtude variation inside the finite volume of the aircraft.
To achieve sufficiently accurate resolution of field quantities and
generalized scattering amplitudes, the grid spacing should be one-
tenth of a wavelength or less. Representative RCS problems en-
countered in the design process may involve obstacles with di-
mensions on the order of one hundred wavelengths or more in
each of the three directions. This would require dealing with
millions of grid points. Solution of matrix equations for such a
large system certainly requires a supercomputer.
The CFD approach to electromagnetic wave scattering shows
promise for accurate, systematic, and efficient calculations for
obstacles of arbitrary material properties, size and shape. The
power and capability of a supereomputer can transform CFD
methods into practical tools for solving the RCS problems en-
countered in the military aircraft design process.
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES
Northrop's activity in the area of computer architectures is fo-
cused on the hardware used in parallel processing. Parallel com-
puting uses multiple processors to simultaneously execute indi-
vidual parts of a larger overall task. Although this adds to the
complexity of the application program, it can greatly decrease its
execution time. Within the scope of Northrop's program, parallel
processing is viewed as a possible alternative to supercomputers
for the small project environment, and also as a concept applica-
ble to supercomputing and other emerging computer technology.
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One reason for investigating parallel architectures stems from
the unique computing requirements of the Northrop engineering
environment. The majority of Northrop's projects operate their
own isolated computing facilities. Individual projects cannot pro-
vide the computer resources for running codes that require the
power of a supercomputer. Purchase of individual supercomput-
ers for many such projects is clearly not cost effective, and se-
curity requirements prevent the use of supercomputing resources
available at NASA and other government research centers. In
this environment, parallel computers offering significant power
at reduced cost will enable projects with limited resources to
utilize advanced computational methods.
A second reason for exploring concurrent architectures is the
machine speedup they offer. As explained by Denning (1985), the
maximum speed of a single processor is limited to approximately
1 GFLOPS by the speed of light. Running complex computa-
tional physics applications quickly enough to be useful in the
design process will require computational speeds in excess of this
figure. The only way to attain such speeds will be through the
use of some form of parallelism. This trend is already apparent
in supercomputers such as the CRAY-2 which uses 4 processors,
and is expected to grow in the future. As concurrent processing
becomes more prevalent, the knowledge now being developed in
this area should enable Northrop to continue making effective use
of evolving computer technology.
The Northrop effort examines parallel processing architectures
with the ultimate goal of implementing computational physics
codes on such machines. Our objectives in this area are as fol-
lows: 1) learn how best to parallelize computational physics al-
gorithins, determine those algorithms most suited to concurrent
execution, and examine how parallelization affects algorithm be-
havior; 2) examine what special demands are placed on pre- and
post-processing facilities (e.g. grid generation and analysis of re-
sults) by parallelized codes; and 3) explore the effects of different
computer architectures on the parallelism of specific algorithms
and, conversely, what specific architectural details enable optimal
performance of concurrent computational physics applications.
Of these goals, the last has proven to be the most complicated
and extensive in scope. Architectural issues such as memory
organization, interprocessor comznunication speed and configu-
ration, and processor power will have a large impact on an al-
gorithm's parallel execution. The most important architectural
concern has been the degree of coupling between multiple pro-
cessors and memories. At one end of the range of architectural
options, a parallel computer can have a number of processors ad-
dressing a single global memory in a tightly coupled system. As
the nmnber of processors in the system increases however, the
time overhead incurred by many processors accessing one mem-
ory over a limited bandwith data channel will degrade any po-
tential parallel speedup. Consequently, existing shared memory
machines seem to be limited to 2-8 processors.
Computers using more than this number of processors employ
memories divided into small parts, each accessible by a single pro-
cessor. This creates a loosely coupled system with limited mem-
ory access, and leads to a question of which processors should
coimnunicate with which others. The "crossbar" interconnect, in
which each processor node communicates with every other pro-
cessor in the system, becomes prohibitively complex and expen-
sive as the number of nodes grows, eventually giving way to less
extensive cormnunieation schemes. These range in complexity
from simple nearest-neighbor schemes to the binary hypercube
structure in which each of 2 '_ processors is connected to n other
processors, forming one corner of an n-dimensional cube. The
degree to which processors are coupled can be further decreased
until one reaches the other extreme of an uncoupled system in
which individual nodes no longer communicate. These simplified
interconnection schemes make loosely coupled architectures more
desirable for massively parallel systems incorporating hundreds
and possibly thousands of processors.
The choice of an efficient interconnection scheme depends
largely on the desired application. For example, it is question-
able whether a fully implicit finite difference algorithm which
parallelizes efficiently on a shared memory machine will do so on
loosely coupled architectures. In addition, the resolution of other
architectural issues such as the bandwidth of the interconnecting
communications channels, the power of individual nodes and the
size of individual processor memory is also highly application de-
pendent. In essence, one would like to balance all of these factors
to create an optimal configuration for the efficient execution of a
given algorithm. Ideally, a variety of applications might then be
found to share some roughly similar optimal architecture which
would then define our needs for a parallel processor. Whether
this is a realistic goal remains to be seen.
The investigation of these issues has proceeded along two av-
enues, the first being the implementation of a target code on
several commercially available parallel computers. This effort
was undertaken to gain experience in working with a variety of
parallel architectures, with emphasis on examining the relation-
ship between architecture and parallel implementation as well
as relative advantages and disadvantages between alternative ar-
chitectures. It was also deemed useful to gain experience with
the different ways of coding parallelism while also measuring the
performance improvements gained by these various methods.
To accomplish this, two- or three-dimensional versions of an
explicit Euler code which uses the finite volume algorithm due
to Jameson, et al (1981) have been ported onto several paral-
lel machines. This code is a particularly good test case because,
while primarily explicit in nature, it also incorporates an implicit
residual smoothing scheme, enabling us to also examine the par-
allelism constraints associated with implicitness.
The code was first implemented on the CRAY X-MP/48 super-
computer which uses the shared-memory, tightly coupled archi-
tecture described previously (the CRAY architecture is discussed
in more detail by Hwang [1985]). This activity was part of an
ongoing cooperative program in computational methods between
Northrop and Cray Research, Incorporated. The code was con-
verted for parallel execution with minimal modifications using the
Microtasking facility available on Cray FORTRAN. After modi-
fication, the code executed with a speedup approaching the max-
imum predicted by Amdahl's law. This demonstrated that fluid
dynamics algorithms of this kind may be efficiently implemented
on global memory, tightly coupled machines with relative ease. In
addition, running on the CRAY machine afforded an opportunity
to perform CFD calculations involving very large numbers of grid
points, which in turn pointed out some of the specialized post-
processing capabilities needed to cope with the resulting large
volume of flowfield data. It was found that high resolution color
graphics such as the example reproduced (in black and white)
as figure 14 (generated with the assistance of personnel from the
Applications Department of Cray Research Incorporated) were
most valuable in interpreting the resultant data. The variations
in shading in this figure (different colors in the original) corre-
spond to the magnitude of the crossfiow velocity component near
the wing-body-chine model's surface and clearly show wing and
chine vortex formation. Advanced graphics capabilities of this
kind are a requirement for efficient use of the sorts of computa-
tional devices under discussion here.
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Additional efforts at code implementation are currently being
directed toward two parallel devices, the Butterfly machine pro-
duced by Bolt, Beranek and Newman, and the T-20 computer
built by Floating Point Systems. The Butterfly (described in
detail by Sehneck, et al [1985]) is a 16 processor, local memory
machine which represents something of a hybrid architecture by
virtue of its unique interconnect scheme. Because each processor
is connected to a butterfly switching network (shown in figure 15)
which enables it to conununicate with any one other processor at
a time, any processor has potential access to any other local mem-
ory, thus making the memory appear global. A 2-dimensional
Euler algorithm has been implemented on this machine and has
shown a speedup in execution which scales linearly with the num-
ber of processors used. In addition, the 3-dimensional version of
the algorithm is being implemented and will be used to inves-
tigate optimal coding and memory allocation strategies for this
architecture. The T-20 computer (detailed by Frenkel [1986])
consists of 16 processors linked in a hypercube structure as shown
in figure 16. One of the unique aspects of this machine is its use
of the OCCAM programming language, which is specialized for
parallel processing. Current work concentrates on implementing
the 2-dimensional Euler algorithm on this machine in OCCAM,
and has validated the loosely coupled hypercube architecture as
appropriate for this type of application.
The second approach to the architecture study has been
through participation in the design of a parallel processor sys-
tem. Under a contract with DARPA, Northrop is working
with Paragon Pacific, Incorporated to build a parallel computer
speciahzed for the solution of computational physics problems.
Called the Custom Architectured Parallel Processing System
(CAPPS), the machine will incorporate several innovative fea-
tures, the most important of which is a user-configurable inter-
connect structure. This flexibility will increase the utihty of this
machine for solution of a variety of problems in computational
physics.
To aid in the design of this device, the 3-dimensional Euler
code described previously has been partitioned to execute in a
concurrent blocked-grid mode and is being used to define inter-
processor data transfer requirements. Since the algorithm op-
erates in parallel on several subdomains of the main grid, data
must be transferred at the subgrid interfaces at selected times.
To reduce the time penalty associated with this communication,
the frequency with which this transfer takes place has been pro-
gressively reduced, and the results on convergence rate observed.
As shown in figure 17, overall convergence remains largely un-
affected even when communications are reduced by a factor of
10 over the sequential case. This information can now be used
to help formulate the requirements for interconnect bandwidths
and individual processor speed for the CAPPS and the optimal
level of parallelism to incorporate in this algorithm.
In summary, the Northrop program in parallel architectures
has had the overall effect of increasing our understanding of the
hardware of parallel processing as well as the basic method for
introducing concurrency into computational physics algorithms.
Specifically, the results show that a loosely coupled architecture
such as the hypercube is an acceptable choice for explicit fluid dy-
namics algorithms. In the future, as additional parallel machines
are examined and new parallel algorithms are implemented, the
conclusions drawn should provide an accurate picture of how best
to incorporate parallel processing into the aircraft design environ-
ment.
EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR DESIGN AP-
PLICATIONS
In the past, aircraft design has generally suffered fi'om a lack of
analytical or computational predicative capability. That is to
say our capacity to conceptually design aircraft has exceeded our
capacity to predict performance without extensive wind tunnel
testing or full-scale prototypes. Modern computational methods,
when coupled with continued advances in computer power, have
the potential to rectify this situation. That is to say our capacity
to compute performance and perform mission simulation may
exceed our intuitive design ability.
While this viewpoint may strike some as optimistic, it is al-
ready true in some important areas.
• fluid dynamics
intuitive understanding of vortex augmented hft
vs. detailed description of wing pressure distribu-
tion
• structural analysis
intuitive understanding of the structural response
of uniform, metallic parts vs. detailed descrip-
tion of stress levels in complex three dimensional
shapes
• low observable vehicles
intuitive understanding of low observable trade-
offs vs. integration of aerodynamic, electromag-
netic, structural, and materials design techniques
• nfission analysis
intuitive understanding of factors affecting fighter
maneuverability vs. integration of aerodynamic
performance, observable, avionics, cost, and main-
tainability into mission effective vehicles
Since the required performance of future vehicles demands that
the benefits identified by increased computational capabilities ac-
tually be achieved, we are moving rapidly into system complexity
which can only be achieved through close interaction of design
engineers with extensive computational facilities.
While our capabihty to numerically analyze complex or inno-
vative configurations has grown rapidly, a commensurate increase
in our capability to integrate this in the design process has not
occurred. Increases in aircraft performance have simply not kept
up with increases in available computer power.
The difficulty is not a lack of knowledge in the disciplines but
rather a lack of capability to encapsulate knowledge and share
it among personnel with diverse backgrounds. While the tech-
niques of expert systems and their promise has received far more
attention than their current merit would justify, accomplishing
effective knowledge sharing, to which the best of these systems
are directed, is exactly the task which must be accomplished in
order to efficiently cope with the diverse requirements of modern
aircraft design.
Thus, the challenge is to develop software systems or envi-
ronments which can aid designers in their complex technology
integration and design tasks.
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Design Process Review
A simplistic view of a top-down aircraft design cycle takes the fol-
lowing form: The process begins with system specifications, and
first derives: 1) a functional decomposition among subsystems,
2) subsystem performance goals, and 3) a preliminary system de-
sign. Next, a sequence of increasingly detailed iterations between
aerodynamic, observables, and structural requirements is con-
ducted to define a detailed geometric shape. Iteration between
performance goals and detailed design analysis may also occur.
Once a detailed vehicle design is complete, integration of subsys-
tems with the vehicle is performed and system performance sim-
ulated. If the system performance meets specified performance
levels, the design is accepted. If not, revisions throughout the
design cycle may be introduced to develop a design which meets
the required system performance.
This structure has a number of important strengths since it:
1. Provides a clear logical structure for the design and develop-
ment process that moves from the abstract to the concrete;
2. Allows technical details to be added a level at a time in such
a fashion that provides the encapsulation of detail needed to
deal with complex systems;
3. Is a pipeline like process in which many different groups are
productively active.
The difficulties of incorporating rapidly evolving computa-
tional approaches into this cycle are inunediately apparent when
one considers that:
1. The preliminary design process for an aircraft extends over
1 to 2 years;
2. Computational algorithms are usually developed for partic-
ular analysis problems not for integration into a multidisci-
plinary design process;
3. Design engineers are, properly, not specialists in numerical
analysis or computer systems.
Under these conditions, design engineers are unable to effectively
utilize the latest analysis techniques known to be effective in
the research community. Therefore, the challenge is to create
environments which facilitate knowledge transfer and provide a
framework for creating and testing designs.
Design Assistant Shell
In order to address this situation, a number of Knowledge Based
System (KBS) shell implementations to aid design engineers are
being considered. A KBS shell is a computing environment de-
signed around similar applications and is a compromise between
specific applications and general knowledge engineering tools.
One Design Assistant Shell architecture is illustrated in Figure
18. This architecture is a layered implementation which provides
multiple user interfaces which serve the requirements of several
different design team members. Figure 18 illustrates interfaces
to: 1) CAD/CAM processors and their associated databases and
specialized equipment, 2) network connections to local or remote
computing resources such as CRAY class supercomputers or spe-
cial purpose processors, 3) algorithm developers and their spe-
cial knowledge, and 4) interactive control of design processing
through the specification of design plans and stored procedural
knowledge. The KBS shell provides assistance in generating and
controlling execution of the design plans, a common framework
for expressing expert knowledge, automated execution of remote
computational processing and display of computed results. The
variety of user interfaces allows design team members with di-
verse backgrounds to communicate freely and isolates them from
the complete design process complexity so that each may perform
their tasks efficiently.
Information or knowledge about the design process is often
procedural in nature and this fact is reflected in the choice of a
design plan as a primary technique for knowledge representation
and user interaction. A design plan is composed of:
• Objectives - what is to be achieved
• Constraints - checks and requirements to be satisfied
• Procedures - process to achieve objectives
Figure 19 illustrates a plan fragment that a design engineer might
create to minimize wing drag. The most interesting section of this
plan is the procedural knowledge expressed. This particular pro-
cedure creates an initial wing geometry through use of a library of
known "good" pressure distributions and then passes control to
a numerical optimizer to achieve an improved geometric design.
It is expected that the design engineer will be able to inter-
actively create the procedures, call up and/or modify old proce-
dures, or have procedures suggested to him.
In reference to Figure 19, it seems likely that a design engi-
neer would have expert knowledge about "good" pressure dis-
tributions, but is unlikely to have expert knowledge about the
Navier-Stokes algorithms used to evaluate drag or the numerical
optimization procedure. In fact, the numerical optimization pro-
cedure of Figure 19 expands into the plan fragment illustrated
in Figure 20. This optimization plan is a simple one based on
linear combinations of approximating shape functions. A plan
treatment of this type would be developed and maintained by al-
gorithm specialists on the design team. Procedures in Figure 20
may also expand into plan fragments, but a successful plan ex-
pansion by the KBS plan generator will terminate in well-defined
subproblems for which computational or analytical solutions ex-
ist. It may, of course, be impossible to successfully expand a
design plan, or a procedure execution inside a plan may fail.
This section has reviewed techniques which can be used to sim-
plify and manage the design process in a more efficient manner.
These techniques provide a framework for creating and testing de-
signs as well as mechanisms for the ultimate users to create and
maintain their own knowledge bases. The multiple user interfaces
mirror usual organizational structures but can relieve humans of
tedious chores as they build and modify the knowledge base. In
this way, knowledge transfer between design team members can
be facilitated and more complete designs accomplished inside the
available time and resources.
SUMMARY
Computational physics has grown in influence in aircraft design
over the last decade. Initial growth in this area was in the de-
velopment and application of computational fluid dynamics, and
today CFD remains the leading area for development and growth
in computational physics. At the same time, the success of CFD
has led to applications in other areas. Specifically, the similari-
ties between the governing equations in CFD and CEM, as well
as the importance of emerging design problems involving low ob-
servables, has led to major development efforts in the CEM area.
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The utility and growth of computational methods in the design
process depend on access to computational facilities with suffi-
cient size and speed. Access to today's supercomputers, such as
NAS, is essential in the exploration and development of future
computational methods. The use of the resulting methods in a
project design environment, such as at Northrop, requires explo-
ration of alternative architectures, including parallel processing.
Finally, the depth of analysis and the volumes of data that will
become available through the combination of more sophisticated
methods and supercomputers will place unrealistic demands on
the designer. The effective use of computational physics will
therefore require the integration of expert systems. As compu-
tational engines continue to evolve, the value of fully-developed
computational methods in aircraft design will increase propor-
tionately. Within the next decade, we expect, computational
methods will become the primary tools of the design engineer.
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SUMMARY
The internal flows of aerospace propulsion en-
gines have certain common features that are amen-
able to analysis through computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) computer codes. Although the applica-
tion of CFD to engineering problems in engines has
been delayed by the complexities associated with
internal flows, many codes with different capabil-
ities are now being used as routine design tools.
This is illustrated by examples taken from the
aircraft gas turbine engine of flows calculated
with potential flow, Euler flow, parabolized
Navier-Stokes, and Navier-Stokes codes. Likely
future directions of CFD applied to engine flows
are described, and current barriers to continued
progress are highlighted. The potential importance
of the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS) to
resolution of these difficulties is suggested.
INTRODUCTION
If an aerospace propulsion system is taken as
any continuous-flow engine powering a vehicle for
flight through the atmosphere, then included by
this definition are gas turbines, ramjets, scram-
jets and liquid-fueled rocket motors. Although
these engines look and operate very differently,
they have certain common features that are amen-
able to analysis, e.g., flow turning, fuel injec-
tion, mixing, combustion, radiation, etc. In addi-
tion, certain of them have common flow systems
(such as labyrinth seals, rotating cavities, cas-
cade flow, stator-rotor blade interactions, dif-
fusers, nozzles, etc.) that also can be addressed.
Propulsion systems, with the exception of rocket
motors, are usually enclosed in some kind of aero-
dynamic fairing. Flows over, and into and out of,
these fairings form a critical part of the whole,
and provide a link between the external aerody-
namics of the vehicle and the internal fluid dy-
namics of its powerplant. It is flows such as
these with which internal computational fluid dy-
namics (CFD) is concerned.
Computational fluid dynamics is emerging as a
vitally important tool in the design and develop-
ment of aerospace propulsion systems. It is a tool
that is being used extensively at present, and its
continued growth for these applications is assured
since it makes available to the designer and de-
velopment engineer information that can be provid-
ed in no other way. This use and potential of CFU
is demonstrated in the next section through ex-
amples taken for convenience, from the gas turbine
engine. It will be shown that efforts to obtain
realistic and quantitatively accurate simulations
are confronted primarily by two technical bar-
riers. They are: (a) the availability and afforda-
bility of the computer capacity, and (b) the ac-
curacy of the physical models that need to be in-
corporated into the CFD codes. It is anticipated
that the existence and operation of the Numerical
Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS) will help to push back
the first of these barriers and to permit the ex-
tensive code validation against benchmark experi-
mental data that eventually will generate improved
physical models and so, will push back the second
barrier.
The application of CFD techniques in the aero-
space industry has been very successful in exter-
nal aerodynamics. However, although the status of
CFD code development is equivalent, successful ap-
plication to complex internal flows as an engi-
neering tool has not yet advanced to the same de-
gree, and the engine manufacturers appear to lag
the airframe manufacturers in exploiting CFD by a
period of at least ten years. It is only in the
last five years or so when any significant use of
CFO in powerplant design and development has taken
place. However, recent progress in the area has
been rapid.
Much of the reason for the delay in the use of
CFD codes as an engineering tool in the design and
development of propulsion systems can be attribut-
ed to the considerably more difficult task asso-
ciated with calculating internal fluid flows. Many
of the physical simplifications and computational
shortcuts applicable to problems in external aero-
dynamics are just not suitable for analyzing in-
ternal aerodynamic problems. Two-dimensional po-
tential, and two and three-dimensional Euler equa-
tion CFD codes, which form the cornerstone ap-
proach for analyzing external aerodynamic flows,
are used extensively to analyze turbomachinery
flows; but in this internal application, they need
to be calibrated to account for viscosity-generat-
ed blockage and airfoi] trailing edge conditions.
Boundary layer codes and inviscid/viscous inter-
action codes are used in conjunction with the po-
tential and Euler equation solvers to determine
estimates of airfoil heat transfer and to define
regions of possible separation. However, at off-
design conditions where the inviscid/viscous in-
teractions cause separated regions, this approach
is not adequate. Parabolized Navier-Stokes codes
can be used for a class of problems provided that
regions of separated flow are very small, and
there exists no significant recirculation of flow.
There are many situations, however, where the in-
ternal aerodynamics is dominated by secondary flow
development, and such large regions of separated
flow can only be addressed through solution of the
full Navier-Stokes equations with the attendant
costs and computer demands. In almost all cases,
the enclosing geometries are extremely complex.
This is very much the case for flows in com-
bustors and dump diffusers, regions of flow on the
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endwalls near leading edges of compressor and tur- Prop-Fan nacelles. The Pratt & Whitney/Allison Gas
bine airfoils, and engine secondary flow systems Turbine/Hamilton Standard Prop-Fan propulsion sys-
such as rotating cavities and labyrinth seals.
These problems can only be addressed through the
solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations. Be-
cause the bounding geometries in internal aerody-
namic flows are invariably complex and the flow
fields are also, large numbers of grid points are
needed for adequate resolution of gradients; this
gives rise to high computing demands and the at-
tendant costs. The perceived difficulties of cal-
culating internal flows in a realistic and afford-
able manner did inhibit serious acceptance of CFD
until such time as computer developments made the
difficult task feasible. In practice, pragmatic
engineers in the propulsion field utilize whatever
solution-approach is physically adequate for their
purposes and computationally efficient.
The application of CFD codes in the propulsion
industry will be demonstrated for a variety of de-
sign problems associated with the aircraft gas
turbine engine. It will be shown that some cases
can be adequately analyzed with the relatively
simple CFD codes, while other cases require the
application of a full Navier-Stokes code. Similar
examples could also be presented for liquid rocket
motors and ramjet engines.
The authors wish to thank the Pratt & Whitney
Engineering Division of United Technologies
Corporation for permission to present this paper.
The views expressed are those of the authors.
tem is a geared counter-rotating pusher. The na-
celle (figure I) has an auxiliary air intake for
the gearbox air/oil heat exchanger. The engine ex-
haust gas exits the nacelle through discrete lobed
nozzles located upstream of the propellers. Panel
codes have proved to be quite useful in analyzing
the flow into the auxiliary air intake and around
the lobed nozzles (figure 2). Pratt & Whitney is
currently using primarily the VSAERO code (Clark,
et al, 1984). VSAERO is a second-generation panel
code that exhibits very little leakage, and is
thus well suited to problems involving combined
external/internal aerodynamics.
CURRENT APPLICATION OF CFD CODES
Figure I Arrangement of P&W/AGT/HS Pusher Prop-
Fan
In order to illustrate the current state of
the art, various applications are presented under
the headings of specific CFD code types.
LOBED NOZZLE WITH FAIRING
MACH 0.76
Potential Flow Codes
Since the mid-1970s, subsonic and transonic
potential-flow codes have been widely used at
Pratt & Whitney to analyze two-dimensional com-
pressor or turbine airfoil cascades, and axisym-
metric inlet flow fields. In the last five years,
there has been an increasing shift toward three-
dimensional flow analyses.
One area in which three-dimensional potential
methods are extensively used is nacelle aerodynam-
ics. Nacelle-related problems, such as the design
of inlets and nozzles, involve a combination of
external and internal aerodynamics. Since the ex-
ternal flow about the nacelle is essentially irro-
tational, the potential-flow approximation is val-
id for many of these problems. It is particularly
applicable to the aerodynamic analysis of inlets
and fan cowls on turbofan engine installations for
subsonic transport aircraft. (It is not a very
good approximation of the physics of nozzle flow
fields, however, because of the rotational engine
exhaust flow, strong shocks, and turbulent shear
layers typical of nozzles at high pressure ratio.)
Panel methods have seen extensive use in the
airframe industry for a number of years. They have
been used at Pratt & Whitney to obtain potential
solutions for the flow about complex geometries
such as the installed turbofan nacelle (Lord and
Zysman, 1986). Most recently, they have been ap-
plied to the aerodynamic design and analysis of
Figure 2 Distributions of Mach Numbers Over Lobed
Nozzle of Pusher Prop-Fan - Panel Method
(Original in Color)
The significant advantage of panel codes, of
course, is that they do not require an off-body
computational grid. They can handle completely ar-
bitrary geometries, as opposed to finite-differ-
ence or finite-volume solvers for which the grids
and boundary conditions are typically set up for a
specific component. The computer storage and pro-
cessor time requirements for panel codes are rela-
tively modest, well within the capacity of current
machines. One major drawback is that current
panel-method solutions are strictly valid only in
the subsonic, and not in the transonic, flow re-
gime.
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Euler Equation Flow Codes
Three-dimensional potential methods are not
generally applicable to propulsion system internal
flows because of rotational effects (e.g., span-
wise total temperature and total pressure pro-
files). This fact helps to explain the intensive
development effort at Pratt & Whitney of three-
dimensional (3-D) Euler methods for fan/compressor
and turbine aerodynamics.
Euler equation codes are being applied to the
design and analysis of all the major components of
the gas turbine engine with the exception of the
combustor. The particular version used at Pratt &
Whitney is that developed by Ni (1982). With good
input/output subroutines, and the incorporation of
multi-grid methods to speed-up the calculation,
the Ni Euler-equation solver is extensively used
by the engineer as just another design tool. The
Euler code is principally used to determine the
surface loading distributions on airfoils, end-
walls and nacelles. It is also used, however, in
conjunction with 2-D and 3-D boundary layer an-
alyses to identify potential separated flow re-
gions and high heat load regions in turbine air-
foil passages.
The code was initially developed in two-dimen-
sional form to calculate the blade-to-blade pres-
sure distributions in turbine and compressor air-
foils. Its main advantage over potential flow
codes is that it can be applied well into the
transonic flow regime. The code was extended to
three-dimensional steady flow for application to
turbine airfoil passage flows. In addition, be-
cause of the relatively small viscous/inviscid in-
teractions that occur in a well-designed turbine
airfoil passage away from endwalls, the code has
proved to be an excellent tool for predicting air-
foil loadings as a function of span for a variety
of three-dimensional turbine designs.
The Ni code demonstrated early that problems
in existing highly loaded airfoil designs could be
avoided by changing the airfoil section stacking
and also the sections to obtain improved pressure
distributions. In this way, local diffusing re-
gions could be avoided, and as a consequence, im-
proved performance invariably was achieved. Some
examples of this are presented in an American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics paper by
Huber, et al (1985).
One of the biggest problems in applying a
three-dimensional Euler solver to the design of
turbomachinery airfoils is the definition of the
upstream and downstream boundary conditions for
each airfoil row. An approach adopted to overcome
this problem was to develop a multi-stage calcula-
tion procedure, where the upstream boundary condi-
tion is defined ahead of the first vane and the
downstream boundary condition is defined behind
the last blade row. Interface planes between ad-
jacent blade rows are defined, and flow conditions
at these planes are calculated as part of the so-
lution. Implementation of this approach, however,
requires that certain simplifying assumptions be
made. Since the flow in actual turbines is highly
unsteady, and because invariably, for dynamic
structural reasons, the number of airfoils in
neighboring rows is different, the flow field at
the interface planes has to be circumferentially
averaged before transmitting the information to
the calculation of the neighboring airfoil row
which, of course, is in a different frame of ref-
erence. In principle, the calculation procedure
could be set up to include an integral number of
neighboring blades and vanes; and the Euler code,
being a time-marching scheme, could handle the un-
steady boundary conditions at the interface plane
due to the need to change from stationary to mov-
ing frames of reference between vanes and blades
and vice versa. However, the current state of the
art of computers does not allow mesh densities
that would be sufficiently large to accurately
capture the flow. It should be emphasized, how-
ever, that the relatively high levels of turbine
performance have been obtained with time-averaged
data and based on the demonstrated accuracy of
predicting "mean" pressure distributions and flow
angles. As such, the multi-stage analysis with
circumferentially averaged interface plane condi-
tions has provided a significant step in simulat-
ing the mean flow effects for three-dimensional,
rotational flow fields in turbines.
Figure 3 shows a view of a typical two-stage
high pressure turbine computational mesh. There
are a total of four airfoil rows contained within
the computational domain (i.e., two vanes and two
blades). The lines formed by adjacent airfoil row
mesh planes are the "interface" boundaries that
subdivide the computational domain into four sec-
tors. The three-dimensional flow solution for the
resultant multisector problem is determined by ap-
plying the code to all the sectors and imposing an
interior flow boundary condition to the interface
mesh points at each time iteration step. The far-
field boundary conditions for this multistage com-
putational procedure then become the first vane
upstream conditions and the second blade down-
stream conditions.
D
SAMPLE COMPUTATIONAL MESH
Figure 3 Computational Mesh for Turbine Vane/
Blade Rows
Several calculations of two-stage turbines
have demonstrated the accuracy of predicting air-
foil and endwall pressure distributions and exit
flow angles from each airfoil row. In order to
achieve this accuracy, the secondary flow within
the passages needs to be reasonably well repre-
sented. Figure 4 illustrates the predicted vortex
structure that can exist in the first blade de-
pending on the flow field exiting the first vane.
Such secondary flow can have a large effect on the
flow angles exiting the blade row.
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PRESSURE SIDE SUCTION SIDE TIP
Figure 4 Predicted Secondary Flows in First Blade
Passage - Euler Code
As the capacity of computers increases, multi-
stage Euler codes will be extended to simulate in-
viscid unsteady vane/blade interaction flows, and
viscous terms will be added to the governing equa-
tions so that first order viscous effects will be
simulated in the calculations.
The Ni Euler code has also been used to com-
pute the inviscid flow about inlets at angle of
attack. In this case, a uniform static pressure
boundary condition is applied at an internal sta-
tion at or just downstream of the actual fan-face
station. At low inlet air flows, the flow is isen-
tropic and the relationship between the captured
mass flow and the fan-face static pressure may be
calculated directly from the one-dimensional isen-
tropic relations. At flow approaching the maximum
inlet air flow capacity, however, strong internal
shocks can occur, particularly at high angle of
attack (figure 5). In the case of nonisentropic
flow, a static pressure boundary condition is
specified; but the corresponding actual inlet mass
flow must be obtained from the computed solution
by integration of mass flux across an internal
control surface. A mass-averaged inlet total pres-
sure loss (shock loss) is also obtained by inte-
gration of entropy flux across the control sur-
face. It should be noted that accurate prediction
of shock loss requires an Euler algorithm in which
artificial dissipation effects, which lead to
spurious numerical total pressure loss, are mini-
mized.
Figure 5 Mach Number Contours for Engine Inlet
Showing Shock Formation - Euler Code
Parameters of interest from a design stand-
point at high inlet air flow are inlet total pres-
sure recovery and maximum inlet flow capacity. In-
let recoveries can be crudely estimated by simply
adding the shock loss from the Euler calculation
to the boundary-layer loss obtained from a sepa-
rate strip boundary-layer calculation. A comparis-
on with model test data (figure 6) indicates that
recovery levels are fairly well predicted and that
the maximum air flow capacity, due to choking at
the inlet throat, is predicted quite accurately.
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Figure 6 Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Inlet Pressure Recoveries - Euler Code
Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) Codes
The Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) approach
has been applied to both subsonic and supersonic/
hypersonic flow fields. At Pratt & Whitney, the
emphasis has been on development of a PNS code for
subsonic internal flows in three-dimensional ducts
of arbitrary cross section and curved centerline.
A development version of this code is currently
undergoing extensive calibration. The expected ap-
plications include fan ducts in turbofan nacelles,
the radially-offset exhaust duct for the lobed
nozzle in the Prop-Fan nacelle, the circular-to-
rectangular transition duct in military two-dimen-
sional nozzle exhaust systems, and several compo-
nents in the Space Shuttle Main Engine.
In the PNS formulation, upwind differencing is
used for transport variables, streamwise diffusion
terms are neglected, and the streamwise pressure
gradient is prespecified. In the case of the Pratt
& Whitney PNS code, global elliptic effects are
incorporated through use of a coarse-grid Euler
solution; i.e., it is this solution that provides
the background pressure gradients. The reduced set
of PNS equations allows streamwise marching of
planes of data in space, as opposed to time march-
ing of three-dimensional data blocks for a full
Navier-Stokes solver. This results in an order-of-
magnitude reduction in both computer core memory
and central processing unit (CPU) time require-
ments.
The PNS code has been applied to a well-known
example case, the Boeing 727 center-engine S-duct
inlet (Kunz and Rhie 1986). The computational grid
and a comparison of the Euler and PNS pressure
distribution with experimental results from model
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t e s t  (Ting, e t  a l ,  1975) a r e  shown on f i g u r e  7. 
The p ressu re  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  a re  here  expressed i n  
terms o f  an e q u i v a l e n t  Mach number based on up- 
s t ream t o t a l  p ressure .  The i n v i s c i d  E u l e r  s o l u t i o n  
agrees w e l l  w i t h  t h e  d a t a  over  t h e  fo rward  p o r t i o n  
o f  t h e  d u c t  b u t  underp red ic t s  t h e  Mach number lev- 
e l s  i n  t h e  a f t  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  duct.  Th i s  i s  as ex- 
pected; t h e  boundary 1 ayer b u i  I d s  up w i t h  d is tance 
down t h e  duc t  and t h e  displacement e f f e c t  o f  the 
boundary l a y e r  r a i s e s  t h e  l o c a l  Mach number lev -  
e l s .  The PNS code v i scous  s o l u t i o n  r e f l e c t s  the 
boundary-1 ayer displacement e f f e c t  and g i ves  bet- 
t e r  agreement w i t h  t h e  da ta  i n  t h e  a f t  p o r t i o n  o f  
t h e  duct.  
--- EULERCODE(52 x 16 x 11 GRID) - 
R r - PNS CODE (52 x 23 x 23 GRID) -
m 0 EXPERIMENT I 0.7 - 
3 z 
V 
$2 0.3 
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 200 320 360 400 
AXIAL DISTANCE 
SECONDARY FLOW 
AT EXIT PLANE 
F i g u r e  7 C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  8727 Center-Engine S-Duct 
I n l e t  Showing Secondary Flow Uevelopment 
- PNS Code 
The p r e d i c t e d  secondary f l o w  p a t t e r n  a t  the 
e x i t  p lane  i s  a l s o  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  f i g u r e  7. The 
c ross-channe l  p ressu re  g r a d i e n t  induced by  the  
second bend d r i v e s  a c i r c u m f e r e n t i a l  f l o w  i n  the 
boundary l a y e r  toward t h e  t o p  o f  t he  duc t .  A much 
sma l le r  r e g i o n  o f  secondary c i r c u l a t i o n  i s  evident 
a t  t he  bo t tom o f  t h e  e x i t  p lane  c ross  sec t ion ;  
t h i s  i s  t h e  remnant o f  t h e  secondary f l o w  induced 
by t h e  f i r s t  bend i n  t h e  duct.  I t  shows up on a 
t o t a l  p ressu re  contour  as a r e g i o n  o f  h i g h  loss .  
Nav ie r -S tokes  Codes 
Flows w i t h  dominat ing  r e c i r c u l a t i o n  demand 
s o l u t i o n  of t h e  f u l l  Navier-Stokes equat ions.  Ex- 
amples o f  such f l o w s  a re  r o t a t i n g  c a v i t i e s ,  l aby -  
r i n t h  sea ls  and combustion chambers. Two examples 
o f  such f l o w s  a r e  presented. 
Most p r a c t i c a l  i n t e r n a l  f l u i d  f l o w s  o f  i n t e r -  
e s t  a r e  t u r b u l e n t .  Th is  i s  u s u a l l y  d e a l t  w i t h  
th rough  a s imp le  tu rbu lence  management s t r a t e g y  i n  
which t h e  Navier-Stokes equat ions  a re  w r i t t e n  i n  
Reynolds-averaged o r  Favre-averaged ( d e n s i t y -  
we igh ted)  fo rm and a r e  so lved as a s t a t i o n a r y  
f l o w .  The t u r b u l e n t  f l u x e s  i n t roduced  i n t o  t h e  
equat ions  by t h e  averag ing  a re  represented  th rough  
t h e  eddy v i s c o s i t y  hypo thes i s  and g r a d i e n t  d i f f u -  
s ion .  Turbulence model ing i s  used t o  f i n d  r e l a -  
t i o n s h i p s  f o r  t h e  eddy v i s c o s i t y .  Th i s  model ing 
may be a p p r o p r i a t e  f o r  bo th  h i g h  and low t u r b u -  
lence Reynolds numbers, o r  a h i g h  Reynolds number 
model may be used t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t u r b u l e n t  w a l l  
f u n c t i o n s  f o r  t h e  near -wa l l  reg ion .  For  v a r i a b l e  
d e n s i t y  and c h e m i c a l l y  r e a c t i n g  f lows,  t h e  energy 
equa t ion  and spec ies  t r a n s p o r t  equat ions  a r e  i n -  
c luded. The p a r t i a l  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions  a r e  a r -  
ranged i n t o  a genera l  f o rm t h a t  c o n s i s t s  o f  con- 
v e c t i o n  and d i f f u s i o n  terms, and source  terms de- 
s c r i b i n g  t h e  genera t i on  and d i s s i p a t i o n  o f  t h e  de- 
pendent v a r i a b l e .  A heat  r e l e a s e  r a t e  exp ress ion  
i s  p rov ided  f o r  r e a c t i n g  f l ows .  F i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c -  
i n g  i s  used t o  d i s c r e t i z e  t h e  equat ions .  S ince  
p ressu re  does n o t  appear d i r e c t l y  i n  t h e  momentum 
equat ions  o r  t h e  c o n t i n u i t y  equat ions  b u t  i s  a de- 
pendent v a r i a b l e  nonetheless,  an a l g o r i t h m  i s  used 
t o  o b t a i n  a p ressu re  f i e l d  and c o r r e c t  t h e  v e l o c i -  
t y  f i e l d  i n  such a manner t h a t  t h e  c o n t i n u i t y  and 
momentum equat ions  a r e  s imu l taneous ly  s a t i s f i e d .  
An i m p l i c i t  s o l u t i o n  a l g o r i t h m  i s  used, w i t h  t h e  
i n i t i a l  guesses f o r  t h e  f i e l d  v a r i a b l e s  be ing  
i t e r a t i v e l y  updated u n t i  1 convergence i s  reached 
(Sturgess, 1983). The l i q u i d  f u e l  i s  accounted f o r  
t h rough  a Lagrangian spray model t h a t  i s  coup led  
w i t h  t h e  E u l e r i a n  gas f l o w  f i e l d  th rough  a pa r -  
t i c l e - s o u r c e - i n - c e l l  techn ique (Sturgess, e t  a l ,  
1985b). 
P a r t  o f  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  o f  p r e s e n t i n g  i n t e r n a l  
f l o w s  i s  t h a t  t h e y  a r e  t o t a l l y  enclosed. I n  add i -  
t i o n ,  t h e  e n c l o s i n g  geometry can be ex t remely  com- 
p lex .  The combust ion chamber o f  t h e  gas t u r b i n e  
eng ine  i s  one such component; t h i s  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  
on f i g u r e  8 which i s  a v iew o t  an annu lar  combus- 
t o r  p resented  f rom an i n t e r i o r  pe rspec t i ve .  A l -  
though t h e  f l o w  can be cons iaered as p e r i o d i c  
about f u e l  i n j e c t o r s ,  i t  may be apprec ia ted  t h a t  
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  many streams ( f i l m  c o o l i n g  a i r ,  
combust ion a i r  j e t s ,  d i l u t i o n  a i r  j e t s ,  dome c o o l -  
i n g  a i r ,  s w i r l e r  a i r ,  and l i q u i d  f u e l ) ,  e n t e r i n g  
t h e  computa t iona l  domain, as w e l l  as t h e  bas i c  
bounding geomet r i ca l  con tours ,  demand a l a r g e  com- 
p u t e r  resource. Even when reduced t o  a r e p e a t i n g  
segment, t h e  combustor geometry p r e s e n t l y  has t o  
be g r e a t l y  s i m p l i f i e d ,  an example o f  which i s  
g i ven  i n  f i g u r e  9. 
C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  s i m p l i f i e d  combustor o f  
f i g u r e  9 y i e l d s  a tremendous amount o f  u s e f u l  i n -  
f o r m a t i o n  concern ing  t h e  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  r e a c t i n g  
f l o w  conta ined t h e r e i n .  F i g u r e  10 g i v e s  an i s o -  
therm contour  p l o t  a t  a c ross -sec t i on  i n  t h e  dome 
and shows d e t a i l s  o f  t he  f i l m  coo l i ng ,  t h e  dome 
c o o l i n g  assoc ia ted  w i t h  t h e  hea tsh ie ld ,  and t h e  
r e s u l t s  o f  l o c a l  a i r  admission arcund t h e  f u e l  i n -  
j e c t o r .  Note t h a t  t h e  tempera ture  f i e l d  i s  n o t  
symmetric about t h e  axisymmetr ic f u e l  i n j e c t o r  and 
h e a t s h i e l d  geometr ies;  t h i s  i s  due t o  t h e  s w i r l i n g  
a i r  i n t r o d u c e d  by the a i r b l a s t  f u e l  i n j e c t o r .  An 
a d d i t i o n a l  c ross-sec t ion  i s  con ta ined i n  f i g u r e  
11. T h i s  s e c t i o n  i s  taken a t  a p lane  th rough  t h e  
second row o f  a i r - a d d i t i o n  p o r t s .  S t r e a k l i n e s  a re  
p rov ided  as motion-cues and a re  c o l o r e d  w i t h  t h e  
a p p r o p r i a t e  c o l o r  f o r  t h e  l o c a l  tempera ture  f i e l d .  
The complex charac ter  o f  t h e  f l o w  f i e l d  can be 
apprec i ated . 
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F i g u r e  11 demonstrates t h e  dominant c h a r a c t e r -  
i s t i c  o f  combustor f l ows ,  i.e., t h e y  a r e  w h o l l y  
e l l i p t i c .  Th is  i s  bes t  i l l u s t r a t e a  by means o f  an- 
imated s t r e a k l i n e s ,  o f  which f i g u r e  12 i s  a 
" s t i l l "  render ing .  
F i g u r e  12 I s o m e t r i c  P r o j e c t i o n  o f  "Frozen" 
Animated S t r e a k l i n e s  i n  a Model Pr imary  
Zone ( O r i g i n a l  i n  C o l o r )  
C a l c u l a t i o n s  i n  t h e  combustor such as those 
shown a re  most u s e f u l  t o  understand t h e  f l o w  pro-  
cesses, f o r  de te rm in ing  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  ho t - spo ts  on 
t h e  c o n f i n i n g  l i n e r s  and dome (Sturgess, 1980), 
and i n  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  geomet r ic  changes t o  develop 
t h e  o u t l e t  tempera ture  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  Th is  i s  a l l  
done by  d i r e c t l y  v iew ing  t h e  r e a c t i n g ,  hot-gas 
f l o w  f i e l d ,  r a t h e r  than  by  measuring i t s  e f f e c t s  
on t h e  c o n f i n i n g  boundar ies  and then  p o s t u l a t i n g  a 
f i e l d  wh ich  i s  t o  be m o d i f i e o  i n  some way. 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s  shown were performed w i t h  a 
Car tes ian  c o o r d i n a t e  system on a 50 x 40 x 41 
g r i d ,  r e q u i r i n g  a s to rage  o f  30 megabytes and 
about 1 1  CPU hours on an I B M  3090 ( f a s t  s c a l a r )  
computer t o  reach a somewhat a r b i t r a r y  convergence 
l e v e l  o f  5 pe rcen t  ( r e s i d u a l  source sum). A t  t h i s  
l e v e l ,  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  combustor i s  inade- 
quate, and c a l c u l a t i o n s  a t  t h e  200 megabyte l e v e l  
a re  be ing  exp lo red ,  a l t hough  i t  i s  es t imated  t h a t  
300 megabytes m igh t  be necessary f o r  adequate 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  g e m e t r y  and r e s o l u t i o n  o f  
t h e  f l o w  g r a d i e n t s .  The s o l u t i o n s  c u r r e n t l y  ob- 
t a i n e d  cannot be cons idered t o  be gr id - independ-  
en t .  Thus, when c a l c u l a t i o n s  l i k e  t h i s  a re  used 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
for parametric diagnostic studies, all variations
contemplated must be calculated on the same grid;
this necessitates very careful thought and ad-
vanced planning in establishing the initial grid.
The accuracy of combustor simulations is being
determined at present not by the numerics or the
physical modeling but by computer capacity and the
cost of solution.
Prepared originally for the combustion cham-
ber, the availability of a general Navier-Stokes
code written in modular form containing a suite of
switchable physical models and an arbitrary geome-
try capability, enables application to be made to
internal flows with recirculation that arise in
many areas of the gas turbine engine, including
secondary systems as well as the main gas path. An
example of such an important secondary system is
the internal cooling of turbine aerofoils where
there is a need to understand and predict the ef-
fects of rotation on local neat transfer and pres-
sure loss, especially for blades that have multi-
pass coolant passages. Accurate calculation of
these quantities is very important as it can lead
to an improvement in the reliability of predicting
turbine airfoil temperatures and, ultimately,
blade life. Accurate estimates of temperature and
life permit available cooling air to be used most
effectively and reduces its negative impact on
turbine performance.
In order to demonstrate the potential for
this, a simplified geometry of a blade passage was
calculated, as shown on figure 13 (Sturgess and
Datta, 1987). It consisted of a single outflow leg
and an inflow leg. The grid was a coarse 33 x 11 x
5, and these demonstration calculations were not
considered to be grid independent, and the resolu-
tion is low. For the baseline calculation of 600
RPM, the Reynolds number was 30,000 and the Rossby
number was 0.174; the passage aspect ratio was
unity and its length-to-width ratio was 12.
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Figure 13 Schematic of Simulated Turbine Blade
Coolant Passage
Figure 14 gives the flow field development
along the passages at 600 RPM and at the two
cross-sections shown in figure 13 for several
rotational speeds. The flow visualization tech-
nique is by streaklines, and results for four
rotational speeds of O, 60, 600 and 1900 RPM are
presented. The development of secondary flows due
to the influence of Coriolis forces can be seen.
In the outflow (away from the axis of rotation)
leg of the passage, a pair of counter-rotating
vortices develop. The vortex centers are shifted
slightly from the centerlines of the leg towards
the pressure side, but the size and strengths of
the vortices are about equal. As the vortex pair
enters the turn, their rotational velocity is
overcome, and the flow changes direction as mass
is forced to the pressure side of the turn. The
flow entering the passage inflow leg from the turn
is therefore forced into a right-angled corner. As
it escapes from the corner to begin flowing down
tile inflow leg (towards the axis of rotation), the
air has no choice other than to establish a single
vortex. The action of the turn is thus to coalesce
the vortex pair formed by Coriolis forces into a
single vortex completely filling the passage in-
flow leg. Other sections of the passage show that
the the double vortex structure of the original
system begins to reestablish itself as the flow
proceeds down the inflow leg towards the axis of
rotation, although initially this vortex pair is
not symmetrical, of course. The flow behavior ob-
served is intuitively correct.
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Figure 14 Flow Visualization in Simulated Coolant
Passage for a Range of Rotational
Speeds - NS Code
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Although the code can give adequate quantita-
tive accuracy in three-dimensional rotating pas-
sages of very simple geometry, as was established
by subsequent calculations (Sturgess and Datta,
1987), the geometries of practical interest re-
quire more computer capacity than is currently
available. For example, the use of trip-strips in
the passages to enhance heat transfer requires
that the induced disruption of the laminar sub-
layer in between strips be both calculated and re-
solved in detail. Such a calculation demands the
use of appropriate low Reynolds number turbulence
models and many grid lines adjacent to the walls.
Again, progress is limited by the available com-
puter facility.
FUTURE DIRECTION
It has been shown by way of example, how cur-
rent CFD codes are being used in the design and
development of aerospace propulsion systems. In
conjunction with highly refined design criteria,
advanced materials and advanced manufacturing
technology, gas turbine component performances
have progressively increased so that the thrust
specific fuel consumption (TSFC) of commercial and
transport gas turbines has been reduced at a rate
better than I% per year over the past two decades
(figure 15). Also shown in figure 15 is that, with
the introduction of advanced propulsion concepts
like the Prop-Fan or the ducted fan, the potential
for continued significant TSFC reductions will
continue. Improved modeling of the gas path flows
using the developing CFD codes in the new propul-
sion systems and in advanced versions of existing
gas turbine engines will play an important role in
achieving the full potential of these propulsion
systems.
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Figure 15 Improvement in Gas Turbine Engine Fuel
Consumption with Time
For military gas turbine engines, high thrust-
to-weight ratio and specific thrust are major re-
quirements. Figure 16 shows the improvements in
thrust-to-weight ratio that have been made in re-
cent years, and also a projection of what is re-
quired in the future. It can be seen that the rate
of improvement over the next 15 years must be
about twice the current rate. It has been identi-
fied that approximately half of the improvements
can be achieved with advanced materials, and the
other half needs to be achieved by improved com-
ponent efficiencies and by reducing the air "leak-
age" from the propulsion stream. Once again ad-
vanced CFD codes will be needed to achieve the
necessary component performance goals and to en-
sure that as much as is possible of the air enter-
ing the engine goes to generate useful thrust.
The successful applications of CFD codes ob-
tained to date should not give rise to compla-
cency. To the contrary, if the aggressive military
and commercial goals needed to keep this nation
competitive with outside threats are to be met,
then significant advances in the development and
application of CFD codes will need to be made. Two
major limitations exist that currently are imped-
ing further progress in the development and use of
CFD codes. They are: the inadequacy of physical
models that need to be incorporated in order to
simulate realistic engine flow fields, and the
limitations in computer capability associated with
speed, memory capacity and cost of calculation.
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Figure 16 Increase in Engine Thrust to Weight
Ratio with Time
The first and perhaps the most obvious defi-
ciency in current CFD codes is the lack of realis-
tic physical models. Empirical data from many dif-
ferent types of test are used to calibrate the
codes for application to gas turbine design. For
example, in turbomachinery flows, surface shear
forces and trailing edge conditions are establish-
ed in order to obtain the required accuracy in
predicting airfoil loadings, air angles and weight
flow. Turbulence models that are necessary to pro-
vide closure to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations have evolved to the point where
relatively simple flows can be simulated, but they
are insufficient to be used as a reliable means
for predicting airfoil loss and heat transfer. For
the reasonably near future, it seems unlikely that
the complex flows in airfoil boundary layers and
in free shear flows will be calculable. Thus, if
CFD codes are to be used in the future to optimize
on minimum loss or heat transfer, a large input
from key experiments will be required. Similarly,
the interactions between turbulence and heat re-
lease in the combustor are not well understood and
can only be modeled in crude fashion, for which
empirical input is required. The problems in gen-
erating these data are twofold: what are the key
experiments to be performed that are needed to de-
velop codes which can be applied to flows in an
engine environment, and how will the large number
of these experiments be funded? Attempts at an-
swering these questions are beyond the scope of
this paper, but they need to be addressed by all
who are in the business of developing and applying
CFD codes.
No discussion of the limitations of physical
modeling can omit the fact that almost all of the
CFD codes used in gas turbine design are steady,
and that the so-called Navier-Stokes codes usually
do not solve the Navier-Stokes equations, but em-
ploy a statistical turbulence management strategy
and solve the time-averaged Reynolds or Favre
equations. Yet, of course, the flow in most gas
turbine components is highly unsteady. In fact, it
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is quite remarkable that so much progress in cal-
culating component flows has been made without
considering unsteadiness as a first order factor.
Again, using an example from turbomachinery flows,
the flow in a specific turbine or compressor air-
foil passage is very much dependent on the flow
field exiting the upstream airfoil row. As dis-
cussed in the section on Euler codes, because the
upstream row is moving relative to the specific
airfoil passage in question, the flow field from
the upstream row currently is pitchwise averaged
and the flow is assumed steady and circumferen-
tially constant as it enters the airfoil passage
that is being analyzed. From the work of Sharma,
et al (1985) it can be shown that this simplifica-
tion results in the suppression of vorticity en-
tering the airfoil passage. Since the function of
the airfoil passage is to turn the flow (and the
turning angle can be over 100 degrees for tur-
bines), the redistribution of the entering vorti-
city is instrumental in determining the exit flow
angles. Thus, if much of the inflow-vorticity is
suppressed, it is not possible to obtain reliable
exit flow predictions from an essentially steady
CFD code. Similarly, in the combustor, the current
calculation of the distribution of fuel across the
reaction zone depends on the trajectories of the
fuel droplets (which should include the effects of
turbulent dispersion of the droplets and modula-
tion of the gas-phase turbulence by the presence
of the droplets) and the assumption of gradient
diffusion. However, observations of the flow pat-
terns in combustor primary zones show that nonsta-
tionary effects can be dominant. Thus, the actual
mixing of fuel and air is largely by processes
that are not accounted for in the calculation pro-
cedure which solves time-averaged equations. One
solution to these problems is to develop unsteady
three-dimensional CFD codes, and starts have been
made in this direction. Such codes introduce such
a level of complexity and calculation cost, how-
ever, that it is unlikely that unsteady codes will
be used significantly in the design of gas turbine
components for several years (Sturgess, 1984).
The other significant limitation in developing
and applying CFD codes is the current state of the
art of computer hardware. In gas turbines, the
geometries and the flow fields are highly complex;
thus, large numbers of grid points are desired by
the code developers in order to predict the flow
field with the accuracy required by the designer.
The designer also wants to obtain answers fast,
make some changes and re-run the code until appro-
priate design criteria are met. Since designs are
generated within a given budget, the designer also
wants the cost of each run to be reasonable in or-
der to stay within that budget. The code developer
of course also wants inexpensive and fast comput-
ing capability so that the parametric studies nec-
essary for calibrating the code for a wide range
of geometries and flow conditions can be conduct-
ed. Many papers in the literature have realistic-
ally assessed the computer hardware needs for the
future, e.g., Sturgess (1985a) for the combustor,
and the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS) has
a well-established program in place to meet many
of these needs. Within this context, emphasis must
be placed on re-configuring CFD codes to be opti-
mally efficient on vector and parallel-processing
computer architectures. Emphasis must also be
placed on exploiting such techniques as adaptive
grid procedures to reduce as much as possible, the
computer resources needed for solution of a spe-
cific problem.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been shown that internal flows for
aerospace propulsion are now being extensively
calculated in the industry as part of the design
and development procedure of engine components.
Although the illustrative examples presented have
been taken exclusively from the gas turbine en-
gine, this is so for ramjets, scramjets and
liquid-fueled rocket motors also. A variety of
codes is used, and the physics embodied in these
codes range from potential flow to the Navier-
Stokes equations. Selection of the appropriate
code depends on the component flow required to be
calculated and on the objectives required of the
calculation. The codes are currently making a use-
ful and important contribution to achieving the
required performances of the various engines.
While the utility of the current generation of
codes cannot be denied, there are some limitations
to the accuracy of the calculations produced, and
these were briefly touched upon. These limitations
can be succinctly described as: (I) lack of physi-
cal realism in the modeling, and (2) restraints
imposed by available computer resources.
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulator (NAS) rep-
resents a great resource with immense potential
for assisting with the calculation of internal
flows in aerospace propulsion engines of all
types. It is an opportunity for the present bar-
riers to accuracy in such calculations to be over-
come. The NAS, because of its high speed and large
storage capacity, can be used as an experimental
wind tunnel, or in the present circumstances, as
an experimental engine component. In this role, it
can be used to make calculations that are free
from computer-resource limitations; therefore, it
can be used to improve the understanding and mod-
eling of relevant physical phenomena and to pro-
vide calibration information that is necessary for
simpler, design-oriented codes intended for regu-
lar engineering use.
For example, the tip clearance flow field is a
major contributor to loss in compressors; but be-
cause of the prohibitive number of grid points
which would be necessary to incorporate it accu-
rately in a numerical treatment of a full blade
row, it is currently represented by very crude em-
pirical modeling. The NAS would permit calculation
of the actual tip clearance flow field with suf-
ficient resolution when embedded in a full three-
dimensional representation of blade row geometry
to lead to more fundamental models.
In the case of non-stationary flows, the capa-
bilities of the NAS can permit the use of unsteady
codes for relevant cyclical periods. For turbo-
machinery applications, blade and vane row inter-
actions can be examined and methods developed to
model average flows at computational interfaces.
This information can be incorporated in steady
flow design codes, which will then more accurately
model the interaction effects. Similarly, non-sta-
tionary mixing and chemical reaction processes in
tile combustor could be accurately modeled on the
NAS facility, permitting full evaluation of the
relative magnitude of the effect of time-dependent
processes on the time-average solution.
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The examples given above suggest how the NAS
might contribute to engineering design capability.
How useful the facility actually is will depend on
the aerospace propulsion industry learning how to
exploit its capabilities to the best advantage.
Certainly, it seems apparent that the computa-
tional capacity offered by the NAS will be as nec-
essary to achieving the goals of the new engine
for the Advanced Tactical Fighter (Petty, et al,
1986) and the lightweight stoichiometric engine,
as it is to the Space Shuttle Main Engine and the
aerospace plane.
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ABSTRACT
The complexity of codes for solutions of real
aerodynamic problems has progressed from simple
two-dlmensional models to three-dimensional
inviscid and viscous models. As the algorithms
used in the codes increased in accuracy, speed and
robustness, the codes were steadily incorporated
into standard design processes. The highly
sophisticated codes, which provide solutions to
the truly complex flows, require computers with
large memory and high computational speed. The
advent of high-speed supercomputers, such that the
solutions of these complex flows become more
practical, permits the introduction of the codes
into the design system at an earlier stage. The
purpose of this paper is to present the results of
several codes which either have already been
introduced into the design process at GE-AEBG or
are rapidly in the process of becoming so. The
codes fall into the area of turbomachinery
aerodynamics and hypersonic propulsion. In the
former category, results are presented for
three-dimensional inviscid and viscous flows
through nozzle and unducted fan bladerows. In the
latter category, results are presented for
two-dimensional inviscid and viscous flows for
hypersonic vehicle forebodies and engine inlets.
INTRODUCTION
At the General Electric Aircraft Engine
Business Group (GE-AEBG), aerodynamic computer
codes have been developed over the past thirty
years to provide solutions for flows through a
large variety of turbomachinery and propulsion
systems. The capability of these codes has
progressed from providing the solutions of simple
two-dimensional inviscid meridional and blade--
to-blade flows, and viscous boundary-layer flows,
to the solutions of full three-dimensional
invlscid and viscous flows. As the algorithms
used in the codes increased in accuracy, speed,
and robustness, the codes were steadily incorpo-
rated into standard design processes. However,
the highly sophisticated codes which provide
solutions to the full complexity of three-dimen-
sional flows require computers with very large
memory and extremely high computational speed.
Therefore, it was not until the availability of
such high-speed supercomputers that the solutions
of these complex flows became more practical and
permitted the introduction of these advanced codes
into the design process at earlier and earlier
stages. The advantage of being able to utilize
these codes as design tools was one of the factors
which prompted GE to purchase its own
supercomputer, a CRAY-XMP.
The purpose of this paper is to present the
results of several such codes which either have
already become a part of the design process at
GE-AEBG or are rapidly in the process of becoming
so. The codes fall into two specific fluid
dynamic areas: turbomachinery aerodynamics and
hypersonic propulsion.
TURBOMACHINERY AERODYNAMICS
The actual flow through a turbomachinery
bladerow is exceedingly complex. It is unsteady,
compressible and viscous, producing strong three-
dimensional effects, as indicated schematically in
Figure I. When the incoming endwall boundary
layer encounters the leading edge, it rolls up to
produce a so-called horseshoe vortex, which wraps
around the leading edge. One leg of this vortex
is convected along the suction surface. The other
leg is convected across the passage to the suction
surface of the opposite bladerow. The boundary
layers farther along the endwalls are forced from
the pressure surfaces of the blades to the suction
surfaces by the cross-passage pressure gradients.
They are deflected in the spanwise direction and
roll up into a passage vortex. Similarly, when
the endwall boundary layer flows into the corner
and interacts with the boundary layer on the
suction surface, corner vortices are produced.
Trailing vortices result from vortex sheets
created by a varying circulation along the blade
span and from interaction of the different
velocities over the pressure and suction
surfaces. Tip clearance flows are created when
the undeflected throughflow across the clearance
gap combines with the flow caused by the pressure
difference between pressure and suction surfaces.
The relative motion between a blade and the casing
boundary layer result in scraping and skewing
effects. Finally, blade wakes produce viscous
mixing after the trailing edges.
Efficient design of turbomachinery bladerows,
especially in the transonic regime, requires
accurate evaluation of these phenomena. The
aerodynamic design starts with a two-dimensional
circumferentlally averaged solution in which the
flow path is defined and the bladerows are
modelled in terms of blade loadings, losses, and
thickness distributions. This is followed by
two-dlmensional blade-to-blade analyses at several
spanwise locations in order to design custom-
tailored airfoil shapes that will produce the
desired circumferentially averaged flow field.
Additional analyses account for secondary flow
effects. The blade shapes obtained are then
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evaluated by means of a three-dimensional code,
which provides a single unified solution for the
design. Modifications to the blade shapes and
flow path can then be made on the basis of
additional three-dimensional solutions to achieve
the final design of the bladerow.
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Figure I. Complex Flow Phenomena in Turbo-
machinery.
Inviscid 3-D Nozzle Flow
A great deal of useful design information
about the structure and general characteristics of
turbomachinery flows can be obtained from
three-dimensional inviscid analyses. The inviscid
flow determines the pressure distributions on the
blade surfaces, except for regions of local flow
separation, and can be used to evaluate many of
the features of the secondary flows produced in
the bladerow passage. Therefore, the final design
of conventional bladerows are now carried out with
the use of a three-dimenslonal inviscid Euler
Code, EULER3D, developed by Dr. D. G. Holmes I at
the GE Research and Development Center (GE-R&DC).
The algorithm used in that code is based on a
scheme developed by Jameson, et al. 2 The Euler
equations are discretized in space using a
straightforward flnite-volume scheme that is
equivalent to central spatial differencing on a
regular, rectangular grid. The discretlzed
equations are marched forward in time to a steady
state using an explicit, four-step, Runge-Kutta
scheme. Some smoothing is needed to suppress
wiggles and to capture shocks. Both smoothing
tasks are fulfilled by a blend of second and
forth-order smoothing.
The following results, taken from Reference 3,
present the flow through the first-stage nozzle of
a low-pressure turbine with non-cylindrical
endwalls, for which experimental data was
available in the form of traverses of total
pressure just downstream of the trailing edge.
Due to the long passage between the upstream
high-pressure turbine and the low-pressure
turbine, relatively thick boundary layers were
present at the nozzle entrance, as indicated by
total-pressure traverses taken there. To
investigate the secondary flows produced in the
nozzle by these thick boundary layers, an inlet
profile of total pressure, based on the measured
data, was specified for the computation. The
three _lmenslonal grid used had 66825 nodes, 25 in
the t ntial, 33 in the radial, and 81 in the
axial directions, Figure 2. A three-dimensional
representation of the nozzle passage is shown in
Figure 3. A completely converged solution
requiring approximately 900 iterations could be
obtained in 9 hours on an IBM Model 3080, or in
approximately 15 minutes on a CRAY-XMP. A
solution sufficiently converged for design
purposes could be obtained in half that time.
Figure 2. Grid for Inviscid Nozzle Flow Com-
putation.
Figure 3. Grid Representation of Nozzle Bladerow.
The formation of the secondary flow is shown
by the streamline traces on the casing endwall and
blade surfaces, Figures 4 through 6. On the
casing endwall, the flow is swept toward the
suction surface by the action of the cross-passage
pressure gradient on the low momentum fluid near
the endwall. The non-cyllndrlcal endwalls produce
generally radially outward flow in the entire
passage. However, superposed on this are the
radial flows due to the passage secondary flow.
On the pressure surface, the secondary radial
flows are from pltchline toward each endwall; on
the suction surface, the secondary radial flow is
toward the pitchline.
The generation of the corner vortex is shown
by tracing the location of particles in several
blade-to-blade streamsheets near the tip,
Figure 7. As the flow progresses from leading
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edge to trailing edge and downstream, the
particles near the suction surface are generally
swept radially inward, while those originating on
the pressure side are swept across the passage
along the tip.
Figure 4. Inviscid Streamlines on Nozzle Endwall.
TE
90_
Figure 7. Streamline Traces Through Nozzle
Passage.
For this bladerow, contours of exit total
pressure had been produced from experimental
data. The calculated values are compared in
Figure 8. The presence of the secondary flow
vortex is clearly demonstrated. Since the
inviscid computation has no provision for blade
boundary layers or mixing downstream of the
trailing edge, no wake effects are produced.
(Traverse Plane) _
Figure 5. Inviscid Streamlines in Nozzle Pressure
Surface
rraversePlane
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Figure 6. Inviscld Streamlines in Nozzle Suction.
Figure 8. Comparison of Computed and Measured
Contours of Total Pressure.
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Viscous 3-D Nozzle Flow
Although inviscid solutions can indicate many
of the features of real turbomachinery flows,
viscous analyses are required to evaluate local
regions of separated flows, frictional forces,
heat transfer, wake effects, etc. For most
turbomachinery appllcatlons, these phenomena must
be evaluated in environments of high Reynolds
number with thin turbulent boundary layers. This
places a large burden on the analysis in the form
of very dense grid requirements in regions of high
shear along the blade and endwall surfaces.
A three-dlmensional viscous turbomachinery
code has been developed at GE. Although the code
is not yet a part of the design system, the
availability of a supercomputer, with its
number-crunching power and memory capacity, is
accelerating the transition of the code into the
design process. The HAH code, 4 developed by
Dr, C. Hah at the GE-R&DC is a fully elliptic,
compressible, turbulent, viscous flow program
capable of calculating the three-dimenslonal flow
inside a cascade of airfoils at design and
off-design conditions. The Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations are solved together with
either an algebraic Reynolds-stress turbulence
model or a two-equation (k-c) turbulence model.
The finite-difference formulation is based on the
control-volume methodology of Patankar and
Spalding in which a pressure-correction equation
is solved along with the governing equations. The
fluid dynamic conservation equations and the
transport equations for the turbulent quantities
are solved sequentially on a staggered grid. The
highly non-linear and coupled set of equations are
solved on the grid nodes with an iterative method
of solution, using an upwind discretlzation scheme
for the convective terms.
Viscous solutions have been obtained for the
same nozzle bladerow previously described for the
EULER3D application. The results presented here
were obtained by Dr. Hah, and documented by
J. Leylek. 5 A fine grid was used, comprised of
64260 nodes, 36 in the tangentlal, 35 in the
radial, and 51 in the axial directions.
Figures 9, i0, and ii show the grid patterns in
the blade-to-blade, crossflow, and meridional
planes, respectively. The solution was obtained
on an IBM model 3080 mainframe computer, using
double precision. Starting from a uniform flow
condition, 2000 iterations were required to obtain
a converged solution. The computation took
approximately 70 hours of CPU time.
Figure 9. Blade-to-Blade Grid for 3D Viscous
Calculations.
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Figure 10. Crossplane Grid for 3D Viscous
Calculations.
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Figure ii. Meridional Grid for 3D Viscous
Calculations.
The total-pressure contour levels at 0.5
percent increments are compared to the
experimental data at the downstream measurement
plane, Figure 12, and show good qualitiative and
quantitative agreement with the data. The
existence of the loss region near the outer wall
is properly simulated in the computational
results. However, the overall predicted wake
region is larger than the measured wake. This is
due to "artificial viscosity" created by the
numerical scheme which is added to the molecular
and eddy viscosity mechanisms naturally present in
the flow field. The radial distribution of the
mass-weighted, circumferentially averaged and
normalized total pressure is compared to the
experimentally measured data in Figure 13. This
figure shows the presence and the extent of the
predicted loss region near the tip with respect to
the measured losses. The computed results do not
exhibit the rapid recovery at the tip. However,
there is excellent agreement over 85 percent of
the span, which confirms the excellent comparison
between computations and experiments seen in
Figure 12.
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Figure 19. Photograph of Flow Traces on Inner 
Endwall Surface. 
Figure 16. Photograph of Flow Traces on Aft 
Suction Surface. 
Figure 20. Photograph of Flow Traces on Outer 
Endwall Surface. 
Inviscid 3-D Unducted Fan Flow 
Propfan engines can provide much greater mass 
flows than those of modern turbofans, thus 
providing the potential for greater propulsive 
efficiency. 
aimed at establishing the technology for single- 
rotation and double-rotation propfan engines. 
Large fuel savings have been estimated for single- 
rotation propfan configurations; even greater 
savings are estimated for advanced counter- 
rotation designs. The GE Unducted Fan Engine 
(UDFTM), Figure 21, has such a counter-rotation 
design, in which the %lades rotate at the same 
speed, but in opposite directions. 
Figure 17. Streamline Pattern Near Hub Surface. 
NASA's Advanced Turboprop Program is 
Figure 18. Streamline Pattern Near Tip. Figure 21. General Electric Unducted Fan Engine. 
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Current aerodynamic design of the GE-UDFm 
follows the same general procedure as for 
conventional bladerows. described previously. 
That is, a circumferentially averaged flow field 
solution is obtained, with suitably prescribed 
chordwise and spanwise loadings, losses, and 
blockage, This is followed by two-dimensional 
blade-to-blade and secondary flow analyses to 
determine the basic blade shapes. 
propfan bladerows are then analyzed with the 
EULER3D code to produce the final design. 
EULER3D code has been modified to handle the 
far-field boundary conditions beyond the bladerow 
tips. 
The resulting 
The 
For the case of counter-rotating unducted 
fans, the design should include the interaction 
between the two bladerows. 
utilized is to analyze one bladerow in detail, 
with the effects of the other bladerow simulated 
by axisymmetric source terms in the three- 
dimensional equations. Mass sources in the 
continuity equation simulate the effects of blade 
blockage; force terms in the momentum equations 
simulate the turning in the adjacent bladerow; 
work terms in the energy equation represent the 
conservation of enthalpy simultaneously. The 
source terms are computed by performing an 
axisymmetric analysis of the flow through the 
primary and secondary bladerows. This 
axisymmetric solution is passed to the Euler 
solver as a starting solution and the Euler source 
terms are calculated as the residuals of the 
initial solution. Thus, each bladerow can be 
designed separately, assuming only that the other 
bladerow meets its design intent. Either upstream 
or downstream bladerows can be simulated in this 
manner. 
The approach presently 
Results are shown in Figures 22 and 23 for the 
EULER3D solutions of each of the bladerows of a 
counter-rotating UDFm at a flight Mach number 
of 0.72. Figure 22 presents the contours of local 
Mach number on the forward rotating bladerow. 
which include the fluid dynamic effects of the aft 
rotating bladerow. 
bladerow is indicated in the figure by the darkest 
band on the hub surface. For this solution. the 
aft bladerow is, of course, represented by 
axisymmetric source terms. ~- Similarly, Figure 23 
The location of the aft 
0.477 
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b 
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Figure 22. Contours of Local Mach Number on 
Forward UDFTn Bladerow. 
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Figure 23. 
presents the contours of local Mach number on the 
aft rotating bladerow, which include the effects 
of the forward bladerow. The location of the 
forward bladerow is indicated in that figure by 
the lightest band on the hub surface. 
supersonic Mach numbers are present in the tip 
regions of both bladerows and extend almost to the 
hub on the aft bladerow. Although the bladerows 
being simulated in these solutions are represented 
in the analysis by axisymmetric terms. the 
bladerows being analyzed produces periodic flow 
effects in the region occupied by the simulated 
bladerows. as can be faintly seen by the varying 
width of the lightest band in Figure 23. An 
indication of the computational grid used for the 
calculations is shown on the inside surfaces of 
the hub. The grid consisted of 41905 nodes, 17 in 
the tangential, 29 in the radial, and 85 in the 
axial directions. 
bladerow solution was 5 minutes on a CRAY-XIIP. 
Contours of Local Mach Number on Aft 
UDFTM Bladerow. 
High 
The computation time for each 
HYPERSONIC PROPULSION 
There has been a resurgence of interest in 
SCRAMJET technology as the feasibility of hyper- 
sonic propulsion is re-examined. 
factors that has been put forth as a key improved 
technology which can lead to successful design of 
hypersonic vehicles and engines is the avail- 
ability of new sophisticated computational codes. 
These codes will provide detailed solutions to the 
complex flow problems which must be solved. 
full Navier-Stokes equations can be solved in one 
form or another to analyze the internal and 
external flows involved. The supercomputers 
required to run these codes in an efficient manner 
are now available. An effort is underway at 
GE-AEBG to implement such codes in a suitable 
design system. The following sections illustrate 
the type of design problems involved in the design 
of engine inlets and some of the codes currently 
being actively pursued by GE-AEBG. 
Vehicle Forebody Flows 
One of the 
The 
The performance of a hypersonic propulsion 
engine is greatly dependent upon the vehicle 
forebody, since it determines the amount Of air 
captured and the efficiency of that process. The 
forebody provides a system of ramps which produce 
external shocks to compress the air prior to 
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ingestion into the engine inlet. The compression
efficiency is degraded by shock losses, wal_
shear, and heat loss. Therefore, the shock layer
properties of the forebody must be accurately
determined, including the effects of local
phenomena. Since the leading edge must have
finite bluntness, a region of subsonic/transonic
flow is produced with the attendent features of
vorticity and entropy swallowing. Along the
compression surface, there are real-gas effects,
transition of the boundary layer to turbulent
flow, with high-Mach-number effects which should
be included in the turbulence model. At the
compression corners, there is always the
possibility of boundary-layer separation. The
surface effects, of course, influence the vehicle
design. The surface heating determines the
cooling requirements, and the surface friction and
pressure contribute to the force balance.
Many codes have been, and continue to be,
developed to analyze these flows, ranging from
coupled inviscid/boundary-layer codes, to
Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) codes, to full
Navier-Stokes codes. Several of these are being
evaluated by GE-AEBG. One is the so-called SCRAMP
code, developed by SAIC. 6 This is a PNS code
which requires significantly less computer
capacity and computational time than an elliptic
code, and is therefore more advantageous as a
design tool. The code uses the linearized
implicit algorithm of Beam and Warming, the
near-wall subsonic layer treatment of Schiff and
Steger, either the Baldwin-Lomax or two equation
k-c turbulence model, and a fitted bow shock.
The upstream influence of the flow can be
accounted for by global pressure iteration. For
blunt-nosed bodies, the space-marching procedure
is initiated from a viscous shock layer solution
produced by the VSL code. 7
Some typical results from the SC_ code are
shown in Figures 24 and 25. Calculations were
made for a two-dimensional laminar flow over a
blunted double-ramp forebody at a flight Mach
number of 18. The computations were made with 75
grid points across the shock layer and took
approximately 3 minutes on the CRAY XMP. For this
case, no separation occurred at the second ramp.
Profiles of properties across the shock layer are
shown at axial locations just ahead of the second
ramp and at the entrance to the inlet. In the
figure, the profiles at point A are shown as solid
lines, with the thickness of the shock layer
indicated by the height yA. With the exception of
the viscous effects near the ramp surface, the
profiles are uniform. The profiles st point B are
shown as dashed lines. The shock layer at that
point is considerably thinner due to the
additional compression of the second ramp. Point
B is also downstream of the intersection of the
bow shock and the secondary shock produced by the
second ramp. The intersection of the two shocks
produces an expansion fan within the shock layer,
in addition to the resultant downstream shock.
This causes variations in the inviscid portions of
the shock layer near the shock. The results of
such a solution are then used to determine the
mass flow and state of the air entering the
inlet. Of particular interest for inlet design
are the variations of nKE, the kinetic energy
efficiency, shown in Figure 25.
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Engine Inlet Flows
The engine inlet provides additional compres-
sion of the air to some minimum cross-section or
throat and presents its own set of flow problems.
The cowl leading edge produces an additional bow
shock, which ultimately impinges on the ramp
surface, producing a strong shock/boundary-layer
interaction, possibly causing local separated
flow. In addition, there is the existence of the
corner flows due to the inlet sldeplates and the
possibility of local effects due to boundary-layer
bleed. The inlet solution provides knowledge of
the flow conditions at the throat and the losses
produced by the shocks and viscous effects. This
information is required for the engine cycle and
performance calculations. And, just as for the
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forebody, the surface heating determine_)_hPOOR QUALi_I_TRIAD2D code, which is currently under de-
engine cooling requirements, while the surface velopment by Dr. D.G. Holmes at GE-R&DC, utilizes
friction and pressure contribute to the force
balance.
Although the internal flow is really three
dimensional, analysis of even a two-dimensional
simplification of an inlet flow requires sophis-
ticated flow field codes. Among those being
evaluated are the SAIC SCRINT code, 6 the NASA/
Lewis PEPSIS 8 code, the NASA/Langley NASCRIN
code, 9 and an Euler code called TRIAD2D. I0
The SCRINT code is the internal-flow equivalent of
the SCRANP code, i.e., a space-marching PNS code,
which relies on profiles of initial data at the
inlet entrance, obtained, for example, from a
SCRAMP solution. PEPSIS is a three-dlmensional
supersonic viscous marching analysis for the flow
over the forebody and through the inlet.
The NASCRIN code utilizes the tlme-dependent
finite-difference method to solve the full
Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form,
using the explicit, predictor-corrector method of
MacCormack for the solution algorithm and the
algebraic, two-layer eddy viscosity model of
Baldwin and Lomax for calculations of turbulent
flow. An illustration of the results from the
NASCRIN code are presented in Figure 26 for a
two-dimensional inlet. This perfect-gas solution
was computed for a uniform flow along the ramp
surface at a Mach number of 5; no initial ramp
boundary layer was assumed. The computation,
which used a 55 x 61 grid, required 2574 cpu-
seconds for 60,000 iterations on the CRAY-XMP.
The plot of the flow vectors indicates the grid
locations. The contours of Mach number define the
bow shock produced by the leading edge of the
slightly blunted cowl, and the reflected shocks
which occur downstream. The contours of static
pressure provide a sharper picture of this shock
structure. Although the contours of total
pressure show the extent of the loss regions due
to the surface boundary layers, they tend to smear
out the shocks near the throat.
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Properties.
a method recently devised by A. Jameson. 11 This
calculation procedure uses a triangular adaptive
grid to build an unstructured network, one without
a set of coordinates, by first connecting e set of
points, working outward from each boundary sur-
face. Where the patterns from adjoining surfaces
meet, the code symmetrically removes excess points
and reconnects them into a fairly regular triangu-
lar array. This method of building a grid has the
advantage that grid points can easily be added to
any region of the flow without disturbing the grid
in other regions. In the TRIAD2D code, grid
points are added in those regions where local
gradients are highest, such as along shock waves.
The two-dlmensional code currently solves only
the Euler equations for a perfect gas. Results
are shown for the flow in an inlet for which the
entrance Mach number is 7.7. The calculation
included the region of flow along the external
surface of the cowl. The resulting grid, which
was adaptively changed during the calculations, is
shown in Figure 27. The solid black regions
indicate the large number of grid points added in
the regions where shock waves occur in the
Cowl
Figure 27. Triangular Grid for the TRIAD2D Code.
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Figure 28. Inlet Contours of Mach Number.
internal flow and where expansion waves occur on
the external cowl surface. The total number of
grid points is 11991. Contours of Mach number are
presented in Figure 28 for solutions with sharp
and blunted cowl leading edges. The cowl shock
and its reflection from the ramp are clearly shown
in both cases. The solution for the blunted
leadlng-edge, however, also shows a significant
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variation in Mach number due to the entropy layer
along the cowl inner surface . These solutions
required approximately 1220 cpu-sec for 5070
iterations on the CRAY X-MP computer.
Although currently providing only an inviscid
solution, the TRIAD2D code is another illustra-
tion, similar to the EULERJD code, of how a robust
inviscid code can be s vital part of the design
process by providing a complex flow solution in a
rapid efficient manner. The shock locations and
distributions of surface pressure are the
paramount initial, concerns in an inlet design,
since they can indicate possible regions of flow
separation. Rapid evaluation of candidate inlet
geometries to achieve improved shock structure and
strengths is enhanced by a code which requires
minimum grid manipulation by the user. A unique
feature of the TRIAD2D code is its adaptive grid
which relieves the user of a priori specification
of grid points in regions of interest whose
location is not known beforehand.
SUMMARY
Supercomputers provide for more rapid
development of complex aerodynamic codes and for
faster introduction of the codes into the design
process. The large storage capacity of these
computers permits the user to specify grid sizes
appropriate to the problem being analyzed. Their
rapid computational time permits results to be
obtained on a time scale that is useful in design
studies. Important attributes of a code from a
design standpoint are that they be relatively easy
to use and sufficiently robust to be applied over
the desired design conditions. In the turboma-
chinery area, the three-dlmensional inviscid
EULERJD code is already part of the design system,
providing a single unified solution for the design
of conventional and unconventional bladerows. The
three-dimensional viscous HAH code is almost at
that stage for conventional bladerows. Results
from both of these codes were presented. In the
hypersonic propulsion area, several codes are
currently being exercised to determine their
appropriateness for utilization in the inlet
design process. Among these are the SCRAMP,
SCRINT, and PEPSIS PNS codes, the NASCRIN
Navier-Stokes code, and the Euler TRIAD2D code.
Results from several of these codes were
presented. The availability of a CRAY-XMP at
GE-AEBG will accelerate the selection process.
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ABSTRACT
An overview of research activities at the United
Technologies Research Center (UTRC) in the area of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is presented.
The requirement and use of various levels of
computers, including supercomputers, for the CFD
activities is described. Examples of CFD directed
toward applications to helicopters, turbomachinery,
heat exchangers, and the National Aerospace Plane
are included.
Helicopter rotor codes for the prediction of rotor
and fuselage flow fields and airloads have been
developed with emphasis on rotor wake modeling.
Airflow and airload predictions and comparisons with
experimental data are presented. Work is currently
underway at UTRC for the development and application
of CFD codes related to the analysis of the inlet,
scramjet combustor, and nozzle flow fields of the
National Aerospace Plane. Examples are presented of
recent parabolized Navier-Stokes and full Navier-
Stokes solutions for hypersonic shock-wave/boundary
layer interaction, and hydrogen/alr supersonic
combustion. In addition, other examples of CFD
efforts at UTRC in turbomachinery Navier-Stokes
methodology and separated flow modeling are
presented.
A brief discussion of the 3-tier scientific
computing environment at UTRC is also presented, in
which the researcher has access to workstations,
mld-size computers, and supercomputers. The recent
UTRC link to the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation
(NAS) supercomputer system at the NASA Ames Research
Center and a helicopter cod9 demonstration on this
supercomputer are described. A new activity to
evaluate massive parallel processing supercomputers
for CFD applications, using CFD codes for fluid flow
model problems, is also described.
INTRODUCTION
The state-of-the-art of CFD and computer technology
have simultaneously reached advanced levels such
that new capabilities are providing unique
opportunities for the CFD researcher. CFD problems
that were impossible to consider just two years ago
are now feasible, and as a result, progress is now
accelerating rapidly in the CFD field. NASA has
played a key role in leading the way for both CFD
technology and the adaptation and provision of
supercomputers for CFD research. UTRC is
interacting with NASA, universities, computer
organizations, and the Divisions of the United
Technologies Corporation (UTC) (such as Pratt &
Whitney, Sikorsky Aircraft, Hamilton Standard, and
Carrier) to adapt, develop, refine and evaluate CFD
codes for application to gas turbines, helicopters,
propellers, and heat exchangers. A wide range of
CFD problems are being investigated which include
the various levels of aerodynamics methodology
(lifting line/surface, full-potential, Euler, and
Navier-Stokes methods). Examples of UTRC CFD
activities related to the forementioned variety of
applications and methodology levels are presented
herein.
Computer access and capability level have rapidly
advanced at UTRC in the last year. UTRC's computing
system is based on the 3-tier computer environment
shown in figure I. This consists of workstations
['_UPERCOMPUTER L,,,_
WORKSTATION II [_MINI-SU PERCOMPUTER [,_
! II J
Figure i. UTRC 3-Tier Computer Network
with built-in or accessible processors o£ limited
power, mini-supercomputers ("Crayettes") which
typically have one-tenth to one-third the computing
power of the supercomputers, and supercomputers of
varying types and capabilities. The computers have
been specifically selected for performing CFD
research. They cover the complete range of computer
categories (scalar/vector and serial/parallel/
massive parallel). Access is provided to the
research engineers through an internal Ethernet
network system. Many of the computers are off-site
and are accessed through a variety of network
systems which include high speed, long-haul
communications networks. On-site computers include
VAX and Apollo workstations, Perkin-Elmer computers,
and an Alliant mini-supercomputer. Off-site
computers are listed below. Of these, the UTC
supercomputer is the CRAY X-MP, operational in 1987,
and located at Pratt & Whitney Government Products
Division in West Palm Beach, Florida. It is
remotely linked to the local network systems at UTRC
and the UTC Divisions. Severa] off-site computers
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arebeingusedto evaluate the use of •assive
paralell processors for CFD. In particular, a
unique application of cellular automata techniques
will be discussed in the last section of this paper.
Off-site computers
• UTC - West Palm Beach
• NASA-Ames
• NASA-Lewis
• NASA-Langley
• Cray Research
• Kirtland Air Force
• Air Force Weapons Lab
• Los Alamos Nat'l. Lab
• IBM Kingston
• Thinking Machine Corp
Cray X-MP
Cray - 2 (NAS)
Cray X-MP
Cyber 205
Cray X-MP
Cray X-MP
Cray- 1
Cray X-MP
LCAP
Connection Machine
UTRC was selected in 1986 as a re•ote site
user/demonstrator of the new NASA Numerical
Aerodynamic Si•ulatlon (NAS) supercomputer system.
NAS is the computational facility at the NASA A•es
Research Center that currently includes the CRAY-2
hlgh-speed processor with an approxi•ately 250
megaflops speed/256 megaword central •e•ory
capability. A high-speed network system linking the
NAS supercomputer located in California, to UTRC in
East Hartford, Connecticut, was made operational in
1986. Initial demonstration cases were successfully
run over the 56 kb/sec link from a VAX workstation,
as shown in figure 2. The initial demonstration
cases consisted of computations of the influence of
blade sweep on the airload distribution and sonic
delocalization for a representative helicopter blade
using a state-of-the-art 3-D aerodynamics analysis
developed jointly by NASA and UTRC. This activity,
endorsed by NASA and The American Helicopter
Society, is serving to demonstrate the remote use of
NAS for helicopter CFD codes. A description and
results of this NAS/helicopter CFD activity will be
presented herein. It is planned to continue this
NAS activity at UTRC with the following general
objectives: (I) to continue the use of NAS to
develop, demonstrate, and evaluate advanced
rotary-wing CFD codes for the prediction of
helicopter/propeller airloads and performance, (2)
to interact with NASA researchers on the use of NAS
to adapt and integrate flow solver, wake, and
rotary-wing CFD •ethodology, and (3) continue to
perfor• NAS re•ote-site demonstrations of helicopter
CFD codes for the helicopter industry.
Remote site (UTRC)/NAS communications network
NPSN hype_'char_.el
data con.ol ml
I-_ ETHEFiNET Imk
ETHERNE_
Work station
Numerical Aeto(_ynarn4c Stm,Jlahon (NAS) Faclid UTRC
NASA Ames Research Cenlet, Catll Easl Harllo_rd. CT
Figure 2. UTRC Remote-Site Link to NA$
Supercomputer at NASA Ames Research
Center
In addition to helicopter/propeller applications',
the use of NAS for the develop•ent and evaluation
of CFD codes related to the National Aerospace Plane
(NASP) has been separately proposed. Exa•ples of
these codes and initial results are also presented
herein.
The following are the major subject technology areas
of this paper and the UTRC technical contributors to
each technology area are indicated accordingly:
Helicopter CFD (T. A. Egolf, P. F. Lorber, S. P.
Sparks, and A. J. Landgrebe), CFD for NASP,
Turbomachinery and Separated Flow Modeling (T. J.
Barber, J. E. Carter, R. L. Davis, and D. E.
Edwards), and Parallel Processing for CFD (A. F.
Haught, and E. B. Smith). In addition to UTC
Corporate sponsorship, NASA, Army, Navy, and Air
Force contract support has contributed to several of
the activities reported herein.
HELICOPTER CFD
The task of predicting the flow field and airloads
of a helicopter rotor continues to be of primary
i•portance for providing and evaluating improved
rotor designs. Also, the capability to predict
rotor induced flow velocities away from the main
rotor is important for the calculation of
aerodyna•ic interference effects at the fuselage,
tail rotor, and tail surfaces. Technological
advance•ent of rotor induced velocity and airloads
• ethodology has focused on the analytical •odeling
of the rotor wake and the application of higher
level computational aerodyna•ics techniques to
represent the blades and their influence on the
airflow. This has heco•e possible with the advent
of hlgh-speed, large memory computers.
As part of a long-ter• effort to advance the
aerodyna•ic technology of helicopter rotors, studies
have been conducted at UTRC to develop •ethodology
for predicting the rotor wake, flow field and blade
airloads. Publications that document these studies,
which span a period of twenty years, are listed in
the author's overview of helicopter wake and
airloads technology (Landgrebe (1985, 1986)). The
scope of this effort has included analytical and
experimental research programs, distorted and
undistorted wake analyses, single and dual rotor
configurations, hover and forward flight conditions,
and blade airloads methods ranging from lifting line
to full potential. Aerodynamic methods pertaining
to these areas, developed or adapted at UTRC are
presented herein. Exa•ples of related methodology,
developed by other researchers, are indicated within
the references cited in the above overview paper and
the references of HcCroskey and Baeder (1985) and
Davis and Chang (1986).
Rotorcraft Wake Analysis
Several •ethods have been consolidated and expanded
at UTRC to form the Rotorcraft Wake Analysis, a
comprehensive helicopter aerodynamic analysis to
predict induced flow velocities both at and off the
rotor (Landgrebe and Egolf (1976)). This family of
component co•puterized analyses is normally used in
conjunction with rotor performance and airloads
analyses. A sche•atic of the Rotorcraft Wake
Analysis showing the ilput, output, and capabilities
of the computer progra• is presented in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic of Rotorcraft Wake Analysis
Showing Input/Output and Capabilities
of Component Codes
Briefly, the fundamental technical approach for the
Rotorcraft Wake Analysis consists of the
representation of each blade by a segmented lifting
line, and the wake of the rotor by discrete
segmented vortex filaments consisting of trailing
vorticity, which result from the spanwise variation
of blade bound circulation. The distribution of
blade and wake circulation changes with azimuth
position and is assumed periodic for each rotor
revolution. The blades are divided into a finite
number of radial segments, and the induced velocity
at the center of each selected blade segment is
computed by summing the contributions of all bound
and trailing wake segments. The contribution of
each vortex segment is obtained through use of the
Biot-Savart law, which expresses the induced
velocity in terms of the circulation strength of the
vortex segment and its geometric position relative
to the blade segment at which the induced velocity
is desired. The blade bound circulation
distribution is determined at each blade azimuth by
expressing the wake circulations and induced
velocities in terms of the unknown bound vortex
strengths by means of the Biot-Savart law, and
developing a set of simultaneous equations relating
the bound circulation and local blade angle of
attack at each blade segment. These equations thus
involve the known flight condition, wake geometry,
two-dimensional airfoil data, blade motion and
control parameters, and the unknown blade bound
circulation values. Solution of these equations
yields the desired blade bound circulation values,
which, when combined with the appropriate geometric
relations in the Biot-Savart law, produce the
required induced velocities at or away from the
rotor blades. The influence of realistic airfoil
data and blade motions and controls (e.g., for rotor
trim) can be included through an iterative coupling
with a blade airloads and performance program. The
influence of the shed vorticity behind a blade, due
to the time variation of blade bound circulation,
can be included by the use of unsteady
two-dimensional airfoil data in the airloads
program.
Generality regarding the specification of the rotor
wake geometry was retained in the computer programs
by requiring only that the coordinates of the wake
segment end points be stored with various options
for obtaining the coordinates. Thus rotor wake
geometry models ranging from the classical
undeformed wake (figure 4) to the fully distorted
wake (figure 5) can be used. A computerized method
for predicting the rotor distorted wake geometry is
the UTRC Wake Geometry Analysis (Landgrebe (1969)).
A generalized wake model has been made available
which is based on generalized wake equations for
hover (Landgrebe (1972)) and forward flight (Egolf
and Landgrebe (1984)). A sample isometric view of
the generalized wake model for forward flight is
shown in figure 6.
TOP
SiDE
Figure 4. Classical Undeformed Wake Representation
for a 30 Kt Forward Flight Condition
o
Figure 5. Distorted Tip Vortex Representation for a
30 Kt Forward Flight Condition
Figure 6. Isometric View of Generalized Distorted
Tip Vortices
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Theability of thecomponentcodesof theRotorcraft
WakeAnalysisto predictrotor flowfield velocities
is shownfor hoverandforward flight conditions in
figures 7 and 8 from Landgrebe and ggolf
(1976). The experimental based generalized wake
model was used for the hover condition and the
predicted distorted wake geometry was used for the
forward flight condition. It is noted that,
although they are encouraging, these calculations
are very sensitive to the wake model and wake
geometry and the degree of correlation is not
necessarily typical of all flight conditions and
rotor blade designs, particularly some advanced tip
designs.
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Figure 7. Predicted vs Measured Instantaneous
Induced Velocity Components of a Full-
Scale Hovering Rotor
In forward flight, the deformation of the forward
and lateral sides of the wake toward the rotor disk,
shown earlier in figures 5 and 6, can result in
close blade-vortex passages which can introduce
severe local azimuthal and spanwise gradients in
blade airloads which are not predicted with uniform
inflow and undistorted wake analytical models. This
is shown in figure 9 where the predicted airloads
(blade lift distributions) based on the different
inflow/wake models are presented for a representa-
tive rotor in the form of surface contour plots. As
indicated, inclusion of tip vortex deformation in
the wake model results in increased higher harmonic
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content in the airload prediction. The outboard
advancing side of the rotor typically exhibits the
most severe vibratory airload gradients with
significant variations also on the outboard
retreating side. These impulsive airload
characteristics are of importance for helicopter
vibration and noise as well as performance.
The requirement for supercomputers for helicopter
airloads/wake predictions is well recognized when
the computational interaction of thousands of wake
elements with each other and with many blade
elements at each rotor azimuth are considered.
Also, rotor trim normally requires several airload/
wake iterations. The computer requirements are
further compounded when the aerodynamic interactions
of the rotor with other helicopter components are
computed (fuselage, tail rotor, tall surfaces etc.).
Wake modeling for airload prediction of the various
helicopter components is being pursued at UTRC.
Earlier UTRC investigations of rotor-fuselage/wing/
tail interaction are cited in the previously
mentioned overview (Landgrebe (1985, 6)).
The influence of the rotor airflow on fuselage
vibratory airloading is currently being considered
by P. F. Lorber and T. A. Egolf under a NASA/Army
contract. Experimental results have indicated that
the rotor blades and wake can produce significant
oscillating fuselage pressures at principally the
fundamental blade passage frequency. These pressure
pulses have been recognized as a fuselage vibration
mechanism, hut this mechanism and its effect have
not been fully investigated analytically.
Methodology is currently being developed at UTRC to
approximate the rotor wake deformation due to the
fuselage and to calculate the unsteady fuselage
pressures. Thus far, provisions have been made for
prescribed time variant local deformation of the
rotor tip vortices around the fuselage surfaces and
the calculation of the airflow and airloads on the
panels representing the fuselage surfaces. Wake
patterns and flow vectors for sample fuselage shapes
and a 0.15 advance ratio condition are shown in
figure i0.
"L'_:'5......... i[5
Figure 10. Wake Modeling for Rotor-Fuselage
Aerodynamic Interaction
Full Potential Flow/Wake Analysis
The Rotorcraft Wake Analysis results presented
earlier are based on a lifting-line representation
for the blades. In order to provide a more accurate
aerodynamic representation of the blades and more
properly include chordwise airloading, blade
thickness and compressibility effects, a full
potential flow analysis has been extended at UTRC for
the inviscid solution of the rotor and wake flow
field. A NASA three-dimenslonal full potential
analysis (ROT22), by Arieli and Tauber (1979), has
been recently revised, under a NASA contract, at IfrRC
by Egolf and Sparks (1985, 1986) to include the rotor
wake influence. The NASA analysis, based on an
infinite computational domain, was revised to
incorporate an inner and outer domain around each
blade and match the domain boundary solutions in
three dimensions. Blade surface flow pressure
distributions can be computed for subsonic and
transonic flow conditions.
Briefly, the ROT22/WAKE method consists of the use of
a finite difference scheme to solve the nonlinear
near blade flow (inner domain), while the remainder
of the flow field (outer domain) is computed using a
discrete vortex representation of the wake. A type
of solution matching is employed for the resulting
inner and outer domain problem. Although the
solution is based on the full potential equation,
details of the wake distortion are modeled using
prescribed wake methods. This allows for the
description of the wake to he as complex (or as
simple) as desired while maintaining the relatively
low cost full potential method for the detailed blade
airloads. The finite inner domain and its
computational boundary is shown in figure ii with the
hovering blade wake model represented by vortex
filaments. The cut-surface that represents the blade
wake in the inner domain for the full potential
solution is adapted to the prescribed wake surface
such as that determined from the generalized wake
geometry described earlier. An embedded vortex
technique has recently been developed to accommodate
in the full potential solution the blade-vortex
interaction for finite length vortex elements near
the blade in the inner domain.
The analysis has been applied by Ego!f and Sparks
(1985) to compare with hover data from model rotors.
A comparison of predicted and measured spanwise lift
CO p_ t lionel
sido,,. Finite domain
F Cut.surMce
surface _ _ii:,_?;_,: _:::<
Figure 11. Schematics of Computational Domain
Boundary and Wake Representation
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distributions are presented for an Army rotor
(Caradonna and Tung (1981)) in figure 12. The
influence on the chordvise pressure correlation near
the blade tip of increasing the tip Mach number to
transonic conditions is shown in figure 13. The
formation of a shock is evident at this location as
the blade progresses from low to high tip Mach
number.
-- Hover
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Figure 12. Comparison of Predicted and Measured
S_anwise Lift Distribution
rotor problems such as this is evident when it is
considered that, even after the code is fully
vectorized, many hours of NAS CRAY-2 time will be
required for solutions over the rotor azimuth range.
The concepts involving the inclusion of the influence
of the wake using an inner/outer solution domain are
not limited to the quasi-steady full potential
formulation. The method can be adapted to
time-dependent rotor problems and more sophisticated
numerical models such as Euler and Navler-Stokes
analyses. This method of solution has the advantage
of reduced volume for the nonlinear inner domain
solution (finite difference methods) while treating
the global influence of the complex rotor wake with a
method based on prescribed wake models. The
computational cost to obtain the complete solution is
thus reduced as compared with an infinite domain
solution approach. It is currently planned to apply
the technique to other Ames Research Center full-
potential codes by Chang (1984) and Strawn and
Caradonna (1986) and include viscous airfoil charac-
teristics using Navier-Stokes methodology (McCroskey,
Baeder, and Bridgeman (1985)). It is planned to use
our remote link to the NAS supercomputer for this
activity. In addition to helicopter CFD, propeller
CFD is of interest at UTRC to support the Prop-Fan
activities of the Pratt & Whitney and Hamilton
Standard Divisions of UTC. Various approaches to
code development and evaluation are in progress based
on 3-D lifting surface (vortex lattice), full-
potential, and Euler methodology.
Full potential/wake analysis
• Varying tip Mach number
• Hover
• Bladetip (0.96R)
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Figure 13. Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Chordwise Pressure Distributions Near
the BIade Tip for Varying Tip Mach Numbers
This analysis was recently extended and applied to
forward flight conditions, and comparisons with test
data are presented in Egolf and Sparks (1986). More
recently the NAS supercomputer has been accessed
remotely from UTRC, as described above, and used by
T. A. Egolf to investigate the potential acoustic
benefits of varying blade tip design. This is an
extension of the work of Tauber (1984) of NASA, for
the purpose of including the rotor wake influence.
The smaller predicted supersonic zone for a swept tip
with tapered thickness relative to that of a
rectangular tip is shown in figure 14 in which Mach
isobars are presented for a 4-bladed rotor (B=4) at a
specified pitch angle. The results for the swept
blade with only 1/4 rev of flat wake are included in
figure 14 to show that an enlarged supersonic zone is
predicted when the influence of the other blades and
the more complete generalized wake is included in the
computation. Typically, the NAS CRAY-2 computer time
requirement is between 1/2 and 2 hours for predicting
blade airloads and Mach isobars at one blade azimuth
position. The requirement for a supercomputer for
RECTANGULAR BLADE-GENERALIZED WAKE B-4
SWEPT BLADE-GENERALIZED WAKE B-4
SWEPT BLADE-FLAT WAKE 1/4 REV
LOCAL MACH NUMBER
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.... 08 (OUTSIDE 1.0 CONTOUR)
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Figure 14. Predictions of Influence of Blade Design
and Wake Model on Supersonic Zone
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CFDFORTHENATIONALAEROSPACEPLANE
The design of the advanced high speed propulsion
systems, such as scramjets and ramjets for a
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) type vehicle
operating at high Mach numbers and at extreme
altitudes, cannot be based on conventional
approaches utilizing extensive data bases and
expensive experimental test simulations. The
development of CFD techniques however has reached a
state-of-the-art that will permit a designer to use
Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) and Navler-Stokes
(NS) methods in the evolution of component designs.
The current requirements for CFD codes in several
high speed propulsion programs are being limited by
the ability of the codes to model the relevant
geometric features and physical processes.
A prime example of this problem is found in the
analysis of new/novel combustor concepts. In this
component, the flow is controlled by the complex
three-dimensional interaction of the main stream
fluid dynamics with reacting chemistry of the fuel.
The flow simulation is significantly influenced by
the introduction of multiple length and time scales
that affect the stability of the flow as well as the
numerical algorithms used in the simulation codes.
Further complicating the design process is the lack
of any meaningful data base to help reduce the
simulation process to more tractable unit problems.
The use of CFD codes in the current NASP program is
however predicated on using state-of-the-art codes
with only a minimal degree of improvement. All
codes related to the hypersonic propulsion problem
can be categorized by their level of physical
modeling, the completeness of data bases needed in
these models, and by the type of numerical
algorithm. In any application of these codes to the
entire flight regime, the codes will have varying
degrees of applicability and accuracy. A modular
approach to classifying all codes helps a user to
categorize a particular code, identify its
capabilities and prioritize future code work.
Calibration of CFD codes for high speed applications
is however, hampered by the limited availability of
benchmark quality data for practical configurations.
It is apparent that the need for modeling viscous
and air/fuel chemistry effects over a three-dimen-
sional hypersonic vehicle will require a blend of
Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) and full Navier-
Stokes (NS) codes. Computer CPU and memory resources
can represent a limiting factor forcing an engineer
to trade geometric and physical modeling require-
ments with computer resource availability. Instead,
our approach has been to identify unit problems that
describe critical physical processes for which
benchmark data are known to exist, i.e. include
shock boundary layer interaction (Bolden plate/ramp
cases), flow three dimensionality (P8 inlet),
viscous mixing induced combustion, etc. and then
validate the codes against these data bases (as
performed by T. J. Barber for the following
examples).
Shock Wave/Boundary Layer Interaction
One such example is demonstrated in the analysis of
a shock wave/boundary layer interaction problem. A
good data base is found in the CALSPAN data of
Holden (1970). In the CFD validation study shown on
figure 15, a laminar M = 14.1 flow over a flat
plate/15 degree compression ramp combination is
examined. Bolden obtained surface static pressure,
skin friction (Cf) and heat transfer rate (St) data.
The static pressure contour plot shows the
complexity of the flow physics in this benchmark
case. A leading edge viscous interaction shock
interacts with the compression corner shock. This
shock/shock interaction controls the entire problem.
Computed results from the SCRAMP (Krawczyyk (1986))
(SAIC) PNS code and the NASCRIN (Kumar (1986))(NASA
LaRC) NS code are coplotted with the data. The
NASCRIN two-dimensional code uses a MacCormack
explicit time marching central difference scheme.
In the calculations shown on figure 15, at least
15-20,000 time steps were required to reach a steady
state. Good agreement is noted in the surface
pressure and Stanton number comparisons. The wall
skin friction data shows the expected drop into the
compression corner. The single pass PNS results, as
expected, do not reproduce this flow feature.
Furthermore, with the relatively good agreement in
the predicted Stanton number values on the ramp
surface from the SCRAMP and NASCRIN and the poor
ramp skin friction levels, one should question the
applicability of Reynolds' analogy at these high
Mach numbers.
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Figure 15. Unit CFD Problem: Shock Wave/Boundary
Layer Interaction. (Validation of Viscous
InletlForebody Codes)
Flow Three-Dimensionality
Another relevant unit problem to investigate is flow
three-dimensionality. The P8 inlet configuration of
Seebaugh (1973), tested experimentally in the early
1970's, is a good three-dimensional configuration
that does not require real gas modeling to simulate
the flow physics. The incident flow Mach number was
7.4. Most of the available test data was measured
along a narrow band inlet centerline. Because of
flow symmetries, this problem can be initially
examined in a 2D calculation. Predictions using the
NASTAR (P&W) NS program of Rhie (1986) for pitot
total pressure profiles are compared in figure 16(a)
to the published results of Ng, Benson, and Kunik
(1986) using the PEPSI-S (PNS) program and to
experimental data. The PEPSI-S uses a substantially
refined mesh (3000*300) to obtain the moderately
better agreement at X = 42", however, its resolution
of the reflected shock at X = 47" is not as good as
NASTAR's prediction.
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vs. Experimental Data
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The results displayed on Figure 16(b) are shown at
two cross-planes; one near the inlet entrance and
the other substantially further in the inlet. Very
little three-dimensional flow is seen to exist 9 and
the symmetry line/2D comparisons presented
previously are seen to be reasonable. The corner
region of the downstream plane 9 however, shows some
significant flow turning. This is more easily seen
in the displayed velocity vector plots. The initial
plane is basically 2D with upward pointing vectors
corresponding to the ramp effect of the for•body.
The downstream plane shows the kind of corner
crossflow pattern observed by SRA/NASA LeRC in their
PEPSI-S calculations.
Mixing Driven Supersonic Combustion
Finally, a mixing driven supersonic combustion
validation study uses the Burrows & Kurkov (1973)
experimental data to benchmark the UTRC version of
the NASA LaRC SPARK NS code of Drummond (1985). In
the experiment, shown schematically on figure 17, a
sonic jet of hydrogen is injected tangentially into
a supersonic air stream. Although the combustion
efficiency is only 20 per cent, the experiment is
unique in that species concentration data were
obtained at an exit plane located approximately 90
slot heights downstream of the injection plane.
SPARK NS calculations for the nonreacting and
reacting cases are shown on figure 17. The
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Figure 16. Unit CFD Problem: Flow Three-
Dimensionality. (Validation of Navler-
Stokes Inlet Codes)
In the calculations shown in Figure 16(b), a full
three-dimenslonal NASTAR (NS) solution is displayed.
The computational mesh had 72 points in the axial
direction, 36 points across the inlet duct height,
and 28 points in the spanwise direction. A spanwise
symmetry was assumed to conserve the number of grid
points used in the calculation. The problem was run
as a one zone domain, using a nonreflective boundary
condition along the capture streamline. This grid
setup assumes no internal interaction with the
external flow. The implicit NASTAR procedure
converged in 200 iterations, when started with an
initial flow field generated from a two-dimensional
calculation. The CPU required was 3.7 hours on an
IBM 3090.
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Figure 17. Unit CFD Problem: Mixing Driven
Supersonic Combustion. (Validation of
Navier-Stokes Comhustor Codes)
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nonreacting case represents the situation where the
mainstream flow is heated through combustion in an
upstream section, but the flow in the test section
has no oxygen available for combustion. The
reacting or vitiated case has the inlet air stream
replenished with oxygen. The SPARK runs were made
using a stretched 31 x 35 mesh. An algebraic model
was used to simulate turbulence effects. No effort
was made to model the upstream boundary layer in
these calculations. Species comparisons with data
for the reacting and nonreacting cases show
excellent agreement in level as well as in the
location of the flame front.
The ultimate goal of these types of CFD validation
efforts is to apply state-of-the-art computational
methods to complex hypersonic flow problems in
support of the NASP design program. Frequently,
critical design problems cannot be answered using
classical design methodology. Since experimental
verification is either difficult or too costly, a
CFD based design procedure is necessary. Validated
codes can then be applied with more confidence to
the design of complex flow components such as a
three-dimensional scramjet combustor. During
portions of the flight envelope, fuel is injected at
sonic velocities into a supersonic air stream,
schematically shown on figure 18. The critical
design issues of mixing efficiency (combustor
length) and wall integrity (surface cooling) require
a full three-dimensional reacting flow NS analysis.
Computer main memory resources may be inadequate on
most machines when sufficient mesh resolution
(additional nodes) and full chemistry (additional
words per node) are necessary. As part of UTRC's
support of the NASP program, a new three-dimensional
reacting flow Navier-Stokes Analysis will be
developed from the NASCRIN/SPARK methodology. The
NAS facility capabilities will be essential for
expediting this effort and permitting use of the
analysis in a realistic time frame.
LOW SPEED COMBUSTOR
AIR
FLOW
Figure 18. Three-Dimensional Scramjet Combustor
Simulation: Normal Injection
TURBOMACHINERY CFD
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Two-Dimensional Cascade Viscous
Flow Analysis
The drive towards higher jet engine efficiency has
resulted in increased aerodynamic and heat transfer
demands on the compressor and turbine sections of
gas turbine engines. As loading requirements in the
blade rows and turbine inlet stagnation temperatures
increase beyond the range of previous applications,
the designer's job becomes increasingly difficult
without the use of sophisticated three-dimensional
flow analyses. Separated flow regions and hot spots
in turbomachinery blade passages occur more fre-
quently as the operation envelope is pushed to the
limit. In order to determine the existence and
effects of these phenomena an accurate and reliable
three-dimensional viscous flow procedure becomes
necessary.
The analysis and prediction of three-dimensional
viscous flows in blade rows has only recently been
treated. Severe demands are placed on computer
storage and computational time in order to
accurately resolve the wall layers adjacent to the
airfoil surface and endwalls. A logical starting
point for the eventual development of a three-
dimensional viscous analysis for turbomachinery
is the development of a two-dimensional solution
technique for the Navier-Stokes equiations in which
the wall layers are resolved with fine grid
distributions.
A technique recently developed for the solution of
two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations is a control
volume algorithm presented by Davis, Ni, and Carter
(1986). This algorithm uses an explicit, control
volume approach combined with an efficient
multiple-grid scheme, as described by Ni (1982) and
Davis (1986), to update the flow variables in time
until a steady state solution is obtained. The
solution procedure is formally second order accurate
in space for all terms in the Navier-Stokes
equations. This time marching scheme is second
order accurate in time for inviscid flow and first
order accurate in time for viscous flow which is
similar to other efforts. Several key features in
this Navier-Stokes solution technique allow for the
calculation of turbulent, high Reynolds number flow
in cascades. A new compact operator for the
calculation of the viscous terms in the Navier-
Stokes equations provides high accuracy and
stability in this numerical approach. A modified
"C" grid generation procedure based upon the "GRAPE"
Poisson solver of Sorenson (1980) and Steger (1979)
is used to reduce the computational grid skewing in
the mid-passage region compared to standard cascade
"C" grid applications and thereby reduce numerical
losses introduced by smoothing operators applied on
skewed grids. The Baldwin-Lomax (1978) two layer
algebraic turbulence model is implemented using a
body normal grid which alleviates any apriori
approximations as to the thickness of the boundary
layer region adjacent to the solid surface.
Finally, a combination of second and fourth
difference numerical smoothing is used in this
numerical procedure to dampen oscillations brought
about by truncation errors on relatively coarse
grids. Both second and fourth difference smoothing
operators for the flow velocity variables are
reduced to zero as the solid boundary is approached
in order to accurately resolve the viscous layer
region.
A case which demonstrates the ability of the current
Navler-Stokes procedure to predict flows with
significant separation is the subsonic turbine
cascade tested experimentally by Stoeffler et. al.
(1977). The 161 x 33 point grid shown in figure
19(a) was used in the viscous calculation whereas a
161 x 17 point mesh was used for the inviscid
calculation. Both calculations were run with three
levels of multiple-grid in addition to the fine grid
solution. The viscous solution converged in 1500
time steps whereas the Inviscld calculation reached
convergence in 260 time steps. The flow on the
suction side of the airfoil was assumed to be fully
turbulent and for the pressure side of the airfoil,
where a large separated region existed, transition
was held fixed at x = 0.24 which was determined from
the empirical correlation of Roberts (1979) for
closed transitional separation bubbles. The inlet
and exit aerodynamic conditions for this cascade are
given in figure 19(b) along with the comparison
between the predicted pressure distributions and the
experimental data. Comparison of the predicted
pressure distributions from both the Navier-Stokes
and Euler analyses with the experimental data in
figure 19(b) shows that the Navier-Stokes analysis
has correctly predicted the change in the pressure
due to the viscous effects. In this case it is
quite clear that a significant inviscid-viscous
interaction occurs due to the pressure side
separation which effects the pressure distribution
on both sides of the airfoil. The predicted
streamline pattern shown in figure 19(c) clearly
shows the extent of the separated flow region on the
pressure side of the airfoil.
Accurate viscous solutions for two-dlmenslonal
cascades at near design incidence flow conditions
are now obtainable with this Navler-Stokes technique
of Davis, Ni, and Carter (1986). This numerical
approach can now be the basis from which more
challenging viscous turbomachinery flows can be
attacked. For two-dimenslonal flows, high incidence
cascade flow and total pressure loss performance
prediction are two fluid dynamic problems which
stretch existing numerical schemes as well as the
present day computer technology to their limits.
These problems are currently being pursued using the
previously described Navier-Stokes approach using
sophisticated supercomputer architectures. Research
into the numerical approach and computational grid
requirements to accurately predict cascade flows and
corresponding total pressure loss over the entire
incidence range is currently underway. Two types of
supercomputer systems are being used in this
research: a Cray XMP vector processor and the IBM
LCAP parallel processing computer. The Cray XMP
supercomputer has both vector and concurrent
(multi-tasking) capabilities although current
research will limit itself to using the vector
processor of the computer. The IBM LCAP system is a
research computer which consists of 10 floating
Point System array processors tied in a ring to a
scalar IBM host machine. A central storage area
is used to communicate information between array
:processors. Parallel computing using this system is
_much different than multi-tasklng on a Cray or IBM
3090/400 since data storage is local to the array
processors and not in a common global storage
location. The Cray and IBM LCAP computers have
relatively the same peak performance. Super-
computers such as these are essential in computing
the complex flow structures which arise in high
incidence cascade flows.
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Figure 19. Navler-Stokes Calculation for Turbine
Cascade with Separated Flow
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THREE-DIMENSIONALEPARATEDFLOWCFD
Viscous effects can have a substantial impact
on the aerodynamic performance of external and
internal flow configurations. For a significant
number of high Reynolds number flows of practical
interest, the viscous effects, even in the presence
of boundary-layer separation, are confined to a
relatively small layer near the surface. As
indicated in the McDonald and Briley (1984) survey,
many two-dimensional aerodynamic problems have been
represented by Interacting Boundary-Layer Theory
(IBLT) whereby the flow is divided into regions of
viscous and inviscid flows with the two regions
coupled through the displacement thickness.
However, since the majority of the fluid flows in
nature are three dimensional, and with the rapid
advances in the development of supercomputers, it is
timely to turn our attention to the analysis of
strongly interacting three-dimensional flows. An
objective of this present investigation is to
determine if the IBLT methodology, which has been
applied successfully in analyzing two-dimensional
flows, can be extended to analyze three-dimensional
strongly interacting flows. A second objective has
been to incorporate IBLT concepts in the development
of a thin-layer Navier-Stokes (TLNS) procedure in
order to take advantage of the efficiency which IBLT
techniques offer hut retain the generality and
flexiblity of Navier-Stokes procedures.
Interaction Boundary-Layer Theory
One procedure used at UTRC, in this study of
three-dimensional separated flow, is Interaction
Boundary-Layer Theory (IBLT) developed by Edwards
(1986). In this procedure, the entire flow field is
represented as regions of viscous and inviscid flow
with the two regions coupled through the viscous
displacement thickness. The invlscid solution is
obtained from a three-dimensional small disturbance
surface integral representation of an
incompressible, irrotational flow field where the
effect of the viscous flow is imposed by analyzing
the inviscid flow over a displacement body instead
of the actual geometrical surface. The flow in the
viscous region is assumed to be governed by
Prandtl's boundary-layer equations. The viscous
equations are solved with an implicit finite
difference approach, in which derivatives in the
x-direction are discretized using first-order upwind
approximations, and derivatives in the normal and
z-directions are discretized using second order
central differencing. Newton iteration is used to
solve the viscous equations at each x and z
location, as the solution is marched from a plane of
initial data and a plane of symmetry. In this
study, a three-dimensional extension of the
quasl-simultaneous methodology of Veldman (1983) is
used to couple the invlscid and viscous flow fields.
Thin-Layer Navler-Stokes Theory
A second procedure used in the study of
three-dimensional separated flow is a thin-layer
Navier-Stokes (TLNS) procedure developed by Davis,
et al (1987). The objective in the development of
this TLNS procedure has been to incorporate IBLT
concepts in order to take advantage of the
efficiency which IBLT techniques offer but retain
the generality and flexiblity of Navier-Stokes
procedures. This approach has been pursued by
casting the 3-D TLNS equations into a streamlike
function and vorticity transport form. In this
formulation, two sets of streamlike function Poisson
and vorticity transport equations are solved using
an implicit line Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure.
The equations describing the axial component of flow
are numerically uncoupled from the spanwise
component flow equations allowing an efficient
implicit block 2 x 2 tri-diagonal solution procedure
to be used along lines of x = constant, z = constant
which are essentially perpendicular to the solid
surface in a similar fashion as utilized by boundary
layer techniques. Standard second order accurate
central difference formula are used in the
discretization of the Poisson and vorticity
transport equations with the exception of the axial
convection terms of the vorticity transport
equations. For these convection terms, a first
order windward difference operator, similar to that
utilized for interacting boundary layer
calculations, is used to model the parabolic nature
of the vorticity transport equations. Thus, in the
inviscid region where the Polsson streamlike
function equations dominate the flow, central
difference formula are used to model the elliptic
nature of the equations, whereas in the viscous
region which is dominated by the vorticlty transport
equations, appropriate one-slded windward
differences are used to model the parabolic nature
of these equations.
Application of IBLT and TLNS Methods
Results are presented for the analysis of
three-dimensional incompressible separated flow
using the the IBLT and TLNS methods. The model
problem used in this study is laminar flow over a
flat plate with either a dent or bump located
downstream of the leading edge. The flat plate with
the protuberance (or dent) is shown schematically in
figure 20. A sign in the geometric equations
determines if the flat plate has either a dent or
bump. The oncoming flow for this model problem is
aligned with the x coordinate. Along the vertical
plane of symmetry, the surface geometry is identical
to the planar trough shape studied by Carter and
Wornom (1975) for two dimensional separated flow.
y, v
Figure 20. Schematic of Flow Over a Flat Plate With a
Protuberance (Dent)
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Several comparisons have been made between the
present IBLT and TLNS methods (for example, Edwards
(1986), Davis et al (1987), and Carter et al
(1986)). One flow case is laminar flow.over a flat
plate with a dent (t=-.03) at Re = 8x104. Both
analyses used the same uniform grid consisting of
121 points in the x-dlrection and 31 points in _he
z-direction where the x-z computational domain _s 1
_x _4 and 0 c z ,1.5. The IBLT method used 21
points in the normal direction across the boundary
layer while the TLNS method used 81 points in the
normal direction with at least 32 points in the
viscous region. Both procedures have been tested
with finer normal grids with little change in the
computed results. Symmetry conditions are assumed
along z=0 and the Blasius flat plate solution is
assumed at x=l.
A comparison of the results of the two analyses is
shown in figure 21 where contours from both analyses
are shown for the axial component of skin friction.
From this figure, it can be seen that the results of
the two analyses show nearly similar trends for the
flow quantities. Figure 22 shows the limiting
streamlines near the vicinity of the dent (both
analyses produced essentially the same result).
These limiting streamlines are the paths taken by
particles located an infinitesimal distance above
the surface and are determined using a technique
developed by Duck and Burggraf (1986). It is noted
in figure 22 that the flow is moving from left to
right. Figure 22 shows the formation along the
symmetry plane of two singular points on the surface
(saddle point of separation and nodal point of
reattachment). Lighthill (1963) has shown that the
number of nodal points must exceed the number of
saddle points exactly by two for a closed body.
Since the model problems in this study can be
regarded as a local region on such a body, then any
additional nodes and saddle points must cancel in
number. It is seen from figure 22 that this
condition is satisfied. Also in this figure, note
that there is a dividing limiting streamline
(sometimes referred to as a separation line)
emanatin_ from the saddle point of separation which
results in forming a region that is not accessible
from the upstream. Similar types of flow structure
have been observed in the work of Duck and Burggraf
(1986), where laminar flow over a flat plate with a
protuberance at infinite Reynolds number was
examined using triple-deck theory. This favorable
comparison between the present IBLT and TLNS methods
shows that the IBLT methodology can be applied to
the analysis of strongly interacting three-
dimensional flows. Further, it demonstrates that
IBLT concepts should be incoporated in TLNS and
Navier-Stokes procedures.
The 3-D separated flow calculations shown in this
paper were made using the Cray X-MP at Cray
Research, Inc. The TLNS procedure required
approximatley 3 hours of CPU time to obtain a
converged solution which is based on a four orders
of magnification reduction in the equation
residuals. The IBLT procedure required
approximately 7 minutes of CPU time to obtain a
converged solution which is based on a four orders
of magnification reduction in the maximum change per
iteration of the displacement thickness.
(a) Thin-Layez Navier-Stokes (b) Interacting Boundary Layer
Figure 21. Flow Over a Flat Plate With a Dent.
Global Comparison of Axial Skin Friction
of IBLT and TLNS
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Figure 22. Limiting Streamlines for Flow Over A Flat
Plate With a Dent (Re = 80,000)
PARALLEL PROCESSING FOR CFD
Computer codes for computational fluid dynamics can
benefit from parallel processing. UTRC has recently
established several studies to demonstrate and
quantify the advantages of parallel processing for
selected CFD problems with particular emphasis on
evaluating new massive parallel processors. As
examples of these activities, two current studies
are described below.
Parallel Processing for a Combustor Flow Code
UTRC is participating in a joint program with Yale
University's Computer Science Department, AFOSR and
Apollo Computer, Inc. to investigate the applic-
ability of parallel architecture computers to CFD
problems. A model problem representing the energy
equation for perfect gas flow through a cylinder has
been solved using MacCormack's explicit difference
scheme. (This problem was chosen because it con-
tains the essential calculations for the Hankey-
Shang combustor flow code.) The problem was first
coded for an Apollo serial processor workstation
computer at UTRC, then transfered to Yale where the
code was modified for the Intel Hypercube and Encore
parallel processor computers. Both the Intel Hyper-
cube and the Encore are MIMD (Multiple Instruction
stream/Multiple Data stream) machines however the
hypercube has dispersed memory while the Encore has
shared memory. The Intel Hypercube is basically
128 IBM PC computers linked together with a
hypercube architecture (figure 23).
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Figure 23. Hypercube Architecture
Numerous timing studies have been completed
comparing the speedups for solving the model problem
with different numbers of processors, different grid
sizes and different domain decompositions. Basic
theory such as Amdahl's Law (figure 24) is being
extended to understand the difference in speedups
and to permit evaluation of new and different
parallel architectures. The theory shows the
importance of communication time between processors
in achieving desired speedups with additional
processors. Future work will involve developing
parallel code which is portable to different
parallel architectures, evaluation of implicit
solution algorithms and running the code on
different parallel computers.
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Figure 24. Computer Speedup as Determined by Fraction
of Work in Parallel and Number of
processors (Amdahls Law)
Parallel Processing Using Cellular Automata
Techniques for Flow/Heat Transfer Modeling
Massively parallel computer architectures containing
tens of thousands of processors make practicable
entirely new approaches to difficult but important
problems. The Connection Machine , announced this
year by Thinking Machines Corporation (TMC),
Cambridge, Mass., contains 65,536 processors all
operating in parallel. In a cooperative program
with TMC, cellular automata techniques are being
examined for fluid flow/heat transfer modeling
required for heat exchanger applications and as an
alternative to differential equations for
representing physical systems.
The massively parallel architecture represented by
the Connection Machine is intrinsic to
implementation of these techniques. As shown in
figure 25, the Connection Machine contains 4096
chips, each incorporating 16 one-bit processors,
local memory for each processor, and a router which
coordinates communication. Communication between
any two of the 16 processors on a chip occurs in one
machine cycle, which because of the simplicity of
the processors is very short. The 4096 chips are
connected as a 12 dimensional hypercube, i.e., the
address of each chip may be represented as a 12 bit
binary number and direct communication exists
between any two chips whose addresses differ by one
bit. Communication between any two chips is
therefore accomplished in a maximum of 12 cycles.
In the Connection Machine such communication is
accomplished in parallel for all chips, via the
routers, and in 12 machine cycles all 65,536
processors communicate with their target. With this
organization, each processor can be assigned to an
element of the problem input data set, and analysis
applied simultaneously to all of the data. For very
large data sets, the local memory is partitioned and
the data is processed in "pages" of 65,536. Such
data level analysis opens up radically new
approaches to problems: for example, optical lens
corrections can be effected by transferring each
pixel of an image from a processor representing the
input pixel location to another processor
representing the pixel position had the lens been
perfect. In a similar manner, the cellular automata
modeling of fluid flow takes advantage of the
extremely efficient communication between nearest
neighbor processors of the massively parallel
architecture.
The cellular automata approach models with simple
interacting elements the complex behavior of natural
systems. For 2D fluid flow, tbe elements are unit
mass, unit velocity particles constrained to move
along the six directions of a hexagonal lattice.
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Theparticlesinteractin accord with simple
collision rules involving only particles on nearest
neighbor lattice points (figure 26). Each lattice
• Unit mills, unit velocity particles
• Simple Interactions with nearest neighbors
• Flow paremetem determined by evenlge over many cells
• Formel equivalence to Nevler-Stokee equations
Figure 26. Cellular Automata Fluid Flow Modeling
.... s#lt. .... ._..._1|%%%_.//111_.'**Sll_'
Courlocy Bruce Nemnlch. TMC
Figure 27. Two-Dimensional Flow Over a Cylinder
point (cell) is represented by one processor which
tracks the particles currently located at that
position. The macroscopic flow parameters, density,
velocity, etc., are determined by averages over many
cells providing continuum results from the discrete
particles. The behavior of this simple system is
formally equivalent to the Navier-Stokes equations
as described by Wolfram (to be published), and
although the model is deterministic, the very large
number of degrees of freedom gives rise to the rich
array of phenomena observed in fluid flow. Figure
27 is a calculation performed at TMC of the 2D flow
over a cylinder (in a coordinate system fixed on the
cylinder) and clearly displays the vortex street
observed in such flow. The UTRC contribution in the
cooperative program involves validation of the
cellular automata approach by calculation for known
behavior test flow conditions and extension of the
analysis to incorporate heat transport by analogy
with the momentum transfer of the particle
collisions. For example, as illustrated in figure
28, numerical experiments on the Connection Machine,
of the 2D flow between parallel plates, have been
used by A. Maught o£ UTRC to determine the effective
fluid viscosity for comparison with the viscosity
derived analytically _rom the cellular automata
model. The effective fluid viscosity is evaluated
from the fluid momentum decay and for the asymptotic
exponential decay agrees closely with that derived
by D. Levermore (B. Nemninch, TMC, private
communcatlons). This simple plate problem, when
extended, will have relevance to the heat exchanger
application.
The fact that simple interaction rules can reproduce
complex behavior offers the exciting promise that
cellular automata can be used as an alternative to
differential equations for modeling a wide variety
of physical systems (Vichniac (1984)). With
cellular automata, limited, discrete information is
evaluated for each element, and each "bit"
calculated weighs equally in the results. With
differential equations, very high accuracy is
generally required during the analysis - e.g.
evaluation of a derivative as the difference of two
quantities - to obtain an answer of much lower
accuracy. The "bit democracy" of the cellular
automata approach results in efficient use of
computer resources and represents a potential
breakthrough for otherwise intractable problems.
The prospect is intriguing, and the fluid flow/heat
transfer modeling is an avenue to explore this
potential.
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Figure 28. Two-Dimensional Flow Between Parallel
Plates -- Velocity Profile Time History
CONCLUDING REMARKS
With the availability of advanced supercomputers and
the rapid progress being made in computational fluid
dynamics, considerable advances in the development
of CFD codes applicable to complex aerodynamic
problems of interest to the aircraft industry are
foreseeable in the near future. Supercomputer
systems such as those of the new NAS Facility and
the new massive parallel processing systems are
anticipated to provide computational tools for
software which will significantly advance the
state-of-the-art of CFD technology for a wide
variety of design applications. Specific
methodology related to helicopters, turbomachinery,
heat exchangers, and the National Aerospace Plane
have been presented herein, but these are just
examples within a wide spectrum of potential
applications. It has been recognized and
demonstrated in the recent work that the code
developers can now conceive of incorporating and
combining the CFD features which they have had to
separate or compromise on in the past, such as
three-dimensional, viscous, compressible, unsteady,
and heat transfer effects. This will result in more
practical and accurate codes for both design and
diagnostic investigations.
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APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTATIONAL MODELING IN BALLISTICS
Walter B. Sturek
US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, LABCOM
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005-5066
ABSTRACT
The development of the technology of ballis-
tics as applied to gun launched Army weapon
systems is the main objective of research at the
US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. The pri-
mary research programs at the BRL consist of three
major ballistics disciplines: exterior, interior
and terminal. The work done at the BRL in these
areas has traditionally been highly dependent on
experimental testing. A considerable emphasis has
been placed on the development of computational
modeling to augment the experimental testing in
the development cycle; however, the impact of the
computational modeling to this date has been
modest. With the availability of supercomputer
computational resources recently installed at the
BRL, a new emphasis on the application of computa-
tional modeling to ballistics technology is taking
place. The intent of this paper is to outline the
major application areas which are receiving con-
siderable attention at the BRL at present and to
indicate the modeling approaches involved. An
attempt has been made to give some information as
to the degree of success achieved and indicate the
areas of greatest need.
INTRODUCTION
The development of hallistics technology as
applied to gun launched Army weapons systems is
the main objective of research at the US Army
Ballistic Research Laboratory. The primary re-
search programs at the BRL consist of three major
ballistics disciplines: exterior, interior and
terminal. The work done at the BRL in the areas
has traditionally been highly dependent on experi-
mental testing. A considerable emphasis has been
placed on the development of computational
modeling to augment the experimental testing in
the development cycle; however, the impact of the
computational modeling to this date has been
modest. This has been primarily caused by the
lack of adequate computational resources at the
BRL which has relied on a CDC 7600 computer since
1975. The CDC 7600 computer was replaced by a
Cray XMP/48 computer in December 1986.
With the considerable increase in computation-
al capability provided by this computer, a new
emphasis on the application of computational mod-
eling to ballistics technology is taking place.
The intent of this paper is to outline the major
application areas which are receiving considerable
attention at the BRL at present and to indicate
the modeling approaches involved. An attempt has
been made to give some information as to the de-
gree of success achieved and indicate the areas of
greatest need.
Since the three ballistic disciplines repre-
sent well defined work areas, each discipline is
discussed separately in the paper in the order:
exterior, interior and terminal.
Exterior Ballistics
The computational modeling of exterior ballis-
tic flows at BRL has been very active since 1973.
More recently, the application of the thin layer,
Navier-Stokes computational codes developed by
Pulliam and Steger I and Schiff and Steger 2 have
been applied to a variety of projectile flow
fields at transonic and supersonic velocities.
Our early efforts focused on the validation of the
computational codes by making detailed comparisons
with experimental data which were obtained for
that express purpose. This code validation phase
was carried out over the time period from 1975 to
1983. During this time period, the ability to
predict the Magnus characteristics of spinning
shell at supersonic velocities was confirmed. The
Magnus coefficient is the critical parameter since
it is a viscous effect and is 1/lOth to 1/lOOth of
the normal force. Figure 1 shows an illustration
of the forces acting on an artillery shell. Thus,
if the Magnus force can be predicted correctly,
all the other static aerodynamic coefficients can
also be predicted accurately.
The Aerodynamics of Spinning Shell
The critical aerodynamic behavior for a spin-
ning artillery shell occurs in the transonic velo-
city regime. This critical behavior occurs be-
tween Mach = 0.9 and 1.0 and results in the gyro-
scopic stability of the shell being at a minimum
where the Magnus moment and pitching moment are at
a maximum. Figure 2 shows the expected behavior
of the pitching moment coefficient as a function
Mach number. Since the Magnus pitching moments
have maximum values at some subsonic Mach number
between 0.9 and 1.0, the determination of these
coefficients is of greatest interest in this speed
range. Unfortunately, this is the speed range
which requires the greatest computational
resources.
The geometry of a typical artillery shell,
shown in Figure 3, consists of an ogive forebody
with a flattened nose, cylindrical midbody and a
boattailed afterbody. The flowfield for this type
of shell at a transonic Mach number of 0.94 is
shown as a spark shadowgraph from the BRL
Transonic Range in Figure 4. The flowfield is
shown to consist of significant regions of sub-
sonic and supersonic flow, shock-boundary layer
interactions, and separated flow at the base of
the projectile. The modeling of this flowfield is
further complicated by the loss of pitch plane
symmetry that occurs due to the effect of surface
spin. In order to model this flowfield, three-
dimensional, time-marching, Navier-Stokes compu-
tational techniques are required.
The flowfield for a projectile in flight at
supersonic velocity is shown in Figure 5. The
characteristic of this flowfield of particular
interest here is that the effect of flowfield
disturbances are only felt downstream. Thus the
Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) computational
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techniquecan be applied. The computationaltechniquehasbeenverysuccessfulat predicting
the aerodynamicbehaviorof spinningshell in-
cludingthe Magnuseffect. Theseresults havebeenextensivelyreported3 andwill not be dis-
cussedfurtherhere.
Several papers have been written over the past
five years describing our attempts to predict the
aerodynamic coefficients at transonic veloci-
ties. _-s Figure 6 shows the results achieved on a
Cray I using two million words of memory. The
peak value of the pitching moment is about right;
however, the trend of the coefficient with Mach
number is unsatisfactory. Our latest attempt,
which has not yet been published, was recently
completed on the X-MP/48 at the NASA Ames Research
Center, This computation took a year to complete
due to problems of remote access, file storage and
CPU availability, In order to carry out the full
computation in which the entire projectile with
the base region and the effect of surface spin are
included, we expect to require at least eight mil-
lion words of memory. The CPU time on an X-MP/48
using a fully vectorized code is expected to be of
the order of 45 hours. This is the time using a
single processor, It is obvious that to achieve
improved turnaround time, the ability to perform
computations on multiple processors is important,
Base Flow Modeling
Base region flowfield computations at zero
angle of attack have been performed at BRL for
several years, The results of these computational
studies have been reported in References 6 and
8, The technique uses the thin-layer, time-
marching Navier-Stokes computational code as re-
ported by Nietubicz, Pulliam and Steger. ? An im-
portant feature of the technique is the ability to
preserve the sharp corner at the base of the pro-
jectile. This is achieved using a zonal gridding
approach,
An example of the application of this predic-
tive capability to current projectile development
concerns is shown in Figure 7 where two examples
of irregular base region configurations are shown.
These base configurations are currently being con-
sidered as modifications for fielded Army shell.
The configurations are known to have measurable
effects on the flight performance of the shell.
Computational studies are underway to predict the
total drag of the shell using the axisymmetric
Navier-Stokes computational code. Using the X-MP
class of machine, a substantial matrix of results
can be developed over the speed range of interest,
,8 < M < 2,5, An example of recent results
achieved is shown in Figure 8 where the total drag
for the standard and modified base geometries are
plotted versus Mach number. Full 3D simulations
are desired in order to provide the complete aero-
dynamic performance; however, the scope of results
needed and the timeframe involved make this
achievement unattainable,
The base flow modeling has been also been ex-
tended to include mass injection into the base
region. 8 This capability is desired to predict
the performance of rocket assist and base bleed
shell. The current configuration of the XM864
base bleed shell is shown in Figure I0 as an ex-
ample, Recent results achieved in the modeling of
this type of flow is shown in Figure 9 where the
mass injected is modeled as a perfect gas. This
figure compares the computation to an experiment
conducted for the US Army Missile Command at AEDC.
The results show comparisons of surface pressures
at the base of the model. These results are en-
couraging; however, the real problem includes ef-
fects of multi-phase flow with combustion. The
modeling of these effects is of considerable in-
terest and research in this area is in progress.
Finned Projectiles
Kinetic energy penetrator projectiles are of
considerable development interest within the Army.
These are long L/D, finned projectiles which are
launched at high supersonic velocities (M > 4.5)
and have a very short time-of-flight (3-4 seconds
maximum), A simplified drawing of a typical
fielded round (M735) is shown in Figure 10. A
spark shadowgraph taken in the BRL Transonic Range
of this projectile in flight at Mach = 4.5 is
shown-in Figure 12,
A series of computational studies for this
type of projectile have been carried out using the
PNS computational technique and are reported in
Reference 9 and 10. Figure 13 shows the develop-
ment of particle traces at the surface of the pro-
jectile in the vicinity of the fins. A comparison
between the computations and free flight measure-
ments of pitching moment is shown in Figure 14.
In an attempt to achieve better comparisons with
the experimental measurements, computations have
been made with highly dense grids in the vicinity
of the fins by coupling solutions from PNS and
time-marching techniques. The results achieved
indicate some improvement; however, further im-
provement in the ability to predict the aerodyna-
mics of these shapes await the impact of greater
computational resources than has been used to this
date. This is especially true since current in-
terest is in projectiles with L/D's greater than
20.
Interior Ballistic Modeling
The interior ballistic cycle involves the com-
bustion of solid propellant in a gun tube which
creates the high pressure required to propel the
projectile out of the gun tube into free flight.
The time of the cycle is of the order of 10-15
milliseconds, The maximum pressures reached are
of the order of 50,000 psi and the flame tempera-
ture of the burning gases is of the order of 2500
R, The configuration of the propellant consists
of rods or sticks which are packaged together to
form a loosely packed bundle or multiple bags of
material.
The ignition of the propellant is a very im-
portant aspect of the burning since the pressure-
time behavior of the combustion process can, if
too violent, result in the destruction of the
breech of the gun, Thus, the interior ballistic
problem has the following characteristics: (1)
time dependent; (2) multi-phase flow (solid and
gaseous); (3) combLstion; (4) high temperature;
(5) high pressure; (6) real gas effects; (7)
chemically reacting gas.
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Dueto the highlycomplexnatureof the inte-
rior ballistics problem,current computational
modelingtechniquesare far frombeingable to
adequatelymodelthe full physicalprocessesof
interest. Thus, current computationalmod-
elingzI-12makesuseof a combinationof lumped
parameter,twodimensional-twophaseflow, quasi-
onedimensionalflowmodelingandmodifiedconsti-
tutive laws for chemicalenergyrelease,fric-
tional losses,heatloss to the guntubeandero-
sive burning. A schematicillustration of a
baggedchargeinsideof a gunchamberis shownin
Figure15. Thisdrawingshowsthe basicconfig-
urationof the interior ballistic problemprior to
ignition. A schematicllustration of the config-
urationfor a multi-incrementchargeis shownin
Figure16. Thepresenceof considerableullage(or emptyspace)is illustrated andis an import-
ant factor in the performanceof the propellant.
Thecombinationof modelingtechniquesusedto
modelthis multi-incrementconfigurationis shown
in Figure17.
TerminalBallistic Modeling
Theterminalballistics problemconsistsof
severalprocessesincluding: responseof struc-tures suchas vehiclesand shelters to blast
waves,penetrationof armorby long rodprojec-
tiles andpenetrationof armorby highvelocity
plasmajets.
Armor Penetration
There are a number of penetration and impact
codes which have been developed. Eight such codes
are surveyed in Reference 13. EPIC-314 is
actively used at BRL. EPIC-3 is a finite element
code in a Lagrangian formulation. Models for
material properties and equations of state to
account for high energy impact are an important
part of the computational technique. An example
of an EPIC-3 computation for impact of a steel
ball onto an aluminum plate is shown in Figure
18. Excellent agreement with experiment has been
obtained for this case.
Another code used extensively at BRL for armor
penetration modeling is the EPIC-2 code. Is An ex-
ample of the application of this code to predict
the penetration of single plate armor by a long
rod is shown in Figure 19. In this figure, exam-
ples are shown of the time-dependent armor pene-
tration process for two angles of impact, normal
and oblique to the surface. The modeling of the
armor penetration process is accomplished by a
combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian techniques.
Modeling of the dynamic response of the target
material to the high energy release is an import-
ant aspect of this computational technique. The
full problem of interest requires the capability
to model penetration of multiple armor plates at
high angles of obliquity. Fully three-dimensional
computations require considerable computer re-
sources in terms of CPU time and storage capacity.
Incident Blast Wave Effects
Blast effects are of concern in the ability of
military vehicles and command post structures to
withstand the effects of incident blast/thermal
waves caused by nuclear bursts. The computational
modeling of these effects utilize time-dependent
Euler and Navier-Stokes techniques. A typical
example of the problem of interest 17 is depicted
schematically in Figure 20 where a vehicle is
shown being struck by an incident blast wave.
Reference 17 reported the application of an
inviscid, finite-difference code to predict the
time-dependent flow over several objects of
generic interest. An example of the resulting
sequence of density contours for the flow over the
truck are shown in Figure 21. Fully three-
dimensional viscous computations coupled with the
effect of the thermal pulse are required to
properly model the complex shapes and flowfield
conditions of interest.
CLOSING REMARKS
A brief overview has been presented of the
computational modeling applications and activities
at the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory. The
topics covered are by no means complete. Several
additional areas of active research are in
progress. The scope of this paper was not
intended to provide a complete coverage, only a
partial coverage within the allowed constraints.
Given the supercomputer resources now available at
the BRL, the impact of computational modeling on
weapon system design and development is certain to
become significant.
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COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS IN A MARINE ENVIRONMENT
Arthur D. Carlson
Naval Underwater Systems Center
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the supercomputer and
recent advances in both Reynolds averaged, and
large eddy simulation fluid flow approximation
techniques to the Navier/Stokes equations, have
created a robust environment for the exploration
of problems of interest to the Navy in general,
and the Naval Underwater Systems Center in
particular. The following discussion will address
the nature of problems that are of interest, and
the type of resources needed for their solution.
The goal is to achieve a good engineering solution
to the fluid-structure interaction problem. It is
appropriate to indicate that a paper by D. Chapman1
played a major role in developing our interest in
the approach discussed. Further there are several
researchers who have pivotal roles in the
development of and use of these computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) tools. Two of these
researchers are Dr. A. J. Kalinowski, who has a
leadership role in the large eddy simulation code
we are developing, and C. A. Wagner, who has
played a similar role in the further development
of the Reynolds averaged code INS3D.
NATURE OF PROBLEMS
It is convenient to divide our interests into
two classes: the first is where the scale permits
a more macroscopic approximation of the flow,
i.e., it is not dominated by the boundary layer
alone but includes a significant part of the flow
outside the boundary layer, the second is
dominated by the boundary layer and requires as
detailed (as practical today) a description of the
flow as possible. Figure 1 illustrates this first
class, where we show two bodies in close proximity
to one another, perhaps with a relative velocity.
The flow is three-dimensional,
vl _-_
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CLASS I
Figure 1.
unsteady, laminar/or turbulent and incompressible.
A second class of problem is shown in Figure 2.
VELOCITY
I 1
ELASTIC STRUCTURE
CLASS II
Figure 2.
Here we have an elastic structure that can respond
to the boundary layer generated forces, and in
turn cause the flow to be influenced by the
structural motion. Further the structure may
absorb energy and/or be a source of energy. We
are interested in as many details of this
interaction as are possible to compute.
It appears that a computer code developed at
Ames Research Center called INS3D for
Incompressible Navier/Stokes in 3 Dimensions will
be quite appropriate for class I problems.
Reference 2 provides a thorough despription of the
theoretical and numerical solution techniques
employed in INS3D. We are working with this code
on a series of laminar problems with viscosity,
and for turbulent flow situations. The turbulent
solution is being tested for one example against a
right circular cylinder for which good
experimental data is available. The problems
being addressed are quite large and require a
machine the size of a CRAY 2 if we are to do
practical work. Of course there is no difficulty
in thinking of problems that would require N
number of CRAY 2's, but for this point in time
good insights can be achieved with a CRAY 2.
Because the pressure field is important to the
Navy, !NS3D is very useful since it calculates
pressure explicitly. The equation for this
approximation is;
aP + B V • V = 0
at
where P is pressure, t is time, B is constant and
V is velocity.
One effect not considered is any coupling of INS3D
with the elasticity of a structure.
To examine class II problems NUSC is
developing its own code called TURBO (Turbulent
Unsteady-flow over Resilient BOundaries). TURBO
is being written for a CRAY 2 environment, at
first for single CPU, later as a mulitple CPU
code. An important feature in TURBO is the
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couplingof the three-dimensionalNavier/Stokes
equationsto a viscoelasticstructure• Followingis the orderof developmentof thecodeandsome
of its details•
• Workis currentlyalsounderwayto usemore
than a singleCPUfor thesolutionof TURBO.The
initial versionthoughwill usea singleCPU.
• VersionI ThecompleteNavier/Stokes
equationswithno modellingare coupledto an
orthotropic viscoelasticplate. Ananalytical
solutionis usedfor theplate.
• VersionII - ThecompleteNavier/Stokes
equationswith no modellingare coupledto athree-dimensionalviscoelastic structure• The
structureis representedbyfinite elements•
• VersionIll - A turbulencemodelin
conjunctionwith the large eddy simulation
approximationis usedto modelthefluid. The
structure is viscoelasticand representedbyfinite elements•
SOLUTIONMETHODOLOGY
Thefluid equationsaretransformedbyadoubieFouriertransformationin the streamwise
and spanwisedirectioninto awavenumberspace•
This is sowecansamplethe computationalspace
with fewer computationalpoints, and secondly
automatically satisfy periodic boundary
conditions• In thevertical directionaclosed
formsolution to the differential equationis
used.In principlethis shouldallowusto resolve
theflowcharacternearthewall to a smallscale•
• Provisionshave been made for
compressibilityeffectsin the fluid. This is
achievedbya formulaof theform:
Changein Pressure=Constant(Changein Density)
• Periodicboundaryconditionsareassumedin
the streamwiseandspanwisedirection• Currently
in the vertical direction there is a rigid
boundaryat the topsurface•Researchis underwayto lift this restrictionandprovidefor a freefield•
• At the bottom surface, the very
complicated,butverycritical, couplingof theflow equationsto theflexible structuresurface
employs an arbitrary Eulerian/Lagrangian
coordinatesystem•Thissystemin effect requires
that weobserve,i.e., computehe solutionalong
a predetermined,prescribedpath. Weperforma
coordinate transformationthat in effect
transformsthedeformedfluid meshinto a regular
meshin whichthe fluid equationsaresolved•
Thenthe newupdatedforcesandfluid displacement
aretransformedbackandappliedto the structural
surface. The finite elementmethodis then
appliedto the structural domainanda finite
elementsolutionmethodologyis carriedout there•
PREANDPOSTPROCESSINGOFMATHMODEL
It is imperativethat sophisticatedgraphics
beemployedif a comprehensiveanalysisis to be
carried out in aproductiontypemode,utilizing
rapidturnaroundanduserfriendliness• To this
endwehaveacquireda SiliconGraphics3030color
workstationalongwith theGAS(GraphicsAnimationSystem)and PLOT3Dsoftwaredevelopedat NASA
Ames.Thissoftwareenablesrapid analysisof
large CFDdata sets alongwith automatedmovie
makingfor visualization and presentationofinteresting results• Themoviesarerecordedin
16mmformatandthentranslatedto videotape•
OPTIMIZATION
The mathematicsof optimizatonof an N
dimensionalspace,and the computerprogramming
for it, has reachedthe state whereit is
reasonableto exploretheuseof suchtechniques
in conjunctionwith codeslike INS3DandTURBO•Vanderplaats_givesanexcellent outline of the
optimizationmethod• To besuccessfulfroman
engineeringpointof viewwill require judicious
use of optimization codes and very good
estimationsof a set of initial designs• Using
the structuresshowni Figure3 asanexampleone
can pose thefollowingproblem:Whatshapebody
will provideaminimumpressuredistributionwhen
III/II/I_ IIIII I
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subject to a set of constraints such as a fixed
length and some minimum volume? The problem here
is that there is no explicit way to write a
relationship between drag and the body dimensions•
Hence we start with an initial set of shapes that
work "well" and iterate using an approximate
search for the minimum objective function• An
example of an optimization code that could be
combined with INS3D is ADS (Automatic Design
Synthesis) and is described in reference 4. This
code has software for a number of solution
strategies such as sequential linear programming,
optimizer options such as the modified method of
feasible directions method for constrained
mimimization, and a number of search options such
as a technique to find the minimum of a
constrained function using the golden sections
method.
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Thereis noguaranteethat agoodsolutioncan
be reachedin a realistic timegiventhecomputer
resourcesat this particularpoint in time,but if
not today,almostcertainly in the nearfuture.
OCEANDYNAMICS
It appearsthat INS3Dhas the necessary
ingredientsandflexibility for its applicationto
questionsinvolvingoceandynamics. To use it
several key issueswill haveto beresolved:First onemustincludecoriolis forcesto account
for the earth's rotation effectsonthefluid,
secondtheboundarycondition at the ocean-airinterface mustbe accountedfor, andthird the
ability to accountfor variations in density
within the fluid, andultimatelywith time,will
haveto bemade.The other boundaryconditions
Will dependonthedepthof waterandthelateral
extentoverwhichthemodelis to beappliedon a
caseby casebasis. Oursolutionstrategyis to
start withassimplea modelof the oceanas
possible, and progressively build those
characteristicsinto INS3D,verify thesewith an
experiment(s), and proceed with further
complexities.Becausewehaveagoodideaof the
parametersweare lookingfor, oureffortswill be
directed to adding,within anengineeringmodel,just enoughto getworkinginsights.
TESTING
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The ultimate measureof a computeddesignis
proofbytest andthen by field use. Several
watertunneltest facilities exist todaywhichcan
be used but thesewill mostlikely haveto be
expandednotonly in size, but in the numberand
accuracyof velocityandpressuresensorsthat are
used. Smaller pressure sensors and
three-dimensionalvelocity measurementsa many
points simultaneouslywill be required. Laser
velocimetrytechniquesareusefulhere.
CONCLUSIONS
Orderof magnitudeimprovementsin theability
to separateout causefromeffect in complexflow
situations is about to occur in important
problems.The pacing item is the computer,
althoughsuch esoteric areas as tubulence
modellingwill providesignificantchallenges.As
one movesinto productionuseof thesenewtools,
pre and posts processingof the fluid and
structure models will also require further
improvement.
The immediatefuture will be devotedto
provingout thenewCFDtools by both numerical
checksagainst analytical solutions,aswell as
carefulexperimentalchecks.Onecanthinkof the
productof numericalsolutionson supercomputers
as providinga numericalmicroscopewithwhichto
viewvariousflow phenomena.Whatultimately
remainsthenis thecreativeuseof suchtools to
solvereal problems.
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COMPUTATIONAL ASTROPHYSICS
Richard H. Miller
University of Chicago
Introduction
Astronomy is an area of applied physics in which unusually
beautiful objects challenge our imaginations to explain observed
phenomena in terms of known laws of physics. It is a field that
has stimulated the development of lots of physical laws and lots
of mathematical and computational methods. Many statistical
and numerical methods may be traced to 19th century efforts to
determine orbits of solar system objects such as comets and asteroids.
Numerical calculations were to be done by hand, with pencil and
paper. Methods were needed that would guarantee a reliable orbit
with minimal effort, based on imperfect observations that were
not evenly spaced in time. In another area, some weB-known and
powerful stability techniques were developed to study the classical 3-
body problem by mathematicians like Poincar6. The stability of the
solar system is a problem that continues to challenge mathematicians.
The story of Newton, apples, and the moon's orbit is well known to
all of you.
Outstanding scientists were drawn to astronomical problems by
their charm and beauty, not to deny practical usefulness, in an earlier
era. The opening paragraphs of Maxwell's Adams Prize Essay (1859)
on the structure and stability of Saturn's rings eloquently appeal to
the charm of trying to understand a natural phenomenon for which
no practical use could be imagined, lie did that in an era when
astronomy was the quintessence of "practical" science for navigation
at sea. Techniques worked out to attack astronomical problems are
useful in many other contexts, and they promise to remain useful for
years to come.
Charm and beauty characterize many problems of present-day
astronomy as well. As in earlier eras, astronomical problems drive
us to consider phenomena in extraordinary physical conditions.
Physical conditions in astronomical objects take on far more extreme
values than can be mimicked in any terrestrial laboratory. Densities,
for example, range from less than one atom per cubic centimeter
(p _ 2 x 10-_4gm/cm 3) in interstellar space to nuclear densities
(p _ 10 Is - 101Sgm/cm 3) in neutron stars, rising a bit higher if
the star is on the verge of collapsing to a black hole. Temperatures
range frc_m around 100°K in molecular elond_ to lO 1° °K at the
centers of pre-supernova stars. Magnetic fields can be found that
range from a microgauss in interstellar space to 1012 gauss at the
surface of a neutron star. Magnetic fields are important because the
interstellar medium tends to be a highly ionized plasma, thus to have
high conductivity.
Boundary conditions are much cleaner in astronomical problems
than in laboratory experiments as well. Astrophysical plasmas
(e.g., the solar wind, solar atmosphere, interstellar medium) are not
contaminated by boundaries as are laboratory plasmas. Problems
in which laboratory boundary conditions differ from real-world
situations are familiar to people working on aircraft design as well.
Astronomers have been irt supercomputing for the past century
and a half as well, if we define supercomputing to mean numerical
computation on an unprecedented scale for its time. Imagine the
numerical work in computing ephemerides for navigational purposes
in the 19th and first haft of the 20th centuries. An astronomical work
still stands as a landmark from the days when it was first done with
punched-card calculators: the "Coordinates of the 5 Outer Planets
1653-2060," by Eckert, Brouwer, and Clemence (1951). A sign of the
times: five years ago, amateur astronomers took it as a challenge to
repeat that calculation on PC's like the TRS-80. Fortunately, they
could refer to the original work for methods and for numerical values
that could be used to check their calculations.
Three features drive present research efforts that impel as-
tronomers to seek the computational power of supercomputers.
(1) A complex interplay of many physical processes. Interactions are
almost always nonlinear. General physical situations must be taken
into account to fit observations.
(2) Higher quality observational material discloses details of flow and
emission patterns that require complex models. Several factors con-
tribute. (a) Improved (multi-element, low-noise) detectors, (b) Ex-
tension to new wavelength bands (radio, infrared, ultra-violet, x-ray,
gamma rays), with (c) high resolution imaging and (d) spectroscopic
resolution as well. These features come from excellent new instru-
ments such as the VLA and VLBI in radio astronomy, from KAO and
IRAS and the future SOFIA and SIRTF in infrared astronomy, from
IUE and the tlubble Space Telescope in visible and ultra-violet wave-
lengths, and a variety of satellites for x- and gamma rays. European
and Japanese satellites are coming on line as well, and we saw coop-
erative programs with them and with the Soviets in the recent Halley
missions. Scientific use of all these superb instruments requires source
modeling in at least as great detail as the instruments can yield.
(3) Reduction of raw observational data to a form comprehensible
by people. Instruments like the VLA ( a 27-element interferometer or
synthetic aperture) produce what is essentially a Fourier transform
of the source brightness distribution (in two spatial dimensions for
each spectral passband for possibly as many as 256 spectral bands),
corrupted by sky noise, by receiver and antenna noise, by a "dirty"
raw synthesized beam, and messed up by the atmosphere. Other in-
struments produce data encoded differently, but the data reduction
problem is much the same. High data rates exacerbate the problem.
These newer instruments produce a lot of data in a short time, then
they switch to a new source and produce a lot more data.
We see again the pattern that techniques developed for astro-
nomical use have uses in other areas: Modern oil field exploration
uses techniques roughly equivalent to turning the VLA upside down
so its antennas detect signals coming from inside the earth. Some of
the astronomical imaging methods such as CLEAN, self-calibration,
hybrid mapping, etc., are finding use there. Maximum entropy
restoration methods are being developed actively in both camps, as
they are elsewhere.
Image restoration in radio astronomy is truly impressive. Within
the past couple of years, a map of the radio source Cygnus-A has
been produced with I000 or more pixels along an edge, and with a
dynamic range (ratio of brightest spot to faintest detail recorded) of
about I0,000 to I. This is in the presence of sidelobes that can range
to 10e_ for a "dirty beam." It is difficult to look at that map without
a tingle of admiration and excitement.
Current Computations
Computation has had an impact on nearly every area of
astrophysics. Many of the problems of astrophysical interest
have their origin in trying to understand the structure and aging
(evolution) of stars. Particularly interesting computational problems
arise with studies of the final death-throes of a massive star-a
supernova outburst. A core like a neutron star (density around
1015gm/cm 3, temperature about 100 Million degrees K, size about
I0 miles across, about 1 solar mass or 1033 gm) is thought to pass
a stability limit in its equation of state that leads to a collapse. A
shock is sent outward into the surrounding envelope. Time scales are
milliseconds (sound speed is nearly the velocity of light). Nuclear
burning in the shock front transmutes most nuclei to the doubly
magic Ni 5G (28 protons and 28 neutrons). So many neutrinos are
produced, and they carry such a large fraction of the energy, that
neutrino opacity limits energy transport. Things become particularly
interesting when the shock encounters the innermost nuclcar-burnlng
shell of the pre-supernova star where silicon is being burnt. The
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upshot is that a burst of energy (1054 ergs) is produced that makes
a star as bright as an entire galaxy (1011 solar luminosity or about
1044 ergs/sec) that takes weeks or months to expand and cool, as the
outburst gradually fades.
This is but one of the fascinating problems astrophysicists are
tackfing computationally today. Star f_rntatiou, stellar evolution,
and physics of the interstellar medium are others. Common threads
run through the physics of all these situations. That physics
includes (1) Radiative transfer (2) Transient fluid flows, and (3)
Radiation hydrodynamics. This last term refers to situations in
which radiation pressure dominates mass motions. Actual physical
situations involve some cases where radiation dominates, others
where fluid flows dominate, and transition cases. The fluid flows
influence the radiation field and radiative transport as well. Strong
shocks frequently occur in examples of astrophysical interest. The
state of the art can cope with these cases, and nuclear burning is
included in modern codes. Nuclear burning provides an energy
source (and a sink in some canes). Nuclear reaction networks bring
in several hundred nuclear species with vastly different lifetimes, so
the problems are very "stiff." Magnetic fields have so far not been
successfully included, so we cannot yet handle hydromagnetic cases
with radiation and nuclear burning. But that is coming. It should be
here in a couple of years.
Numerical relativity is another area receiving a lot of attention.
Relativity here means general relativity-well known for numerical
intractability because the nonlinearities affect the geometry of
spacetime. Black holes were made to collide a few years ago (lots
of gravitational radiation emitted). Star clusters going relativistic
are just now being studied but even that with restrictive symmetries
because of numerical and conceptual difficulties. A star cluster goes
relativistic when its central density and size become great enough to
be near the Schwarzschild radius for a black hole.
We see once more that new methods have to be developed to
handle extreme physical conditions that first come to our attention in
astrophysical situations. Often these methods can help with problems
in other scientific and technical areas, even if conditions are not so
extreme. Algorithms must be robust and dependable.
Dynamics of Galaxies
Let me turn to another particularly beautiful area of computa-
tional astrophysics, the area of my own research, the dynamics of
galaxies. Galaxies are beautiful both in photographs and in VLA
maps, and they are dynamical objects. I will do this by describing
an investigation that has been occupying oar attention for the past
couple of years. It is a good example of the method of numerical ex-
perimentation.
Experiments in terrestrial laboratories are out of the question
for problems in the dynamics of galaxies as well. Distances are so
great that there is no hope of going out beyond the object to get a
look from the other side. There is no way to kick a galaxy to see if
it bounces to check its stability as you would check the stability (or
robustness) of everyday objects in the laboratory. Even if we could,
the time scales are so long we could not wait. Dynamical times are
typically about 100 milLion years. The need for experimental checks
on analytical theories is as great in galaxy dynamics as in any area of
physics. Numerical experiments, based on large scale computations,
are the closest thing we have to the laboratory experiments of
other parts of physics. They are much closer in style and spirit
to laboratory experiments than to conventional (analytic) theory.
Numerical experiments are initial value problems. They are defined
by the initial conditions. The same rules are used for carrying out all
experiments, and those rules contain as much of the essential physics
of galaxies as possible. Once an experiment is started, it runs to
"completion" with no interference.
Studies in the dynamics of galaxies produce strikingly beautiful
objects as well as charming dynamical insights. Galaxy dynamics is
challenging because one's guesses axe so often wrong. This happens,
of course, because self-consistent systems have so many options open
to them that they usually select one you hadn't thought about. It is
exciting an you begin to see which option the system selected and as
you try to figure out why it chose that option.
The investigation reported here started out as a study of the
dynamics of dark lanes in the so-called dark-lane elliptical galaxies.
This investigation was started by Dr. Althea Wilkinson of the
University of Manchester in England, and it was carried out by a
team from which Dr. Bruce F. Smith of NASA-Ames was a driving
force. Some totally unexpected and sarprming phenomena turned
up-phenomena that remind one of the strange things observed
at the center of our own Galaxy. I want to concentrate on those
phenomena.
The experiments started with a disk of particles embedded
within an oblate spheroidal galaxy. Both the disk and the oblate
spheroid were formed of particles, 400 000 in all. The experiments
consist of following the dynamical development of this system for
some time, usually several dynamical time periods, by means of
a fully self-consistent fully three-dimensional n-body integration.
The bulk of the mass is in the oblate spheroid, and it represents
the elliptical gMaxy. The disk represents the dark lane. It contains
little mass (1000 particles), and notwithstanding its dominant optical
appearance it has little, if any, dynamical effect on the main galaxy.
The disk was flat at the start. Its normal formed an angle of 45*
with the spheroid axis. Its center coincided with the center of the
galaxy. Disk particles orbit around the galaxy center so the disk is
centrifugally supported against the gravitational forces of the galaxy.
Disk particles have different velocities at different distances from the
center, so the disk is said to "rotate differentially." It also processes
differentially, and it'soon becomes warped, taking on a sequence of
beautiful shapes.
We routinely make motion pictures that show the dynamical
development of the systems we study. Shapes and motions are so
complex that one cannot understand them otherwise. It is safe to
say that every significant discovery we have made in 10 years of
experimentation has started from some feature first noticed in a
motion picture, whether on film or on a graphics display. Good
graphics is essential for an experimenter to understand his own
results. Of course, motion pictures are great for showing results to
others as well, and a motion picture derived from an experiment run
on the NAS Cray-2 will be shown.
The unexpected feature showed up as we were studying an earlier
version of this system on the then new IRIS graphics displays at
Ames. We had zoomed in for a tight view of the center, watching
temporal developments. The center was whipping about. We were
concerned lest this be a numerical instability. A motion picture
showing a close-up view of the disk center was made as one of our
checks. That motion picture will be shown. The motions that
troubled us are quite small. The centermost particle moves only
as far from the center as the radius of a sphere that would contain
but 4 x 10 -4 of the galaxy's mass. Nonetheless, it is troubling to
an experimenter until he can figure out what causes it. If caused
by a numerical instability, it could signal a trouble with the entire
sequence of experiments we've done over the past 10 years.
Checks whether we were dealing with a numerical instability
led us to study I = 1 oscillations of galaxy models, to study the
stability of the disk with the galaxy immobilized (i.e., the underlying
galaxy was no longer self-consistent), to study the disk in a harmonic
oscillator potential rather than the galaxy potential, and to carry
out a variety of other checks. The I = 1 mode had too low a Q
to fit the experiment. Experiments with the galaxy immobilized or
with a harmonic potential showed that self-gravitation of the disk
wag not responsible. Next, we conducted experiments on the galaxy
alone, with the disk removed. We had to invent a way to look for
motions of the central parts in order to do this. The method used
was to locate the extremum of the gravitational potential. We found
that the center, as defined by the potential, moved about the center
as defined by the mass (the centroid). The most dense part of the
galaxy, indicated by the potential center, need not remain fixed, even
though the equations of motion require that the mass centroid remain
fixed.
Fairly early in this sequence of checks, we plotted the trajectory
of the normal to a little patch at the center of the disk. That plot
is shown in Figure 1. It looks llke the plots of combined precession
and nutation in rigid body motion in your elementary mechanics
text. Indeed, that is just what it shows-combined precession and
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nutation. It is not as clean as the motion shown in the mechanics
text, but it is the trajectory of a genuine mechanical motion. It is not
the trajectory of a numerical instability.
Figure 1. Trajectory of normal to the center of disk as seen on the
unit sphere. The trajectory starts at the right side (small amplitude)
and winds downward and to the left, ending on the left side with
large amplitude.
So it's not a numerical instability. But then, what is it? We
finally nailed this down with the experiments on the NAS Cray-2.
The potentiM near the center of a galaxy is harmonic-it is the
potential of a (possibly anisotropic) harmonic oscillator. A particle,
initially at rest at the center, feels tugged first in one direction and
then in another, by the wanderings of the potentiM center. It acts
like a harmonically bound particle in Brownian motion. That is a
well-known problem. We checked whether this might be the character
of the motions we were observing by integrating the response of
a harmonically bound particle to forces it would feel due to the
wandering center, and found those motions to match the wanderings
of the centermost particle of our disk fairly well.
Now we come to the nailing. Experiments with different numbers
of particles showed that the amplitude by which the potential center
wanders about the mass center varied inversely with the square
root of the number of particles in the galaxy. Separate checb_, with
a sequence of initial loads produced by different runs of random
numbers produced a scatter of potential center positions about the
same as the early stages of an actual integration. That confirms
suspicions that x/_ noise causes the potential center to differ from
the mass center. Both checks were run with 25,600, with 100,000,
and finally with 400,000 particles. The scatter for the integration
increases at later times.
The second part of the check is shown in Figure 2.
I | | | I i |
Figure 2. Plots of position vs. time. Time in the integration is
plotted horizontally, the :r-component of position vertically. The
motion of the centermost particle is shown in the top trace, the
potential center wandering in the middle trace, and the motion of a
harmonically bound test particle subject to forces produced by that
potential center wandering in the bottom track. All three tracks have
the same vertical and horizontal scales.
The actual motion of the centermost particle is shown in the
topmost trace, and the potential center wandering in the middle
trace. Finally, a separate integration of a harmonically bound test
particle under the tuggings of the actual potential center wanderings
is shown as the bottom trace. Notice the similarity of the top and
bottom tracks-even to shapes of individual wiggles. The amplitudes
are a bit different, indicating that something or other about the
galaxy affects the centermost particle at late times. Further, we
used oscillation frequencies from an earlier experiment for this
comparison, rather than re-determining the frequencies from the
actual experiment. That accounts for the phase difference in the
two tracks at the end of the experiment. The increasing amplitude
looks more like a linear growth rate (up to ,_ lihfiting a_aiplitudc) than
like the square-root of time amplitude of the classical harmonically
bound particle, suggesting that something more is going on. That
can be seen in the center track, where one can imagine that the
potential center wanderings near the end are beginning to follow the
particle. The system is actually unstable, with feedback coming from
the potential center's following the driven particles. But that is a
physical, not a numerical, instability.
The experiments are vindicated, but our next task is to deter-
mine whether this phenomenon is important in real galaxies. As
mentioned earlier, the wanderings are very suggestive of things that
happen at the center of our Galaxy, so we could he dealing with an
important physical effect. But that involves a separate set of argu-
ments, one that necessarily hinges on of astronomical details. We
p_stpone that to a conference on the dynamics of galactic nuclei.
I wish to thank the organizers of the NAS Dedication for the
invitation to participate and to show you some of the beautiful
results Bruce Smith and I have obtained already with the NAS
facilities. You can imagine our hopes and excitement over future
prospects. This work has been partially supported by Cooperative
Agreement NCC 2-265 between NASA-Ames Research Center and
the l'nivcrsity of Chicago.
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Introduction
Algorithm: A set of rules for solving a problem
in a finite number of steps.
Development: The progression to a more effec-
tive state.
The past decade has seen considerable activity
in algorithm development for the Navier-Stokes
equations. This has resulted in a wide variety of
useful new techniques. It would appear, however,
that there is plenty of room for further improve-
ments. That is to say, we are far from exhausting
all possible sets of rules for these problems and it
is highly probable that some remaining ones will
be more effective than those we have now.
It is foolish and even counterproductive to an-
ticipate or set milestones for the detailed develop-
ment of basic or even applied research. The his-
tory of science tells us that we can expect some-
thing to happen in any major field if active minds
capable of original thinking are allowed to pose
challenging problems and seek elegant solutions.
What we can do is look backwards and find
what we are doing now in a given area of science
that was not anticipated ten years ago. Some ex-
amples of this type for the numerical solution of
the Navier Stokes equations form the body of this
paper. These are divided into two parts, one de-
voted to the incompressible Navier Stokes equa-
tions, and the other to the compressible form.
The discussion is far from being comprehensive,
and. in fact, the examples for the incompressible
case are strictly limited to experience at NASA
Ames.
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1. Incompressible Navier-Stokes Equations
In the middle and late 70s much attention was
paid to the direct solution of homogeneous tur-
bulent [tows with periodic boundary conditions,
see Rogallo (1981). The grids used at that time
were 643 and the storage capacity of available
computers was the limiting factor in the spa-
tial resolution. The natural method to use for
the numerical approximation of the space deriva-
tives was the classical spectral method composed
of finite Fourier series, and the algorithm used
for implementation was the fast Fourier trans-
form. The time advance was fully explicit so
that all of the time and space scales could [)e re-
solved as accurately as possible. However, even
with explicit schemes, time advance of a spectral
method requires a minimum of two memory loca-
tions for every dependent variable at cvcry point
in the mesh. The standard third and fourth or-
der Runge Kulla methods bolh take a minimum
of three locations, so the oplions at, that time
were to use an existing second order lime march
method or use a coarser mesh and reduce the
space accurac.v. This motivated I)r. Alan Wray
(Ames Research Center, unpuhlished) to turn to
the t{unge-Kulta t(,chnique and search for a sub-
set of high order methods thai require a minimum
(two location) amount of storage capacity. He
was successful and his third-order method, used
to time march the nonlinear equation,
du
dt - F(u,t) (11)
has the predictor-correclor form
= u,_ + c_AtF(u,, , t,_)
b = u,, + AAtF(u,, , t,_)
,; : ;,+ ,cxt r(,:,, t,,,+ (1.2)
ii = i, + BAtF(_,, t. + AAt)
u,,+, = b + -).AIF(_ , In + (a + B)At)
The value of un is initially provided and stored.
The value of 9, is then calculated and also stored.
Then the value of u is formed and overstores u,
which is no longer needed. The process continues
through 9, and /i, requiring at any imermediate
step only two memory locations t)er del)endent
variable per mesh point. Finally, u,_+l overwrites
, /i is discarded, and the cycle is repeated.
There are four equal ions for the five coefficients
in eq (1.2), so we have a one-parameter family of
low storage, third order l{ungc Kutta methods.
The four equal ions are
a +/_+'y = 1
(_+B)_+A_= 1/2 (l.a)(. + + = 1/3
AI3_ = 1/6
One particular solution is given by
1/4, A =8/15, /3=0, B= 5/12, "7=3/4
(1.4)
This method is still being used to time march
codes for homogeneous turbulent flows. It is a
good example of an Mgorithm advance adding a
new cal)ability to an old concept.
A major advance in algorithms for wall bounded
turbulent simulations occurred in the early 1980"s.
At that time Leonard and Wray (1982) extended
the concepts being used to compute homogeneous
turbulent flows, to compute wall bounded turbu-
lent flows in relatively simple geometries. Let U
be the velocity vector, p the pressure, and u the
kinematic viscosity. One solves the vector equa-
tion expressing conservation of momentum,
Ut + U. VU = -Vp+ uV2U (1.5)
under the constraints of continuity in the domain
and no slip at the wall_:
V.U=0 inD, U= 0 on 0 D (1.6)
In homogeneous flows harmonic basis functions
are used and these automatically satisfy the pe-
riodic boundary ('onditions. Furthermore, it was
easy 1,) mako lhe _olutions solenoidal (V - l; - O)
so the pressure ternl couhl be eliminated. The
idea advance(l by l,eonard and \Vray was to build
the constrainls (1.6) into the basis functions ot'
a generalized speclral method for wall bounded
flows, so thai the constraints are automatically
and exactly satisfied with each time advance, and
do not need to be further enforced at each step in
conjunction with (1.5). The solmion is then ex-
pressed as a linear combination of global vector
"basis functions" that each satisfy (1.6). Due to
the constraints one needs to carry only two de-
grees of freedom per spectral mode while other
methods usually carry four, the three velocity
components and the pressure. Thus, less com-
puter storage is needed to achieve the better res-
oh, tion. For more details and further discussion
see the paper by Leonard and Wray.
Where they can be formed (this can be dif-
ficult since they are geometry dependent,), the
choice of the generalized spectral basis functions
greatly improves the numerical treatment of the
spalial aspec! of the problem. ]tmvever. to get
adequate resolution near lhe walls, the lime inte-
gral ion tends to be stiff due to the eigenslructure
of the viscous lerms. Because of this Dr. Philippe
Spalart (Ames liesearch Cent.er, unl)ublished) de-
vised the use of a hybri(t lime marching scheme
which is implicit for the (linear) viscous terms
and explicit for the (nonlinear) convection terms.
Again because of low memory requirements he
had been using existing 2nd order methods for the
time march. However, he has recently extended
Wray's Runge Kutta technique and developed a
hybrid method which is third order in time ac-
curacy and still has the minimum (two location)
sl<)rage requirements. Thus if we have the vector
relal ion
u, + L .,1
where L and N are matrix operators that are
linear and nonlinear, respectively, the sequence
can be made third order accurate with the proper
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choice of the coefficients in
-- un + At[L. (O_l'tt n -_-/31 ?_) + "/iNn]
%
(1.8)
The treatment of the N terms is equivalent to
that used in Wray's scheme. Only one solution
for the coefficients is known. This is given by the
conditions that
_1 = 0.7208762469,
_3 = 0.5778221005,
/35 = 0.0929740417,
el = 0.4724519312,
and
3'2 = 0.4001233399,
/31 = 0.3703996503,
/33 = 0.1818702938,
S'2 = 0.2263697562
(1.9a)
0,'1 +/31 _- "/'1 , 0:2-{-/32 _---- "/2-_-_'i , (2"3+/33 = "_3-_-{2
(1.9b)
Equations (1.9b) assure that the length of each
time substep is the same for both L and N. The
numerical stability bounds for the model equation
ut = iAu- uu (1.10)
where iAu represems N(u) and -uu represents
L-u, are _At <_ x/_ and vat, < 47, which were
quite adequate for Spa]art's purposes.
2. Compressible Navier-Stokes Algorithms
The development of compressible Navier-Stokes
algorithms has also seen moments of inspiration
in the last decade. We have taken several steps
forward in the general development of algorithms.
Some of these steps are via new concepts while
most are the result of applying old concepts in a
new setting. An example of a concept that was
newly introduced to practical application in the
field of fluid mechanics is the flux-vector splitting
deveh)ped by Steger and Warming (1979). This
Ol)ened up a wide new range of applications of
"upwind" algorithms for the Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations. Similar concepts have evolved
since thai time, most noticeably flux-difference
splitting algorithms. Both of these methods have
succeeded in removing much of the "fine tun-
ing" of parameters which had plagued many al-
gorithms previous to this time. A brief review of
this work is given.
A concept that is probably as "new" as one
can find is the total variation diminishing (TVD)
theory extended to finite differencing schemes by
Harten (1983). In this work, Harten extended
ideas concerning total variation properties of scalar
hyperbolic differential equations to discrete dif-
ferencing schemes. This was an important step
forward in determining the "ground rules" for de-
signing good shock capturing methods, although
it is not clear how religiously they need he fol-
lowed. A complete review of this subject would
be a formidable task by any measure. We chose
not to do this, but rather to take some of the orig-
inal underlying concepts involved and present a
new perspective which hopefully will inspire new
ideas.
Flux-Vector / Flux-Difference Splitting
In this section, we discuss two basic philoso-
phies in the construction of upwind algorithms
for systems of equations: flux-vector and flux-
difference splitting. Each has proved to be a pow-
erful technique in extending the upwind schemes
for scalar equations to systems of equations. By
the late 1970's, the theory for scalar hyperbolic
equations was well established and several up-
wind schemes for these equations had appeared
in the literature. The model nonlinear conserva-
tion equation
u, + (f(u))_ : 0 (2.1)
had been analyze<t exlensively by Lax (1973) and
others as an initial-value problem, yielding a fairly
complete descril)tion of the equation and its so-
lution. For smooth regions of initial data, (2.1)
can be represented for a small time interval by its
quasi-linear form
ut + a(u)ux = 0 a(.) -- df
du
\Vhile at discontinuities, an integral form of (2.1)
describes the solution behavior. The quasi-linear
form has characteristic solutions for small time
intervals of the form: u(x,t) = Uo(X at), i.e.
the sohtion is constant along the characteristic
lines, d_at = a. Upwind methods (more prop-
erly referred to as characteristic oriented meth-
ods) use this information by determining the lo-
cal propagation direction, sgn(a), and adapting
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differencing stencils accordingly. One of the sim-
plest upwind schemes using this strategy is the
Cole-Murman scheme. This scheme can be writ-
ten for the discrete mesh, u s = u(jAx, nAt),as
,,+1 ,_ hn ,-h ,)=0
,u s -- it.7 -k /kx J +_ 3-
1 ,_ ,_ 1_ n ,_
h'_ ' = )(fJ+'+fJ" 2' ' ""]-:lal_+{ (uJ+l-u_') (2.2)
f_f: if u s :_ uj+_where _3+! _-- uj+,-uj2 a(u)) otherwise
This produces the following simple (and more rec-
ognizable) schemes for cases in which a i_ of uni-
form sign:
n At
uy+, = ,,, - h (f? - f;'_,) if a > o
u_+l _ At
: = uj -- Ax(f_n+l- f_) if a < 0
Obviously, if higher order accuracy is needed,
then a more elaborate scheme needs to be con-
strucled. But even for the simplest schemes (the
Cole-Murman scheme for instance) one can ask
the following question: what is the simplest and
most natural way to extend the scalar upwind
schenms to systems of equations? For the Eu-
]er equations, Steger and Warming (1979) and
van Leer (1982) answered this question with flux-
vector splitting while Roe (1981), Osher(1981)
and others answered with a flux-difference split-
ting technique. To illustrate these methods, we
consider the 1-D Euler equations
Q, + 0_E(Q) = 0 (2.3)
llere Q is the vector of conserved variables for
mass. momentu,,l, and energy while E is the cor-
responding tlux vector. Whenever needed, we as-
sume the ideal-gas law as an equation of state.
The basic notion in flux-vector splitting is to
split the ttux veclor into two parts
E=E++E -
The components, E- and E +, are to be chosen
such that they can be forward and backward dif-
ferenced, respectively. This choice is based on
the assumption that if the individual vectors can
be forward and backward differenced in a stable
fashion, i.e., if
Qt + ES- = 0 (stable for forward differencing)
Q, + E + = 0 (stable for backward ditferencing)
(2.4a)
|hen the same differencing (:an be used for the full
equation,
Qt + E + + E_- = 0 (2.4b)
This turns out to be the case, albeit some reduc-
tion in stability characteristics may be encoun-
tered. For the van Leer splitting described be-
low with first order explicit upwinding, van Leer
(1982) mentions that this amounts to a limit of
CFL < I for (2.4a) and CFL < _ for the full
-- -- "/+3
scheme, (2.4b).
Steger and Warming constructed a general class
of flux-vector splittings for the Euler equations by
exploiting the fact that the flux vectors are homo-
geneous of degree one in the conserved variables.
Enler's identity then gives
0E
E=AQ with A- (2.5)
0q
To construct the splittings, they tirst diagonalized
A,
X JAX = A = A2
A3
then split the diagonal matrix into nonnegative
and nonpositive parts, i.e.
A =A ++A- (2.6)
They define the new flux vectors by using (2.5)
E ± = XA±X-_Q = A+Q (2.7)
The split tings based on (2.6) are obviously not
unique; Steger and Warming suggest several dif-
ferent splitlings satisfying (2.6), of which proba-
bly the mosl frequently used is the " :i_ splitting
" defined by
A± = A + Ial (2.8)
2
For this + splitting they were able to determine
OE +
that the resulting flux vectors had Jacobians, _Q
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and °bEQ-, with all positive and negative eigen-
values, respectively (at least for 1 <_ "7 -< 5).
This is remarkable since nowhere in the develop-
ment is any effort made to insure this. Unfortu-
nately, this 4- splitting leads to flux vectors that
do not vary smoothly near sonic and stagnation
points, even though the correct solution behaves
smoothly there, and this produces "glitches" in
the numerical solution. Several "fixes" have been
proposed to remedy this, see Buning (1983).
Van Leer (1982) provided an alternate flux-
vector splitting, which he devised using special
Mach number polynomials to construct fluxes that
remain smooth near stagnation and sonic points.
His construction technique is quite different from
that of Steger and Warming, in particular it is
purely a vector construction (neither the Jaco-
bian matrix nor its diagonalizing transforms is
directly used). A reasonable question to ask is
whether van Leer's flux vectors have an equiva-
lent Steger-Warming representation via similarity
transforms of A as in (2.7). We find that, this is
so by redefining new A + and direct calculation.
In the case of van Leer's splitting they are given
by
A+ = #2 , A- =A-A +
#3
with
/.t 2 =
-((u-c) 2 - c2("7+1))(u+c) 2
4c3("7+ 1)
- e)(("7- +
4c3("7+i)
((_-l)u 2 + (1-3"7)uc+2(2"7+l)c2)(u+c) 2
4e3("7+1)
In general, we find that these entries are of
no particular uniform sign, (i.e. A + may have
negative diagonal entries). This is not too sur-
prising since the van Leer splitting only requires
that the Jacobian matrices of the split fluxes,
OE
°E_ and have nonnegative and nonposi-
tive eigeuvalues, respectively. For illustration, we
chose the state: p = .9, u = .5 and c : 1.1.
]n this case, the van Leer splitting gives: #1 =
.5097,#2 = -.2885,tta = 1.5098, while the eigen-
OE +
values of _ are calculated to be 0.,.5795, and
1.6918. Thus it appears that defining splittings
from (2.6) is certainly not a necessary condition.
We have, in fact, considered other schemes which
satisfy (2.6) yet fail to have eigenvalues of their
Jacobians with signs consistent with (2.6). This
is certainly an avenue for future investigation.
Flux-difference splitting has also provided a
useful technique for extending scalar upwind al-
gorithms to systems of equations. These methods
use Riemann solvers to calculate the interaction
of neighboring cells by the exact or approximate
solution of Riemann's initial-value problem. The
simplest explicit schemes for solving the Euler
equations take the generic structure:
qy+l _ q,_ + ha+½ _ h:___
-At -- Ax - 0 (2.9)
where h:+_ is the numerical flux at the cell inter-
face between the grid points j and j+ 1. The role
of the local Riemann solver is to determine the
numerical flux at every cell interface by examin-
ing the neighboring conditions. The best known
approximate Riemann solvers are those of Roe
(1981) and Osher and Solomon (1982). Roe's Rie-
mann solver is particularly popular because of its
simplicity. Roe considered the exact solution to
the linearized form of (2.3),
Qt + A(QL, QR)Q_ = 0 (2.10)
with constant left and right states specified as
initial data,
QL x<0, t=0Q= R >
ltere x = 0 corresponds to the local cell inter-
face and A is the approximate Jacobian, obtained
from a mean value linearization satisfying
E" - E L = A(Q",QR)(Qn _ QL) (2.11)
Equation (2.10) can be diagonalized, decoupled,
solved exactly, then recoupled. This amounts to
solving three linear (scalar) convection problems
with step functions as initial data and constant
convection velocities u, u+ c, and u- e. Since the
exact solution for each scalar problem is merely
the translation in x of the original step function,
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this resuhs in a "shocks only'" approximate Rie-
mann solver; expansion falls, shocks, and con-
tact discontinuities are all modelled as discontinu-
ities. Unfortunately, this allows expansion shocks
to form as solutions which must be precluded by
special ,,,cans (see ltarten (1983) for examples).
From the local solution, the numerical flux at
the cell interface can be calculated. If we con-
struct A + and A- as in (2.7) and (2.8), then the
numerical flux can be written with reference to
the left or right states as (details can be found in
Roe (1981,1986))
h(QL, QR) =E L + A-(QL, QR)((_R _ (_L)
=E R_ A+(QL,QR)(QR _ QL)
(2.12)
Taking the average and applying the local solu-
tion everywhere on the discrete grid, we obtain
the final form ( IA! = A + - A- )
1 (Ej+l+Ej)- 1h,+_= 2 2 IA(Qj.Q,+,)i(Qj+I-Qj)
(2.13)
If we again look at cases in which the local eigen-
values are of uniform sign (supersonic flow), we
obtain the following conventional schemes
Qn+l = Qn_ At . n .
_(Ej-Ej_I) if[u,u-c,u+c]>0
Qn+l = Qn At ,
_A_(E3+,-Ey) if [u,u-c,u+c] <O
If we contrast this with the Cole-Murman scheme
(2.2), which can als0 be viewed as using a "shocks
only" scalar Riemann solver, we see that (2.13) is
a successful extension of a scalar upwind scheme
to systems.
We conclude this section by remarking that
we have limited our discussion to 1-D inviscid
flow. This is not really as restrictive as one might
guess. Remarkable success has been attained by
applying these ideas "dimension by dimension"
to the two and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations, see Chakravarthy and Osher (1985) for
some excellent examples.
Basics of TVD Schemes for Scalar Equa-
tions
In this section, we briefly mention the key ele-
ments used in the development of the TVD con-
cept. More details as well as proofs can be found
in the literature. The basic notion is to consider
solutions, u(x,t), of the single nonlinear conser-
vat ion e(luation
df
ut + (f(u))_ = O, du = a(u) (2.14)
In this case, we make the usual assumption that
t he solutions of interest are entropy-satisfying weak
solutions with convex flux functions. In the sim-
plest case, to avoid boundary conditions, the ini-
tial value problem is considered ill which the solu-
tion is specified along the x-axis, u(x,O) = go(x),
either in a periodic or corot)act supported fash-
ion. This problem has been treated extensively by
Lax (1973). The solution can be depicted in the
x - t plane by a series of converging and diverging
characteristic straight lines. From the solution
of (2.14), Lax provides the following observation:
the total increasing and decreasing variations of
a differentiable solution between any pair of char-
acteristics are conserved. This means that in the
absence of shocks the exact solution of (2.14) con-
serves the total variation of the initial data in
time.
z(t + to) = Z(tn) Z(t) = rt O u(z,t) dx
' J-oo[ cOx
(2.15)
Moreover, in the presence of shock waves it can
be shown that the total variation of the exact so-
lution actually decreases in time ( i.e..7"(t + to) _<
I(t0)). A simple heuristic argument for this de-
crease would be to consider solution data with a
shock present, u(x,t), and consider reconstruct-
ing the solution data at a previous time u(x,t -
At). But using characteristics, it becomes quickly
obvious that this cannot be done uniquely; infor-
mation (solution variation) has been irretrievably
lost in the shock formation. An equally important
result from Lax's observation comes from consid-
ering a monotonic solution between two noninter-
setting characteristics: between pair._ of charac-
teristics, monotonic solutions remain monotonic,
(i.e. no new extrema are created).
Although the properties described previously
are those of the differential equation (2.14) and
its solution, Harten developed a TVD criterion
for numerical schemes by considering the discrete
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form of (2.15) on a mesh u s = u(jAx,nAt),
u[ul,u2,u3,...]. The discrete total variation in
this case is defined as
+oo
YV(u) = E [Uj+l- u,51 (2.16)
--OO
with a corresponding TVD condition
TV(u n+l) <_ TV(u") (2.17)
It is not difficult to show that. this TVD condition
is sufficient for monotonic data with bounded to-
tal variation to remain monotonic, (to prove this,
assume a new extremum is introduced and com-
pute the new total variation). Although we will
only use (2.17) to investigate conditions for con-
structing TVD schemes, equation (2.17), along
with consistency of the scheme with the diffcren-
tim equation and satisfaction of the entropy in-
equality, is enough to guarantee convergence to
the weak solution(s) (see Harten (1983)).
Equation (2.17) now provides us with an ad-
ditional measure which will allow us to rule out
many existing schemes which do not diminish the
solution variation. More importantly, as we will
see in the next section, it will be used to derive
algebraic criteria which we can use to construct
new TVD schemes.
Matrix Interpretation of TVD Criteria
Sufficient conditions for constructing TVD al-
gorithms have been developed first by Harten
(1983) and later in a more general form by Osher
and Chakravarthy (1984), and Jameson and Lax
(1984). In this section we demonstrate general
sufficient conditions for TVD schemes. ]n devel-
oping the criteria for general explicit schemes, we
independently followed a path similar to that of
Jameson and Lax, although their claim of neces-
sary and sufficient conditions is generally agreed
to be in error (ltarten (1986) notes that this is
the danger of using their compact, indicial nota-
tion). In the development of implicit schemes we
depart from their strategy altogether and avoid
the introduction of expansive operators. More
importantly, we avoid the use of indicial notation
in favor of a more compact matrix-vector nota-
tion whenever possible. As a result, the natu-
ral simplicity of constructing TVD schemes be-
comes evident, and we are able to give another
(and perhaps clearer) interpretation of sufficient
conditions given by the previous authors.
An important step in the development of TVD
schemes arises from the form chosen to express
these schemes. We find it convenient to use a
generalization of the form used by Osher and
Chakravarthy. Since the objective is to obtain
bounds on the variation of u, the conservative dif-
ference schemes are put in a general form which
uses an "apparent" (p + q + 2) explicit and (p' +
q' + 2) implicit stencil of the solution, u.
q'
U?+l + E D(i)J+½Aj+½+iun+I
t=--p'
q
_us-+ +iu 
i_----p
(2.18)
where Aj+½u = u_+l - u s. Because C and
D are typically nonlinear functions of u at grid
points which could be outside the apparent sten-
cils, it should be clear that (2.18) is far from
being unique. This nonuniqueness provides a
large amount of freedom in designing schemes
and is essentially the distinguishing feature of
various schemes appearing in the literature. Al-
though the algebraic details of putting a particu-
lar scheme into the form of (2.18) are important,
we are only interested the general principles in-
volved in the construction of TVD schemes and
refer the reader to the literature for specific de-
tails.
We begin our analysis of TVD schemes by rewrit-
ing the discrete total variation in terms of the
forward difference matrix, D, (shown here for a
periodic domain)
D __
-1 1 0 0 ... 0 "_
/
0 - 1 1 0 ... 0
0 0 --1 l ... 0
0 0 0 0 -1 1
1 0 0 0 0 -1
from which liDuii, _ T_:(,) and the TVD condi-
tion can be written
IIDu +'ll, < IiDu ll, (2.19)
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In these expressions we are using the nota-
tion for the conventional LI vector norm, I]Vlll =
_-_j Ivj I- Using the forward difference matrix, eq.
(2.18) can be written
{;+ o TDlu-+, : [t - - o)MDlu" (2.20)
Here M and M are matrix operators which can
be nonlinear functions of u. This equation, with
the free parameter 0, represents various explicit,
and implicit forms of the evolution of u in time.
(We chose this particular form so that if M = M,
then the scheme would be a generalized form
of }larten's "]inearized" implicit "FVD scheme,
ttarten (1984).) One can also construct, a scheme
representing the timewise evolution of the varia-
tion, Pu. To do so multiply (2.20) from the left
by D and regroup terms•
[] q- 0Dm]_u n+l : [I - (1 - O)DMIDu" (2.21)
Symbolically this can be expressed in terms of the
matrix operators £ and £ as
£ Du n+l = R Pun
with
= [I + ODM],
or Du_+l = £-I_ pu n
(2.22)
_=[I-(1-O)DM l
choosing the column whose sum is largest.. Fur-
thermore, we have the usual matrix norm inequal-
ity IIz-' ll, < IIz-'lllll ll,, so in the moregen-
eral case, it is clear from (2.23) that il is sufficient
to show that ]l£-l]], < I and ]]_ll, -< 1 (L, con-
traclive). As we will see, these simple estimates
will be enough to obtain the TVI) criteria of pre-
vious investigators.
First consider the explicit operator J_ and mul-
tiply it from the left by the summation vector s --
[1,1,1,...,1]. It is clear that sD = [0,0,0,...,0],
so that that _ has columns that sum to exactly
unity, regardless of the particular choice of M.
Because the LI norm of R is simply the maxi-
mum of the sum of absolute values of elements in
the columns of _, it is obvious 1hat a sufficient
and necessary condition for [[_1[_ _< 1 is for
to be a nonnegative matrix, ( i.e. _ _> 0). Thus
for explicit schemes (0 = 0) to be TVI), we have
the general sufficient condition that £ be a non-
negative matrix• We illustrate that this leads to
Harten's criteria for explicit schemes by consider-
ing his particular explicit form of (2.18), (in his
notation)
C++ A u" C- A '_I = _t + i +l -- i _it/
The operator _ in this case (again assuming a
periodic domain) has the following banded struc-
| U re
Next we take the L1 vector norm of eq. (2•22)
and apply the matrix-vector norm inequalities•
Thus
I]pun+']], _< ]]£--'_]],]]PU'_]], (2•23)
and we find a sufficient, condition fi)r lhe scheme
t.o be TVD is that 11£-1£[1_ -< 1.
Note that for the extremely restrictive case in
which £ and £ are not functions of u, the ba-
sic definition of a matrix norm would guaran-
tee that 11£-' 11, -<1 is both a necessary and
sufficien! condition for the scheme to be TVD.
(Many monotone schemes would be included in
this class.) Recall that the Ll norm of a matrix
is obtained by summing the absolute value of el-
ements of individual columns of the matrix and
/
. 0 0 .
• " "v+
". ". Cj+_ 0 0
,- _+ _+ _+
- -C _, (5 __ 00 Cs_ _ 1 Cs+ { Je.2 s*_
0 0 -C-
• . 0 0 ". •
(2•24
We need only require that this matrix be non-
negative to immediately arrive at Harten's crite-
ria:
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1 - Cj++__ - ('-J3+_ >_ 0 (2.25) dominant, that. is,
For the general form of _, we can construct
the matrix in the same fashion and arrive at the
same conditions given by Harten, Jameson and
Lax, and Osher and Chakravarthy by requiring
that this resultant matrix he nonnegative.
Perhaps the more interesting use of a matrix
interpretation comes when considering implicit
schemes• Sufficient conditions would be to show
that both £-1 and _ are L1 contractive. We
have shown sufficient conditions for constructing
II_lll < 1 . We now consider conditions for mak-
ing ]1/'-1]11 < I. From the previous development,
one way to do this would be to show that L-1 is
a nonnegative matrix with columns that sum to
unity. At that point the development would be
the same as previously discussed• This turns out
to he a simple task and using some well known
results from matrix theory, we can determine al-
gebraic sufficient conditions on L.
Note that in the following discussion, we as-
sume that /_- is invertible, but after we have found
a TVD criterion we will see that this must be so.
First, we show that columns of/_-1 must sum to
unity. We use the same trick of premultiplying £
by the summation vector, s = [1, 1,1,...,1].
SL=S ---0 S=SL -1
Therefore the columns of £-1 sum to unity• We
need only find conditions on £ to make its in-
verse nonnegativc, but. from matrix theory we
know that a matrix whose inverse is nonnegative
( L -1 > 0 ) defines a monotone matrix. There-
fore a sufficient condition would be that /' is a
monotone matrix• This is not particularly use-
ful in itself, but a well known theorem from ma-
trix theory allows us to develop a TVD criterion.
Sufficient conditions for /'. monotone can be ob-
tained from the theory for diagonally dominant
M-matrices, a specific type of monotone matrix
with positive diagonal entries and negative off-
diagonal entries• To make this point clear we
summarize a proof which appears in several books
on matrix theory (see Lancaster, pp. 531-532 or
Ortega, pp. 53-54). We begin by defining a real
n× n matrix, aiy, and assume that a, > 0 for each
i and a, 3 < 0 whenever i # j. If A is diagonally
_t
a,i > Z la,31, i= 1,2,...,n,
3:1,3_i
then A is an M-malrix. To prove this, we first
let D = diag[all,a22, a33,...,a,_,_] and define B =
I - D-1A. Note that B has zero elements on the
main diagonal and that B _> 0. Also the fact that
A is diagonally dominant implies that
i= 1,2,...,n.
It follows immediately from Gersgorin's theorem
that the maximum eigenvalue of B is less than
one ( /IB < 1 ). Now we have D-IA = I- B,
and [I - B] -1 can be Neumann expanded into
[I - B]-1 = I + B + B 2 _ 133 + ...
Since B > 0, we conclude that [1 - t3] -I >_ O.
It follows that D-1A is an M-matrix and conse-
quently that A is an M-matrix.
Therefore, sufficient conditions for £ to be mono-
tone are that £ be a diagonally dominant M-
matrix, i.e. diagonally dominant with positive el-
ements on the diagonal and negative off-diagonal
elements. Also note that because of the diagonal
dominance, we now can guarantee invertibility of
£ as mentioned earlier. Again, we can recover
the results of other investigators from these con-
ditions. We illustrate this using liarten's implicit
['ornl
1 I U n+l = ,t/rL
In this case, £ takes the general structure
(
'. '. 0 0 '.
". "-. -D+_,_, 0 0
0 -D7 I+D++½ +DJ-4_I -D++_ 03 -1
0 0 - D_-+, • •2
". 0 0 - "
(2.26)
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To obtain ltarten's TV1) criteria for the im-
plicit scheme, we need only require lhat this be
an M-matrix to obtain the following conditions,
as did ]tarten
Dj\_ >_(1
We conclude this section by noting the under-
lying conceptual simplicity. Once the schemes are
placed in the form of (2.211, then sufficient condi-
tions become very simple and naturally give rise
to the basic concept.s of nonnegative and M - ma-
t.rices.
3. Concluding Remark
Looking back over lhe last, ten years, we can
see that, ten years ago it would have been correct
to say: "There will be considerable advances in
algorithm development in the next decade. " We
believe it is reasonably safe to make the same
statement at this time.
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ADVANCES IN TURBULENCE PHYSICS AND MODELING
BY DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
W. C. Reynolds
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-3030
1. Introduction
The advent of direct numerical simulations of turbu-
lence has opened new avenues for research on turbu-
lence physics and turbulence modeling. Although lim-
ited to relatively low Reynolds numbers, direct sim-
ulations have already provided new insight into the
structure of turbulence. Direct numerical simulation
provides values for anything that the scientist or mod-
eler would like to know about the flow, and this is be-
ginning to have tremendous payoff. Simulations have
enabled detailed evaluations to be made of turbulence
models intended for use in engineering codes, as well as
models of the small-scale turbulence required for Large
Eddy Simulations {LES}, a promising technique for
practical numerical simulations of turbulence at high
Reynolds numbers. This paper presents an overview
of some recent advances in the physical unsderstand-
ing of turbulence and in turbulence modeling obtained
through such simulations.
One class of turbulence that has been studied exten-
sively by direct simulations is homogeneous turbulence.
In homogeneous turbulence, the mean velocity gradi-
ents are prescribed and must be uniform in space, and
all turbulence statistics are independent of position.
One of the difficult problems in turbulence simulations
is the provision of boundary conditions. It has been
demonstrated that, in simulating homogeneous flows,
one may use periodic boundary conditions, provided
that the computational domain is larger than twice the
distance between points where statistical motions are
significantly correlated. Hence, the boundary motions
do not have to be known to simulate homogeneous tur-
bulence, but instead emerge as a result of the dynamics
of the flow and the periodicity. It is for this reason that
much of the first work on direct simulations has dealt
with homogeneous turbulence.
A program developed by Dr. Robert Rogallo {1981)
at Ames has become the bulwark of direct simula-
tions of various homogeneous turbulent flows. The
program uses de-aliased spectral methods to obtain
high accuracy at smail scales. It works in a coordinate
system that deforms with the mean flow using vari-
ables that are computed exactly in the limit of very
rapid distortions, and so the program has been used
to cover a wide range of mean deformation conditions.
The Rogallo code has been used to study the decay of
isotropic turbulence, the response of isotropic turbu-
lence to imposed mean strain and rotation, and homo-
geneous shear flow, including scalar transport. This
work spans the Ames supercomputers from ILLIAC-
IV to CRAY-2, and has recently been adapted for use
on Masscomp supermini computers.
This paper highlights the results of three recent Stan-
ford Ph.D. Dissertations, carried out on the Cray-
XMP at NASA/Ames under the direction of the au-
thor as part of a cooperative program of turbulence re-
search with colleagues at Ames. This program, which
has spanned well over a decade, has produced many of
the currently active researchers in this field, and has
been instrumental in the establishment of Ames as the
world center for this type of research. A key outgrowth
of this prorgam is the recently-formed NASA/Stanford
Center for Turbulence Research, which will bring to-
gether experimentalists, computational scientists, and
modelers in a concerted attack on the physics and
modeling of turbulence.
Two of the disserations discussed below deal with ho-
mogeneous turbulence, and were carried out using the
Rogallo code. They represent the current state-of-the
art in simulations of such flows, and illustrate the sort
of insight into turbulence physics and models that can
be obtained from direct simulations. The third disser-
tation was the first direct simulation of the spatially-
developing turbulent mixing layer, and is characteris-
tic of the state of affairs in the direct simulation of
flows of practical interest. Current work in extending
this simulation to the supersonic mixing layer, for ap-
plications in both aerodynamics and scramjet engines,
will be mentioned.
2. Response of turbulence to irrotational strain
Two of the building-block flows for turbulence mod-
elers are {1} homogeneous turbulence undergoing in-
compressible, irrotational mean strain and {2} relax-
ation to isotropy after cessation of the mean strain-
ing. These two situations apply approximately to the
turbulence {1) in the contraction section of low-speed
wind tunnels and {2} in the straight test section fol-
lowing the nozzle. Hence, this idealized case has prac-
tical importance, especially in wind tunnels designed
for low free-stream turbulence.
Different types of mean deformation are of inter-
est. Wind tunnels are either axisymmetric or two-
dimensional, and the behavior of the turbulence is
quite different in these cases. A simple model based on
the idea that the turbulence consists of a complex tan-
gle of vortex filaments is useful in understanding these
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differences. The streamwise strain stretches the vortex
filaments that form the turbulence, concentrating the
vorticity and increasing the intensity of the swirling
motion around each filament. The cross-stream con-
traction pushes these filaments closer together. In ax-
isymmetric contraction the filaments are pushed to-
gether from both sides, whereas in plane strain (e.g.
two-dimensional mean contraction}, the vortex fila-
ments are pushed together only in one direction, and
In the diffuser segment of a wind tunnel, a still dif-
ferent type of mean deformation is imposed. In a
round diffuser, vortex filaments are stretched in the
two cross-stream directions, and compressed in the
streamwise direction. This deforms the filaments into
thin sheets, giving rise to intense local shear layers in
the flow.
This line of thinking suggests that the small-scale
structure of the turbulence, as determined by the tan-
gle of vortex filaments, should be different under differ-
ent mean distortions. But one of the common premises
in turbulence modeling is that the small-scale struc-
ture is isotropic, which is not consistent with the model
of distorted filaments. The model also suggests that
the rate of return to isotropy upon cessation of mean
deformation should depend on the nature of the vortex
filament tangle, i.e. on the nature of the prior mean
strain. These are features that one would expect to
see in a numerical simulation and would like to see
exhibited by analyticals model of turbulence.
Moon Lee (1986), now a Postdoctoral Researcher at
NASA/Ames, performed an extensive series of direct
simulations of homogeneous turbulence subjected to
a variety of irrotational strains, and also studied the where
relaxation upon cessation of mean deformation. The
objective of his dissertation was to use the simulation
data to evaluate second-order closure models of tur-
bulence. His simulations used a 1283 mesh, a second-
order Runga-Kutta time advance, carefully-configured
initial conditions, and were executed at Reynolds num-
bers, based on the length and velocity scales of the
energy-containing motions, of the order of 50. Some
background necessary for understanding the impact of
his work will now be outlined.
In second-order closures, one deals with the Reynolds
stress tensor
I f
= i/,-j (1)
or, alternatively, with the turbulent velocity scale
q2 -----R4i
and the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor
b,i = (R4j - lq26q)/q2.
(2a)
(2b)
In isotropic turbulence bq = O. If the energy in one
component, say i/i, goes to zero, then bll = -½; and
if all of the fluctuation energy is in one component, say
' then btl = §. Thus, the values of bij are limited.I/l,
These limits are conveniently described in terms of the
invariants of the bij tensor. The first invariant is Ib =
bll = 0. The second and third invariants are
Xlb = -!b,jbj (3a)
2
1 b
IIIb = _ ijbykbki. (3b)
The limits outlined above translate into limits on IIb
and IIIb, and one finds that all possible states of tur-
bulence must lie within a certain area on the IIIb -
IIb plane, which is called the anisotropy invariant map
{AIM) for the Reynolds stress. Simple eddy viscosity
models for the Reynolds stresses do not necesarily sat-
isfy this condition, particularly in cases of very strong
strain-rate, and hence sometimes these models pro-
duce unrealizable turbulence. The AIM is therefore a
very useful tool for assessing turbulence models.
Second-order closure models for homogeneous flows
require closures for the equations of evolution of Rij
and e , the rate of dissipation of mechanical energy
per unit volume by the turbulence. Alternatively, the
evolution equations for bO. and q2 are used in place of
those for R_j. The turbulent kinetic energy equation
describes the evolution of q2, and is
dq---_2= 2(P - e)
dt (4a)
P = -R_jSq (4b)
is the rate of energy transfer from the mean motion to
the turbulence {production) and
l"ui
sis = .,j + vj,,) (4c)
is the mean strain-rate (commas denote partial differ-
entiation). No modeling is necessary in (4a) because it
contains only the model variables and the prescribed
mean velocity gradients.
The equation for bij is
= A,y - - 2b,A. (s)
Here Aij is a production term involving only the an-
isotropy tensor b and the mean velocity gradients,
and hence does not require modeling. ¢ij, which in-
volves the anisotropy of the viscous dissipation and the
pressure-strain terms, must be modeled. It contains a
rapid pressure-strain part that changes instantly when
the mean velocity gradients are changed, which must
be modeled as being proportional to the mean gra-
dients, and slow terms that do not contain the mean
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velocity gradients. For the special case of no mean gra-
dients (the return to isotropy problem), ¢_j contains
only the slow terms. Hence, the modeling of these
terms can be examined by studying direct simulations
of the return to isotropy, and this was the primary
objective of Moon Lee's dissertation.
If one is going to work with bij, q2, and _ as variables,
then the model for ¢_y must be expressed interms of
these variables. The tensor character must be car-
ried by tensors developed from bo.. By the Cayley-
Hamilton theorem, there are only two linearly inde-
pendent tensors that can be involved. Thus, the most
general model of the slow part of ¢_y possible in this
type of second-order closure is
¢,y = (a + 2)biy+ fl(b,_bky + 2IIbS_y} (6)
where a and _ are scalar coefficients that can depend
upon the scalar invariants lib and IIIb and on other
scalars, such as the turbulent Reynolds number RT =
q4/(EV). An immediate consequence of this model is
that the return to isotropy must follow a trajectory on
the Reynolds stress AIM given by
2 2dIIIb 3,_IIIb + _Il_
dI----_bb = 2c_IIb -- 3_IIIb" (7)
Hence, the trajectory should be a unique function of
the position on the AIM (and RT). Thus, by following
the trajectory in the simulations, one should be able
to deduce the parameters c_ and fl, provided that the
assumed model is adequate to describe the flow.
The simulations showed that the return trajectory
is not a unique function of the AIM state; the most
striking deviations were in the case of axisymmetric ex-
pansion flows, where turbulence that had been rapidly
strained actually moved further away from isotropy
when the strain-rates was removed, while turbulence
that had been strained slowly to the same anisotropy
moved towards isotropy upon the removal. Thus, at
least for the case of strong strain-rate (but of the or-
der of the strain rate in many practical situations), the
standard second-order model simply is inadequate.
We then turned to looking for alternative ways to
characterize and model the turbulence, using two other
tensors characterizing the anisotropy of the small-scale
motions. Analogous to R/y, q2 and bly we define the
vorticity tensor by
vo ' ' (sa)
= 60iW j
' is a turbulent vorticity component. Thewhere wi
mean-square vorticity is
w2 = _, (8b)
which, for homogeneous turbulence, is related to the
dissipation by
= _,2. (8c)
The vorticity anisotropv tensor is defined by
VO. 1 2
- 8o- (8d)
t_O- = W2
and its invariants, II_ and llIu are defined in the same
way as those for b.
The dissipation is
DO. , ,= 2vui,kttj, k .
The trace of this tensor is
(9a)
Dii = 2e (gb)
The associated dissipation anisotropy tensor is defined
by
Dis- (gdd_i = 2e
and its invariants, IId and IIIa are defined in the same
way as those for b.
The AIMs for v and d look exactly like that for b,
although the phisical meanings of the limiting bound-
aries are different. For example, turbulence in which
the vortex filaments have been stretched infinitely in
one direction has a one-dimensional vorticity field but
a two-dimensional velocity field, and hence its state is
at different points on the v and b AIMs.
The simulations revealed a very surprising result that
shakes the roots of turbulence theory. The anisotropy
of the sman-scale turbulence was not found to be much
smaller than the anisotropy of the large-scale turbu-
lence, as the lore of turbulence suggests. Instead,
there tended to be strong relatonships between the
anisotropies at small and larges scales, as revealed by
the instantaneous states of the turbulence on the vor-
ticity/dissipation AIMS and the Reynolds stress AIM,
respectively. It has been suggested that this is a re-
sult of the low Reynolds numbers used in the simu-
lations. However, we can see no trend for the smalb
scale anisotropy to be less at higher Reynolds numbers.
Figure 1 shows the second invariants of the vortic-
ity and Reynolds stressanisotropiesduring the relax-
ationfrom simple strains.Note that forvirtuallyev-
ery fieldexamined the vorticityanisotropywas larger
than the Reynolds stressanisotropy,as measured by
theirsecond invariants.Figure 2 shows the dissipation
anisotropyvs. that for the Reynolds stressfor these
same velocityfields.Note that the second invariantsof
these anisotropiesare generallyof comparable value,
again indicatingthe non-isotropicnature ofthe small-
scalefield.
Upon furtherreflectionon this problem, itisclear
from the Biot-Savart law, which relatesthe veloc-
ity fieldto the vorticityfield,that anisotropy in the
Reynolds stresscan only ariseifthere is anisotropy
in the two-point vorticitycorrelationtensor. Since
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the anisotropy in Reynolds stressespersistsat high
Reynolds numbers, the vorticityfieldmust also ex-
hibitimportant anis0tropyat high Reynolds numbers.
The simulations led us to focus on this issue,and
they suggest that modeling of the large-scaleturbu-
lence might be improved by explicitconsiderationof
the anisotropiesof the vorticity.
Using the simulated fields as _data _, we explored a
number of possible models for the return to isotropy
problem, seeking a model that would describe the evo-
lution more accurately. We found that the return-
to-isotropy trajectories on the vorticity and dissipa-
tion AIM's were unique, and hence the evolution equa-
tions for v_y and diy can be closed by simple models
in terms of their own tensors. For example, the vor-
ticity anisotropy was found to obey (during return to
isotropy)
dv_y e
..... (1o)
"7q2 v, _
Lee was able to obtain a tidy formula describing the
coefficient -y as a function of the invariants IIb and II_,
and had similar success with the dissipation anisotropy
model. Figures 3 and 4 show the comparisons of
his model trajectories on the vorticity and dissipation
AIMs for the return-to-isotropy cases. But unfortu-
nately a truly satisfactory model for the evolution of
b_y was not discovered, and so a complete second-order
turbulence model has not yet been established.
In summary, Lee's simulations of homogeneous tur-
bulence under irrotational strain provide some very
important new insight into the physics of turbulence.
They raise serious questions about traditional ideas of
small-scale anisotropy that have been deeply imbed-
ded in turbulence theory and modeling, and suggest
that considertation of small-scale anisotropy may be
essential for development of better turbulence mod-
els for the large-scale turbulence. Lee's velocity fields
have been archived at Ames and are being used to
study other aspects of turbulence physics and model-
ing. We expect that much more can be learned from
them about turbulence.
3. Scalar transport in homogeneous shear flow
Homogeneous turbulentshear flow occurs when the
mean velocitygradienttransverseto the flow isuni-
form. This situationhas been studiedexperimentally
in specialwind tunnelsthat use variablegridsto es-
tablishthisunusual mean flow,and has been explored
in great depth using the Rogallo code.
In homogeneous turbulencethere isno net gain or
lossto an elemental controlvolume as a resultof tur-
bulent transport (thegradientsof allturbulence cor-
relationsvanish in homogeneous turbulence}.But the
turbulentfluxesare stillpresent,and they can be stud-
iedby directsimulation.Experiments on heat transfer
in such a flow have been limitedto caseswith a mean
temperature gradient alignedwith the mean velocity
gradient and cross-stream to it. These experiments
suggest that there are strong anisotropies in the tur-
bulent diffusion of scalars (e.g. temperature or species}
in shear flow, but not enough is known about these ef-
fects to allow them to be incorporated in turbulence
models.
In an effort to shed more light on this problem, Mike
Rogers (1986), now a Staff Scientist at Ames, carried
out detailed simulations of homogeneous shear flow
with various arrangements for scalar transport, using
the RogaUo code. The flow considered had the mean
shear rate
dU1
dx2 S (II)
and was examined with the three linearly-independent
cases, each having a mean temperature gradient in
only one direction, at Prandtl numbers of 1, 0.2, and
0.7, and covered a wide range of Sq2/e, the dimen-
sionless shear rate parameter, and Reynolds numbers.
Most were carried out with a 1283 mesh, in some cases
non-square. The computed velocity and scalar fields
have been preserved at selected time intervals, and rep-
resent a great resource for subsequent study of new
physical ideas or modeling concepts.
The case of primary interest is case 2, having a mean
temperature gradient in the x2 direction, for this is the
usual alignment of the velocity gradient and tempera-
ture gradient in shear flows. The simulations confirm
the rather surprising results of experiments that the
heat flux in the direction perpendicular to the mean
temperature gradient is significantly larger than the
heat flux down the imposed mean temperature gra-
dient! Hence, _imple gradient-transport models that
assume that the heat flux vector is aligned directly
opposite to the mean temperature gradient will fail to
predict the strong cross-gradient transport. There are
many important practical situations where this coss-
gradient transport is likely to be a very important phe-
nomena, and so it is important that the mechanisms
be understood and that the models be improved so
that the fluxes can be predicted.
Rogers and Moin studied the structure of the turbu-
lence field in shear flow in great detail, using the simu-
lations to explore such questions as the configurations
of vortex lines in the flow. They found that hairpin
vorticies, of the type found in inhomogeneous shear
flows over solid walls, also occur in homogeneous shear
flow. These vortices arise as a result of the straining
of vortex filaments, and the legs of the hairpin vor-
tices are predominantly aligned with the axis of pos-
itive principal strain rate, i.e. at 45 ° upward from
the xl axis. In homogeneous shear flows there are
equal numbers of Uheads-up" and gheads-down" hair-
pins. The vorticity in the heads has the same sense
as the vorticity in the mean flow; indeed, much of the
transverse vorticity is concentrated in these hairpin
heads. Rogers also found that persistent shearing at
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thehigherReynoldsnumbers givesriseto structures
with strong spanwise coherence over substantialdis-
tances,very much likethe two-dimensional rollersin
a two-stream mixing layer.Thus, the dominant large-
scalestructuresin homogeneous shear flow axe now
thought to be some combinations ofspanwise vortices
and up and down hairpins.
This model of the structure of the turbulence allows
one to understand the anisotropic nature of the turbu-
lent heat transport. Figure 5 shows Rogers' explana-
tion of the way in which these three types of coherent
structures act to convect the scalar field in each of the
three cases.
Simple extensions of the gradient transport model
can be used to predict the heat fluxes for arbitrary
mean temperature gradients. In suggesting these mod-
els we are not proposing that the transport process is
one of gradient diffusion at the molecular level, but
only that the mean temperature gradient provides the
scaling of the heat flux. The direction of the heat flux
vector is determined in a complicated way by the fluid
dynamics, but it turns out that it is possible to model
this in either of two rather simple ways.
The first model uses an anisotropic tensor turbulent
diffusivity Diy, defined by
m OT
Fi = O'u' = -Dii-_-'-"i
oz_
(12)
where O' is the scalar(temperature) fluctuation, T is
the mean scalar quantity (temperature), and iv/is the
scalar flux in the i th direction. D_j is easily calcu-
lated from the simulation data, and is found to be
non-symmetric. However, in a rotated coordinate sys-
tem it can be made antisymmetric, and the important
thing discovered by Rogers is that this coordinate sys-
tem is essentially the same as the principal coordinate
system of R4y and biy. This means that the diagonal
members of Diy should be modeled in terms of the
Reynolds stresstenor. In the rotatedcoordinate sys-
tem, the off-diagonalelements must be antisymmet-
ric,and the only antisymmetric tensoravailableisthe
mean rotationtensor,
no. = -,;- (13)
This leads one to the model
q4
Di$ : -_(Clbly + C261$ + C37,f_i$) (14)
where 7, is an appropriate turbulence time scale (q2/e)
and the coefficients Cx-(73 are dimensionless functions
of scalars in the model. Rogers fit the coefficients as
functions of the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, and
found that the resulting model could predict all of the
heat fluxes for all of his fields to within 20%. This
model can be used forinhomogeneous flowstoestimate
the anisotropicdiffusivitytensor.
A second, more sophisticatedmodel, containingonly
one freecoefficient,was alsoevaluatedby Rogers. This
model assumes that certainvector terms needing to
be modeled in the exact equation for the turbulent
scalarflux are alignedwith the fluxvector. This as-
sumption had been made intuitivelyby earliermod-
lers,but Rogers was able to check itin detailusing
the simulations,and found that itwas indeed approx-
imately true.This assumption allowsthe equation for
the scalarfluxto be reduced to
OT OU, C F`+ = o. (is)
Ox# ax I 7"
This is a set of linear algebraic equations for the iv/
that can be inverted immediately for special gradients
and solved locally in the general cases. Rogers fit the
simulation results to determine C, and found that the
resulting fluxes were predicted for all cases to within
about 20%.
In summary, Rogers' simulations of scalar transport
in homogeneous turbulent shear flow provide physi-
cal insight on the structure of homogeneous turbulent
shear flow, an explanation for the mechanisms of cross-
gradient turbulent heat transfer, and simple models
that can be incorporated into codes for more com-
plicated engineering problems. The fields have been
archived at Ames and continue to be explored in the
study of the physics and modeling of turbulence.
4. The spatially-developing mixing layer
The mixing layer between two parallel streams of dif-
ferent velocity has been widely studied in the labo-
ratory and, for the case of time-development, by di-
rect numerical simulation. The time-developing case
has lent itself to simulation because it permits the use
of periodic boundary conditions in the flow direction,
thereby eliminating the need to devise turbulent inflow
and outflow conditions.
In a dissertation just completed, Pat Lowery (1986),
who did his research as a NASA CFD Fellow and
now works in CFD at the Battelle Northwest Re-
search Laboratories, developed a code for the spatially-
developing mixing layer, including scalar transport,
with prescribed time-dependent inlet conditions. He
studied the forced mixing layer in a series of two- and
three-dimensional simulations, which included mixing
studies and a fast chemical reaction calculation.
Typical two-dimensional calculations used a mesh 256
(cross-stream} by 1024 (streamwise). Three-dimen-
sional calculations used a mesh 512 (streamwise) by
128 (cross-stream) by 64 (spanwise). Finite-difference
representations were used streamwise, spectral repre-
sentations were used cross-stream and spanwise, and
a third-order Runga-Kutta scheme was used for time
advance. TVD corrections were necesary to maintain
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proper scalar fields. On the Cray XMP 4-8, approxi-
mately 60 CPU seconds were required per time step in
three-dimensions. The Reynolds number at the inlet
to the computational domain, based on the velocity
difference across the mixing layer and the inlet vortic-
ity thickness, was 100; the Prandtl number was 1.
The first problem to be solved was the outflow bound-
ary condition. Other workers have set gradients to
zero at the outflow boundary, but this produces a
Uhard" exit condition that distorts the flow near the
exit. Lowery found that a %ofter _ condition worked
extremely well. The idea is simply to convect quan-
tities out of the computational domain at a uniform
convection velocity Ue by setting
a a
a-7+ = 0
for all of the velocity componts and the scalar field.
This allows the large-scale structures to roll out of
the computational domain at the convection velocity,
which was taken as the average of the two flee-stream
speeds. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of Lowery's simu-
lation, which strongly resembles pictures from experi-
ments.
Most of the work was done with forcing at the inlet,
which in Lowery's simulation was imagined to be just
downstream of the splitter plate forming the mixing
layer. Because the dynamical processes in the layer
involve the interactions of modes with their subhar-
monics to produce vortex merging (the mechanism by
which the turbulence scale grows larger downstream),
it was necessary to excite the inlet flow with fundamen-
tals and sub-harmonics ofthe basicinstabilitymodes
forthe inletlaminarshearlayer(tanh profile).The re-
sponse depends on therelativephases of thesemodes,
and time permitted only a modest study of the pos-
sibilities.However, itbecame clear (as experiments
have already shown) that controlover the growth of
the mixing layercan be achieved by carefulselection
ofthe subharmonic phases.
One of the major experimental observationsisthat
more high-speed fluidisentrainedinto the layerthan
low-speed fluid.This effectis not captured in time-
developing mixing layersimulations,since they are
symmetric with respectto the two flow streams. This
effectwas captured inLowery's simulations,at a level
commensurate with experiments. Probabilitydensity
functions,the turbulentstressbehavior,and otherfea-
turesof the flowswere comparable intrendsand mag-
nitudes with experimental forced mixing layers,al-
though itwas impossibleto make a directcomparison
because ofthe sensitivityto the particularforcing.
There are some theoreticalarguments that suggest
that the mixing layer is convectively unstable, mean-
ing that removal of the forcing will permit the dis-
turbances to wash downstream and the layer to re-
laminarize. Lowery studied this question by freezing
the disturbance field after some computation. Indeed,
the disturbances washed downstream, but only part-
way. It seems that the large-scale disturbances in the
far-downstream region trigger instabilities in the up-
stream flow through the pressure field. These new dis-
turbances then travel downstream, repeating the trig-
gering process (an absolute instability). It is generally
believed that the splitter plate, absent in Lowery's sim-
ulation, is an essential element in making this flow ab-
solutely unstable. The simulation suggests that this
might not be the case.
In his three-dimensional simulations, Lowery added
streamwise vortices to the forcing. These produced
structuresvery similarto those seen in the _braid_
regions of the mixing layer. He ran one simulation
with random excitationat the inlet,and found that
these same structureswere beginning to emerge natu-
rally,although a greatdeal more computational time
would have to be expended to allow them to develop
completely.Thus, one can probably study thesethree-
dimensional effectsby judiciousselectionof the inlet
forcing.
Experiments have shown evidence of some vorticity
ofoppositesigntothat in the mixing layer.This could
be due tothe vorticitycoming from the boundary layer
on the low-speed side of the splitterplate,or itcould
be due tooverturningofvortexfilamentsby the three-
dimensional action of the turbulence. Lowery could
do what an experimentalistcan not, i.e.run without
the low-speed boundary layer,inwhich case negative
vorticitycould resultonly from overturningof vortex
filaments.Feeding the inletflowwith vorticityofonly
one sign,only vorticityof thissign was found in the
two-dimensional simulations.But in the threedimen-
sionalsimulationsa small amount ofvorticityofoppo-
sitesignwas found, indicatingthat thevortex filament
overturningprocess indeed takes place.
A new Ph.D. student, Neil Sandham, has used Low-
ery'scode to study the mixing layerusing inletflows
representingthe splitter-plateboundary layers.These
have shown very littleffectof the boundary layerson
the overallflowdevelopment, except very near the end
of the splitterplate.In addition,we have developed a
method forrandomly excitingthe inletflowthat looks
quitepromising in that itproduces a mixing layerbe-
haviormuch more characteristicofnaturalmixing lay-
ers than of the forcedlayersstudiedby Lowery.
A new effortis being devoted to simulation of the
compressible spatially-developing mixing layer, which
is of interest in both aerodynamic and scramjet engine
situations. The effort involves both direct numerical
simulations at low Reynolds numbers and the develop-
ment of improved models for LES studies of supersonic
mixing and combustion. Supersonic mixing layers are
known to spread and mix much less rapidly than sub-
sonic layers, and the reasons for this are not well un-
derstood. In the scramjet application, new ways to
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enhance the mixing must be found. We are hopeful
that these direct simulations will, over the next few
years, shed some light on these important questions.
In summary, Lowery's simulations of the spatially-
developing mixing layer provide new physical insight
into the mechanisms of transport and entrainment in
inhomogeneous free shear flows, and provide a basis
for further studies on the modeling of such flows. In-
let conditions for turbulent flows need to be developed,
but the prospects look bright. Extensions to compress-
ible flows are within reach and should be achieved in
the next two or three years.
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Stability, Transition and Turbulence
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1 Abstract
A glimpse is provided of the research program in
stability, transition and turbulence based on numer-
ical simulations. This program includes both the so-
called abrupt and the restrained transition processes.
Attention is confined to the prototype problems of
channel flow and the parallel boundary layer in the
former category and the Taylor-Couette flow in the
latter category. It covers both incompressible flows
and supersonic flows. Some representative results are
presented.
2 Nomenclature
D :
F
M :
OD :
p
Pr :
Re :
t
T :
U :
"7
6
V :
e_ :
p
S
O"
0
V
specific heat at constant pressure
specific heat at constant volume
average of diagonal stress components
forcing function
Much number
average of off-dlagonal stress components
pressure
Prandtl number
Reynolds number
time
temperature
fluid velocity
ratio of specific heats (Cp/C,)
Kronecker tensor
gradient operator
thermal conductivity
molecular viscosity
viscous dissipation function
density
average of stress components
on the scalar level
viscous stress tensor
(T - T,o)/(T - Too)
average of stress components
on the vector level
Superscripts
" : Favre average
Subscripts
k, l : Cartesian indices
w : wall value
co : freestream value
3 Introduction
The phenomena of transitionto turbulence are so
complex as to defy a unifiedtheory at the present
time. As such, directnumerical simulationsof these
phenomena within the framework of Navier-Stokes
equations have assumed a dimension equal in im-
portance to experimental and even theoreticalstud-
ies.An effectivesimulation not only mimics a phys-
icalexperiment but has the added advantages of of-
feringreadilyretrievableclean informationwherever
and whenever itisneeded, and alsoa precisecontrol
of parameters unachiewble in the physical experi-
ment. Theoreticaland mathematical approaches pro-
vide progress inunderstanding through the processes
of abstractionand idealization;the resultsof anal-
ysis then furnish,apart from specificpredictions,a
deeper comprehension ofthe underlyinggeneralprin-
ciples.These featuresare not intrinsicto a numerical
simulation.However, they can be builtintothe simu-
lationstosome extent.Carefulconsiderationsofsuch
factorsare the bases of the researchprogram in this
area.Here atLaRC/ICASE our researchprogram in-
cludesboth the so-calledabrupt and restrainedtran-
sitionprocesses.Attention isconfined to the proto-
type problems of the channel flow and the parallel
boundary layerin the former category,and the wake
and the Taylor-Couette flows in the lattercategory.
It covers both incompressible flows and supersonic
flOWS.
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4 Poiseuille and Blasius Flows
4.1 Background
Although our knowledge of laminar-turbulent tran-
sition is by no means complete, the broad features
are now clear at least in low subsonic shear flows.
This is in a large measure due to the the clas-
sical experiments of Klebanoff, Tidstrom and Sar-
gent [1], Kovasznay, Komoda and Vasudeva [2], Hama
and Nutant [3]. These experiments were conducted
in a controlled, identifiable disturbance environment
where the nondeterministic disturbances were im-
measurably small. Briefly stated, the instability and
transition process involves the following stages: 1)
a primary instability evolving in accordance with
the linear theory, 2) a secondary instability lead-
ing to the emergence of a flow of a pronounced
three-dimensional nature, and the appearance of the
streamwise vortex system, 3) the development of de-
tached high-shear layers, 4) at least a tertiary in-
stability (if not an extremely rapid succession of a
sequence of instabilities) resulting in turbulent spot
development and 5) convection and coalescence of
turbulent spots to form a fully developed turbulent
flow. Similar patterns have been observed in plane
Poiseuille flow by Nishioka, Iida and Ichikawa [4].
More recently, the experiments of Kachanov and
Levchenko [5], and Saric and Thomas [6] have un-
covered some new details in the secondary instability
stage of the transition process in boundary layers.
The flow pattern outlined above is relevant to natu-
ral transition under some limited, but not all, condi-
tions. The reviews of Stuart [7] and Tani [8] provide
a detailed discussion of the classical experiments and
the then available theoretical explanations of the iso-
lated stages or events of the transition process. The
more recent review of Herbert and Morkovin [9] pro-
vides an overview of applied problems in stability and
transition, and a discussion of the various theoreti-
cal approaches to the secondary instability problem.
Craik's monograph [10] deals with the general prob-
hm of wave interactions in various fields, and includes
a discussion of the secondary instability pertinent to
wall-bounded shear flows.
The primary instability has as its basis linear the-
ory and has long been well established. The the-
ory for the secondary instability is however more re-
cent, but is also fairly well established (Herbert [11],
Nayfeh [12]). There have been no improvements in
the theoretical models for the other stages since the
survey article of Stuart [7] Full scale numerical sim-
ulations provide a unified basis for investigating the
relevance and relative importance of various events
right up to the formation of turbulent spots. In the
present paper we shall dwell on numerical experi-
ments which have uncovered the secondary instability
associated with the center modes in plane Poiseuille
flow. We shall also discuss simulations which have
brought out the relative effectiveness of the various
laminar flow control (LFC) techniques such as heat-
ing, favorable pressure gradient and suction. We will
present some representative results in each category.
The incompressible variable property Navier-
Stokes equations, in usual notation, are (Zang and
Hussaini [13])
V u = 0 (1)
Ou I_.V
--cgt+ u- Vu = -Vp + Re •(_Vu) + Fu (2)
00 1---_V. (gV0) + fo (3)
_-_ + u. VO = RePr
where the lengths are scaled by the half channel-
width (or for the boundary layer by the displacement
thickness at the streamwise station of interest), ve-
locities by the corresponding center velocity for the
channel flow (or the corresponding mainstream ve-
locity for the boundary layer), and pressure by the
dynamic head; the forcing functions Fu and Fo are
designed to ensure parallel flow. The viscosity and
conductivity are given functions of temperature for
the heated wall case, and constants in other cases.
The applied boundary conditions assume periodic-
ity in the horizontal directions, and the no-slip ve-
locity on solid walls. For the heated water bound-
ary layer case, the no-slip condition for the velocity
and a uniform temperature are enforced at the wall;
perturbations are assumed to be zero in the main-
stream. This permits a Fourier discretization in the
streamwise and spanwise directions, and a Cheby-
shev discretization in the vertical direction. The ini-
tial condition consists of a triad of waves - one two-
dimensional wave and two skewed waves. The general
fractional step algorithm for efficiently solving the rel-
evant equations is given by Zang and Hussaini [14].
A survey of spectral algorithms for fluid dynamic
calculations is given in Hussaini and Zang [15], and
Canuto, Hussaini, Quarteroni and Zang [16]. The lat-
ter is a monograph which deals with both theory and
applications of spectral methods.
4.2 Instability Due To A Triad Of
Center Modes
The so-called center modes of plane channel flows are
in fact temporal eigenfunctions of the Orr-Sommer-
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feld equation which decay in time. However, a com-
bination of a two-dimensional center mode with two
skewed modes is susceptible to an instability simi-
lax to the secondary instability encountered in a sim-
ilar non-resonant triad of wall modes. The essen-
tial qualitative difference between the center mode
and the wall mode {as is evident from Fig. la and
lb) is that the maximum amplitude for the former
occurs away from wall towards the channel center,
while for the latter it occurs near the wall, and hence
the terminology. There are of course other quanti-
tative differences with regard to wavelengths, phase
velocities and decay rates. The Reynolds number
for the simulation was 8000 based on the channel
half width, and both the streamwise and spanwise
wavenumbers were unity; the initial two-dimensional
and three-dimensional amplitudes were 10% and 3_
respectively of the channel center velocity. The reso-
lution requirements were monitored and the grid was
refined to resolve the fine structures as they emerged.
The finest grid was 96x128x192. Plotted in Fig. 2 is
the time history of the harmonic contents of the so-
lution. Note that the two-dimensional mode, labeled
{1,0), decays almost exponentially, but the three-
dimensional mode, labeled {1,1), grows after an initial
decay for about three periods 2_r being the charac-
teristic period. The results axe presented at t _- 87
(a little less than 14 periods) at which time the finest
grid was just about sumcient to resolve the sharp gra-
dients of the flow field. The vortex lines are displayed
in Fig. 3a, and for comparison purposes vortex lines
for an analogous case of wall modes are presented
in Fig. 3b. The streamwise and spanwise vorticity
contours are displayed in Fig. 4 at four equidistant
streamwlse planes over a wavelength. Fig. 5 dis-
plays similar contours for the case of the wall modes.
The qualitativesimilaritiesand differencesare obvi-
ous. The center-mode vortex loop iscomparatively
away from the wall,and the pinching at the neck is
lessintensethan for the wall-mode vortexloop. Also,
the high-shearlayerassociatedwith the centermodes
islessintensethan the one associatedwith the wall
modes. The physical relevanceof the center mode
instabilityto the high-intensitybypass to transition
isas yet undetermined.
4.3 Effect of Heating on the Second-
ary Instability of Blasius Flow
Laminar flow control (LFC) vehicles might operate
in a finite-amplitude disturbance environment, so it
is of interest to examine the relative performance of
the various LFC techniques in the nonlinear regime.
While some experimental studies have investigated
the influenceofnonlineardisturbancesourcessuch as
roughness,vibrations,free-streamturbulence,etc.on
the basictransitionprocess,therehave been no com-
parative studieson the sensitivityof the LFC tech-
niques such as heating,pressuregradientand suction
in the nonlinearregime. In the absence of any rele-
vant nonlinearstabilitytheoriesdue to the complex-
ity of the problem, numerical simulationscan play
a crucialrole in thisfield.As an example of such a
use ofsimulation,we have performed a Navier-Stokes
calculationinvolvingconditionssimilarto those used
in the experiment of Kovasznay, Komoda and Va-
sudeva [2]except that in our simulationthe wallwas
heated. The idealizationof a parallelboundary layer
was used mainly in order to meet the resolutionre-
quirements while keeping the computing time within
reasonablelimits.The Reynolds number ofthe simu-
lationwas 1100 based on the displacement thickness,
and the initialamplitudes ofthe two-dimensionaland
three-dimensionalTollmien-Schlichtingwaves (wall
modes) were respectively2.7_ and 0.8_ of the free
stream velocity.The finestgrid was 72x162x192.
Three differentsituationswere studied: 1) the un-
controlledcase,2) the heated fixedtemperature case,
and 3) the heated active temperature case. In the
heated fixedtemperature case,the temperature was
kept fixedat the initialvalue pertinentto the mean
flow conditions,and the temperature evolutionwas
totallyneglected. In the heated activetemperature
case, the temperature evolution was taken into ac-
count by solvingthe temperature equation along with
the momentum equations.In both the casesthe wall
temperature was 2.75% above the free stream tem-
perature. Fig. 6 shows the harmonic history of
the perturbationenergy. Note that the {1,0)mode
which grows in the uncontrolledcase decays in the
heated almost up to 4 periods. Heating damps the
(1,1)mode initially,but itstartsgrowing within the
firstperiod. Itappears that when the energy in the
three-dimensionalwave overtakes that in the two-
dimensionalwave, itfeedsenergy partlyintothe two-
dimensional wave. Fig. 7 shows the spanwise vortic-
itycontours on the peak plane. In the uncontrolled
case (Fig.7 top left)a kink developsinthe high-shear
layer at time t equal to three Tollmien-Schlichting
periods. It isgenerallyaccepted that a irrevocably
quick successionof events followsthereafterleading
to a turbulent spot formation. Heating the wall to
2.75% above the freestream temperature diffusesthe
high-shearlayer as isobvious from Fig. 7 (bottom
left).However, within the subsequent one and one
fourth period,turbulent spot formation appears to
become imminent (Fig. 7 top right). In the fixed
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temperature case, it is clear from Fig. 7 (bottom
right) that the high-shear layer formation is mellowed
clown even up to four and one fourth periods. The
fixed temperature case overpredicts the weakening ef-
fect of heating on the secondary instability. In other
words, the effect of temperature evolution is signifi-
cant and deleterious in the nonlinear regime whereas
itisquitenegligiblein the linearregime.
5 Taylor-Couette Flow
The instabilityand abrupt transitionprocessare typ-
icalof aerodynamic flows. On the other hand, the
transitionto turbulenceby spectralevolutionare typ-
icalof geophysicalfluiddynamics where there is a
destabilizingforce field. The Taylor-Couette flow 6
in the annulus of concentricrotatingcircularcylin-
ders typifiesa classof geophysicalproblems involv-
ing instabilitiesand turbulence due to the presence
ofa destabilizingcentrifugalforcefield.DiPrima and
Swinney [17]providean excellentreview of instabil-
itiesand transitionsin Taylor-Couette flows. Our
interestliesin finite-lengthTaylor-Couette flow as
it offersthe situationof weak turbulence which is
amenable to directsimulation.The prime objective
of our research effortto examine the variousquali-
tativemathematical theories(Benjamin [18]).Some
of the routesto mathematical chaos appears to have
been observed in theseflows.The chaos theoriesare
based on model equations. Our investigationswill
establishthe relevanceof these theoriesto Navier-
Stokes equations.
This problem, unlikethose consideredin the pre-
ceding sections,istruly inhomogeneous in two di-
rections. A spectralalgorithm necessarilyinvolves
Chebyshev polynomial expansions inradialand axial
directions,and Fourierexpansion inthe azimuthal di-
rection.The fractionalstep algorithm used to study
the channel flows and the parallelboundary layers
iseasilyextended totreatthisproblem (Streettand
Hussaini [19]).
The initial phase of study focussed on the steady-
state bifurcations in axisymmetric Taylor-Couette
flow (with the inner cylinder rotating, and the outer
cylinder and end walls remaining stationary} for as-
pect ratios of order unity. These problems provide where
a stringent test for a tlme-accurate method designed
to simulate the delicate unsteady processes leading
to transition. Among the numerous simulations car-
ried out to compare with the available experiments,
we present some typical results for the geometry of
Benjamin and Mullin [20]which had an aspect ratio
of1.05and radiusratioof0.615.The symmetric two-
cellmode isestablishedat a relativelylow Reynolds
number of 62, and then the Reynolds number isim-
pulsivelyraisedto 150. The development ofthe asym-
metric single-cellflowrepresentedby the streamlines
ina cross-sectionalplane isshown inFig. 8,and Fig.
9 displaysthe order parameter (which isa measure
of the asymmetry of the flow) and energy as func-
tionsof time in unitsof characteristicdiffusiontime
scale. The continuing simulationsare on the verge
of capturing bifurcationsintotime-dependent states.
The finalobjectiveisto calculatethe dimension of
the strange attractorwhich issupposed to represent
the weak turbulence.
Compressible Transition and
Turbulence
Transition to turbulence in supersonic and hyper-
sonic flows is a gray area. There are differing experi-
mental results, and unexplained visual observations.
The picture is quite piecemeal compared to low Mach
number flows. The purpose of the research program
is to answer questions such as: a) do secondary in-
stability mechanisms observed in low subsonic flows
persist in supersonic flows, b) is the turbulent spot
formation the usual way transition occurs, and c) is
the transition process abrupt or restrained. The ini-
tial focus of our research program is on question Ca),
i.e., whether the known prototypes of instabilities in
incompressible flows persist at high Mach numbers.
A spectral simulation of a three-dimensional insta-
bility process in a parallel boundary layer at Mach
number 4.5 was carried out.
The full compressible Navier-Stokes equations are,
in dimensionless form, (Erlebacher and Hussaini [21])
ap
a--f+ v = 0 (4)
1 Va(p,.,)+ v = .. (5)
at Re
ap ..7
+u-Vp+'Tp_"u -- RePrM2 _7. (,VT)+ (',/- 1)(I)
(6)
r ,aUk au,r I_ 2
= + ax, " 5.(v (7)
2" axl + _-_xk]aki (8)
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and the equation of state is
_M£p-- pT (9)
with _ = Cv/C, , the ratio of specific heats. At
high Much number, temperature variations across
the boundary layer become important and the tem-
perature dependence of viscosity must be taken into
account. The Prandtl number was assumed equal
to 0.7, and the Sutherland's law was prescribed for
viscosity variation with the temperature. The free
stream Math number was 4.5, and the Reynolds num-
ber was 10000 based on the displacement thickness.
The boundary conditions were identical to those used
in the incompressible boundary layer simulations dis-
cussed in the earlier section. The initial condition
consisted of an unstable two-dimensional wave and a
pair of three-dimensional oblique waves superimposed
on a prescribed parallel mean flow. These waves were
the eigenfunctions of an eighth order eigenvalue prob-
lem, the compressible analogue of the incompressible
Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The initial amplitudes of
the two-dimensional and three-dimensional perturba-
tions were taken to be respectively 5.4_ and 1.2_
of the free stream velocity. The temporal evolu-
tion of this triad of waves was followed for about
eight periods of the initial two-dimensional Tollmien-
Schlichting wave (TS wave). The time history of sev-
eral Fourier harmonics of the perturbation kinetic en-
ergy (integrated in the vertical direction) is shown
in Fig. 10. After a period of slow growth of the
three-dimensional wave, labeled (1,1) mode, the non-
linearinteractionsbetween the (0,I)spanwise mode
and the primary (1,0)mode triggerthe secondary in-
stabilityafterapproximately 5 TS periods. Contour
plotsofthe streamwise velocity(Fig.11) at the time
of5 TS periods illustratethe incipientstagesofa K-
type breakdown (Erlebacher and Hussaini [21]). In
the supersonic simulations, the critical layer is an or-
der of magnitude further from the wall than in the
incompressible cases. One consequence is that the
structures are farther removed from the walls. Ini-
tlal results indicate that compressibility retards the
onset of the secondary instability. However, a more
extensive parameter study is required before any firm
conclusion can be drawn.
Our research program has recently focused its at-
tention on the development of subgrid-scale mod-
els for compressible turbulence. A compressible ex-
tension of Bardina's linear combination model [22]
has been developed. Favre-averagingwas employed
to produce spatiallyaveraged compressible Navier-
Stokes equations which closelyresemble the incom-
pressibleones. For compressible as opposed to in-
compressible flow, the trace of the subgrid stresses
cannot be incorporated with the pressure sincethe
pressure is a true thermodynamic variable. These
isotropic stresses must now be modeled, and a new
model constant, termed the isotropic constant, must
be included.
This new model has been testedagainstdirectsim-
ulationsat Much numbers ranging from 0.0to0.6 and
on gridsof 643 to 1283. The turbulence model was
compared against this direct simulation (DS) data
suitably injected onto a coarser grid. The coarse
grid would normally be used in a largeeddy simula-
tion.A leastsquare fitbetween the totalstresscalcu-
lated from the DS and the modeled stresscomputed
from spatiallyfilteredvelocitiesallows the constants
to be determined. The constant determination was
performed on the vector level(Erlebacher,Hussaini,
Speziale,Zang [23]).Table 1 summarizes the correla-
tion coefficientsbetween the modeled and the exact
D
OD
V
S
M0=0.0 M0=0.6
82 81
85 84
72 71
73 74
Table 1:
totalstressesat Much 0 and Much 0.6. Results are
presented on the tensor,vectorand scalarlevels.The
vector levelisthe divergence ofthe tensor,while the
scalarlevelisdefinedby the product ofV •_ and 6.
The Leonard stressisomitted from the totalsubgrid
stressbecause itcan be calculatedexactly. Corre-
lationcoefficientsof over 80_0 are obtained on the
tensor level,and above 70_ on both the vector and
scalarleveis.A more thorough study can be found in
Erlebacher et al. [23].
7 Concluding Remarks
Numerical algorithms for studying the physics of
transitionand turbulence in simple geometries have
been developed. Detailed studiesofthe highlynonlin-
ear stagesoftransitionpriorto turbulentspot forma-
tionhave been made. The use ofsimulationstostudy
the sensitivityof laminar flow controltechniques in
the nonlinear regime has been demonstrated. A
new instabilitymechanism associatedwith the center
modes inchannel flowshas been uncovered, although
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its physical significance is as yet undetermined. The
first numerical simulations of their kind are being car-
ried out for supersonic boundary layer flows. The pre-
liminary results revealed the existence of a secondary
instability similar to the one in incompressible flows.
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TURBULENCE MODELING
Morris W. Rubesin
NASA Ames Research Center
N87-26018
ABSTRACT
Recent developments at several levels of
statistical turbulence modeling applicable to
aerodynamics are briefly surveyed. Emphasis is on
examples of model improvements for transonic,
two-dimensional flows. Experience with the devel-
opment of these improved models is cited to sug-
gest methods of accelerating the modeling process
necessary to keep abreast of the rapid movement of
computational fluid dynamics into the computation
of complex three-dimensional flows.
NOMENCLATURE
C¢I : modeling coefficient in production
of dissipation rate
Cc2 = modeling coefficient in destruction
term of dissipation rate
C_ = modeling coefficient in eddy
viscosity formulation
D k = diffusion of kinetic energy
Dij = diffusion of Reynolds stress, u_u'i j
k = mean kinetic energy of turbulence
K = yon Karman constant, 0.4
L = characteristic length scale
Pk = production of kinetic energy
Pij_ : production of Reynolds stress, u!u'.lj
Sij : strain rate, g \_--_i + 3x i/
t = time
u = velocity component in streamwise
direction
Ue = velocity at boundary-layer edge
v = velocity component normal to
surface
V = characteristic velocity scale
w : velocity component in transverse
direction
x = coordinate in streamwise direction
()ij : ijth
: space location vector
y : coordinate normal to surface
z = coordinate in transverse direction
B* = modeling coefficient
6* = displacement thickness
6ij = Kronecker delta
E = dissipation rate of kinetic energy
utH'
_ij = dissipation rate of Reynolds stress, i J
= kinematic viscosity of fluid
_t = turbulent eddy viscosity
p : fluid density
Tw = wall shear stress
¢iJ = pressure/rate-of-strain production
of Reynolds stress, u'u'
ij
: specific dissipation rate, c/B*k
_ij = vorticity,
\_--_j- _Xi/, a : (2amnamn)I/2
() = mean or averaged quantity
()' = turbulent fluctuating quantity
()i = vector component in ith direction,
i = I, 2, or 3
tensor
INTRODUCTION
Numerical codes for the computation of fluid
dynamical problems contain several distinct ele-
ments. These include the basic equation set,
grid-generation and nesting techniques for complex
configurations, efficient solution algorithms, and
appropriate boundary condition treatments. In
addition, if the fluid flow is turbulent, the
effects of all the scales of the flow field that
cannot be resolved by the numerical scheme either
in time or space must be modeled. It is through
this "turbulence modeling" that the numerically
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unresolvedphysicsof fluid motionis introduced
into theflow-fieldcomputation.
Thepurposeof this paper,then,is to illus-
trate thecurrentstatusof "turbulencemodeling"
as it is appliedto aerodynamicflow fields, and
to suggestsomemeansof acceleratingprogressin
its development.Thatthe latter is particularly
importantwasrecognizedbytwoNationalAcademy
of Sciences(NAS)groupsthat studiedtherateof
progressof computationalfluid dynamics(CFD)in
generalandturbulencemodelingin particular. In
1983,thecommitteeh adedbyRobertSmeltcon-
cluded,"If thegapbetweenprogressin turbulence
modelinganddevelopmentsi nuunericallgorithms
andcomputerhardwareis allowedto continue,it
couldseriouslyimpairtheaccuracyandusefulness
of CFDtowardstheendof this century"(Smelt,
1983).Thisviewwasreflectedagainin a yet to
bepublished1986NationalResearchCouncil
Report.Asturbulenceis a featureof almost
everyaerodynamicallyimportantflowfield, this
situationdeservestheseriousattentionof the
CFDcommunity.
Toexaminewhyit is generallyperceivedthat
progressin turbulencemodelinghasbeenrather
slow,it is importantto understand what is
involved in the creation or modification of a
turbulence model. Basic to this understanding is
the knowledge of the actual features of fluid
turbulence and what the models can or cannot be
expected to emulate.
What then is fluid turbulence? Turbulence is
a fluid flow, not a fluid property. And it pos-
sesses many extremely complex characteristics. At
a point in space, even when the gross flow is
steady, the turbulent flow appears to be a chaoti-
cally, or randomly, unsteady event about some mean
value. Over an extended space, however, some
coherence can be observed in the large-scale tur-
bulent motions under certain conditions. The
turbulent flow is always three-dimensional, even
when it exists within a mean motion that is one-
or two-dimensional. This three-dimensionality is
very important, for it provides the degrees of
freedom to allow local vortices to stretch, and in
so doing it transmits energy from larger-scale
motions to those that are smaller. As a conse-
quence, the turbulent flow possess an extremely
large range of scales in time and space, and the
range of scales between the largest, related to
body dimension, and the smallest, where the turbu-
lence dissipates quickly, increases with larger
Reynolds numbers.
For an aircraft, the largest scales are a few
percent of its length and carry most of the
kinetic energy of the turbulence. The smallest
scales, where the turbulence dissipates into heat,
are about one thousandth of the local boundary-
layer thickness, depending somewhat on the
Reynolds number of the flow in question. Turbu-
lence is also very diffusive and promotes mixing
of sensible properties, such as temperature,
chemical constituents, or momentum. For example,
within aircraft engines this is a favorable prop-
erty which enhances the distribution of fuel prior
to combustion. On a surface of an aircraft, how-
ever, this enhanced mixing contributes to
increased drag. Finally, turbulence is dissipa-
tive in that the fluid viscosity can destroy the
motions of the smallest scales and convert their
energy into heat. It has been observed experi-
mentally that the large scales of turbulence are
unique to individual flow situations, whereas the
smaller scales tend to have a universal character.
The range of scales broadens with increased
Reynolds number.
Up to about 15 years ago, the limitations of
available computational power forced all turbu-
lence calculations to be confined to the use of
steady-state, statistical descriptions of the
turbulence. Most of the features described in the
previous paragraph could not be considered in
detail. Turbulence models were applied only to
averaged equations, and the information contained
in the real dynamical features could only be
restored, approximately, through the use of empir-
ical constants that were contained in the statis-
tical model formulations. Then, about 15 years
ago, computers were developed that had sufficient
power to allow the computation of the dynamic
behavior of some very simple flow fields at very
low Reynolds numbers where the range of scales
present is relatively small. Underlying these
computations is the assumption that the Navier-
Stokes equations, together with the energy-
transport equation, constitute the basic equations
for continuum fluid flow. It is further assumed,
without rigorous mathematical proof, that these
three-dimensional nonlinear equations can be
solved accurately in time and space and that the
solutions lie within narrow bounds despite large
numbers of uncertainties that exist in defining
initial and time-dependent boundary conditions.
Although these computations can capture all
of the features of real turbulence described ear-
lier, they are extremely costly and have been
confined to studies of the "physics" of turbulence
in idealized flow situations. These studies have
resulted in descriptions of the dynamic mechanisms
that take place in free and wall-bounded turbulent
flows in much greater detail than can be measured
in physical experiments. They also provide infor-
mation on quantities that can only be measured
inaccurately, if at all, for example, static pres-
sure fluctuations or local rates of turbulence
dissipation. Even though these computations deal
with relatively simple flow fields of limited
extent, they fill the capacity of the largest
computers and require many tens of hours of com-
puter time to reach statistically meaningful
results. Some of these computations have yielded
results that will be of inestimable value to the
turbulence modeler, but this approach cannot be
considered an engineering design tool even in the
reasonably near future. The reasons for this are
illustrated in figure I.
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FigureI comparesthecomputerspeedand
memoryrequirementsfor different classesof aero-
dynamiccomputationalmethodswith thecapabil-
ities of somelargeexistingcomputersandof some
that areprojectedfor the near term (Chapman,
1978). For example, application of turbulence
simulation where all the significant scales of
turbulence are resolved for an airfoil (A, fig. I)
would require computer capabilities about 4 orders
of magnitude larger than that labeled "Large Eddy
Simulation." Clearly, such calculations cannot be
considered in the foreseeable future. The regions
labeled Large Eddy Simulation were estimated by
Chapman under the assumption that only the sub-
layer regions of boundary layers need to be
resolved to the small scales and that the the
outer parts of the boundary layers, the regions of
separation, and shedding vortices could be treated
inviscidly (Chapman, 1978).
Even with the major economies afforded by
these assumptions, the abilities to perform time-
accurate simulations of the turbulent flow fields
about aerodynamic bodies lie outside the abilities
of the computers projected in the immediate
future. Chapman's estimates relative to the fully
resolved computational needs, however, show the
importance of the development of good sub-grid
turbulence models to account for turbulence scales
smaller than the grids employed for the bulk of
the flow. In addition, if a good sub-grid model
were developed for the near-wall region of the
boundary layer, the computer requirements could be
reduced further from those shown, and large eddy
simulations of turbulent flow about an airfoil
could be anticipated in the reasonably near
future, not necessarily as a design technique, but
at least as a research tool. The development of
good sub-grid turbulence models for large-eddy
simulations, then, is a research topic that should
be given considerably more emphasis than it has
had in the United States. The French and the
Japanese have recognized this for several years,
and are well ahead of us in this research topic.
Figure I also illustrates that projections of
computer requirements for the solution of turbu-
lent aerodynamic flow fields about aircraft shapes
with the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
are within the capabilities of near future com-
puters. In particular, the current NAS computer
is capable of handling the turbulent flow over a
complete wing with the Navier-Stokes approach and
use of simple algebraic models of turbulence. It
is the turbulence modeling for this class of com-
putation that is the focus of the remainder of
this paper.
STATISTICAL TURBULENCE MODELING
Reynolds-Averaged Equations
Statistical turbulence modeling begins with
the derivation of the equations to represent the
mean or average motions of the turbulent flow.
This process can be illustrated simply by examin-
ing only the single equation representing the
velocity parallel to the surface in an incompres-
sible fluid, the instantaneous u-component equa-
tion of the Navier-Stokes system of equations:
3u @u @u 8u
_-_+ u 7x + v_+w 3z
+ _ _ (i)
For a steady-state turbulent flow, the dependent
variables are then expanded as the sum of their
mean parts plus their turbulent fluctuations,
namely,
u(_,t): _(_)+ u'(_,t) (2)
where _ represents a point in space and t is
time. The overbar indicates an average quantity,
and the prime represents the instantaneous fluctu-
ation. The components of velocity v, normal to
the surface, and w, in the transverse direction,
are expanded similarly. Note that the steady-
state requirement of this example eliminates time
as an independent variable in the mean quantity.
When these velocities are introduced into
equation (I), and the resulting equation is aver-
aged over time, there results the following:
- _u - Bu - @u
u_-_+v_+w _z
o_x+_ T_- v'u' +_# T# - v'u'
+ _z _ - w-T_Tu' (3)
It is noted that only the nonlinear moments of the
fluctuating turbulent velocity components have
survived the averaging process, which has elimi-
nated most of the real physical details of the
turbulence that were described earlier. The cha-
otic time dependence, the phase relationships
between the turbulence velocity components, and
the multitude of turbulence scales are merged into
just three averaged moments of the fluctuating
velocity components. The resulting equation
resembles the original Navier-Stokes equation,
restricted to steady flow, except for the averaged
moments of velocity fluctuations that reside in
positions corresponding to those of the viscous
stress terms and which, consequently, are called
Reynolds stresses, after their original discoverer
(Reynolds, 1895).
Note that these Reynolds stresses constitute
three new dependent variables, whereas no new
additional equations resulted from the averaging
process. Thus, more unknowns are created than
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equations,andtheproblemis notclosed,at this
level, unlesstheReynoldsstressescanbe
expressedin termsof the independentvariables(whicharethecoordinates)or thedependentvari-
ables(whicharethevelocitycomponents)or both.
If thesix equationsfor theReynoldsstressesare
derivedfrommomentsof theNavier-Stokesqua-
tions, it is foundthat thesenewequationscon-
tainmanymorethansix newhigher-orderterms,
includingthosethat containaveragesof thefluc-
tuatingvelocityderivatives(Chou,1945).The
proliferationof dependentvariablesgreatly
exceedsthenumberof newequationsderived,and
this processcontinuesasmoreandmoreequations
arederived. Thisis calledtheclosureproblem
andis thecentralproblemof statistical turbu-
lencetheorythat forcesthemodelingof theturbulence.
Levelsof TurbulenceModeling
Theturbulencemodelsrequiredto evaluate
theReynoldsstressesin equation(3) havebeen
expressedat a varietyof levels. Thesewill be
illustrated in this section,beginningwith the
field equationsfor theReynoldsstresses. By
startingwith themorecomplexmodels,it canbe
shownthat someof thesimplermodelsfollowfrom
theimpositionof certainassumptionsontothe
moregeneralmodels.
TheReynolds-stress-transportmodel(RSE)can
beexpressedas
D (4)
\ i J/ Pij - _ij + Dij + *ij
The terms on the right-hand side of the equation
are divided into four quantities identified with
the physical processes known to occur in a turbu-
lent flow: P== is the production of the Reynolds
zj
stress tensor; Eij is the dissipation rate of the
Reynolds stress tensor; Dij is the diffusion of
the Reynolds stress; and ¢iJ is the pressure/
rate-of-strain production of the Reynolds stress
tensor. Of these, only the production term Pij
can be expressed in terms of the Reynolds
stresses, the mean velocities, and the coordi-
nates; consequently, it does not need to be
modeled. The other terms are composed of third-
order moments, moments of derivatives, or pressure
fluctuations, all new quantities that have to be
modeled. This level of modeling is called second-
order closure, that is, the closure occurs in the
Reynolds stress equations instead of in the
Reynolds-averaged momentum equations. The equa-
tion for e, the rate of dissipation of the turbu-
lence kinetic energy, used to define the eli and
the length scales, requires all of its terms_to be
modeled. For at least two reasons, the use of
second-order closure is now limited to a few
practitioners: first, the addition of seven addi-
tional field equations increases computation costs
by a factor of about 5 over that of the simplest
models; second, the advantages that result from
the use of the stress-transport equations do not
justify these costs for most problems. Later in
this paper, some examples will be presented for
which the use of the Reynolds-stress-transport
equations indicates some advantages that may merit
application of these equations to certain
problems.
A turbulence model that takes advantage of
the inherent characteristics of the Reynolds-
stress-transport equations, but only adds two
field equations to the system, is called the Alge-
braic Stress Model (Rodi, 1976). Here the stress-
transport equation is rewritten as
D :P
D_t \ i J/ ij ij ij + _ij
u! u' ): (5)
The basic assumption of the method is represented
by the term on the extreme right, where it is
assumed that the convection minus the diffusion of
the Reynolds stresses is proportional to the same
quantities in the turbulence kinetic energy equa-
tion. The Reynolds stresses can be written alge-
braically as
UIU '
-i-j : Pij ¢ij + _ij
k Pk - c
(6)
Recall that the production term also contains the
Reynolds stresses, so that equation (6) has to be
solved in an iterative manner. The kinetic energy
and rates of dissipation are found from equations
of the form
Dk
: Pk - E + D k (7)D--t
2
DE : C E Pk _ + D (8)--{ I k - Ce2 k--
The next lower level of turbulence modeling
utilizes the eddy-viscosity concept, that is, the
effects of turbulence are expressed in terms of an
effective kinematic viscosity acting on the fluid
rate of strain. The constitutive relations
between stress and strain that have been utilized
are shown in the following equations from Wilcox
and Rubesin (1980)
-u!u[ : 2 _ I 3uz )I j - 3 6ijk + 2_t ij 3 x 6ij
+ 8/9k (SimflmJ + Sjm_mi) (9)
(B*_ 2 + 2SmnSmn)
and in that from Boussinesq (1877)
-u[u] : - 5 6ij k + 2_t ij 3 _ 6ij (I0)
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Equation{9) accountsfor theeffectsof the
interactionof vorticity andtheratesof strain,
whichallowsexperimentallyobservedanisotropies
to developin a homogeneousshearflow. Those
effectsareneglectedin theclassicformof
equation(I0).
ThemannerOfevaluatingtheeddyviscosity
distinguishesmostof thecurrentlypopularturbu-
lencemodels.In general,theeddyviscositycan
bewrittenas
= C LV (11)
where C_ is an empirically established coeffi-
cient or function, V is a characteristic velocity
scale, and L is a characteristic length scale.
The various eddy-viscosity models are classi-
fied in Table I; the terminology used in the table
will be used in the discussion of the results to
be shown later.
Table I Classification of eddy-viscosity models
Two-equation models:
V =%_, L = L(k,_)
One-equation models:
V =%_, L = L(y)
One-half-equation models:
3-_ (Tmax - Tmax,O) : -CI (Tmax - Tmax,0)
Zero-equation models:
/ \I/2
fT%
V : [_) , L = Ky (inner zone)
% --
: U e: C 26* (outer zone)
or V : V(_), L : L[(Y_)max]
The two-equation models utilize the kinetic
energy and dissipation rates found from
equation (7) and from forms of equation (8); thus,
they require the solution of two additional field
equations. This increases computer costs by about
a factor of 3 over computations based on the zero-
equation models shown at the bottom of the table.
The reason for this increased cost is that the
turbulence modeling equations are stiff; as a
result, they require very small mesh dimensions
near the surface when they are modified to allow
their integration to the surface. It will be
shown later that these cost penalties can be
eliminated through the use of wall functions, that
is, algebraic relationships that span the distance
between the surface and the first mesh points
located well into the regions where the turbulence
dominates the viscous forces.
Particular attention should be given to the
model in Table I designated as a one-half-equation
model. The "one-half" is used to emphasize the
fact that an ordinary differential equation is
added to the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
system instead of another partial differential
field equation. In the example shown here, the
subscript O under the shear-stress symbol means
an equilibrium value or one given by the zero-
equation models indicated on the lower portion of
the table. The subscript max means the maximum
shear stress at some point within the boundary
layer at the station, x. Thus, the one-half-
equation model accounts for the lag in the devel-
opment of the turbulence that occurs when the mean
motion is modified by the imposition of a large
streamwise pressure gradient. The dependent vari-
able, the maximum shear stress in this case, is
then used to scale the turbulence algebraically
across the entire viscous region at station x.
The zero-equation models (Table I) represent
the eddy viscosity in two zones, or layers, of the
viscous region. Near the surface, the velocity
scale usually used is the local friction velocity,
,/_-_7_, and the length scale is merely proportional
_oWthe distance from the surface. In the outer
zone, the velocity scale is the velocity at the
edge of the viscous region and the scale depends
on the displacement thickness (Cebeci and Smith,
1974). In those situations where it is difficult
to define these terms, that is, where the inviscid
region has a non-uniform velocity field, the
velocity and length scales have been expressed in
terms of the local vorticity that occurs where the
moment of vorticity is a maximum (Baldwin and
Lomax, 1978). Since all of these quantities are
expressible algebraically in either the dependent
or independent variables of the mean-flow equa-
tions, no additional partial differential equa-
tions for field variables are required and these
are termed zero-equation models.
Difficulties in Applying and Developing
Turbulence Models
In a particular application, the level of
turbulence model that can be considered must
reflect the computational power available and the
solution algorithms to be used. Limited computa-
tional power permits only the simplest of turbu-
lence models to be considered. Also, the turbu-
lence model employed has a strong influence on the
numerical behavior of the algorithms. Not all
algorithms that can solve laminar flows can be
applied to turbulence models, especially those
that use field equations for turbulence quantities
such as the Reynolds stresses, kinetic energy, or
dissipation rate. Iteration processes are
influenced considerably by the stiffness of the
turbulence field equations. Also, algorithms that
require conservative forms have difficulty with
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thesourceandsinktermsthat are inherentin the
turbulencefield equationsto reflect theturbu-
lenceproductionanddissipationthat occurwithin
thereal turbulentflow. Finally, theturbulence
modelsalso imposeconstraintsontheusablemesh
configurationsbyrequiringveryclosespacings
betweenmeshesin thevicinity of surfaces.
Thisstronginfluenceof theturbulencemodel
onthenumericalschemehasmadeit difficult to
assessthequalityof particularturbulence
models,becauseoftena significantpartof the
disagreementbetweencomputedresultsandexperi-
mentaldatais numerical,resultingfroma pre-
viouslyverifiedalgorithm'sdifficulty with the
constraintsintroducedbya newturbulencemodel.Oncethesenumericaldifficulties areovercomeand
theturbulencemodelscanbeappliedwithconfi-
dence,theresultingdisagreementwi hexperi-
mentaldatafor a particularflow field canbe
ascribedto thelimitationsof a theparticular
turbulencemodelbeingemployed.At this point,
providedfundamentalexperimentalturbulencedata
areavailableto guideits improvement,it is
possibleto remodeltheturbulencemodelto
improveits performancefor thecomplexflow in
question,andto dosoin a mannerthat doesnot
alter its behaviorfor simplerflow fields for
whichit hadalreadyprovedsuccessful.Some
examplesof this processareshownin thefollow-
ing sectionwherethestateof theart of statis-
tical turbulencemodelingis summarizedwitha few
selectedflowconditions.
APPLICATIONOFVARIOUSLEVELSOFTURBULENCE
MODELING
In this section,in orderto providea brief
overviewof thestateof theart of turbulence
modeling,variouslevelsof turbulencemodeling
will beappliedto a varietyof flow fields of
interest to aerodynamics.Bothoriginalmodels
andtheconsequenceof "remodeling"will beshown
in severalexamples.Carehasbeentakenin most
of thesecalculationsto eliminatenumerical
uncertainties,sothatanydifferencesshown
betweenthecomputedresultsandexperimentaldata
canbeascribedto turbulence-modelficiencies.
Thefirst flowto beconsidereddealswith
theeffect of largestreamwisepressurevariations
ontheskin friction of anattachedturbulent
boundarylayer (Kussoyet al., 1978). In
figure 2, a sketchis shownof theexperimental
arrangement.Theboundarylayerbeingmeasured
wasformedontheinsidesurfaceof a tubedown-
streamfroma supersonicnozzlecreatinganaxi-
symmetricflowat M= 2.3. Thepressuredistri-
butionimpressedupontheboundarylayerwas
createdbya centerbodythat compressedandthen
expandedtheflow. Theresultingpressure
distribution, normalizedbytheupstreamwall
pressurewhereM=2.3, is shownin theupper
left cornerof this figure. In this example,the
pressurerise almostdoublesits original value
beforerelaxing. Thisnondimensionalpressure
distributionremainedessentiallyfixedasthe
wind-tunnelpressurewasalteredto obtaina large
rangeof Reynoldsnumbers.Theskin friction was
measuredwitha buriedwiregauge(Rubesinet al.,
1975).Theskin-friction distributionwas
achievedwitha fixed skin-friction gaugeby
movingthecenterbodyupstreamanddownstream
about20cmalongits axis. Thisprovidesabout
thesamedistributionof skin friction that would
beachievedwitha fixedcenterbodyanda moving
skin-friction gauge,becausetheboundarylayer
aheadof thepressurerise wascloseto uniform
thickness.
Measuredandcalculatedskin-friction distri-
butionsareshownin figure2 for fourvaluesof
Reynoldsnumber.Fivelevelsof turbulencemodel-
ing areshown:a zero-equationmodelbyCebeci
andSmith(1974)in its original formandassub-
sequently"remodeled"to accountbetter for
streamwisepressuregradients(CebeciandSmith,
1974);a two-equationmodelbyWilcoxandRubesin(1980);andtwostress-transportmodels.Oneof
thestress-transportmodelsutilizes a length
scalethat is prescribedalgebraically(Sullivan,
1976),whereastheotherusesa field equationfor
specificdissipationto createa lengthscale(WilcoxandRubesin,1980).
Withtheexceptionof theoriginal zero-
equationmodelat the lowestReynoldsnumber,
whichtendsto separateprematurely,all the
modelshowsimilarvariationsrelative to the
experimentaldata. Thecomputedresultsdrift
throughthedatawith increasesin theReynolds
number.Computedresults that arelowat the
lowerReynoldsnumberstendto behighwhenthe
Reynoldsnumbersarehigh. Noonemodelis
clearlysuperiorto theothersovertheentire
Reynolds-numberrange,thoughtheydoseemto
maintaintheir relative positionsto eachother.Onecanconcludefromthis workthat for an
attachedboundarylayer thereis little advantage
to usingthemorecomplexmodels,but if it were
necessaryto knowtheskin friction in attached
boundarylayersin strongstreamwisepressure
gradientsto a fewpercent,improvementsto all
the levelsof modelswouldberequired.
Streamwisecurvatureof a surfacehasa pro-
nouncedeffect onthebehaviorof a boundarylayer
flowingoverit (Bradshaw,1973).This is demon-
stratedin figure 3, whereskin friction and
shape-factordataobtainedona convexsurfacein
anadversepressureareshown(SoandMellor,
1972).Thedataareexpressedin termsof the
streamwisedistributionof theskin-friction coef-
ficient andtheshapefactor of theturbulent
boundarylayerflow. Alsoshownin thefigure are
thecomputedresultsutilizing four turbulence
models(WilcoxandRubesin,1980).Thedashedand
dot-dashedcurvesarebasedona two-equationand
a Reynolds-stresstransportmodelin whichthe
effectsof curvaturehavebeen eglected.These
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skin-friction coefficientcurvesdepartconsider-
ablyfromtheexperimentaldata. Theshapefactor
ona flat platewouldremainat a valueof about
1.4,againshowingcurvature ffectsthat are
largein affectingtheboundary-layervelocity
profiles. Thesolidanddottedcurvesrepresent
thesamemodelsmodifiedto accountfor thesur-
facecurvaturethroughtheintroductionof a
curvedcoordinatesystem.Themodificationto the
two-equationmodelalsorequiredtheintroduction
of a newcentrifugalforcetermin theturbulent
kinetic energyequation;that termvanishesona
flat surface. Thiswasdonein a ratheradhoc
manner,utilizing someguidancefromthetheform
of theReynolds-stressequationfor v'v---7.Onthe
otherhand,nophysicalmodificationsweremadein
theReynolds-stressmodel.In bothof these
models,thespecificrate-of-dissipationequation
usedto definethelengthscalewasnotaltered
exceptfor thecoordinatemodifications.Figure3
showsthat theeffectsof thestreamwisecurvature
in thesedataarerepresentedverywell bythese
latter computations.
It is verysignificantthat nomodifications
hadto bemadeto theReynolds-stressturbulence
modelto allowit to capturetheeffectsof
streamwisecurvature;it is therebyanexamplein
which,at least in principle, themorecomplex
formof modelinghasa fundamentaladvantage.
Anotherconclusion,however,is that thesimpler
two-equationmodelcanalsobe"remodeled"to give
goodresultsona convexsurface,withoutaltering
its behavior,for casesin whichthestreamwise
curvatureis absent.Acautionarynoteis in
orderhere: concavesurfacesmaynotbecalcu-
lated wellwithanyof thesemodelsbecausethe
modelscompletelyignorethepossibility of the
existenceof Gortlervorticesthat arepresent
oversuchsurfacesandthat canenhancethetrans-
port within theboundarylayer.
Figure4 showstheexperimentaldataand
computedresults for thedistributionof surface
pressureandskin friction in thevicinity of a
normalshockwavein an M= 1.48 airstream.
Thesemeasurementswereobtainedontheinner
surfaceof a circular tubewitha static pressure
tapanda flushhot-wireskin friction gage(Mateeret al., 1976).Theshock-waveposition
couldbemovedrelative to thefixedgaugesby
increasingor decreasingtheblockageof a down-
streamshockgenerator.
Theexperimentaldataarecomparedwithcom-
putationsutilizing fourdifferent turbulence
models:I) two-equationmodelsfromWilcoxand
Rubesin(1980),JonesandLaunder(1972),andChien(1982);and2) a zero-equationmodelfrom
CebeciandSmith(1974),whichdid not incorporate
thepressure-gradientmodificationdiscussedin
connectionwith figure2. All of thesemodels
wereusedin computationsthat extendedto the
surface. It shouldbenotedthat eachof the
modelsperformsquitewell ona flat plateat
uniformpressure.Themodelsof JonesandLaunder
andof Chienareverysimilar, excepthat the
latter wasmorecloselyfitted to experimental
channeldata.
Whenthesemodelsareappliedto the shock-
waveandboundary-layerinteractionof this exper-
iment,it is foundthat all of themyield excel-
lent surface-pressuredistributions. Theskin-
friction results, however,are far fromsatisfac-
tory for all but theWilcox-Rubesinmodel.
TheChienmodel,whichbehavessowell ona flat
plate, yieldssurprisinglypoorresults in the
vicinity of theshockwave.TheJones-Launderand
Cebeci-Smithmodelsfail to agree,in opposite
ways,with theskin friction, the latter model
indicatinganextensiveregionof separationwhere
noneexistedexperimentally.
Qualitatively,this behavioris consistent
with thebehaviorof theCebeci-Smithmodelin
figure2, whenit wasnotalteredto accountfor
pressuregradients. Froma comparisonf the
different skin-friction resultsbasedonthedif-
ferenttwo-equationmodels,it canbeconcluded
that modelsat thesamelevel that are "cali-
brated"with flat-plate datacanbehavemuchdif-
ferentlywhenappliedto a complexflow. This
suggeststhat in general,thepredictabilityof
anyturbulencemodelshouldbesuspectuntil it is
verified for a varietyof complexflows.
In aneffort to determinewhytheJonesand
LaunderandtheChienturbulencemodelspredicted
suchdifferent skin-friction results, ViegasandRubesin(1983)eliminatedthenear-surfacemodel-
ing in theseturbulencemodelsbyapplyingthe
conceptof wall functionsto thecomputations
showni figure4. Thisconceptrequiresthe
first meshpointoff thesurfaceto lie well
within the fully turbulentflowandtherefore
connecttheflowat this pointto thesurface
conditionswithalgebraicformulas.Forexample,
a wall functionin its simplestformis thecon-
ventional"lawof thewall" appliedto a zero-
equationturbulencemodelona flat platewith
smallstreamwisepressuregradients. Thetwo-
equationmodelsrequiremorecomplexwall func-
tions that accountfor thegrowthof turbulence
kinetic energyin regionsof strongpressuregra-
dients, themeanvaluesof kinetic energyand
dissipationrateswithin thefirst meshvolumeoff
thesurface,andthechangesto the lawof the
wall causedbylocal pressuregradients.
Figure5 showstheresultsof applyingsuch
wall functionsto thetest conditionsdescribedin
figure4. Again,thesurfacepressureis well
predictedwhenthedifferentmodelsusewall func-
tionsat distancesfromthewall shownbythe
correspondingupstreamvaluesof y+ indicatedin
thefigure. Theskin friction resultsshow
clearly that it is the individualnear-walltreat-
mentsof thetwo-equationmodelsbyJonesand
LaunderandbyChienthat causestheir anomalous
behaviorshowni figure4.
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Withwall functions,theresultsgivenbythe
twomodelsareessentiallF_identicalndquite
consistentwith theothertwo-equationmodelby
WilcoxandRubesin.TheCebeci-Smithmodelwith
its wall functionis quite Consistentw_hthe
earlier resultswhereit wascomputedto thesur-
face,exceptin theimmediater gionof thesepa-
rationzonewherethepressuregradientsareSuf-
ficiently highto bringinto questiontheuseof a
usuallawof thewall. It is gratifyingtha_the
wall functionsnotonlycollapsetheresultsof
thedifferent two'equationmodels,but that
resultsagreequitewellwith theexperimental
skin-friction data. Anothersignificantbonusof
theuseof wall functionsis that thecostsof the
computationswerereducedbya'factor of 8 because
of thereducednumberof meshpointsneededto
resolvethenear-wallregionandtheelimination
of muchof thestiffnessof theturbulencemodel-
ing equations._ In this case,accuracyandeconomy
wereachievedtogether.
Figure6 showstheresultsof improvementsto
twod_fferentlevelsof turbulencemodelsapplied
to thecomputationf a shock-waveandboundary-
layer interactionin transonicflow. Theexper_-
mentaldatausedinthis comparisonarefrom
Johnsonet al. (1982)andtheyweremeasuredonan
axisymmetriccircular-arcbumpindicatedschemati-
cally in figure 6. Thefree-_treamMachnumberof
theexamplesshownhereis M=0.8_6 andthe
unit Reynoldsnumberis 13.1 × 106V/m.
Theupperpartof figure6 showsthedistri-
butionsof surfacepressuremeasuredin theexper-
imentandcomputedfromfour turbulentmodels.
Theabscissabeginsat mid-chordof thebumpand
continuesabouta half-chorddownstreamfter its
trailing edge. Thelowerpart of thefigureShows
thedistribution of skin friction fromtwoof the
computationsandtheexperimentalpo'intS_ofsepa-
rationandattachment,astheywereindicatedby
anoil-film technique.Thfsdemonstratesthat
therewasa ratherextensiveregionof separated
flow in this experiment.
Thecomputedsurfacepressuresbasedonthe
zero-equationturbulencemodelof CebeciandSmith(!974)arerepresentedbythedashedline. These
results indieatethat this modelpredictsa shock-
wavepositionthat_iswell downstreamof its mea_
suredlocation. Thecomputationsalsoshowmuch
higherpressurein theregionof separationthan
dothedata. Thedottedline representsthecom-
putedresultsobtainedwith thehalf-equation
modelof JohnsonandKing(1985).Thelatter
modelaccountsfor thehistoryof thedevelopment
of maximumshearstressin thestreamwisedirec-
tion throughtheuseof anordinarydifferential
equation.Thismaximumshearstressis thenused
to scaleanalgebraicmodel,similar to that of
CebeciandSmith,at eachstation. Althoughthese
experimentaldata,for a rangeof Machand
Reynoldsnumbers,wereusedto evaluatethe lag
constantsusedin this model,theresultingagree-
mentof thecomputedresultswith theshapeof the
entire pressuredistribution for thi§ particul_'rCaseiS remarkable]WithOutal ering themodeling
coefficients',goodrest_Itshavebeenobtainedby
JohnsonandKingin comparisonswithothe_
two-dimensionaldataUnderwidelydifferent flow
conditions(Simpsonet al._i 1981).In addition,
this modelis economicalto Use,for it requires
verylittle morecomputertimethandoth_stan-
dardzero-equat{onmodels]"
Whena two-equationmodelis_appliedto this
flow, thedot-dashedline (fig. 6) resultsfor the
predictedpressuredistribution. Althoughit
performsbetter thanthezero-equationmodel,_he
pressuredistribution calculatedwith thetwo-
equationmodelalsoshowsa shock-wavelocation
that is downstreamof theexperimentalposi'tion',
andthepressureis Overpredic_edto somextent
in th_regionof separation.Wh'@nimprovedwall
functions(Viegaset al , 1985;Rubesinand
Viegas,1985)areappliedto thLsJones-Launder
model,thecalculatedpressuredistributionis
considerablyimproved,givingresultsequivalent
to theJohnson-Kingmodelexceptat theupstreamfoot of the shockwave.It shouldbenotedthat
thefo_msof thewall functionsOrtheO_iginal
modelwerenotalteredto fit theseparticular
pressuredata. Theuseof wall functionswith the
JoneS-Laundermodelalsoimprovestheprediction
of the locationof separationandreattachmentas
is seenin theskin-friction coefficientfigure.
In conclusion,figure 6 showsthat twoturbu-
lencemodelsareavailablethat cangivegood
surface-pressuredistributionresults_ina tran-
sonicflowoveranairfoil-like body.For two-
dimensionalflowswitha closedseparationregion,
the_modelof choiceis the_Johnson-Kingmodel_For
accuracyandeconomyof application. It is not
clearat present,however,howor_if this model
canbeextendedto three-dimensionalflows. The
two-equationmodelis directly extendableto three
dimensions;however,it requiressomeadditional
modelingregardingthedegree6f_isotropyof the
eddyviscosity,andthewail-functionapproachin
its presentformis constrainedto noskewingof
themean-vei0cityVectorwithin_hefirst mesh
volume'offthesurface. _- _
Figure7 shows_the:resultsoEapplyingsev-
eral levels_f turbulencemodeling(Coakley,1986)
to thepredictionof the lift anddragof an
RAE2822airfoil for threetest Machn_mbers_nd
anglesof attack(Cooket al., 1979).Thecom-
putationsareshownherein lift-drag formto
allowcomparisonf theresultsrelative to a
constantlift-drag ratio asshownbythelinespassingthroughthethreestarreddatap0ints.
Coakley(1986)usedsix different turbulence
models:twozero-equationmodels,that of Cebecl
andSmithandof BaldwinandLomax;theJohnson-
Kinghalf-equationmodel;andthreeversionsof
the two-equationmodel,Chien'sandtwooriginated
byCoakley.ThesymbolsusedFortheresultsfoundfromthesemodelsare indicatedonthe
figure.
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Thecomparisonf theexperimentaldataand
thecomputedresultscanbeobservedfromtwo
pointsof view. First, a smallvectordistance
betweentheexperimentalndcomputedpoints
reflects goodagreementbetweentheexperimental
dataandcomputationfor bothI) surface-pressure
distributionsandshock-wavelocations,and
2) skin-friction distributions. Second,the
alignmentwith theconstantL/Dline suggeststhat
a particularmodelcanyield a result that happens
to providegoodL/D,althoughin reality it misses
thedetails.
ThecasesrepresentedbythethreeMachnum-
berscorrespond,with increasingMachnumber,to
unseparatedsubcritical flow, unseparatedsuper-
critical flow, andseparatedsupercriticalflow,
respectively.Exceptfor twocasesat M= 0.73,
thecomputedresultsyield valuesof lift anddrag
that arehigherthanthemeasurements.Atall
threeMachnumbers,theJohnson-Kingmodellies
closestto thedata,evenat theseverestflow
withseparation.Theothermodelsgenerally
becomepooreras theflowbecomesmorecomplex.
The q-_2 modelof Coakley,whilesecond-best
overall in agreeingwith theexperimentalresults,
yieldsa muchpoorerlift-drag slopethandothe
othermodelswhenseparationtakesplace.
Theearlier conclusionthat theJohnson-King
modelis themodelof choicefor two-dimensional
transonicflowsis furthersupportedbythese
data. Forthoseinterestedonly in theratio of
lift to drag,thesimplestmodelsof Cebeci-Smith
andBaldwin-Lomaxarereasonablyadequate.These
conclusions,however,aresubjectto thecaveat
that thesedataresultedfromflowsthat were
entirelyattachedor flowsthat separatedandthen
reattachedontheairfoil. Caseswithmassive
separationmayfavorotherturbulencemodels.
Thenext fewfigureswill showtheperfor-
manceof variousturbulencemodelsfor three-
dimensionalflows. Althoughthefirst two
examplesarestrictly two-dimensionalfroma
mathematicalviewpoint,that is, axisymmetricflow
or flowoveraninfinitely long,swept-backair-
foil, theflowsexhibit theskewingof theveloc-
ity vectorparallel to thesurfacethat is char-
acteristic of three-dimensionalboundary-layerflows.
Figure8 describeskin-friction results
obtainedon thesurfaceof a circularcylinder
whoseaxiswasmountedcolinearwith that of a
low-speedwindtunnel(HiguchiandRubesin,1981;
DriverandHebbar,1985).Theparticularfeature
of this experimentwasthat thecylinderwasseg-
mentedsothat a centralportionof thecylinder
couldbe rotatedto introducea shear-drivencross
flow (seesketchin fig. 8). In thestationary
regionaheadof therotatingsegment,theboundary
layerdevelopsthefour Reynoldsstresses,U'Ut tV, WI , , -, v , w , andu v', whicharecharacteris-
tic of two-dimensionalflow. Overthespinning
portion, theadditionalReynoldsstresses,
u'w' andv'w', areactivated,andit is the latter
stressthat causesthemean-velocityvectorto
skewin a three-dimensionalboundarylayer. In
theexperiment,herelaxationof theReynolds
stressesbackto their two-dimensionalcharacter
is studiedonthedownstreamstationarycylinder.
Figure8 showsthedevelopmentof theaxial
andcross-flowskin friction withdistancealong
thestationarydownstreamcylinder. Theexperi-
mentaldataweremeasuredwitha varietyof tech-
niques: buriedhot-wiregauges,surfacefences(Higuchi,1983),andmomentumintegralbalances.
Computedresultsbasedonthreelevelsof turbu-
lencemodelingarealsoshown.Theseincludethe
zero-equationAquilar(1976)modelwhichis an
extensionto threedimensionsof theCebeci-Smith
model,andthetwo-equationandReynolds-stress-
transportmodelsof WilcoxandRubesin.Notethat
boththezero-equationandthetwo-equationmodels
utilize theadditionalassumptionthat theeddy
viscosityis a scalarquantitythat actsequally
ontheaxial andcross-flowstrains. Generally,
all themodelscapturethebehaviorof therelaxa-
tion of theskin friction in bothdirections. Of
the threemodels,however,theReynolds-stress-
transportmodelyields thebestagreementwith the
data,exceptfor theshort regionat thebeginning
of thestationarycylinderwheretherelaxation
processis occurringveryrapidly. Sincethis
flow remainsattached,it is believedtheshort-
comingsof thezero-equationandtwo-equation
models,bothof whichareeddy-viscositymodels,
arecausedbythethescalareddy-viscosity
assumptionsandnot byproblemsof lengthscale.
Figure9 showsoil-film streaksonthesur-
faceof flowovera transonicwing,sweptbackat
anangleof 32° in an airstream at M = 0.74
and Rec = 4.7 × 106 (Mateer and Brosh, 1983).
The airfoil shape is a NACA 0012 at zero angle of
attack. The wing spans the wind tunnel, but the
experiment is unique in that the side walls of the
wind tunnel were contoured to follow the expected
inviscid flow, thereby causing the model to behave
as one of infinite length where surface pressures
are essentially uniform in the spanwise direction.
Also shown on the figure are the surface stream-
lines as computed by three levels of models.
Line I refers to a Reynolds-stress-transport
model; line 2 to a two-equation model; and lines 3
and 4 refer to a mixing-length model. These
models are identical to those shown in the pre-
vious figure for the spinning cylinder experiment.
Two results for the mixing-length model are
shown to demonstrate the influence of the location
of transition, which can be specified in this
turbulence model. In the other models the loca-
tion of transition is established by stability
criteria built into the models. The mixing-length
model shows an increased deviation from the oil-
flow data as transition is moved downstream. As
with the spinning cylinder, the Reynolds-stress-
transport model gives slightly better results as
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representedbytheoil-flow patternnearthesuc-
tion peak.
Figure10alsoshowsa comparisonf experi-
mentalandcomputedsurfaceskin-friction lines
for a three-dimensionalflow (Horstmanet al.,
1985). In this case,thetest bodyconsistsof a
cylinderfollowedbyskewedflare. Theairstream
conditionsare M=3 andthelengthReynolds
numberof theboundarylayerjust upstreamof the
flare is 18× 106.Theflare is a 60° total-angle
conetilted to anangleof attackof 23°. The
computationsfor this flowwerebasedonthe
Jones-Laundertwo-equationturbulencemodelwith
boundaryconditionsuppliedbywall functions(ViegasandRubesin,1983).Theuseof wall func-
tionswascritical to reducethecostof these
computations.
Theoil-flow linesontheleft of this figure
showthat for theseconditionstheshockwave
generatedbytheflare is sufficiently strongto
causetheboundarylayeronthecylinderto sepa-
rate wellupstreamof thecylinder-flarejunction
andto reattachabouthalfwayuptheflare. Con-
siderableamountsof turningof thenear-surface
flow takesplacewithinthis separationzoneand
in the immediater gionafter reattachment.The
computedsurfaceshearlines showthegeneral
characterof measuredoil streaks;however,the
detailsareoff to quiteanextent. Thecomputed
upstreamseparationlocationis onlyaboutone-
half its experimentaldistancefromtheflarejunction. Thepoorbehaviorof thecomputations
is also reflectedin a generallysmallerupstream
movementi thecomputedresultsin thevicinity
of theflare. Althoughthereattachmentregionis
predictedfairly wet1,theflowdirectiononthe
cylinderdownstreamof theflare alsodepartsfrom
theexperimentaldata.
Howthesedifferencesarefelt quantitatively
is shownin a comparisonf thecomputationswith
theexperimentallymeasuredsurfacepressuresin
figure 11,wherethesurfacepressuresonthe
windwardayareplottedalongthecylinder,
flare, andafterbody.Thesmallerpredictedsepa-
rationzoneis againevidentin this figure.
Thesequantitativeresultsof thecomputations
showthepositionof themaximumpressureto bea
bit upstreamof themeasuredlocationandto yield
a smallervaluethanmeasured.Theseresults
suggestthat thecomputedsideforceandpressure
dragare low. Recently,Brownet al. (1987)made
measurementsof meanflowandtheReynolds
stressesunderthesesameflowconditions.These
datahavenotyet beenanalyzedwith theviewof
improvingtheturbulencemodeling;however,this
activity is underwayandshouldleadto a
remodelingof the turbulencemodelthat will
result in computationsthat areconsiderablyimprovedoverthoseshownhere.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Certainobservationscanbedrawnfromthis
brief surveyof recentdevelopmentsin statistical
turbulencemodelingapplicableto aerodynamics.
Forattachedboundarylayersupstreamof pressure
gradients,all levelsof turbulencemodelingive
aboutthesameresults. This is notsurprising
becausetheattachedflat-plate boundarylayerhas
beenuseduniversallyto "calibrate"thesemodels.
Underseverepressuregradients,however,many
popularmodelstill yield resultsthat differ
fromexperimentalskin-friction databyasmuch_s40%whentheReynoldsnumbersareabout1OO× 10v
or larger. Thisis a turbulencemodelingtopic
that requiresadditionalattention.
Themannerof modelingstreamwisecurvature
effects is alsostill anopenquestion.Thesim-
plest zero-equationmodelsuseanadhoccorrec-
tion methodrecommendedbyBradshaw(1973). Ona
convexsurface,thetwo-equationmodelsaccount
for curvaturebyeither increasingtherate of
productionof dissipation(HaandLakshminarayana,
1980),bydiminishingtherateof destructionof
dissipation(Launderet al., 1977),or by letting
thedissipationrate aloneandaltering therate
of productionof kinetic energyby introducingthe
workof centrifugalforces(WilcoxandRubesin,
1980;Pulliamet al. 1985).Thefull Reynolds-
transportmodel,ontheotherhand,requiresno
changesotherthanthe introductionof curved
coordinates(WilcoxandRubesin,1980).This
varietyof approachesfor the introductionof the
effectsof surfacecurvatureinto thezero-and
two-equationturbulencemodelsillustrates the
fact that thesemodelsaremerelysuchgross
approximationsto thephysicalturbulencethat
thereis nouniquewayof modelinga particular
phenomenon.Consequently,a modelcanonlybe
gaugedbyits successor failure in its applica-
tion to a particularflow field or to a rangeof
flowfields. Thereis noa priori wayof asses-
singtheaccuracyandbreadthof applicationof
turbulencemodelsotherthanbycomparisonwith
experimentaldata. Fromsuchcomparisons,it is
generallyobservedthat thehigherlevelsof tur-
bulencemodelstendto havebroaderrangesof
application,but that for a givenapplicationthey
are likely to belessaccuratethansimplermodels
that havebeenfitted to theparticularapplica-
tion. Thesimple,or low-level,models,though
computationallyeconomical,needa databasefor
everyclassof flow likely to beencountered,and
their useplacesanenormousburdenonthenumbers
of experimentsrequired. Withoutsucha data
base,thesimplemodelsarenotmuchsounderthan
intelligent guesses.It is this burdenonexperi-
menthat stimulatesthesearchfor moregeneral
modelsthat aresufficiently accuratefor a vari-
ety of applicationseventhoughtheymaycostmore
to compute.Theusermustgaugethesetrade-offs
in decidingwhichmodelshewill employ.
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Withrespecto therate of progressin tur-
bulencemodeling,thedevelopmentof theJohnson-
Kingmodelis a goodexample.Fromthetimeof
thefirst experimentonairfoils in whichJohnson
wasmeasuringturbulencequantities(Johnsonand
Bachalo,1980)to therecentsuccessfultestsof
themodelheanda colleaguedeveloped(Johnson
andKing,1985),6 yearselapsed.Muchof this
timewasspentbyJohnsoni analyzinghis data
witha varietyof borrowedcomputercodes,someof
whichwerein developmentandwereextremelydif-
ficult andtime-consumingto operate. Duringthis
period,healsoperformedanadditionalexperiment
ontheaxisymmetricbumpmodelthat wasusedto
complementtheoriginalairfoil data. Thisshort
historydemonstratesthat turbulencemodelingis
composedof a varietyof activities that encompass
analysisof themodelingequations,experimenta-
tion, theuseof andmodificationof complexcom-
putercodes,and,mostimportant,a dedicationto
dothenecessarylaborto improveanexisting
model.
Whenoneor twoindividualsattempthis, the
levelof effort requiredis boundto takeconsid-
erableelapsedtime. Somethingasrelatively
directas developing wall functions for compres-
sible flows, utilizing the experimental work of
others and making small modifications to existing
computer codes (Viegas and Rubesin, 1983; Viegas
et al., 1985), took a little longer than 2
years. Because of its dependence on a variety of
disciplines, turbulence modeling is a slow process
and its development can be accelerated only by an
increased level of the coordinated efforts of
dedicated people possessing a variety of
complementary talents in analysis,
experimentation, and computational-code develop-
ment. This is especially required now as the CFD
community begins to emphasize complex three-
dimensional flow fields and requires improved
turbulence models for such flows.
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COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF HYPERSONIC AIRBREATHING
AIRCRAFT FLOW FIELDS
Douglas L. Dwoyer* and Ajay Kumar**
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
Abstract
The general problem of calculating the
flow fields associated with hypersonic
airbreathing aircrafts is presented.
Unique aspects of hypersonic airplane
aerodynamics are introduced and their
demands on CFD are outlined. Example
calculations associated with
inlet/forebody integration and hypersonic
nozzle design are presented to illustrate
the nature of the problems considered.
Introduction
Over the past several years, there has
been a substantial increased interest in
airbreathing propulsion systems for
hypersonic airplanes. A hypersonic
airplane powered by airbreathing engines
can gain a performance advantage over a
rocket powered vehicle by using the
atmosphere as the oxidizer. In order to
maintain this advantage, however, these
airbreathing engines with their associated
large capture areas must be closely
integrated with the airframe aerodynamics
in order to avoid excessive drag
penalties. This requirement has led the
Langley Research Center to pursue the
development of the airframe integrated
modular scramjet engine concept as shown
in Figure i. In this concept, the
forebody is designed to provide the
initial inlet compression through its bow
shock, and the flared afterbody acts as a
part of the nozzle. Cut-back cowls, spill
windows, or spill doors must be provided
on the inlets to allow startup over a wide
Mach number range. Struts or centerbodies
in the inlets may be necessary to provide
additional compression and location for
fuel injection.
Through the 1970's and early 1980's,
research in hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion focused on the development of
the individual scramjet module. Since
this research occured during the time
period of rapid maturation of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), it was
natural to develop CFD techniques for
analyzing scramjet components. An
excellent paper describing the development
of CFD techniques for analyzing scramjet
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Methods Branch, High-Speed Aerodynamics
Division.
component flows is presented by White, et
al. I According to Reference i, inlet
analysis techniques have reached a
relatively high level of maturity, while
techniques for combustor and nozzle
analysis are somewhat less mature. For
all of these components, however, Navier-
Stokes (NS) and Parabolized Navier-Stokes
(PNS) codes exist which account for all of
the relevant physics. Further, as shown
in Reference i, the ability of the PNS and
NS codes to account for three-dimensional
viscous effects is crucial to the accurate
prediction of component flows.
The same advancements in CFD technology
that led to the scramjet engine component
codes have also led to great improvements
in the ability to predict hypersonic
external aerodynamic flows. Throughout
the 1970 interest in hypersonic, external
aerodynamic predictions focused on reentry
bodies and the shuttle orbiter.
Sophisticated codes based on the viscous
shock layer (VSL) approximation, as well
as PNS and NS codes were developed for
predicting hypersonic reentry body flows
which included real gas, radiation,
ablation, and wall catalysis effects.
Codes such as the COLTS code 2 have been
extensively validated and are widely used
today for reentry bodies.
In dealing with complex, complete
configurations such as the shuttle
orbiter, a different strategy evolved for
flow-field prediction. In this case,
inviscid analysis codes based on solving
the Euler equations were coupled with
approximate three-dimensional viscous
techniques to provide the required
solution. The STEIN code, 3 a shock fit,
space marching Euler code, was
specifically developed for this purpose.
STEIN was later followed by HALIS, 4 a
time-dependent Euler code. In recent
years, a complete vehicle viscous analysis
capability for hypersonic aircraft has
evolved around PNS and NS codes. The
PNS/UNS approach 5 involves the use of both
a PNS code and an unsteady Navier-Stokes
(UNS) code to provide complete vehicle
solutions about the shuttle orbiter. In
Reference 6, an unsteady Navier-Stokes
code has been used to provide the complete
flow-field solution about the X-24C
liftin_ body.
The flow-fi,_id analysis problem
described above only deals with a part of
the engineering problem of hypersonic
aerodynamics. The analysis codes provide
the engineer with flow-field data which
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can be usedto derive aerodynamic
performanceinformation for given
configurations. Another, andperhapsmore
important, problemis the developmentof
the configurations themselveswith some
attempt at optimization subject to
constraints. Theuse of analysis codes
for the optimal designof hypersonic
configuration componentsi a largely
unexploredsubject. A major exception is,
of course, in the design of wind-tunnel
androcket nozzleswheretechniquesbased
on the methodof characteristics with
boundary-layercorrection havebeenin use
for manyyears. Thesetechniquesare
restricted to either two-dimensionalor
axisymmetric flows. Three-dimensional
designs, or designswhosecontraints force
the relaxation of the requirementof
shocklessflow, will require more
sophisticated CFDtools. Therecent
effort to designthe aerolines for new
nozzles for the NASALangleyResearchCenter 8' HighTemperatureStructuresTunnel7 is an exampleof the kind of
design project whichcanbe undertaken
using modernCFDtechniques.
In summary,the status of CFDfor
analyzinq the flow fields associatedwith
hypersonic airbreathing airplanes is as
follows. Full viscous analysis codes
exist today for hypersonicgliders.
Additionally, viscous analysis codesexist
for the componentsof the most likely
engine for hypersonicairplanes, the
scramjet engine. Of these components,the
inlet analysis capability is the most
maturewith somewhatless capable codes
available for nozzlesandcombustors.
Also, an attempt hasbeenmadeto
incorporate suchcodesinto a design
strategy for the nozzle portion of theflow field.
Thetime, thus, appearsripe to
consider the extensionof current CFD
technology to oneof the most crucial
problemsto be dealt with in the
developmentof the hypersonic airbreathing
airplane--propulsion/airframe
integration. Additionally, further
developmentof designstrategies should
occur over the next several years, with aheavyfocus on inlets and nozzles. In
this paper, wewill first discuss the CFD
requirementsfor hypersonicairplanes as
comparedto reentry vehicles. Wewill
then review the status of the key CFD
technologies incorporated into the current
airframe andenginecomponentcodes. This
will be followed by a discussion of the
design problemusing the constrained
nozzle design problemas an example.
Finally, wewill discuss thoseareas ofCFDtechnology requiring further
developmento deal with the
propulsion/airframe integration problem.
CFD for Hypersonic Airplanes Vs. Reentry
Vehicles
The hypersonic airplane concept places
a somewhat different set of demands on CFD
than does the reentry vehicle. Table I
summarizes these differences in the view
of the authors. The CFD demands for the
hypersonic airplane stem largely from
several dominating issues:
I. The requirement to fully
integrate the airframe and
propulsion system to achieve high
Mach number performance.
2. The requirement that the vehicle
be reusable with a minimum of
refurbishment between flights.
3. The requirement to optimize
vehicle performance over a wide
Mach number range.
It is assumed herein that in both the
airplane and reentry vehicle cases the
flow fields have strong viscous effects.
Thus, throughout the paper, emphasis will
be on viscous flow-field prediction
methods.
The development of a highly integrated
airframe and propulsion system at high
Mach numbers requires a CFD analysis
capability which can treat flow fields of
geometric complexity substantially greater
than that of reentry vehicles including
the Shuttle Orbiter. For example, an
accurate prediction of the state of the
three-dimensional boundary layer developed
by the forebody at the inlet face is
important for predicting installed inlet
performance. The forebody geometry can be
relatively simple, and the reusability of
the vehicle implies a nonablative
surface. Thus, the forebody flow-field
analysis appears relatively
straightforward in that the wall boundary
conditions need not account for surface
deformation and surface injection as would
be the case with an ablative heat shield.
On the other hand, an accurate prediction
of this entire shock-layer profile is
crucial in addition to the prediction of
wall properties such as skin friction,
heat transfer, and pressure. Such
calculations are necessary to predict the
shape of the bow shock and all embedded
shocks as well as the mass and momentum
flux entering the inlets. Of course, real
gas effects on the forebody flow will
become important for flight Mach numbers
beyond about M = i0. Further,
sophisticated surface boundary conditions
which include wall catalysis effects and
possible thermal deformation of the walls
can be important in forebody flow-field
prediction.
After the inlet face, the geometric
complexity of the flow-field boundaries
increases dramatically. At off-design
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conditions, the inlets will spill a
substantial amountof air thereby setting
up a complexinlet/forebody flow-fieldinteraction whichcan substantially effect
both the inlet and forebodyflow field.
This flow region canbe further
complicatedby the presenceof wings. Thegeometriccomplexity of the
forebody/multiple inlet/wing interacting
flow field is far greater than the most
geometrically complexreentry vehicles
suchas the Shuttle Orbiter.
Thegeometrical complexity of the
forebody/inlet region extends to the aft
end of the hypersonicairplane. Theflow
here is dominatedby the interaction of
the multiple internal/external nozzle
systemflow with the vehicle wing/bodyflow. Thenozzle flow field will include
real gas effects throughout the operating
envelopeof the vehicle, andat off-design
conditions possible flow separation on the
external nozzle surface mustbe accounted
for. Requirementsfor accurate prediction
of the completethree-dimensional flow
field are again important on the external
nozzle in order to estimate the nozzle
thrust coefficient and the direction of
the net thrust vector. Prediction of
surface properties suchas skin friction,
heat transfer, andpressure are also
vitally important. The real gasmodels
incorporated in the nozzle flow analysis
must include the chemistryof the
combustorproducts as well as the air
chemistry.
Enginecombustorflow-field
calculations require prediction of many
complexphysical phenomenanot encountered
on reentry vehicles. Important
physical/chemical processesin the
combustorinclude fuel/air mixing,
ignition, combustion,and shock/turbulence
interactions. Thechemistrymodels in the
codesmustaccount for fuel combustion.
There are a number of locations in a
typical combustor where highly detailed
analysis of very localized processes is
required. Such regions include the
immediate flow fields in the neighborhood
of fuel injectors and flameholders.
Accurate and detailed prediction of such
highly localized phenomena is required if
CFD is to be used in the analysis and
design of combustors.
A major issue in CFD, common to both
reentry vehicles and hypersonic airplanes,
is transition and turbulence modeling. In
transition modeling there is an important
difference between the airplane and
reentry vehicle, however. A typical
reentry vehicle enters the atmosphere from
above, and the flow transits from the
rarefied state to the laminar continuum
state to the turbulent continuum state.
The hypersonic airplane, on the other
hand, enters the atmosphere from below and
goes from turbulent to laminar to
rarefied. Transition and turbulence
models for the hypersonic airplane must,
therefore, account for this laminarization
process. Important turbulence modeling
issues for hypersonic airplane CFD are
high Mach number mixing, shock/turbulent
interaction, and three-dimensional
separation. Real gas effects, very high
Mach number compressibility effects, and
kinetics/turbulence interaction are also
important in the hypersonic airplane flow
field.
The purpose of this discussion is not
to argue that CFD for hypersonic airplanes
is more difficult or complex than for
reentry vehicles. Indeed, many crucial
phenomena for the reentry vehicle such as
transitional flow have been glossed over
here. Rather, the thrust of this
discussion is to point out that
development of successful CFD analysis
tools for hypersonic airplanes involves
addressing a somewhat different set of
problems. Given that hypersonic CFD has
been primarily aimed at reentry problems
for the past 25 years, it is clear that
the hypersonic airplane CFD presents a
variety of new research problems for the
CFD community. Successful solutions of
these problems will require an
unprecedented level of cooperation between
CFD researchers, experimentalists and
theoreticians for many years to come.
Algorithms for Hypersonic Airplane CFD
The algorithms available today for
computing the types of 3-D, viscous,
hypersonic airplane flow fields described
above can generally be categorized as:
(I) parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS)
algorithms based on central-difference
methods, (2) Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) algorithms based on central-
difference methods, and (3) RANS
algorithms based on upwind-difference
methods. Of these three categories, PNS
and RANS central-difference algorithms are
the most mature and have been extended to
include the most complete
physical/chemical models. The upwind-
difference based RANS codes are relatively
new, and to date only perfect gas codes
are available for the 3-D case. Thus,
extensive research and code development
work can be expected over the next several
years to include more advanced physical
and chemical models in upwind codes.
PNS Algorithms
The most widely used PNS codes today
for high-speed viscous flow problems
evolved from an implicit formulation first
proposed by and later extended by Schiff
and Steger. 8 This algorithm forms the
basis of the AFWAL PNS code, 9 the NASA
Ames PNS code, 5 and the PNS code of
Gnoffo. I0 All of these codes rest on the
assumption that there is a predominant
flow direction which is roughly aligned
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with oneof the coordinate directions in a
bodyfitted coordinate system. Thesteady
RANSequationsare then simplified by
eliminating termsinvolving derivatives in
the primary flow direction in the viscous
stress tensor. Remainingderivatives,
with repsect to the primary direction, are
then upwinddifferenced and for flows
whoseMachnumbercomponentsin the
primary direction is entirely supersonic a
well Dosedinitial value problemensues.
Theflow field maythen be solved as a
forward machingproblemin the primarydirection.
In order to makethe discussion more
concrete, it will be assumedthat the PNS
equations written on the x, y, z Cartesian
coordinate systemhavebeentransformedto
the curvilinear _,n,_ coordinates. Here
is taken to be the primary flow, or
marching,direction. In this case, the
PNSequations become
-- + + = 0 (1)
Here F, G, and H represent the inviscid
part of the flux vectors and G and
v v
represent the viscous part. Forming the
discrete analog of Equation (I), the term
_F/_ will be replaced with an upwind
difference while the _/_n and _/_ terms
will be replaced by central differences.
In forming the discrete equations, one can
choose either an explicit or implicit
formulation in the marching direction.
Gelda and McRae II have recently explored
an explicit formulation of Equation (i) in
2-D, and this formulation holds promise of
good efficiency on vector computers,
particularly those which favor long
vectors such as the CY-205. All of the 3-
D codes are based on an implicit
formulation, however. The implicit
formulation takes the form
2 i+1 _ + i-1
2 + _ (_ _ _V ) +
_ eft- Hv)i+l = 0
(2)
The superscript i denotes the grid point
index in the _ direction. Development of
the solution algorithm for Equation (2)
involves two steps; the first being
linearization of the nonlinear terms, and
the second an approximate solution of the
linearized equations on the i+l plane by
approximate factorization. The
linearization proceeds in a
straightforward way from a Taylor
expansion as
8F i _i _iAu
_i+l = _i + (___) AU + .... +
where
AU = U i+l - U i ;
U represents the conserved variables
vector. With similar linearization in
the n, _ directions, the resulting
equation assumes the form
(_i _i )+_¢ (6i - _i ^i[3 A;-1 _i+ ;n v Cv)]Au
1 .... 1 (3)
= - [- 2 FI+F I- v)i++ _ ¢G-G 6" ¢H-I_ i
_ n _ v)]
The system of Equation (3) with suitable
additional artificial viscosity is then
solved noniteratively on each successive i
plane.
As discussed extensively by
Chitsomboon, et al. 12, although Equation
(3) is formally second-order accurate, the
linearization of the t-difference term is
not fully conservative. As shown in
Reference 12, this lack of fully
conservative differencing can lead to
problems in accurate shock capturing. An
example comparison between a PNS and RANS
prediction of an inlet flow is shown in
Figures 2 and 3. This calculation is for
a 2-D scoop-type inlet. The calculations
were done with the PNS code of Reference 5
and the RANS code of Reference 13. In
Figure 2, the inlet geometry is shown
along with plots of pressure versus axial
distance throuqh the inlet for both the
scoop (top) surface and innerbody (bottom)
surface. Examination of the scoop surface
pressure shows a substantial difference in
shock location and strength between the
PNS and RANS prediction. Figure 3 shows
the velocity vectors and pressure contours
for the flow as predicted by the RANS
calculation. The first pressure rise on
the scoop is from the leading-edge shock,
which reflects off the innerbody and hits
the scoop at the second pressure rise.
The PNS calculation predicts the formation
of the leading-edge shock to be further
downstream than the RANS calculation. The
reflected shock intersection with the
scoop is also more downstream in the PNS
calculation as well as being substantially
weaker. The shock reflection on the
innerbody surface is also much weaker in
the PNS case as well as far downstream.
The RANS prediction indicates a small
separation to be associated with the shock
reflection from the innerbody, an effect
not predicted in the PNS calculation. The
scoop pressure comparison with data are
far better for the RANS calculation than
for the PNS calculation. The discrepancy
between the calculations is attributed to
the Door shock capturing of the PNS code
along with too much artificial dissipation
that allows it to march past the shock
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reflection with no indication of
separation. ThePNSshockcapturing error
in this case, which is typical of a
hypersonic inlet, leads to a completely
erroneousflow-field prediction.
Central-Difference PANS Algorithms
CFD algorithms most commonly in use for
high-speed RANS calculations are the
MacCormack method 14 and the Beam and
Warming method. 15 Both methods are
designed to provide steady solutions to
the RANS equations by embedding the steady
problem in the properly posed time-
dependent problem and marching the
solution to large time with steady
boundary conditions. For the hypersonic
airplane problems, this approach has as
its principle advantage over the PNS
algorithms the ability to maintain fully
conservative differencing. Additionally,
this approach can accommodate separated
flow in the streamwise direction.
The explicit methods have a substantial
computer cost penalty associated with them
when compared to the PNS approach or the
implicit RANS approach. Unfortunately,
the implicit RANS method of Beam and
Warming suffers from stability
restrictions in the 3-D case. 16 Thus, the
explicit method is more robust than the
implicit and it has been applied to a
wider variety of problems associated with
hypersonic airplanes as shown in
References 1 and 5 and in the remainder of
this paper. Additionally, inclusion of
real gas effects is somewhat more
straightforward in the explicit case than
in the implicit case. Equilibrium gas
chemistry has been incorporated into
explicit algorithm codes by several
authors including References 2, 7, and 17
and finite-rate chemistry in References 17
and 18.
A final point to be made about both
types of central-difference RANS methods
is about their shock capturing
capability. Dissipative terms must be
appended to the basic algorithms of
References 14 and 15 to allow shock
capturing. Very sophisticated artificial
viscosity terms have been devised for this
purpose which degrade the spatial accuracy
of the methods only in the immediate
vicinity of shocks. Even with the
inclusion of these terms, the ability of
central-difference codes to capture strong
shocks is limited. Codes based on the
central-differnce approach which are aimed
at hypersonic flows generally rely on
shock fitting to capture the bow shocks.
Upwind-Difference RANS Algorithms
In the last several years, an
alternative to the central-difference
approach has appeared which alleviates
several of the difficulties mentioned with
the central-differenced based PNS and RANS
methods. This alternative has its basis
in the total variation dimishing (TVD)
methods developed by solving the Euler
equations in the early 1980's. A number
of investigators have combined these TVD
methods for the convective terms in the
RANS equations with central differencing
to the viscous terms to yield this new
class of algorithms. Methods under
current development include those of
References 19, 20, 21, and 22. This new
class of algorithms is herein refered to
as the upwind RANS algorithm.
The upwind RANS methods generally
retain the superior shock capturing
capability of the Euler method on which
they are based. The method can be
implemented in both explicit and implicit
form, with the majority of implementation
to date being implicit. In the implicit
form, the coefficient matrix associated
with the change in the dependent variable
vector is in relatively well conditioned
and hence a number of innovative new
solution strategies have evolved for the
upwind methods. In addition to the
conventional three factor ADI approach for
solving the implicit upwind RANS
equation, 23 relaxation methods have also
been introduced. The use of planar Gauss-
Seidel relaxation has been used by a
number of authors. Walters and Dwoyer 24
have also shown that this technique can
serve as the basis for an algorithm for
combining the PNS and RANS approach.
The upwind RANS methods have not been
extended to include real gas effects to
date. There is no fundamental restriction
on such an extension, and a number of
groups are currently exploring real gas
upwind RANS methods. Until these
extensions are proven, applicability of
the upwind RANS methods to the hypersonic
airplane problem will be limited.
Algorithm Summary
The comments presented above can be
summarized in the following way. The
central-difference PNS algorithms are the
least expensive of the currently available
methods for computing hypersonic airplane
flow fields. They are useful for problems
in which the shocks radiate out of the
computational domain without interacting
with vehicle components. For situations
where the shocks can impinge on vehicle
components, or for the internal flow case,
the central-difference PNS methods are
generally unsatisfactory due to their
nonconservative property.
The central-difference RANS methods are
today the most general and useful
methods. The most popular explicit and
implicit solution algorithms have
shortcomings in computational complexity
and stability respectively which has led
to the search for alternatives.
Additionally. the central-difference
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methodsare limited in shockcapturing
capability. Despitethis, as will bedemonstratedlater in the paper, they are
currently the algorithmsof choice for
complexhypersonicairplane flow-fieldprediction.
TheupwindRANSmethodsalleviate
several of the central-difference method
shortcomings. Thesolution algorithms
appearto bemorerobust and they possess
superior shock-capturingcapability. To
date, however,the applicability of the
methodto the hypersonicairplane problem
is still in the exploratory stage.
Real Gas Effects
The high temperatures encountered in
hypersonic flight can lead to vibrational
excitation, dissociation, and ionization
of the air. These high temperatures would
occur in the blunted regions of the
vehicle due to strong shocks and in the
boundary layers due to extreme viscous
dissipation. Further complicating factors
that may need to be considered are
radiative heating and deformation of the
surface, and surface catalysis for
chemical reactions. Additionally, in the
analysis of combustor and nozzle flows,
the fuel/air chemistry must be considered.
These high-temperature reacting flows can
have significant influence on the vehicle
and propulsion system performance.
Generally speaking, at moderate hypersonic
Mach numbers, the reaction rates
associated with the air chemistry are fast
enough that the air may be considered in
chemical equilibrium but at higher
hypersonic Mach numbers, the effects of
nonequilibrium chemistry must be
considered.
Inclusion of nonequilibrium chemistry
in the codes results in significant
complexity and increased computational
time whereas equilibrium chemistry can be
added rather easily. Most advanced flow-
field analysis codes still do not have
nonequilibrium chemistry whereas
equilibrium chemistry is being added to a
significant number of codes. A brief
description is given below on how the
equilibrium gas chemistry can be included
in the code.
In the equilibrium gas chemistry
approach, the gas is assumed to be in
chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium at
all points in the flow field. The
simplest way to include these effects is
through the use of variable equivalent
gamma (VEG) approach.21 t0 Gamma is
determined by assuming a locally linear
relationship between temperature and
enthalpy at every grid point. The
enthalpy, in turn, is calculated from a
benchmark equilibrium code such as
EQUIL. 25 The code EQUIL uses free energy
minimization technique to calculate
mixture composition, its enthalpy and
molecular weight and other thermodynamic
and transport properties given the
pressure, temperature, and elemental
composition of the mixture as input. This
code is very general and can be used in
situations with surface mass addition,
ablation, etc. For simple air chemistry
only, one can use other simpler
equilibrium chemistry routines. The
preceding VEG approach can be included in
any perfect gas code with relatively
little effort.
The real gas effects start to show up
for freestream Mach numbers greater than
ten in atmospheric flight. Figure 4 shows
typical velocity, temperature, and
pressure profiles in a cone shock layer at
two flight Mach conditions in air, the
first at M = I0 and the second at
M = 24.5. The most important effect of
gas property variation is on the
temperature profile, and hence also on the
heat transfer.
Advanced Applications
This section presents examples of some
advanced applications of CFD in analysis
and design studies. In the first
application, integration and interaction
of multiple inlet modules are studied
whereas in the second application, the use
of CFD codes is demonstrated in nozzle
design subject to some external
constraints.
Multiple Module Inlet Integration
As mentioned in the preceeding
sections, one of the major requirements in
the development of the hypersonic vehicle
is to closely integrate the vehicle
airframe and the propulsion system. In an
effort to investigate this problem, an
experimental as well as analytical program
has been devised at NASA Langley. The
goal of this program is to predict
performance and interactins of multiple
scramjet inlets mounted on the vehicle
undersurface. Figure 5 shows the
schematic of the test model. It has three
modules mounted on a flat plate that
simulates the forebody boundary layer.
The compression sufaces of each module are
swept wedges. The aft body expansion is
simulated by an expansion on the plate.
Experimentally, the model will be tested
over a Mach number range, small angles of
attack, and possibly some yaw. The
experimental results will be compared
against the numerical result obtained from
a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes code. 26
This code solves the governing equations
in conservation form by MacCormack's
method. It has an algebraic eddy
viscosity model for turbulent flow and is
highly vectorized for VPS 32 (an upgraded
CDC CYBER-200 series computer) or CRAY
computers. No experimental results are
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yet available, but a series of numerical
calculations havebeenmadeusing the
expectedgeometryof the test modeland
tunnel flow conditions. Sampleresults
from one suchcalculations are presentedhere. Theflow conditions used in the
calculation are as follows:
M = 4.03
p_ = 8724N/m2
T = 70K
Eachinlet modulehas a geometric
contraction ratio of 4.0, and the cowl
closure begins at the throat of the
inlets. Theresults presentedhere are
for zero angle of attack andyaw.
Figure 6 showsthe grid in a cross
plane and the symmetryplane of the
configuration beginning from the face of
the inlet modules. Theextendedportion
of the grid belowthe cowl in the symmetryplane is for accountingthe interactionbetweenthe internal andexternal fow.
This interaction arises due to the aft
placementof the cowl that exposesthe
high-pressure internal flow to the low-
pressure external flow. Thegrid in the
cross plane showsgrid lines going throughthe modulesidewalls. This is doneto
avoid elaborate grid generation procedure
whichwill be required to embeddthe
modulesidewalls which are not present in
the extendedregion of the grid under the
cowl. If a cross plane lies abovethe
cowl plane, the grid points lying within
the sidewalls are ignored andsuitable
boundaryconditions are applied on the
surface of the sidewalls but if the cross
plane lies belowthe cowl plane, all the
grid points are usedin the analysis. The
calculations presentedhere are madewith
a grid of about 340,000 points (61 points
in the x-direction, 91 points in the y-
direction, and 61 points in the z-
direction). Only half of the
configuration is analyzed due to flow
symmetry at zero angle of attack and
yaw. Out of the 61 grid planes in the z-
direction, 25 planes lie below the cowl
plane to account for the end effects.
A two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
code 13 is used on the front part of the
flat plate to calculate the profiles of
flow quantities as the flow approaches the
modules. The three-dimensional code is
then used for the flow from the face of
the modules to the end of the
configuration. Figure 7 shows the
velocity vector field and pressure
contours in a cross plane located slightly
above the cowl plate. Slight blunting of
the sidewall leading and trailing edges,
caused by the grid lines through the
sidewalls, is obvious. Pressure contours
show the shock and expansion waves and
their interactions. Since it is a cold
flow with no fuel injection, the flow
expands back to low pressure behind the
inlet throat. The velocity vector plot
shows relatively small regions of
separated flow caused by the
shock/boundary-layer interactions.
Figure 8 shows the pressure contours
and velocity vector field in the plane of
symmetry. The velocity vector plot shows
a significant downturn in flow direction
ahead of the cowl resulting in some flow
spillage. The downturn is caused by the
sidewall sweep and the interaction between
the internal and external flow. Once the
inlet flow passes behind the cowl leading
edge, it is turned back parallel to the
cowl plane, and this turning result in a
cowl shock which is evident in the
pressure contour plot. Other features of
flow are maked on the figure.
As mentioned earlier, not all the flow
approaching the inlet modules is captured
by them. Some of it is spilled out due to
the swept compression surfaces and
effects. Figure 9 shows axial
distribution of the capture. It is seen
that a significant amount of flow is
spilled ahead of the cowl.
Although not included here, calcuations
have also been made at small angles of
attack and yaw. These results will be
compared with the experimental results
when available.
Multiple Inlet Interactions
One of the concerns that need to be
investigated both numerically as well as
experimentally is the potential for
interactions between closely mounted
multiple inlets. In order to examine the
potential for such interactions, a two-
strut scramjet inlet shown in Figure I0 is
used as a model problem for a three-inlet
system. As is seen, the inlet has three
separate passages. The two center struts
have an initial compression angle of 9 °,
and the initial cowl closure begins at the
throat for which x/x T = i. To study the
interactions, an attempt is made to
unstart the center passage and see the
impact of this unstart on the two side
passages. In the initial attempts to
unstart the center passage, the cowl
location is fixed at the throat but the
geometric contraction ratio of the center
passage, W/G, is increased substantially
by increasing the strut compression angle
from 9 ° to i0.75 °. This increase in
center passage contraction ratio did not
cause it to choke and resulted in no
interaction with the side passages as is
evident from the pressure contours in
Figure ii which remain unchanged with
increase contraction ratio. However, the
increased contraction ratio results in
much higher pressure in the center passage
as well as a increased downturn of the
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flow aheadof the cowl as is seenfrom
Figures 12and 13. A capture plot of the
inlet is shownin Figure 14. It is seenthat as the center passageis gradually
closed, the total inlet capture goesdown,but the capture plots of individual
passagesshowthat all the decreasein
capture is dueto the increasedspillagefrom the center passage. Thecapture of
the side passagesremainsconstant. This
aqain confirms that there is nointeraction betweenthe center and side
passages.
The secondattempt to chokethe center
passageis madeby movingthe cowl forward
from its initial location of x/ xT = I.
Twocowl locations of x/xT = .85 and .67
are tried with strut compressionangle
remainingat 9°. For both cowl locations,
the center passagestill did not chokebut
the inlet capture increasedsignificantly
as is seen from Figure 15. But for
x/xT = .67, whenthe strut compression
angle is increasedto i0 °, chokingor
unstart of the center passageis
observed. Figure 16 showsthe pressure
contours in the symmetryplane of theinlet. Theresults of 9° strut
compressionanqleare usedas the starting
solution. Pressurecontours at 5,500,
i0,000, 13,000, and 17,500clearly show
the developmentandformation of a bow
shockaheadof the cowl. This bowshock
stands in front of the cowl producinga
region of subsonicflow betweenthe shock
and the cowl andresulting in
significantly increasedspillaqe from the
center passage. Thepressure contours in
the cross plane located sliqhtly abovethe
cowl plane are shownin Figure 17. It is
seen that the flow in the side passageshas also beenmodifieddue to the unstart
of the center passage. Obviously, oncethe subsonic flow aheadof the cowl is
established, it interacts with the flow in
the side passagesandmodifies it.
Nozzle Design
The analysis codes are still not widely
used in the design of hypersonic
configuration components. A major
exception is, of course, in the design of
wind tunnel and rocket nozzles where
techniques based on method of
characteristics with boundary-layer
correction have been in use for many
years. These design techniques are
restricted to either two-dimensional or
axisymmetric flows. Three-dimensional
desiqns or desiqns whose constraints force
the relaxation of the requirement of
shockless flow, will require more
sophisticated CFD tools. The recent
effort to design the nozzle contours for
the NASA Langley 8' High-Temperature
Tunnel (HTT) provides an example of the
use of advanced CFD codes in design
projects. Under this effort, two nozzles
for Mach 4 and 5 are being designed such
that they smoothly blend with the existing
Mach 7 nozzle about 200 inches upstream of
the test section. The specified
contraints are: (I) the axial position
and radius of the entrance to the subsonic
region; (2) the throat axial location; and
(3) the axial station where current and
new nozzle walls must smoothly blend
toqether. The Mach number variaton is
required to remain below ±0.I about its
mean value across 60% of the core flow.
The high temperature flow in the tunnel
requires the possibility of foreign gas
injection for transpiration cooling in the
nozzle throats. Furthermore, the large
static temperature variation in the
nozzles leads to a significant variation
in gas properties, and those variations
must be properly modeled.
Due to the imposed constraints, it was
found that the conventional shockless
nozzle design procedure was not
applicable. A new iterative design
procedure was developed in the present
effort that couples an Euler code, a
method of characteristics code, and
boundary-layer code. A Navier-Stokes code
is used to check the overall flow quality
of the final design. All codes include
consistent real gas chemistry packages for
H-C-O-N gas system. In addition, the
Navier-Stokes and boundary-layer codes
have the capability to account for foreign
gas injection for transpiration cooling.
A detailed discussion of this iterative
design procedure is given in Reference 7.
Fiqures 18 and 19 show some results
obtained from the design of the Mach 5
nozzle. Figure 18 shows the Mach number
profiles in the exit plane of the nozzle
calculated by the Navier-Stokes and Euler
codes. The profile has a mean value of
4.96 with a variation of ±0.06 over more
than 70% of the test section radius, thus
satisfying the Mach number variation
constraint. However, a weak shock forms
near the nozzle throat and intersects the
exit plane, as is clearly seen from the
Mach number contours in Figure 19. It
appears that the weak shock cannot be
avoided under the present geometric
constraints. Figures 18 and 19 also
illustrate the qualitative similarities in
the flow solution obtained from the
iterative design procedure and the Navier-
Stokes code.
The preceeding design procedure is
general and can easily be modified to
treat perfect gas or any other real gas
mixture.
Conclusions
The purpose of this paper has been to
discuss CFD technology as it relates to
the computation of flow fields associated
with hypersonic airbreathing airplanes.
It has been shown that the unique
aerodynamics of these vehicles places
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different demandson CFDthan reentry body
aerodynamicsdoes. Themajor areas
requiring the use of advancedCFD
techniquesare the prediction of airframe
aerodynamics,propulsion/airframe flow-
field interaction, and internal engineflows. All of these applications require
use of 3-Dviscous codes,most often RANS
codes. PNScodesappearto have limited
applicability to the hypersonicairplane
problem. Advancesin algorithm robustness
andspeed, geometric flexibility, and
inclusion of real gaseffects are required
in the 3-DNavier-Stokescodes if they are
to be widely used in the developmentof
hypersonicairbreathing airplanes.
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TABLE I
REENTRY BODY VS. HYPERSONIC AIRPLANE CFD
REENTRY
Axisymmetric and 3-D
Simple Wave System
Wall Effects
- Ablation/Injection
- Catalysis
- Roughness/Deformation
Gas Model
- Transition/Turbulence
- Air Chemistry
- Radiation
Simple Geometry
External
Projectile/Glider
HYPERSONIC AIRPLANE
3-D
Complex Wave System
Shock/Boundary-Layer Interactions
Wall Effects
- Catalysis
- Thermal Deformation
- Local Injection
Gas Model
- Transition/Turbulence
- Laminarization
- Air & Fuel Chemistry
Complex Geometry
External/Internal
Powe re d
Des ign/Opt imi zat ion
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Fig. i.- Scramjet engine module and its
cross section.
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Fig. 2.- Surface pressure distribution
for the 2-D multiple inward-
turning scoop inlet model.
Fig. 3.- Velocity vector field and
pressure contours for the 2-D
multiple inward-turning scoop
inlet model
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Fig. 5.- Schematic of a multiple module
scramjet engine.
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Fiq. 7.- Velocity vector field and
pressure contours in a cross
plane slightly abovethe cowl
plane.
Fig. 8.- Pressurecontours and velocity
vector field in the symmetryplane.
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I nlet capture
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Fig. 9.- Axial capture distribution.
Fiq. ii.- Pressure contours in a cross
plane located at 12% of the
inlet height from the cowl
plane.
Fig. 10.- Two-strut scramjet inlet.
Os = 10.
Fig. 12.- Pressure contours in the
symmetry plane.
8S = 9°
8s = 10.75 °
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Fig. 13.- Velocity vector field in the
symmetry plane.
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Fig. 15.- Inlet capture as a function of
cowl location for strut
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Fig. 16.- Pressure contours in the
symmetry plane of the inlet.
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Fig. 17.- Pressure contours in a cross
plane located at 12% of the
iniet heiqht from the cowl
plane.
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in the designed Mach 5 nozzle.
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Fig. 19.- Mach number contours in the
designed Mach 5 nozzle.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF UNSTEADY VISCOUS FLOWS
Wilbur L. Hankey
Wright State University
Abstract V • V = 0 (2.1)
Most unsteady viscous flows may be grouped
into two categories, i.e., forced and self-
sustained oscillations. Examples of forced
oscillations occur in turbomachinery and in
internal combustion engines while self-sustained
oscillations prevail in vortex shedding, inlet
buzz and wing flutter. Numerical simulation of
these phenomena have been achieved due to the
advancement of the vector processor computer.
Recent progress in the simulation of unsteady
viscous flows is addressed in this paper.
1.0 Introduction
Unsteady flows have always been an important
subject of fluid mechanics. Rotating turbo -_
machinery, turbulence, flutter, buzz, buffet,
aircraft spin, autorotation, noise and vortex
shedding are co,m_on exmnples. Although these
topics were subjected to intensive analysis in
the past, the fluid mechanics eon_unity had to
rely on experiment to produce the necessary
design information. Fortunately, CFD now offers
the potential for providing future design details
based upon first principle computations.
Early CFD efforts concentrated on producing
steady solutions, even though time-dependent
methods were used, but only as an iteration tech-
nique. The introduction of the vector processor
computer with higher computational speed has now
made unsteady calculations possible. This paper
will present a survey of some of the recent
progress made in the field of unsteady viscous
flows. Most unsteady flows may be divided into
two categories, i.e., forced oscillations and
self-sustained oscillations. In a forced oscil-
lation an external force adds work to the fluid.
Computationally this means an unsteady boundary
condition must be prescribed. In a self-sustained
oscillation no external forcing function is
imposed, therefore, the boundary conditions are
steady. According to Den Hartog (1947) the
distinguishing difference between these two
categories is that the force will still exist in
a forced oscillation if one stops the motion,
while in a self-sustained oscillation stopping
the motion will also remove the force.
Before embarking on a numerical investiga
tion, it is well to perform a linear analysis of
an unsteady flow in order to gain insight into
the fundamental physics (Hankey, 1980).
2.0 Linearized Analysis of Unsteady Fluid Flows
Consider a two-dimensional parallel flow of
an incompressible, invlscid (but rotational)
fluid. The governing equations are as follows:
DV
p _ _ - Vp (2.2)
The mean flow is assumed to be parallel and
rotational with small perturbations of the
following form assumed:
u = u(y) + u' (x,y,t)
v = v' (x,y,t)
p = p_ + p' (x,y,t)
(2.3)
Inserting these relationships into the governing
equations and retaining only first order terms
produces a linear system of equations.
u_ + v_ : 0 (2.4)
_[ + u(_ = Uyy v' (2.5)
where
6' = v_ -u_ = vortieity
Disturbances of the following form are
assumed
(2.6)
v' = ¢(y) e i_(x-et) (2.7)
where e = c + i c. (2.8)
r 1
c r = propagation velocity
c i = amplification factor
= wave number
Substitution of this relationship into the
governing equation produces the Rayleigh equation
(Rayleigh, 1880) which is a degenerate
Orr Socmerfeld equation appropriate for large
Reynolds numbers)
¢" _ (e2 + i_"_) ¢ = 0
u-c
with boundary conditions requiring that
disturbances vanish at the wall and at the
undisturbed outer edge.
(2.9)
¢(0) = 0 and _(_) = 0
For prescribed values of u this is an
elgenvalue problem in which c(a) can be obtained
subject to the boundary condlLion constraint.
The resulting solution takes on the following
form:
v' = Ce aclt e ia(x-crt) (2.10)
P_ING PAGE BLANK NOT F)LM_:
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Forpositivevaluesof ci aninstability
occurswhichis equivalentto a negativedamping
case. Rayleigh(1880)first investigatedthis
typeof flowandprovedthat velocityprofiles
with inflectionpointsareunstable. In orderto
furtherexplorethis fact, a classof separated
flowswasanalyzed.Thestability of Stewart-
son'sLowerBranchsolutionsof theFalkner-Skan
equationwasinvestigated.TheRayleighequation
wassolvedfor severaldifferent valuesof the
pressuregradientparameter,_, for theentire
rangeof separatedflowsfromincipientto a free
shearlayer(Verma,et al. 1979).Figure2.
representsthevaluesof theamplificationfactor
for theunstablefrequencyrange. (Notef =
_rc /2_o). For reference purposes, these
amplification factors are nearly two orders of
magnitude greater than the more familiar
Tollmien-Schlichting waves. The propagation
speed (c)rfOr the disturbances was generally
between 0.4 and 0.9 of h e. Therefore, one can
deduce from these results that flow instabilities
do exist (positive c i) but over a very limited
frequency range for similar separated laminar
boundary layers. By analogy, the frequency for
which maximum c i occurs can be viewed as the
natural frequency of the shear layer. This
corresponds to the most probable Strouhal number
likely to occur for periodic disturbances and is
always numerically less than unity. In Reference
5, compressibility effects of a free shear layer
were investigated and the instability was found
to diminish as Mach number increased (Figure
2.2). Although only one class of flows with
inflection points has been examined, one is
tempted to generalize these findings for all
separated flows. One can speculate that (Den
Hartog, 1947) separated flows become more
unstable in progressing from incipient to fully
separated; (Hankey, 1980) separated flows possess
a relatively low natural frequency for which they
are most likely to be self-excited and are stable
on either side of that frequency; (Rayleigh,
1880) the instability diminishes as Mach number
increases. Based upon these hypotheses, one can
embark upon an analysis of unsteady flow problems.
3.0 Linear Oscillator Model
Separated flows were shown to possess a
natural fre ueg_qe_n_q_ for which small disturbances
are highly amplified over a limited frequency
range. However, for a self sustained oscillation
to persist a continuous string of disturbances is
required to excite the shear layer. In this
section the mechanism necessary to attain this
result will be discussed.
It is informative at this point to compare a
fluid dynamic oscillator with an electronic
oscillator (Glassford, 1965). To create an elec-
tronic oscillator the circuit must contain an
amplifier with a positive feedback loop (Figure
3.1). A self--excited fluid dynamic oscillator
therefore must also contain these two components.
In the previous secLion the shear layer was shown
to play the role of the amplifier. The feedback
loop is postulated Lo be a subsonic path in which
pressure waves (acoustical signals) are returned
to the shear layer origin and selectively
uemuplified.
The condition for oscillator resonance can
be ascertained by examining the transfer
functions for the two components.
If A in Figure 3.1 is the transfer function
(a complex number) of the amplifier and B is the
transfer function of the feedback loop, then the
overall gain is as follows:
Gain = A][l-_- (3.1)
The existence of a frequency for which the return
ratio, AB, equals unity is a sufficient condition
for infinite gain and is hence the criterion for
a sustained oscillation.
To sui_m_arize, three ingredients are
necessary to produce an oscillator, i.e., (Den
Hartog, 194Z) amplifier with, (Hankey, 1980)
positive feedback at (Rayleigh, 1880) a return
ratio of unity.
Examination of the linear equations for a
self-excited oscillation identifies the essential
components and predicts the resonant frequency.
However, it provides no capability to predict the
amplitude of the disturbance or produce detailed
flow field features for large disturbances. To
proceed further it becomes necessary to examine
the nonlinear characteristics, i.e., Navier
Stokes equations. Thls will be accomplished in
the next section.
4.0 PROCEDURE FOR NUMERICALLY SOLVING THE
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
4.1 Governing Equations
The two_dimensional or axisyn_etric
Navier Stokes equations for a compressible
perfect gas are listed below (7,8). This system
of equations will be used to analyze several
cases involving self excited oscillations
discussed later in this paper.
UL _ Ex + y-.k (ykF)y = k y-k H
where
(4.1)
U =
F =
and
p pu
pu ; E = pu2-olz
pv pUVT
pe pue uoz1-vT-kT x
pv 0
pUV-T ; H = 0 (4.2)
pV2-O22 --0(I _
pve vo22-u_-kTy 0
T=p(Uy+V x) o_= -p-2/3_V.V+2pu x
U2+V 2
e=CvT+ _ o22= -p-2/3pV.V+2pvy
p=pRT o_= -p-2/3pV.V+2p_
V-V=Ux+y-k(ykv)y
k = 0 for 2 dimensional flow
k = 1 for axisyn_etric flow
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This system of equations contains four dependent
variables (u,v,T,p) where _, k, C v and R are
prescribed for the gas. The three independenL
variables (x,y,t) are expressed in a Cartesian
framework. A Cartesian system is unsatisfactory
for most problems and therefore a general coordi-
nate transformation must be employed. The
physical space (x,y) is mapped into computational
domain (_,n) where numerical calculations are
performed.
4.2 Boundary Conditions
Four types of boundary conditions are
required.for the cases to be computed, i.e., (a)
wall, (b) inflow, (c) outflow, and (d) symmetry
surfaces. These shall now be addressed.
(a) Wall (q=O)
On an impermeable wall a no-slip condition
for the velocity is required.
u(.=O)=0
v(.=O)=0
The wall temperature is also specified.
T(n=O)=Tw
The pressure on the wall does not require a
boundary condition but must be determined from
the flow field equations. The finite difference
algorithm does require specification of a
pressure relation at the wall and therefore a
"compatibility condition" is used which is
obtained from a degenerate normal momentum
equation, i.e.,
ap
_-6 (n'O) = 0 _ 0 to order Re -I
(b) Inflow <_=0)
At the inflow surface all flow
variables are prescribed using
characteristic variables.
U = constant for self-sustained
oscillations
U = U(t) = temporally specified for
forced oscillations
U = p/pY
v
u+p/p_aco
u-p/p_ao_
Note: One notable exception is that for
subsonic flows the gradient of the last
characteristic variable is set to zero.
(c) Outflow ((=L)
At a downstream boundary in which
outflow occurs a simple wave equation is
used to minimize reflections.
U t + c r U s = 0
where s is aligned with the main streamline.
U = p/p_
v
u+p/p_a_
u-p/p®a_
c r = propagation velocity of
disturbances.
c r = t_
u_
u_ + a_
u_ - a_
(d) Symmetry (y-O)
For axlsymmetric flows the axis
requires a symmetry condition as follows:
v(y=0) = 0
Uy(y=O) = 0
Ty(y=O) = 0
py(y=O) = 0
This concludes the description of the principle
boundary conditions for the problems to be
investigated. These four types are not implied
to be a complete set to be used to investigate
all flows but are representative of the type used
in many present day calculations. Research is in
progress in this area to improve the description
of boundary conditions; especially for subsonic
flows.
5.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS OF SELF-SUSTAINED
OSCILLATIONS
In the previous section the numerical
procedure was described for solving the time-
dependent Navier-Stokes equations. In this
section the results of several large scale
computations will be explored. The configura
tions investigated include a cylinder, spike
tipped body, inlet, cone, and dump combustor
configuration.
5.1 CYLINDER
The periodic shedding of large scale eddies
from a cylinder hmnersed in a flowing stream is
probably the most co_uonly recognized self-
sustained oscillation in fluid mechanics. A
stability analyses of a series of potential
vortices representing this flow was accomplished
by Von Karman (1911). This wake analysis of the
"Karman Vortex Street" unfortunately contains
little information about the true physics of the
phenomenon and hence further investigation is
required. Von Karman was limited at that time
since the only tool available was linear
potential theory. Today, however, the computer
provides us with the ability to numerically
integrate the Navier-Stokes equations and
investigate problems of this type.
In Reference i0, the flow behind a cylinder
at a Mach number of 0.6 and a Reynolds number of
1.7xlO 5 was computed and compared with an experi-
ment for similar conditions (Owen, 1981). By use
of the techniques described in Section 4, the
time dependent flow over a cylinder was deter-
mined by numerically integrating the Navier-
Stokes equations. No turbulence model was used
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for this casesincethecylinderwasin the
subcritical (laminar) regime at this Reynolds
number. Therefore, all large scale "turbulent"
eddies in the wake were computed based upon first
principles.
The flow was impulsively started. All
points in the field were initially at the free
stream state and suddenly the nonslip boundary
condition on the cylinder walls applied.
Initially, symmetric vortices developed behind
the cylinder which became asymmetric after one
cycle period and developed into periodic asym-
metric vortex shedding after about three periods.
The wall pressure history for the 90 ° and 270 °
polar angle location covering over twenty cycles
of oscillation is shown in Figure 5.1.
The computed Strouhal number, fd/u, was
0.21; in general agreement with experiment.
Numerically computed Reynolds stresses for the
wake are presented in Figure 5.2 The comparison
is favorable considering only large scale, low
frequency eddies were simulated. This investiga
tion shows that it is possible to numerically
generate the production of large scale turbulent
eddies and generally duplicate the experiment
without accurately simulating the dissipation of
the fine scale structure.
The mean-velocity wake profile possesses two
inflection points. A linear stability analysis
of this profile (Betchov, 1967) shows two
unstable modes to exist due to these two
inflection points. The first mode produces an
asymmetric oscillation while the second mode
(with a lower amplification factor) produces a
symmetric one. Since the asyn_etric mode has the
greater amplification, this accounts for the
observed asyn_etric serpentine wake pattern
behind the cylinder. The Strouhal number, f d/u,
for which the amplification factor is maximum is
0.2. The synmletric mode still exists, however,
although lower in amplitude and higher in
frequency. This tends to explain the modulation
by a higher frequency of the wave form (Figure
5.1).
5.2 Buzz of Spikes
The numerical solutions of the time
dependent Navier Stokes equations for the
cylinder confirmed the linear oscillation model
for a self-oscillation, i.e., (a) the shear layer
with an inflection point is the fluid dynamic
amplifier; (b) feedback is achieved by acoustic
waves returning to the origin; (c) resonance
occurs at discrete integer values of the funda
mental frequency when the return signal is "in
phase" with the original disturbance. The
existence of all three features is required to
produce a self-excited oscillation. The removal
of any one feature should eliminate the oscilla
tion. (In most practical flight problems, the
oscillation is undesirable and must be avoided.)
The elimination characteristics of the
oscillation shall now be discussed.
A configuration to demonstrate this
phenomenon is a blunt body with a spike tip
operating a supersonic speed. Spike tipped
bodies are noted for producing violent buzz under
a restricted range of spike lengths (Harney,
1919). Figure 5.3 shows the experimental
pressure intensity for different spike lengths at
a Mach number of three. Buzz exists, but only
for spike lengths above 20 mm for this
configuration. Oscillations are not encountered
at shorter lengths. Separated flow will always
occur in the concave region between the spike and
face of the blunt-nose body, and hence%amplifica-
tion is always present. However, resonance will
not occur if the spike length is less than one
wavelength of the unstable wave (_ critical).
Two numerical calculations were conducted (Shank
et al., 1980) for spike lengths of 13 n_ _nd
39 nun. The shorter spike length had an _ of
1.5 and resulted in a stable flow. However,=
the longer spike length (39 mm) had an _ = 9 and
produced a self excited oscillation comparable° to
the experiment. The spike pressure history
comparison is shown in Figure 5.4. The spectral
analysis for both computation and experiment is
depicted in Figure 5.5. Outstanding agreement is
observed between the computation and experiment
for frequency, amplitude and wave form, showing
the ability of the numerics to simulate self-
excited oscillations.
5.3 Inlet Buzz
A supersonic inlet operating at subcritical
flow conditions possesses the necessary features
for buzz, i.e., a large region of intermittent
separated flow and a downstream interface to
reflect acoustical signals. When an inlet with a
supersonic diffuser is throttled back to sub-
critical flow conditions, the normal shock is
expelled from the diffuser causing separation on
the centerbody. This separated shear layer is
unstable and the principal cause of the oscilla
tion. Standing waves occur in the duct. The
upstream end of the inlet behaves as an open end
(pressure node) while the downstream end behaves
as a closed end (pressure antinode). Antisym-
metric modes occur with all harmonics being odd.
Two very significant results can be obtained from
this standing wave analysis. First, the frequen
cies should be commensurable in which harmonics
occur at exact integer values of the fundamental
frequency. Secondly, antisynunetric mode shapes
occur in the duct. One can also anticipate
frequency modes to jump discretely to the next
integer eigenvalue as flow conditions are changed
by different throttle settings. This indeed is
the experimental finding (Hankey, 1980).
One calculation (Newsome, 1983) using the
complete Navier Stokes equations for inlet buzz
has been accomplished and compared with experi
mental data (Nagashim, 1972). An external
compression axisyn_etric inlet and diffuser
configuration was modeled for flow conditions
corresponding to a Mach two free stream with a
Reynolds number based upon 6 cm diameter of
Re D = 2.36xI06. Because the turbulence model
was found to artificially damp the occurrence of
instabilities it was deleted from the program.
The justification for the omission is that the
numerical code is capable of resolving a finite
number of low frequency components up to the
shortest wave length (2_x). Current turbulence
models over-predi:t the appropriate eddy
viscosity. _len the turbulence model is omitted,
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theturbulenttransportprocessis resolvable
while the turbulent dissipative processes is
not. This approach was used to compute through
three buzz cycles. The instability developed
immediately as a consequence of the
non-equilibrium state of the initial conditions.
A sequence of Mach contours covering the third
buzz cycle is shown in Figure 5.6. During buzz
the bow shock was forced to the tip of the
centerbody as a result of the interaction with a
reflected compression wave. In the expulsion
phase a region of reverse flow extended between
the base of the bow shock and the cowl lip. As
the shock reached the centerbody tip, the shear
layer ruptured and flow was spilled. The bow
shock remained in this position for a time
corresponding to the propagation and reflection
of an expansion wave from the downstream choked
throat. The inlet then ingested mass and the
shock retreated to the cowl lip with the flow
reattaching to the centerbody.
5.4 Boundary Layer Transition
As alluded to in previous sections, a
portion of the turbulence spectrum can be
resolved in computing self excited oscillations.
One then wonders if boundary layer transition can
be simulated numerically as a self excited
oscillation on todays' computers. To explore
this area, the onset of transition was computed
for a hypersonic boundary layer (Hankey, 1982).
For highly compressible flow, the generalized
inflection point, (pu')'=0, replaces the low
speed Rayleigh condition of u"=O. At hypersonic
speed, linear theory shows that the second mode
instability dominates (which is fortunately two
dimensional). Examination of this case by use of
the linear stability theory results of Mack
(1965) showed the numerical computation to be
feasible. Numerical solution of the time
dependent Navier Stokes equations was
accomplished (with steady boundary conditions)
using step sizes sufficiently small to resolve
the unstable waves predicted from linear theory.
The configuration was a 7 ° cone at a Mach number
of 8 and a Reynolds number of 106 based on a one
meter length. Temperature fluctuations with a
regular periodic behavior were obtained in the
numerical computation. The amplitude of these
self-excited waves varied across the boundary
layer with a maximum occurring near the edge.
Good agreement was obtained with experiment for
both the temperature and velocity fluctuations
(Figure 5.7).
A comparison of the computed spectral
analysis (Figure 5.8) with experiment shows
agreement in the frequency at peak _nplitude,
however, the experiment has a broader band.
Further, research is required to resolve the
disparity, however, the results are encouraging
for the first phase in the prediction of
turbulence.
5.5 _Combustor
The flow in an efficient combustor must be
inherently unsteady in order to enhance mixing
and expell the burned products before they quench
the flame. A computation of cold flow in a dump
combustor was accomplished in order to ascertain
if the vortex shedding phenomenon could be
simulated (Guelda, 1987). Figure 5.9 is a tlme
sequence of vortex patterns computed for a dump
combustor configuration with choked flow at the
nozzle exit. The sequence shows periodic
shedding and downstream propagation of the
vortices. Also, shown in Figure 5.10 is a
comparison of the computed pressure histograms
with the experimental (Davis, 1981) for three
different locations. These results show
encouragement in the ability to numerically
simulate unsteady viscous flows.
6.0 Forced Oscillations
Forced oscillations in unsteady viscous
flows occur in examples, such as the piston
motion of an internal combustion engine, movement
of an aircraft control surface, rotation of a
turbine blade in a jet engine, flapping of a
bird's wing, and pumping of blood through the
heart. In all cases, an external force adds work
to the fluid to produce a desired result. To
simulate these forced oscillations, the time-
dependent Navier Stokes equations must be used.
Time dependent boundary conditions and 3-D
adaptive grid systems are required. This field
is certainly a challenge for the CFD con_unity of
the future. In the interim more modest, yet
still challenging efforts, are in progress.
6.] Turbomachine Rotor Stator StaKe
Rai (1985) simulated the motion of a 2-D
rotor stator stage of a turbomachine and produced
an impressive movie of the flow field. Scott
(1985) also simulated a similar case by imposing
a stator time varying wake profile onto a
multiple-blade rotor and obtained the temporal
flow features. The case computed depicted the
combination of 54 stator and 72 rotor blades of a
compressor stage. Figure 6.1 displays the flow
field for four rotor blades at one instant in
time.
6.2 Acoustically Excited Jet
Another form of forced oscillation is the
acuustie excitation of a sl)eag layer. Since a
shear layer possesses a "natural frequency," a
resonance type phenomenon occurs when tbe shear
layer is exited near this frequency. Acoustic
excitation regularizes the quasi periodic vortex
shedding of the self-sustained oscillations in a
shear layer. This modest excitation results in
higher amplitudes and enhanced mixing of the
jet. Figure 6.2 is a comparison between the
experimental (Scott, 1985) and computed vortex
patterns (Scott, 1986) of a jet for an excitation
Strouhal number of 0.45.
6.3 plnamic Lift
Still another type of forced oscillation is
the rapid rotation of a wing (such as a helicop-
ter blade) to produce dynamic lift. The sudden
change in angle of attack creates a starting
vortex which migrates through the flow field.
During this transient phase, the dynamic lift
coefficient exceeds the static lift value but
later falls below before recovering to the static
value. This phenomenon is also of interest for
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thedynamicmaneuveringof anaircraft in the
post-stall regime.
Figure6.3 is anexampleof a numerical
calculation(Tassa,1981)of thedynamiclift
coefficientfor anairfoil underhighrotational
pitch rate.
7.0 Sunmaar_
Self excited and forced oscillations in
fluid flows have been analyzed. The concept of a
fluid amplifier within a separated shear layer
was presented. Signals entering the shear layer
are selectively amplified over a limited
frequency range and returned through a feedback
loop as acoustic pressure waves. Resonance
occurs when the return signal is "in phase" with
the original disturbance wave. Under these
circumstances no external forcing function is
required and a self-excited oscillation can
occur. If a forced excitation signal is imposed
on a shear l'ayer at its "natural frequency,"
resonance occurs. Linear theory is useful in
predicting the frequency of the instability and
providing a qualitative description of the
phenomenon. Quantitative description of unsteady
viscous flows are possible through the numerical
solution of the time dependent Navier-Stokes
equations.
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ABSTRACT
Experience at the AEDC with the three-dimen-
sional (3-D), chimera grid embedding scheme is
described. Applications of the inviscid version to
a multiple-body configuration, a wing/body/tail
configuration and an estimate of wind tunnel wall
interference are described. Applications to viscous
flows include a 3-D cavity and another multi-body
configuration. A variety of grid generators is
used, and several embedding strategies are de-
scribed.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, Computational Fluid Dy-
namics (CFD) has evolved from an interesting spec-
tator sport into a necessary, if not integral, part
of aircraft design and development. Two circum-
stances have stimulated this change: the maturation
of fast numerical algorithms for solution of the
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations and the reduction
of the price of the large supercomputers required
to perform the computations. As the entry costs
decrease and the value of flow simulations becomes
more widely recognized, the demands for ever more
complex simulations increase. The heightened level
of expectation also increases pressure to produce
"timely" solutions. This pressure can only be ex-
pected to increase as CFD becomes more closely
coupled to the design and development processes.
Frequently, the most critical phase in meeting the
demand for computations is the construction of a
suitable mesh. To ameliorate the difficulties ex-
perienced with grid generation, alternative compu-
tational strategies are being explored. Basically,
they can be divided into two categories: global
approaches and domain decomposition approaches.
The global mesh approach uses a single compu-
tational net to discretize the geometry and flow
field [e.g., Thompson (1982), Rubbert and Lee
(1982), and Shang and Scherr (1985)]. Complex geom-
etry frequently requires the introduction of in-
ternal boundaries (e.g., cuts) into the domain and
_'.:_ay result in very skewed grids and regions of un-
acceptably low spatial resolution. The introduction
" . of internal boundaries increases the bookkeeping
= !K _ required in the flow solver and can require modifi-
cations to the solution algorithm. One novel ap-
_' proach utilizing a global mesh is described by
Jameson, Baker, and Weatherhill (1986). The major
thrust of this work is to use a finite volume
algorithm based on tetrahedrons and eliminate the
requirement for an ordered mesh. More data struc-
ture is required to define the relationships among
the grid points comprising the volumes.
Domain decomposition includes many techniques:
zonal or grid patching [e.g., Hessenius and Pulliam
(1982), Rai (1984), and Hoist et al. (1985)], and
grid embedding/oversettings [e.g., Atta and Vadyak
(1982), Benek et al. (1983), Venkatapathy and
Lombard (1985), and Berger (1982)]. The basic idea
of this strategy is the subdivision of the computa-
tional domain into regions (not necessarily dis-
joint) that can be more easily meshed. An addi-
tional advantage is that each subdomain may be
treated separately and a different flow model or
solution algorithm used in each. Such flexibility
provides economies in computer resources as the
more expensive viscous flow solvers can be confined
to regions where viscosity dominates the flow. The
key to successfully implementing this strategy is
provision of a means of intergrid communication.
This is the point at which the various techniques
differ most widely. All these techniques require
additional bookkeeping to facilitate communication.
Presently, no one method has been demonstrated
to be clearly superior. It seems likely that some
synthesis of the various strategies will become the
method of choice. In the meantime, we have chosen
the grid-embedding approach as it includes grid
patching as a special case and thus provides a flex-
ible method for accomplishing a broad range of flow
simulations. In this paper we will describe our
experience with the chimera scheme which was first
developed by Benek, Steger and Dougherty (1983).
The three-dimensional, color graphics code required
to support this effort was developed by Buning and
Steger (1985).
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The chimera grid-embedding technique is a do-
main decomposition strategy and as such has two
principal elements: (i) decomposition of the domain
into subdomains which typically overlap and (2) com-
munication among the subdomains. The division into
subdomains is arbitrary; the major considerations
are the identification of regions that may be
easily meshed, and perhaps the isolation of special
regions of the flow (e.g., where viscous effects
are important). The chimera implementation in-
creases the flexibility of subdomain selection by
removing regions of a mesh common to an embedded
grid. That is, an embedded mesh introduces an
artificial boundary or "hole" into the mesh in
which it is embedded, figure 1. Because the regions
interior to the hole do not enter into the solution
process, intergrid communication is simplified since
communication among the grids is restricted to the
transfer of boundary data. Appropriate boundary
values are interpolated from the mesh or meshes in
*The research reported herein was performed by the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), Air
Force Systems Command. Work and analysis for the research were done by personnel of Calspan Corporation/
AEDC Division, operating contractor for the AEDC aerospace flight dynamics test facilities. Further re-
production is authorized to satisfy needs of the U. S. Government.
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Figure 1. Hole boundary in embedded grid G_+ 1
caused by solid boundary in G_.
which the boundary is embedded. The chimera proce-
dure naturally separates into two parts, (I) gen-
eration of the composite mesh and associated inter-
polation data and (2) solution of the flow model or
models on each mesh. Each part is embodied in a
separate computer code, PEGSUS and XMER3D. PEGSUS
takes independently generated component or sub-
domain grids and the embedding specifications as
input and automatically constructs the composite
mesh and computes the interpolation data which are
output. XMER3D takes the PEGSUS output and flow
specifications as input and solves the appropriate
flow model on each grid.
2.1 PEGSUS
Automatic generation of a composite mesh from
the input component grids requires PEGSUS to (1) es-
tablish the proper lines of con_nunication among the
grids through appropriate data structure, (2) con-
struct holes within grids, (3) identify points with-
in holes, (4) locate points from which boundary
values can be interpolated, and (5) evaluate inter-
polation parameters. In addition, PEGSUS performs
consistency checks on the interpolation data to
assure their acceptability and constructs output
files with the data structures appropriate to
XMER3D. The most recent version of PEGSUS allows
very general interactions among grids as indicated
in figure 2. In addition, any grid may introduce
a hole into any other mesh. Details of the hole
construction process, and associated data struc-
tures, are provided by Benek et al. (1983, 1985,
and 1986). A trilinear interpolation is used to ob-
tain boundary data.
2.2 XMER3D
The implementation of the chimera scheme must
provide for the use of multiple flow models. The
current choice of models is the 3-D Euler equations
for inviscid flow and the 3-D thin-layer Navier-
Stokes equations for viscous flow. The algebraic
model of Baldwin/Lomax (1978) is used to simulate
turbulent flow. The implicit, approximate factori-
zation scheme of Beam and Warming (1976 and 1977)
is used to solve the model equations. The
implementation follows that of Pulliam and Steger
(1978) and uses explicit boundary conditions.
Modifications to accommodate the chimera scheme are
described by Benek et al. (1986).
Intergrid Communication Paths
G 1
G 2 -- G 3
G 4 G 5
Figure 2. Structure of embedded grids.
3.0 APPLICATIONS
A major motivation for the development of the
chimera scheme at the AEDC was the requirement to
provide routine computational support to testing.
Estimates of the effects of the wind tunnel environ-
ment on aerodynamic data are of particular interest.
Typically, lead times are short and grid generation
is usually the pacing item in performing CFD simu,
lations. Also, there is the requirement to compute
time-dependent flows involving aerodynamic configu-
rations in relative motion as exemplified by the
Space Shuttle booster configuration and store sep-
aration from military aircraft.
The 3-D chimera scheme has been used to com-
pute both viscous and inviscid flows over a variety
of configurations. These include wing/body/tail,
bodies in close proximity, cavity flows, and base
flows for Mach numbers spanning the range from sub-
sonic to supersonic. The following sections will
illustrate some of these applications of the
chimera scheme.
3.1 Inviscid Flows
The flow about a three-body configuration
(fig. 3) consisting of three ellipsoidal bodies in
a triangular arrangement was computed for a free-
stream Mach number, M_ = 0.8, and angle of attack,
= -2.0 deg. The composite mesh contained three
grids and 57,750 points. The component grids were/
constructed using a hyperbolic grid generator de -P
scribed by Steger and Chaussee (1980) and Kinsey
and Barth (1984). Mach number contours are shown
in figure 4. The contours indicate that the ex-
pected symmetries exist in the flow.
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One of the intended uses of the chimera scheme
at the AEDC is the computation of wind tunnel wall
and support interference [e.g., Kraft et al. (1986)
and Suhs (1985)]. A version of the scheme was con-
verted to this purpose. The model shown in figure 5
was designed for assessment of wind tunnel wall in-
terference and it consists of a blunted ogive-
cylinder and a mid-mounted wing and tail. The wing
and tail are constant chord planforms swept back at
30 deg and have no twist or taper. Cross sections
parallel to the plane of symmetry are NACA-0OI2
airfoils. Figure 6 illustrates the meshes used to
represent the wall interference model shown in
figure 5. The wind tunnel walls and a portion of
the sting support are also represented. Figure 6
shows the outer boundaries of the grids about the
fuselage, wing, and tail; figure 7 illustrates the
model embedded in the tunnel mesh. The region de-
void of mesh lines on the tunnel symmetry plane in
figure 7 represents the hole in the tunnel grid in-
troduced by excluding points in the vicinity of the
model from the solution in the tunnel grid.
17.1 Radius
12.9Radius : -
/
5. 7 Radius-----" I /
Radius
I
,or \A_;
Figure 5. Wing/body/tail configuration.
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-5.0 _0
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Figure 6. Composite grid for fuselage, sting, wing,
and tail grids.
Figure 7.
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Model grids embedded in the tunnel grid.
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Figure7 illustratestheflexibility inherent
in thechimerascheme.Themodelgeometryandsting
gridswereconstructedbyaddingameshcontaining
thesting to anexistingmeshusedto modelthe
fuselage.Thecomponent-by-componentconstruction
processis particularlyusefulfor wall interference
calculationsbecausenoadditionalgrid generation
is requiredto changemodelangleof attack. All
that is requiredis thatthegridsrepresentingthe
windtunnelmodelberotatedrelative to thetunnel
meshandbere-embeddedin it. PEGSUSperformsuch
transformationsoncomponentgridsbya single
changeof input.
Figure8 illustrates thecomponentgridsused
to representa generictransportconfigurationfor
awall interferenceassessment.In this case,three
gridscontaininga totalof 201,000pointsareused.
Severalgrid generatorswereusedto construct
thecomponentgridsshowni figures6 through8.Theseincludea two-dimensionalgrid generatorde-
velopedbySorenson(1980)andthethree-dimensionalgeneratorsdevelopedbySoni(1985)andThompson(to bepublishedin 1987).
Machnumbercontoursonthewall interference
modelarepresentedin figure9 [Beneket al. (1985
and1986)].Thetunnelsolutionobtainedonthegridsshownin figures6and7 correspondsto
M_= 0.90and_ = 4 deg.Thecontoursjoin smooth-ly acrossmeshboundaries.Theshockwaveonthe
201•
]
1.0_
Z L
io
-l.OI
-2. 0
.,...
5.N_-----..._ " " - 1.0
-4. O-" 2.0
0
Figure 8. Fuselage and body grids for a
transport configuration.
z2°1......
_4.0 "
/0
_2.0
S_ Y
0
Figure 9. Mach number contours for tunnel solution
of wing/body/tail configuration,
M = 0.9, a = 4 deg.
wing ban be_seento continue around the fuselage.
The figure illustrates the effect of decreasing
spatial resolution in high gradient regions. The
shock wave can be seen to be smeared on the fuselage
compared to the wing because of the decreased
resolution in the fuselage grid. Figure 10 [Benek
et al. (1985)] presents a comparison of computed
and meas"red wing and fuselage pressure coefficients
for M = 0.9 and _ = 2 deg. The solution corre-
sponds to an interference-free flow on a composite
mesh with 157,540 points. Details of wall inter-
ference computations will be pregented at the AIAA
19th Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and Laser Con-
ference, June 1987.
-0.8 r 7
Y/(b/2) = O.4
-- Computations
o AEDC Tunnel 4T
o Lockheed CFWT
Cp
Y/(b/2) = 0.6
t "
Y/(b/2) = 0. 9
0 0.4 0.8 1.2, 0
X/C
Figure i0.
Fueslage
_*_lb/2) = O.6
Tail I
t
0.4 0;8 1.2 1.6
XIC
Wing/body/tail solution, M = 0.90,
= 2 deg (open symbols, upper sur-
face; solid symbols, lower surface).
3.2 Viscous Flows
The chimera scheme was used to compute several
3-D viscous flows: cavity flow, the flow about a
three-body configuration and the flow about a blunt-
based projectile. The cavity flow simulation is
time-dependent because of the fluctuating free shear
laye_ over the cavity. The cavity has a length-to-
depth ratio of 5.6 and a length-to-width ratio of
3.35. Figure ii illustrates the composite mesh used
to represent the cavity/flat-plate flow field. The
composite mesh has two grids, a total of 157,627
points, and no holes. The component grids are
stretched cartesian nets with clustering near the
solid boundaries and in the shear layer. Figure 12
presents computed Mach number contours in the
streamwise plane of symmetry for M= = 0.74. The
contours correspond to the flow at a single instant
of time. The three-dimensional nature of the flow
is demonstrated in figure 13 which shows the flow in
a plane normal to the stream direction and located
half way down the cavity. Details of this computa-
tion and additional solutions will be presented at
the AIAA 19th Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dynamics and
Laser Conference in June 1987.
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The flow about a configuration of three bodies
in close proximity was computed. Figures 14 and 15
show the structure of the composite grid. Seven
component grids with 496,216 points represent the
flow field. Each body has a single viscous grid and
is embedded in a cylindrical mesh which has been
segmented into three overlapping sections. A hemi-
spherical mesh surrounds the entire configuration
Figure 15 shows a projection of the grids onto the
symmetry plane of the lower body in figure 14 and
illustrates the overlaps among the component grids.
The composite mesh shows a range of grid inter-
actions: patching among grids, e.g., G2, G 3 and G4,
hole production by grids, e.g., G5, G 6, G 7 in meshes
G2, G3, and G 4, and holes crossing grid boundaries,
e.g., G5 across G 2, G 3, and G 4. Detailed compari-
sons of computations and experimental data at sev-
eral transonic Mach numbers and angles of attack
will be presented at the 8th AIAA Computational
Fluid Dynamics meeting in June 1987.
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Figure 14. Multiple bodies in close proximity.
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Figure 15. Projection of grids for multiple body
configuration in symmetry plane of G 7.
The final example is the flow about a blunt-
based projectile. The composite mesh shown in
figure 16 consists of two "patched" grids contain-
ing a total of 68,000 points. This flow is being
examined as part of a sting interference study. A
comparison of computed and measured pressure coef-
ficients [Kayser and Whiton (1982)] is given in
figure 17 for the transonic flow conditions of
M = 0.91 and _ = 0 deg. Comparisons of experi-
mental and predicted values of base pressure are
also in good agreement. Additional computations on
similar configurations are being made.
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4.0 DISCUSSION
Sections 2 and 3 described our experience with
the chimera scheme. However, there are several
other aspects of its use that cannot be as clearly
documented and several questions remain unanswered.
Perhaps, the most significant change that was made
from the two-dimensional (2-D) work reported by
Benek et al. (1983) was a change from the mixed 2nd/
4th-order accurate approximations of Pulliam and
Steger (1978) to a consistently 2nd-order approxima-
tion. Large oscillations in the solution with the
mixed-order scheme occurred when grid boundaries
crossed high gradient regions. Switching to a 2nd-
order scheme has eliminated this problem.
Another question that commonly arises involves
the interpolation at gri_ boundaries. Is the bound-
ary approximation conservative? Our experience in-
dicates that the major factor affecting accuracy at
the boundaries is the resolution between the grids
in the neighborhood of the boundary. Whenever there
is a "large" mismatch in resolution, convergence
slows and large oscillations in the solution are
evident near the interface. Should the mismatch
occur where the interface crosses a high gradient
region, the situation is exacerbated. A more de-
tailed and systematic study of this aspect of
domain decomposition techniques is in order.
SUMMARY
We have described our experience with the
chimera grid-embedding scheme. The method was ap-
plied to the computation of transonic wall inter-
ference with particular success and is being used
routinely for support to testing at the AEDC. Ex-
perience with the viscous version is still being
accumulated, but the potential to compute a wide
range of flows has been demonstrated. Component
grids have been generated by several two- and
three-dimensional grid codes which employ algebraic
and partial differential equations as generators.
We experienced no difficulties combining grids con-
structed by the various methods into a composite
mesh.
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
ABOUT THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATIONS - A SURVEY
Terry L. Holst*
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California
Abstract
The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
about three-dimensional configurations is reviewed. For-
mulational and computational requirements for the various
Navier-Stokes approaches are examined for typical prob-
lems including the viscous flow field solution about a com-
plete aerospace vehicle. Recent computed results, with
experimental comparisons when available, are presented
to highlight the presentation. The future of Navier-Stokes
applications in three-dimensions is seen to be rapidly ex-
panding across a broad front including internal and exter-
nal flows, and flows across the entire speed regime from
incompressible to hypersonic "applications. Prospect_ for
the future are described and recommendations for areas of
concentrated research are indicated.
Introduction
The fields of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
and computer hardware design have been rapidly advanc-
ing over the last decade. It is now possible to demonstrate
the importance of CFD in the field of aircraft design and
performance prediction for general flow conditions includ-
ing reasonably complete viscous effects. The problem of
solving the Navier-Stokes equations about complex three-
dimensional geometries has been undertaken and signifi-
cant results have already been produced. The purpose of
this paper is to review the current status of CFD applica-
tions in this area and to give prospects for the future espe-
cially for those applications involving complex geometries.
Computational requirements for producing these results
both now and in the future will be addressed.
The first pioneering calculations with the Navier-
Stokes equations generally involved turbulent solutions
with simple algebraic turbulence models (or laminar solu-
tions with no turbulence models) in two dimensions with
generally simple geometric shapes. These aspects were re-
quired to eliminate the complexity of turbulence and to
reduce computational requirements to fit the computa-
tional facilities that existed in the early and mid 1970s.
A good review of early work in this area is given by Peyret
and Viviand. 1 Several years after the first two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes solutions appeared, three-dimensional sim-
ulations were presented, again using algebraic turbulence
models (or a laminar flow assumption) and simple geome-
tries. Since then improvements in computers and algo-
rithms have allowed tremendous advances in CFD across
a broad front of different applications.
The rate of increase in the number and size of three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations is displayed in Fig.
* Chief, Applied Computational I,'luids Branch.
1. This figure shows grid size for a representative sample of
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations plotted ver-
sus the yev:r the results were published. Several observa-
tions are immediately obvious. The first three-dimensional
simulations did not start appearing until the mid-1970's
and since then the growth in both number and size of
simulations has been almost exponential. This trend is
due to improved algorithms, faster computers with larger
main memories and to the availability of more computer
time. The approximate cost of these computations can be
inferred from Fig. 2 where the number of operations is
plotted versus grid size. Note that the speed regime asso-
ciated with each computation ranging from incompressible
to hypersonic is also indicated. The solid line is an esti-
mate of projected growth that appeared in Ref. 2 in 1983.
This estimate was based on only the studies available in
the pre-1983 time frame, and yet the curve represents a
reasonablly valid trend. Actually, the number of opera-
tions required to obtain a solution for the finer grids is
somewhat underpredicted by this estimate. This is proba-
bly due to additional "stiffness" associated with finer grids
and the fact that these solutions are newer and therefore
probably less efficient.
This survey is divided_nto several sections listed as
follows: CFD Formulation_, where the major governing
equations used in CFD are described with special em-
phasis on the Navier-Stokes formulation; Previous Survey
Work, where past surveys are listed; Status of Navier-
Stokes CFD, where Navier-Stokes CFD is surveyed includ-
ing the areas of incompressible flow, transonic flow, super-
sonic/hypersonic flow and high-alpha/vortex-dominated
flow; and Concluding Remarks. Because of the breadth
associated with this review and the Navier-Stokes CFD
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field in particular, no claim of completeness is made nor
should one be assumed. The first item for discussion is
how the Navier-Stokes formulation, and in particular, the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation,
fits into all the other CFD formulations.
CFD Formulations
The aforementioned improvements in computer exe-
cution speed and main memory capacity achieved in the
past several years has made it possible to dramatically
expand the field of CFD. This has resulted in significant
progress up the hierarchal "ladder" of CFD formulation
complexity as shown in Fig. 3. Panel method solutions,
which effectively solve the linear Laplace equation using
the principle of superposition, have been studied thor-
oughly during the past three decades. As a result, panel
method computer codes are well established within indus-
try as efficient and reliable design tools for aircraft in the
subsonic and supersonic speed regimes.
The next rung on the CFD formulational ladder is oc-
cupied by nonlinear potential formulations including the
transonic small-disturbance and full potential equations.
Both of these formulations have been extensively studied
for the past 15 years and except for some grid genera-
tion limitations associated with complex geometry appli-
cations, these methods are well developed and heavily uti-
lized within the aircraft industry design environment. Of
course, these potential methods extend the range of appli-
cability of CFD to the transonic speed regime and there-
fore have the capability of capturing weak shock waves and
wave-drag levels. Appropriate reviews of this area can be
found in Refs. 3 and 4.
The Euler equation formulation, which occupies the
next rung on the CFD formulational ladder, is currently
at the center of research in the Aerospace CFD commu-
nity. New algorithms and applications in three dimensions
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have proliferated at a very fast rate in the past five years.
The various design groups within industry have already
started using Euler codes for many applications but sig-
nificant improvements in code and/or computer efficiency
have to be realized before the Euler formulation will be
used extensively. The Euler formulation provides better
accuracy for strong shock calculations and has the abil-
ity to properly track vorticity gradients. These features
are important for a variety of advanced flow field situa-
tions including vortical aerodynamic studies, strong shock
calculations, high angle-of-attack leading-edge flow sepa-
ration, high-speed blunt body problems, and blast wave
studies.
The highest entry on the CFD formulational ladder
is occupied by the Navier-Stokes equations. This formula-
tion is the most complex and represents the smallest level
of physical approximation. Like the Euler formulation,
much work has been completed in the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes area during the past five years. However,
the application of typical Navier-Stokes computer codes in
the industry design environment has been slow to evolve.
This is largely due to two reasons: First, the Navier-Stokes
equations are several times more expensive to solve (at
least) than the Euler equations. This is due to more terms
in the Navier-Stokes equations; more grid points required
to resolve a given problem, because in addition to the in-
viscid region, the boundary layer has to be resolved; and
in separated flow cases, more iterations are required to
achieve convergence because of the more complicated vis-
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cous/inviscid interaction. The second major reason that
the Navier-Stokes equations have not been used in design
applications is due to the complications of turbulence. To
discuss this subject a further breakdown of the Navier-
Stokes formulation is required.
The Navier-Stokes equations intimately describe the
motion of most fluid flow phenomena including large scale
motions associated with the inviscid features of a flow
field and small scale motions associated with turbulence.
The numerical procedure which directly solves the Navier-
Stokes equations and resolves all flow length scales includ-
ing the smallest turbulent length scales is called direct sim-
ulation (DS). When the numerical grid resolution is not
capable of resolving all length scales problems occur. Be-
cause for high Reynolds number flow the range of length
scales is so immense, it is not currently possible to simulate
this type of flow with schemes based on the DS approach.
Thus, the first level of approximation to the Navier-Stokes
equations, called Large Eddy Simulation (LES), is intro-
duced. In the LES formulation the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are solved on a grid which is capable of resolving all
length scales except the smallest turbulent length scales.
These length scales are associated with the smallest turbu-
lent eddies in the flow field. Because these smallest eddies
tend to be isotropic, they are easier to model than the
larger eddies which tend to be random and can vary in
nature for different flow conditions. A good review of the
DS and LES areas is given in Ref. 5.
The LES formulation is still quite expensive and is re-
stricted to problems with limited geometrical complexity
and to moderate and low Reynolds numbers. This leads to
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) formulation
where all turbulent eddies are modeled. The RANS formu-
lation is derived by decomposing all dependent variables,
e.g., density, pressure, and velocity components, into two
parts, a mean part and an unsteady part. The unsteady
part contains the unsteadiness due to high-frequency tur-
bulent fluctuations and the mean part contains the aver-
age local flow value for that variable including any low-
frequency time variation. After this variable decompo-
sition process the resulting Navier-Stokes equations are
time averaged over a time scale which is large in compar-
ison with turbulent fluctuations but small in comparison
with mean flow field unsteadiness. As a result of the time-
averaging process, certain new terms arising from turbu-
lent eddy correlations remain. These new terms account
for the mean or average effect of turbulence and must be
modeled. This allows the numerical solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations for many applications involving realistic
Reynolds numbers on grids that will fit on existing super-
computers.
One variation of the RANS equations first suggested
by Baldwin and Lomax 6 and used in a variety of applica-
tions, is the so-called "thin-layer" formulation. This for-
mulation requires a no-slip boundary surface to be aligned
with a constant coordinate surface, which is a typical facet
in most applications. The thin-layer formulation is ob-
tained by dropping all viscous terms containing transverse
spatial derivatives. The justification for this assumption is
that these terms are typically small in most regions of flow
and that in regions where they are potentially large, for ex-
ample, near separation, grid resolution is not generally ad-
equate to resolve them. In addition, numerical experimen-
tation using both the full and thin-layer forms has shown
little or no difference in the computed results, and the thin-
layer formulation is approximately 30% cheaper. It should
be stressed that although the thin-layer Navier-Stokes as-
sumptions are similar to certain classical boundary layer
assumptions, the resulting equations are quite different.
All time terms are retained, that is, the thin-layer Navier-
Stokes equations are still hyperbolic, while the boundary
layer equations are parabolic. Thus, the thin-layer Navier-
Stokes formulation has no numerical difficulty with either
streamwise or cross-flow separations.
The last Navier-Stokes formulation discussed here is
the Parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) formulation. This
formulation is derived from the RANS equations and there-
fore requires the modeling of all turbulent length scales.
The PNS approach also requires the flow to be supersonic
in the streamwise direction (although under certain condi-
tions when the pressure field is specified the freestream can
be subsonic) and that there be no streamwise separations
in the boundary layer. In addition, all time-dependent
terms and streamwise diffusion terms are neglected. Un-
der these assumptions the Navier-Stokes equations become
parabolic in the streamwise direction and can be solved
numerically using a space-marching procedure instead of
the standard time-asymptotic approach. Thus, the com-
puter requirements (both memory and cpu time) are much
less demanding for the PNS approach relative to the time-
dependent approach.
A comparison of the estimated memory and execu-
tion time requirements for several different formulations
is given in Fig. 4. An additional horizontal scale indi-
cates the amount of execution time required by a the-
oretical gigaflop computer, which should be available in
the near-term future. This figure was constructed from
information given in Refs. 7-11. The Euler formulation
and three of the Navier-Stokes formulations just discussed
(DS, LES, and RANS) are all included. Note that sev-
eral variations of the RANS formulation (steady ideal gas,
steady nonequilibrium real gas, and unsteady ideal gas)
are presented. Including nonequUibrium real gas effects
associated with hypersonic flight or the unsteadiness ef-
fects associated with (for example) high-alpha flight, may
increase the computational costs of a typical steady RANS
calculation by an order of magnitude. This additional ex-
pense while prohibitive today may not be prohibitive in
the near-term future.
The prospects of computing three-dimensional flows
at realistic flight Reynolds numbers using the LES formu-
lation in the near future do not seem bright. As indicated
in Fig. 4 the cpu time for such a calculation on a theoreti-
cal gigaflop computer would be on the order of one month.
The DS picture is even more dismal with cpu times for a
single three-dimensional calculation requiring on the order
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Fig. 4. Estimated memory and execution time require-
ments for several different CFD formulations.
of years• Hence, it seems that the most appropriate Navier-
Stokes formulations for attention in the area of applica-
tions involving realistic Reynolds numbers and reasonably
complex geometries, are the time-dependent RANS and
PNS formulations. The remainder of this survey will be
solely devoted to these areas with primary emphasis on
the time-dependent RANS formulation. For an indepth
technical discussion of most of the CFD formulations just
discussed, the interested reader is referred to Ref. 12.
Previous Survey Work
Several interesting surveys on the subject of Compu-
tational Aerodynamics have been produced recently. Two
particularly important articles are from Chapman 11,1s
where the entire field of Computational Aerodynamics is
reviewed; pacing items including turbulence modeling,
three-dimensional grid generation, algorithm development,
and computer speed limitations are discussed in detail; and
computational requirements and projected computer capa-
bilities are examined. More recent surveys along the same
line are by Kutler. 1°'14 The same critical pacing items are
examined and updated.
Other pertinent reviews in the area of CFD are by
Shang Is where the RANS formulation is discussed for var-
ious geometric applications, Mehta and Lomax 16 where
the RANS formulation for transonic flow is discussed with
special emphasis on algorithmic details and aspects of tur-
bulent physics, Chaussee 17 where the PNS approach is
described with special emphasis on applications, Orszag
and Israeli is where early work associated with the solu-
tion of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is re-
viewed, and Turke119 where computational physics is re-
viewed with emphasis on algorithms and convergence ac-
celeration. Additional areas related to the numerical so-
lution of the Navier-Stokes equations are grid generation,
which is reviewed in detail by Thompson, 2° and turbu-
lence modeling, which is described with particular empha-
sis on three-dimensional flows involving curvature, separa-
tion, and vorticies, by Lakshminarayana. 21
An important aspect associated with CFD research is
the area of experimental fluids research. A good review
in this area is given by Marvin 22 where CFD code verifi-
cation experiments are described and in Ref. 2 where the
projected influence of CFD on experimental facilities is dis-
cussed. Of course, the influence of the experimental world
on CFD has been profound. The opposite is also true, CFD
has begun to influence the experimental world as well. The
CFD field has generated the need to conduct a whole new
series of experiments to validate CFD code results. 22 These
experiments generally take advantage of the latest develop-
ments in sophisticated measurement techniques and gener-
ally get more involved with fundamental flow phenomena.
Having intimate CFD/experimental interaction is an im-
portant feature and must remain as an essential ingredient
in CFD research, especially in areas involving unexplained
flow phenomena such as shock-induced or angle-of-attack
induced flow separation.
Before proceeding with the main emphasis of this re-
view, an additional statement regarding experimental val-
idation of numerical solutions is in order. A typical steady
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution produced today
consists of 100,000-200,000 grid points each with 5 depen-
dent variables resulting in a total data base of perhaps one
million words for each set of free-stream conditions. Cor-
responding experimental data bases, not counting qualita-
tive flow visualization results, generally consist of perhaps
only a few hundred data points for each set of free-stream
conditions. These data are usually in the form of surface
pressures. This general lack of extensive data, including
interior flow field data, makes thorough validation of CFD
results difficult. If the experimental and computational
surface pressures agree, this by no means requires other
aspects of the flow field to agree. If the surface pressures
disagree, the physical reasons for this disagreement are
usually not apparent. Thus, it is imperative that sufficient
detail associated with CFD validation experiments be ob-
tained to fully evaluate numerical results and to provide
the maximun understanding of basic fluid flow phenomena.
Status of RANS/PNS CFD
This survey is divided into several different areas of
application as follows: incompressible flow, transonic flow,
supersonic/hypersonic flow, and hlgh-alpha/vortex-domi-
nated flow. The £rst two areas will be limited to time-
dependent RANS applications and the latter two will in-
clude both time-dependent RANS and PNS applications.
All the research surveyed will be restricted to three spa-
tial dimensions and most of the applications will be asso-
ciated with steady flow. First, the discussion centers on
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More recent work in the area of INS solvershas been
incompressible flow. presented in Refs. 26-32 where three-dimensional ducts
Incompressible Flow Applications
Numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-
Stokes (INS) equations in three dimensions has received
much attention during the past several years. In the study
of incompressible flow algorithms, it is interesting to study
compressible algorithms and the connections between the
two fields. The overwhelming majority of all steady com-
pressible algorithms applied to flows that are partially
or totally subsonic outside the boundary layer, utilize a
time-accurate or time-like iteration to asymptotically ap-
proach steady-state solutions with increasing time. The
application of this approach to incompressible problems
is difficult because of the basic difference in incompress-
ible and compressible continuity equations. The incom-
pressible continuity equation is the familiar condition that
requires the divergence of the velocity vector to vanish.
Thus, there is no time-dependent term as with the com-
pressible continuity equation. Also associated with thi._
problem is the lack of an explicit relation for the pres-
sure. These two features cause the primary difference be-
tween incompressible and compressible algorithms. Note:
Certain two-dimensional algorithms, for example, stream-
function/vorticity schemes, deal with these difficulties
quite nicely but are difficult to extend to three dimensions,
and therefore, will not be discussed further.
Early numerical work in the incompressible flow area
was presented by Harlow and Welch, 2s Chorin, 24 and
Patankar and Spalding zs where three basically different
approaches were presented. In the first approach, a Pois-
son equation for the pressure was derived by taking the
divergence of the momentum equation. This equation is
then solved iteratively using the velocity field at time level
n to predict the pressure such that the continuity equation
is satisfied at time level n+l. This process is time accu-
rate and can be continued until a steady-state solution is
reached. Needless to say, because of the additional itera-
tion required to solve the pressure Poisson equation, this
method is computationally expensive.
In the second approach, the method of artificial com-
pressibility was introduced. An artificial time-dependent
pressure term is added to the steady continuity equation
which allows the resulting equations to be solved using
standard time-dependent compressible algorithms. As the
solution converges, the time-dependent pressure term is
driven to zero and the flow approaches the incompress-
ible limit. In the last approach, a space marching proce-
dure was developed by reducing the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations to a set of parabolic equations. The
pressures are determined by first computing the velocities
from estimated pressures, then a correction is applied to
the pressure so as to satisfy the continuity equation. Of
course, the latter approach does not work successfully if
streamwise flow separation occurs.
with curvature were considered for a wide variety of flow
conditions, Himeno et al. 33 where the wake structure
downstream of various bluff bodies was computed using
the INS method described by Kawamura and Kuwahara, 34
Kwak et al. 3s where a variety of applications were re-
ported including a rectangular duct flow with a 45 deg
bend, Gorski et al. 3e where turbulent corner flows were
presented using two different turbulence models, and Refs.
37-41 where various internal elements of the Space Shuttle
Main Engine were analyzed. The algorithm used in Refs.
37-41 was the method of pseduo compressibility devised
by Chang and Kwak. 42 This method is similar to Chorin's
artificial compressibility method and is an outgrowth of
the work of Steger and Kutler. 43 A recent upgrade to this
algorithm was presented by Rogers et al. 44 where the orig-
inal block-matrix ADI algorithm has been diagonalized to
yield a scalar-matrix ADI algorithm which is about three
times faster.
A typical incompressible flow result showing particle
traces downstream of a circular-cylinder post mounted on
a flat plate is displayed in Fig. 5 (taken from Ref. 40).
This calculation is laminar with a Reynolds number of
1000. Note the formation of a saddle point of separation
forward of the post and a horseshoe vortex downstream of
the post. The secondary flow in front of the post wraps
around the post and forms a "tornado-like" vortical flow
in the wake of the post, which is strikingly different than
the flow downstream of a simple post in the absence of
the flat plate. An oil-flow photograph appearing in Ref.
40 provides qualitative validation for this type of vortical
wake flow.
Fig. 5. Computed three-dimensionalparticle paths around
and downstream of a circular-cylinder post mount-
ed on a flat plate, incompressible flow, Re = 1000,
Kwak et al. 4°
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Transonic Flow Applications
The transonic flow area has perhaps received the wid-
est attention during the past five years in the three-dimen-
sional RANS research community. In this area there are
a whole host of unsolved and interesting research topics
that have practical applications for both commercial and
military circles. A few of these include shock/boundary-
layer interation including boundary-layer separation ef-
fects, wing/fuselage interference, performance prediction
especially drag prediction, afterbody boundary-layer sep-
aration, and helicopter rotor-tip transonic performance.
Literally all transonic numerical methods for the
Navier-Stokes equations utilize time-dependent formula-
tions to obtain steady-state solutions asymptotically with
increasing time. The time-integration algorithms used to
implement this strategy vary from application to applica-
tion. Most schemes utilize implicit methods, for example,
the Beam-Warming, 45 Briley-McDonald, 46 or MacCor-
mack 4T methods, or algorithms with suitable convergence
acceleration, for example, multigrid. This theoretically
allows large time steps to be taken, and therefore, pro-
vides rapid approach to the desired asymptotic solution.
This philosophy works well but requires several hundred
to several thousand iterations to produce acceptable lev-
els of "convergence." The number of iterations generally
increases as the mesh is refined and as the physics of the
problem becomes more difficult, that is, stronger shock
waves, larger separations, etc. Time-step limitations due
to nonlinear numerical instabilities are common. This al-
lows explicit time-integration methods, for example,
MacCormack, 48 which generally have quite severe time-
step limitations but which are cheaper per iteration and
easier to code, to be appropriate alternatives for some ap-
plications.
arrangement to solve the thin-layer form of the RANS
equations. In addition, the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model 6 was used in each case. In the TNS approach for
grid zones near the wing surface, the RANS equations are
solved and for zones away from the wing surface, where
viscous terms are not important, the Euler equations are
solved. In Holst et al. 55 solutions are presented for a low-
aspect-ratio wing derived from the NACA 0012 airfoil sec-
tion. Comparisons with the experimental data of Lock-
man and Seegmiller 61 for this wing at various transonic
flow conditions including cases with shock/boundary-layer
separation are presented and discussed. A significant as-
pect of this set of calculations is that the wind tunnel walls
are very important and must be modeled to obtain good
agreement with experiment. Generally good agreement
was obtained when the walls were modeled and the flow
was attached. For separated cases the agreement was not
good, and this was attributed to the lack of proper grid
refinement and inappropriate turbulence modeling.
Computed pressures produced by Kaynak et al. 57,5s
for the previously discussed Wing C geometry are com-
pared with experimental results from two sources, Hin-
son and Burdges s° and Keener, e2,6s in Fig. 6. The free-
stream Mach number for this set of results is 0.85, the
angle of attack is 5 deg, and the Reynolds number is 8
million. The computed and experimental results are in
good agreement; as much scatter between the two exper-
imental results exists as between the computed and ex-
perimental results. Figure 7 shows the computed particle
paths on the wing surface for the same case. Note the
small shock-induced separation near the wing tip which is
generally in good agreement with the corresponding ex-
perimentally produced oil flow pattern. Detailed compu-
tational/experimental comparisons for other cases are also
presented in Kaynak et al. 57,5s
The problem which has received the most attention in
the transonic flow area is wing flow-field prediction. The
first calculation of this type was presented by Mansour 49
where the RANS formulation was solved for the flow field
about "Wing C" (defined in Ref. 50). The numerical
scheme used in this study was a fully-implicit, ADI-like
scheme developed by Beam and Warming 45 and Briley and
McDonald 4e and first demonstrated in three dimensions by
Pulliam and Steger. 51 The grid used in this study, while
having an efficient topology, was coarse and produced only
fair agreement with experiment. Another similar calcula-
tion for transonic wing geometries was presented by Agar-
wal and Deese. 52 In this study the explicit Runge-Kutta
scheme of Jameson et al. 5s was extended to handle the
RANS equations for the transonic flow about the ONERA-
M6 wing (defined in Ref. 54). The grid was again coarse,
but for the simple calculations reported (attached and non-
lifting), the experimental/computational agreement was
good.
More recent transonic RANS calculations for wing
geometries have been given by Holst et al., 55 Flores, s6
Kaynak et al., sT,s8 and Srinivasan et al. 59 These studies
have utilized a computer program called TNS (Transonic
Navier-Stokes) which uses the diagonalized-implicit algo-
rithm of Pulliam and Chaussee 6° coupled with a zonal grid
The computed results presented by Srinivasan et al. 59
also deal with the Wing C geometry as well as various heli-
copter rotor geometries. The main emphasis in this study
is on tip vortex formation. With this purpose in mind spe-
cial grid clustering at the wing tip was used. Computed
particle paths on the surface of an ONERA wing designed
to represent a typical helicopter rotor blade, are shown in
Fig. 8. For this calculation the free-stream Mach number
was 0.85, the angle of attack was 5 deg, and the Reynolds
number was 8.5 million. A strong transonic shock wave
near mid chord causes a large region of separated flow as
shown in Fig. 8. An outward spiralling vortex emanates
from the separated flow region near the tip. This can be
seen in Figs. 9 and 10, which show standard and close-up
views, respectively, of computed three-dimensional parti-
cle paths about the tip. As explained by Srinivasan et
al., 59 the cross flow created by the tip sweep enables the
fluid particles released in the vincinity of the tip to first
braid and then roll up and lift off of the surface.
Other notable transonic wing calculations are pre-
sented by Obayashi and Fujii 64 and Fujii and Obayashi. es
In the later case high-aspect-ratio transport-type-wing
flow fields are obtained using a new LU-ADI algorithm.
This algorithm utilizes the flux vector splitting technia,_
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Fig. g. Computed three-dimensional particle paths around
a swept-tip helicopter blade, Moo -- 0.85, a = 5°,
Re = 8.5x10 e, Srinivasan et al. 59
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Fig. 10. Blow-up view of Fig. 9 showing tip flow-field de-
tail, Srinivasan et al? 9
of Steger and Waxming 66 and the diagonally dominate
factorization of Lombard et al. 67 to decompose the usual
block tridiagonal system into the product of lower and up-
per scalar bidiagonal matricies. In this study flow fields
with strong shock/boundary-layer interation and the re-
sulting massive boundary layer separation are computed
for a series of cases. Good correlations with experimen-
tally measured pressures are presented.
The LU-ADI transonic wing method just discussed
has also been extended to handle wing/fuselage geometries
by Fujii and Obayashi. 68 A typical result from this study is
shown in Figs. 11 and 12. This case invloves a high-aspect-
ratio wing low-mounted on a transport-type fuselage. The
Mach number, angle of attack, and Reynolds number for
this solution are 0.82, 4.0 deg, and 1.67 million, respec-
tively. Computed and experimental pressure distributions
are compared in Fig. 11 and computed surface particle
paths are shown in Fig. 12. Note the shock-induced sepa-
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Fig. 12. Computed surface particle paths for a high-aspect-
ratio wing-fuselage configuration, M_o = 0.82,
= 4 °, Re = 1.67x106, Fujii and Obayashi. 6s
ration at about mid chord and the wing-fuselage/juncture
separation which is highlighted by a large spiral node on
the aft-wing-root surface. This set of calculations is also
quite unique due to the level of grid refinement used. For
these calculations a grid of 119 x 71 x 92 = 777,308 points
was used and represents the finest RANS grid with a pub-
lished solution to date.
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Additional RANS calculations have been published
for a wide variety of other types of transonic applications.
These studies include the simulation of nacelle/inlet flow
fields by Vadyak, e9 calculations through swept-blade cas-
cades by Swisshelm and Johnson, 7° the simulation of fore-
body flow fields by Chaussee et al. _1 and Cosner, _2 the
simulation of three-dimensional boattail afterbody flows
by Deiwert, _s and computations to determine the wake
structure downstream of a three-dimensional turret by
Purohit et al. z4,_5 Another area with a lot of RANS re-
search activity is transonic projectile aerodynamics. In
this field the prediction of lift, drag, and magnus forces is
very important and is intimately related to viscous effects.
Interesting studies in this area include Nietubicz et al. 76
where the Magnus forces associated with a spinning projec-
tile were first computed, Nietubicz et al. _ where detailed
computations to predict various aerodynamic coefficients
were presented, and Sahu et al. _s where the projectile base
flow field was computed at transonic speeds. This group
of studies, ranging from inlets to projectiles, used a variety
of different integration schemes ranging from the classical
explicit MacCormack 4s scheme to all types of implicit and
multigrid schemes. The turbulence models used are largely
dominated by the Baldwin-Lomax model 6 with all of the
models being in the algebraic category. The more com-
plicated one- and two-equation models have not generally
found their way into three-dimensional transonic Navier-
Stokes applications.
Supersonic/Hypersonic Flow Applications
Supersonic flow field solutions are somewhat easier to
obtain relative to transonic flow fields. This is because the
physics of supersonic flow typically allows smaller compu-
tational domains, the supersonic equation type is consis-
tently hyperbolic (at least for inviscid regions) while for
transonic flows the type is mixed between hyperbolic and
elliptic, and the shock/boundary-layer interactions asso-
ciated with supersonic flows are not as complicated as
those associated with transonic flows. In addition, as al-
ready discussed, the supersonic free-stream characteristic
allows the introduction of marching algorithms, that is,
the PNS formulation. Hypersonic flows, while enjoying
the same advantages of supersonic flow, contain other com-
plications that even today have not been fully evaluated.
These include more complicated transition and turbulence
physics, real gas effects, merged shock and boundary lay-
ers, stronger shock waves, and radiation effects.
The field of supersonic CFD utilizing both the time-
dependent Navier-Stokes and PNS formulations for com-
puting three-dimensional applications has been widely re-
searched in the past 6-8 years. Early pioneering Navier-
Stokes calculations in this area include Li 79 where lami-
nar flow separation on blunt flared cones at angle of at-
tack was studied, Holst and Tannehill s° where viscous
blunt body flows with an impinging shock were studied,
Shang and Hankey sl and Hung and MacCormack s2 where
the flow in a three-dimensional compression corner was
solved, Hung s3 where the flow over an inclined body of
revolution was obtained, Hung s4 where the impingement
of an oblique shock wave on a cylinder was investigated,
Knight ss and Hung and MacCormack s6 where an oblique-
shock/boundary-layer interaction flow field was simulated,
and Hung and Kordulla s7 and Hung and Buning ss where
the flow about a blunt-fin/flat-plate interaction was com-
puted. The Mach number for these calculations ranged
from low supersonic to hypersonic with the maximum be-
ing 12.5. About half of the calculations, especially the
eariler ones, were laminar, and the other half were tur-
bulent with a variation of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model used in all cases.
As seen in the previous examples, turbulence model-
ing associated with the three-dimensional RANS formula-
tion has not reached a very sophisticated level. For at-
tached flow cases, existing algebraic, or "zero-equation"
models as they are formally called, seem to do a good job
for a wide variety of circumstances. When the flow expe-
riences moderate or massive separation, these models do
a poor job. For example, the most commonly used tur-
bulence model is the Baldwin-Lomax model, which tends
to underpredict the level and height of reversed flow in
separation regions. This is probably due to an effective
overprediction of dissipation in reqions of separated flow.
More sophisticated models of the so-called one- or two-
equation variety seem to improve the correlation in some
cases while making it worse in others. Two difficulties as-
sociated with their use are additional complication, that
is, new differential equations have to be solved, and addi-
tional numerical stiffness which causes the need for more
flow solver iterations. Because of this lack of a clear di-
rection and because of the additional complication, move-
ment to use these more sophisticated turbulence models in
three-dimensional applications has been slow.
Additional supersonic Navier-Stokes calculations are
given by Horstman et al. s9 for swept compression corners
and a-xisymmetric bodies with either skewed or segmented
conical flares; Horstman 9° for swept compression corner
flows; and Knight, 91 Knight et al., 92 and Horstman 9s for
swept-shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction studies. All
of these three-dimensional computations involved Mach 3
flows with significant shock-induced boundary layer sepa-
ration. In addition, most of these studies utilize some form
of the more sophisticated two-equation k-e eddy-viscosity
turbulence model. In Ref. 92 computations with both the
Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model and the Jones-Launder 94
two-equation model were performed. The Jones-Launder
computations also utilized Viegas-Rubesin 95 wall function
boundary conditions which permit the use of coarse grids
in the lower portion of the boundary layer. This reduces
the amount of computer time required for a converged so-
lution. Results from Ref. 92 indicate that, at least for
the swept-shock/boundary-layer interaction flows studied,
the overall structure of the three-dimensional flow was in-
sensitive to the turbulence model, except within a small
portion of the boundary layer near the surface.
The difficulties associated with obtaining good turbu-
lence models for complex applications exists for all speed
regimes. However, the problems associated with the hy-
personic flow regime are the most severe. At hypersonic
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speeds certain incompressible flow assumptions used in for-
mulating turbulence models, which are still valid up to
Mach numbers of about 5, start to break down. In addi-
tion, hypersonic flows, especially for Mach numbers well
above 10, will have chemical reactions which may inter-
act with the turbulence. For moderate to high altitudes,
hypersonic flows will be transitional, further complicating
the situation. It is clear that much work in the area of tur-
bulence modeling in general, and for the hypersonic regime
in particular, will be required in the near future.
Flow field computations about more complicated ge-
ometries have been explored in the supersonic/hypersonic
flow regime. Examples of time-dependent RANS calcula-
tions in this area include Shang g6'07 where the hypersonic
wing-fuselage interference problem was studied with two
different grid topologies, Kumar 9s where the supersonic
flow upstream and through a two-strut scramjet inlet was
computed, Howlett and Hunter 99 where the supersonic
flow around and inside an inlet with spiked eenterbody
was simulated, Rizk and Ben-Shmuel 1°° where the low-
supersonic flow field about the space shuttle orbiter was
investigated, and Li l°l where the hypersonic flow about an
aerobrake body was considered. Another significant study
in this area is the work of Shang and ScherrJ °2 In this
paper the entire flow field over the X-24C Lifting Body at
a Mach number of 5.95, an angle of attack of 6 deg, and
a Reynolds number of 16.4 million/m was obtained with
a time-dependent RANS approach. The computational
grid was extremely fine, consisting of 475,200 points, and
represented the finest-grid RANS solution published up to
1985. The explicit MacCormack numerical scheme was
used and the turbulence was modeled with the Baldwin-
Lomax model. A typical set of results from Ref. 102 is
shown in Figs. 13-15. Figure 13 shows the surface stream-
line pattern over the lifting body and demonstrates the
level of complication that can be captured with the RANS
approach when fine grids are used. Pressure distributions
are compared with experiment in Figs. 14 and 15. Figure
14 shows comparisons over the fore part of the lifting body
and Fig. 15 comparisons over the aft part. For all stations
the agreement is excellent.
An additional complex-geometry study performed by
Deiwert and Rothmund 1°3 involved the computation of
flow about a three-dimensional body of revolution at angle
of attack. This configuration consisted of a cone-cylinder
forebody with a conical afterbody and contained a cen-
tered, supersonic propulsive jet. Surface streamlines on
the afterbody and density contours on the bilateral plane
of symmetry are displayed in Fig. 16. For this compu-
tation the free-stream Mach number was 2.0, the jet exit
Mach number was 2.5, the angle of attack was 6 deg, and
the jet-to-free-stream pressure ratio was 3.0. The flow was
turbulent with a Reynolds number based on cylinder di-
ameter of 1.5 million, and turbulence was modeled with
the Baldwin-Lomax model. This particular set of calcula-
tions is unique because of the complex data-base handlin_
scheme utilized. The total data base associated with the
216,000 point grid was about 5 million words and was di-
vided into a series of blocks each consisting of 8000 grid
points. Manipulations of these blocks were performed us-
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Fig. 13. Computed surface streamlines over the X-24C
Lifting Body, M_ = 5.95, a = 6 °, Re/m = 16.4
xl0 a, Shang and ScherrJ °2
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Fig. 14. Forebody pressure comparisons tbr the solution of
Fig. 13, Shang and ScherrJ °2
ing the block data-base handling scheme described by Pul-
liam and LomaxJ °4 With this approach very large grids
were accomodated on a computer with a limited main
memory for a flow field of considerable complexity.
The level of geometric complication, exhibited by the
results from the preceeding paragraph and the section on
transonic flow, has advanced rapidly during the past sev-
eral years. However, a significant amount of work still
remains. This area, along with turbulence modeling, was
identified by Chapman 11'13 as one of the chief items pac-
ing further development of computational aerodynamics.
The key feature required to mature this area for three-
dimensional applications is automation. Elements of this
automation process must include surface grid generation,
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Fig. 16. Afterbody flow detail: surface streamlines and
density contours on the bilateral plane of symme-
try, Moo = 2, Mj = 2.5, a = 6 ° , Pj/Poo = 3,
ReD = 1.Sx106, Deiwert and Rothmund. l°3
zoning algorithms, and interior grid generation with solu-
tion adaptive capabilities. One possible alternative which
may have a significant impact on the automation pro-
cess is Artificial Intelligence as described by Andrews. 1°5
Progress in individual applications is anticipated to pro-
ceed at a fast rate, however, progress in automating the
whole geometry and grid generation process will be slower
to evolve.
A large amount of work associated with viscous su-
personic flows has been completed using the PNS formula-
tion. This includes the pioneering work on cones and blunt
cones at angle of attack by Lin and Rubin, 1°6 Lubbard
and Helliwell, 1°7 and Agarwal and Rakich; 1°8 the work on
jets by McDonald and Briley; l°9 and the work on ogive-
cylinders by Rakich et al. 11° Applications of the PNS for-
mulation to supersonic projectile aerodynamics have been
presented by Schiff and Sturek 111 and Sturek and Schiff 112
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using the formulation described in Schiff and Steger. 113
Sensitive magnus force calculations are reported and de-
scribed in the Ref. 112.
Additional results utilizing the PNS formulation for
more complicated geometries have been presented by Rai
and Chaussee 114 and Rai et al. 1Is for finned missles and
uroiectiles, by Kaul and Chaussee 116 and Chaussee et
al. 11z for the X-24C lifting body, by Chaussee et al. 1is for
the Space Shuttle Orbiter, and by Chaussee et al. 11° and
Wai et al. ]2° for a generic supersonic-cruise fighter con-
figuration. A typical result for the Space Shuttle Orbiter
study of Ref. 118 is shown in Fig. 17. The free-stream
Mach number for this calculation was 7.9, the angle of
attack was 25 deg, and the Reynolds number was 2.4 mil-
lion/m. Three-dimensional particle paths are displayed
over the orbiter and show vortices forming on the leeside
of the orbiter and at the wing/fuselage juncture. Another
interesting PNS result is presented by Chaussee ]7 for the
blunt-nosed, biconic configuration displayed in Fig. 18.
This configuration contained slices on both the windward
and leeward sides and a control surface protrubing from
the windward surface. The heat transfer distribution is
Fig. 17. Computed three-dimensional particle paths about
the Space Shuttle Orbiter configuration, PNS for-
mulation, Moo = 7.9, a = 25 °, Re/rn = 2.4x106,
Chaussee. 17
Rn = 0.5 7°
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Fig. 18. Blunt biconic configuration with top and bottom
slices and a flap control surface, Chaussee. 17
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compared with experiment along two meridinal planes in
Fig. 19. The Mach number for this calculation was 10,
the angle of attack was 10 deg and the Reynolds num-
ber was 0.3 million/m. Agreement is generally good with
slight discrepancies caused by problems in predicting flow
transition from laminar to turbulent.
• EXPERIMENT,¢ = 90* PLANE
EXPERIMENT, LEEWARD PLANE
F
2.0 P • • CALCULATION
°
o
2 6 10 14 18 22
X-STATION. in.
Fig. 19. Axial variation of the heat transfer over the biconic
configuration in Fig. 18, PNS formulation, Moo =
10, a = 10 °, ReD = 8.3x104, Chau ssee-l_
High-Alpha/Vortex-Dominated Flow Applications
The field of high-alpha flows has recently gained a lot
of momentum in the CFD community. Early work with
PNS applications has been complemented with emerging
activities in the time-dependent RANS area. High-alpha
flows are more difficult to understand and to compute be-
cause of several factors. First of all, associated with high-
alpha flows are large vortex-dominated flow separations
with complicated flow physics that are not well under-
stood. Computing these flow fields accurately means pre-
dicting vortex formation in the boundr_ry layer, the lift-off
process, the vorticity transport process, and the vortex-
vortex interaction process. Because a significant amount
of flow detail can exist out of the boundary layer, provid-
ing the proper level of grid resolution in the proper places
is more complicated. Secondly, high-alpha flows are gener-
ally unsteady in nature and can be wildly asymmetric even
when the boundary conditions of the flow are essentially
symmetric. Turbulence modeling is another difficulty as-
sociated with computing vortex-dominated flows. What
turbulence models are appropriate for these flows, is a typ-
ically asked question which is largely unanswered to date.
A good survey for high-alpha, vortex-dominated flows is
given by Newsome and KandilJ 21
Much of the work on the PNS fromulation presented
above in the section on supersonic/hypersonic flow is inti-
mately related to the field of high-alpha flow field studies.
For high-alpha flows which are supersonic and which con-
tain no streamwise separations, utilization of the PNS ap-
proach may be the most appropriate and certainly is more
economical than the time-dependent RANS approach.
Two examples that utilize this philosophy to study, in
particular, high-alpha physics are given by Degani and
Schiff 122 and Vigneron et al. 12s The results of Ref. 122
are interesting in that the standard Baldwin-Lomax tur-
bulence model was modified for high angle-of-attack flows
involving vortex lift off. The boundary layer thickness is
computed from the vorticity distribution in the standard
Baldwin-Lomax model. This quantity is inappropriately
determined when vorticies lift off the surface. The Degani-
Schiff modification fixes this difficulty and produces good
agreement with experiment even for vortex lift off.
Computational work in the area of high-alpha flows
has more recently centered on the use of the time-depen-
dent RANS approach. Interesting examples in this area in-
clude Pulliam and Steger, 51 Kordulla et al., 124 Obayashi
et al., 12s Aki and Yamada, 126 and Ying et al. 12r where so-
lutions over hemisphere-cylinder configurations have been
studied in the transonic and low-supersonic regime; Fujii
and Kutler, 12s,129 Rizzetta and Shang, 13° Pan and
Pulliam, 131 Mehta, t32 and Chaderjian lss where high-
alpha flows over wings, delta-wings, yawed wings, and
wing-strake combinations have been studied; and New-
some and Adams TM where the vortical flow over elliptical
bodies at high angles of attack have been studied.
Results from Refs. 127 and 134 are particularly strik-
ing and are displayed in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively.
Figure 20 shows computed surface velocity vectors over a
Fig. 20. Computed particle paths on the surface of a hemi-sphere-cylinder configuration, Moo = 1.2, a = 19 °, ReD =
4.45x105, Ying et al. 127
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hemisphere-cylinder combination inserted into a Mach 1.2
stream at an angle of attack of 19 deg and a Reynolds
number based on the cylinder diameter of 445,000. This
calculation was laminar and therefore no turbulence model
was used. The surface velocity vector pattern, which is in
good agreement with the experimental oil flow, was com-
puted with a new upwind algorithm described in Ref. 127
COMPUTATION _0o EXPERIMENT
X/L = 0.3
"50 I_ X/L = 0.6 X/L = 0.95
_,_____ I i I I J I I
0 120 240 360 0 120 240 360
0
Fig. 21. Pressure coefficient comparisons for an elliptical
lifting body with angles of attack (a) and roll (¢),
Moo = 2.5, a = 20 ° , _ -= 45 ° , Re/m = 6.6x106,
Newsome and Adams. 134
on a fine grid consisting of (60 x 50 x 60 =) 180,000 points.
Figure 21 shows computed pressure results from Ref. 134
compared with experiment for the flow around an ellipti-
cal body. The Mach number for this calculation was 2.5;
the angles of attack and roll were 20 and 45 deg, respec-
tively; and the Reynolds number was 6.6 million/m. The
numerical grid for this calculation was quite fine consisting
of (35 x 101 x 61 =) 215,635 points. The explicit MacCor-
mack method was used to integrate the RANS equations
and a modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used
to simulate turbulence. The excellent correlation of this
calculation to experiment is obvious from Fig. 21. The
reader is referred to additional interior flow field numer-
ical/experimental comparisons, all in good agreement, in
Lhe original paper of Ref. 134.
Another set of results dealing with the computation of
vortical flows is the work of Reznick and Flores Is5 and Flo-
reset a1.136 In these studies the previously mentioned TNS
computer code was upgraded to include more complicated
geometries. In particular, a modified F-16A configuration
with a fared inlet and the tail removed was simulated with
a zonal grid topology consisting of 16 grid zones. Par-
ticular emphasis in Ref. 135 was given to the study of
the strake-leading-edge vortex. A comparison of computed
wing pressures with experiment at a Mach number of 0.9,
an angle of attack of 6 deg, and a Reynolds number of 6
million is shown in Fig. 22. The two results are in generally
good agreement. The discrepancies in shock location and
leading-edge pressure levels are perhaps due to coarse grid
effects or the fact that the experimental data contained a
flow-through inlet that was not modeled computationally.
Details of the vortex formation at the strake leading edge
for a Mach number of 0.6 and an angle of attack of 10 deg
are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. Figure 23 shows a view of
the modified F-16A with selected three-dimensional parti-
cle paths in the vicinity of the wing-root/strake juncture.
Figure 24 shows a close-up view of the wing-root/strake
juncture. From these two views, the formation of a vor-
tex from both the strake and wing-root leading edges is
obvious. The wing-root vortex draws the strake vortex
beneath it and creates a strong spanwise flow toward the
tip. This behavior is qualitatively displayed in experimen-
tal flow visualizations described in Ref. 135.
Concluding Remarks
The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations
in three space dimensions has been reviewed. The areas of
incompressible flow, transonic flow, supersonic/hypersonic
flow, and high-alpha/vortex-dominated flow have all been
considered. Applications research in all of these areas is
seen to be increasing at an exponential rate. In addition,
the geometrical complication of applications is advancing
but at a slower rate. Areas which need concentrated at-
tention in the near future are listed as follows:
1) Grid generation for complex geometries including
surface grid generation, zoning algorithms, and solution
adaptive grid concepts.
2) New developments in turbulence models for ap-
plications, especially those types of models that can be
applied to obtain engineering answers for separated flow
problems.
3) More complete CFD validation experiments which
will allow more complete validation of CFD results and
a physical assessement of why disagreements occur when
they do occur.
4) More concentrated effort in the hypersonic flow re-
gime including the development of sophisticated strong-
shock capturing schemes, hypersonic turbulence models
including the effects of transition, and the development of
chemical equilibrium and nonequilibrium real-gas effects.
5) Convergence acceleration techniques for time-
asymptotic problems, especially new algorithms which will
lend themselves to vectorization and be efficient for new
more sophisticated turbulence models and the more com-
plicated physics associated with hypersonic flow.
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Fig. 22. Pressure coefficient comparisons on the wing and fuselage of a modified F-16A configuration, M_ = 0.9, a = 6.2 °,
Rec - 4.5x106, Reznick and Flores. 135
Fig. 23. Computed three-dimensional particle paths in the
vicinity of a modified F-16A strake/wing juncture,
M_ = 0.6, a = 10 °, Reznick and Flores. 135
Fig. 24. Blow-up view of the three-dimensional particle
paths shown in Fig. 23, Reznick and Flores. x3s
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ABSTRACT
With the advent of supercomputers, modern
computational chemistry algorithms and codes, a
powerful new tool has been created to help fill
NASA's continuing need for information on the
properties of matter in hostile or unusual envi-
ronments. Computational resources provided under
the NAS program have been a cornerstone for recent
advancements in this field. Properties of gases,
materials, and their interactions can be deter-
mined from solutions of the governing equations.
In the case of gases, for example, radiative tran-
sition probabilities per particle, bond-
dissociation energies, and rates of simple chemi-
cal reactions can be determined computationally as
reliably as from experiment. The data are proving
to be quite valuable in providing inputs to
real-gas flow simulation codes used to compute
aerothermodynamic loads on NASA's aeroassist
orbital transfer vehicles and a host of problems
related to the National Aerospace Plane Program.
Although more approximate, similar solutions can
be obtained for ensembles of atoms simulating
small particles of materials with and without the
presence of gases. Computational chemistry has
applications in studying catalysis, properties of
polymers, etc., all of interest to various NASA
missions, including those previously mentioned.
In addition to discussing these applications of
computational chemistry within NASA, the governing
equations and the need for supercomputers for
their solution is outlined.
INTRODUCTION
The availability of large-scale computers at
the NASA Ames Research Center during the past
decade has been a key element in developing an
aggressive effort by NASA to use a computational
approach to provide reliable information on the
properties of gases, materials and their interac-
tions. The impact of this effort has been growing
rapidly as a result of continuing advances in
computational methods and, concurrently, with
increases in computer speed and memory. Specifi-
cally, the advanced computational capabilities
being provided for this endeavor through the
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) program
have markedly increased the utility of computa-
tional chemistry as practiced at NASA Ames. Fur-
_her, this resource is also providing benefits to
the international community by enabling advanced
state-of-the-art benchmark calculations which
assess the reliability of approximate approaches
that require less computational power.
The objectives of Ames' computational chemis-
try activities are specified in figure I. The gas
phase studies provide computed properties of iso-
lated atoms and molecules, and rates of chemical
reactions which occur between them. Systems com-
posed of one to eight atomic nuclei and up to 30
electrons are treated rigorously by solving the
Schrodinger equation for the quantum mechanical
interaction energy of the electron in the field of
all atomic nuclei. Typical molecular properties
computed are potential energy surfaces for ground
and excited electronic states (i.e., the set of
electronic energies for all atomic geometries),
equilibrium geometries, probabilities for transi-
tions between electronic states and molecular
spectra. Rate constants for chemical reactions
are computed by solving Hamilton's classical equa-
tions of motion for a potential energy surface
obtained from the aforementioned solutions of
Schrodinger's equation.
The gas/solid calculations begin with solu-
tions of wavefunctions and total energies for
"atomic clusters" such as those illustrated for a
diatomic molecule interacting with an inverted
pyramid of five metal atoms. In such calcula-
tions, the metal atoms are sometimes held fixed at
spacings corresponding to the bulk surfaces to
simulate gas-surface interactions at the atomic
scale. The quantal calculations usually account
only for the outer valence electrons since all-
electron calculations are too large even for
machines like the Cray 2. Such calculations have
progressed to the point of considering its appli-
cation to systems as large as Ni2505 or Fe64 H. In
addition to providing information on clusters of
this size, interatomic forces deduced from these
calculations are used as input to atomistic simu-
lations of large ensembles of up to 10,000 atoms.
These calculations provide better simulation of
the interaction of gases and bulk surfaces, as
shown on the far right of figure I. Obviously,
going from left to right (fig. I), the systems
grow enormously, and the reliability of the calcu-
lations range from being competitive with the best
experiments available, to being helpful in inter-
preting experimental findings and suggesting solu-
tions to materials problems of crucial National
concern. This work constitutes the computation of
properties of matter and the results are being
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usedin a broadrangeof applicationsthat areof
currentconcernto NASA.
Thegasphaseworkhasgreatutility in pro-
vidinginputsto chemicallyreacting,radiating,
real-gasflow-field simulationslike thosewhich
will occuraboutfuturespace-basedaerobraking
orbital transfervehicles(AOTVs).Thesevehicles
will movemenandmaterialsbetweenlowandhigh
Earthorbits andtheMoonandMars. Thesevehi-
cleswill fly veryhigh(above60-70km)in the
atmosphereduringtheir aerobrakingmaneuverat
speedsof approximately9-13km/sec.Underthese
conditions,asmuchas10-15%of thegaseousspe-
cieswill be ionized.
Anotherprogramof Nationalimportancewhich
requiresthebasicinformationontheproperties
of shock-heatedair, aswell as informationonthe
hotair/hydrogencombustionprocess,is for the
NationalAerospacePlane(NASP).TheNASP,in
variousimplementations,will becapableof taking
off froma conventionalirport, cruisingat
Mach5-12(LosAngelesto Tokyoin 2 hr) or going
into lowEarthorbit, andreturningto anyother
airport onEarth.
Discussionsof theexcitingmissionsof these
vehiclesandtheir futureimportancecanbefound
in thereportto thePresidentbyTheNational
Commissionon Space(1986).
Eachof themissionsdiscussedabove,and
othersinvolvinghypersonicflight requireknowl-
edgeof thepropertiesof materialsandhowthey
behavein thepresenceof hotgasesor otherhos-
tile environments.Forexample,flight experi-
mentsontheSpaceShuttle(Stewartet al., 1983)
haveshownthat thethermalprotectionsystem(TPS)catalyticefficiencyfor recombinationf
boundary-layeratomicspecieseffects the local
heattransfer, i.e., ahighlycatalyticmetalmust
absorbthediatomicheatof molecularrecombina-
tion. Ontheotherhand,a low-catalyticeffi-
ciencyceramicmaterialsuchastheshuttle tile
inhibits therecombinationprocess,therebypre-
ventingthis heatingandthusreducingtheTPS
weightrequirement.Computationalchemistryis
helpingusunderstandthedifferencesin catalytic
andnoneatalyticmaterials. Suchunderstanding
clearly has the potential to aid in the develop-
ment of new classes of advanced thermal protection
materials for aerospace applications.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
Schrodinger's equation for gaseous molecules
and atomic clusters is usually solved under the
assumption that electronic motion is very fast
compared with that of the constituent nuclei,
allowing one to solve for the electronic degrees
of freedom separately. Potential curves or sur-
faces are mapped out by obtaining several solu-
tions corresponding to differing internuclear
separations. (The time-independent form of the
equation is studied for the determination of the
properties previously mentioned.)
Figure 2 illustrates the approach (generally
known as "ab-initio" in the field) for a diat_mic
molecule where the Hamiltonian contains a V i
operator that corresponds to the electronic motion
of the ith electron, the Z/riA terms account
for electron-nuclear attraction and the I/rij
term accounts for electrons-electron repulsion,
_e is the electronic wave function and E is the
electronic energy, both being sought in the solu-
tion. The expansion approach assumes that the
wave function can be expanded in terms of configu-
ration state functions (CSFs) constructed from
Slater determinates composed of unknown molecular
orbitals, hi" The orbitals are taken to be linear
combinations of either Gaussian (GTO)- or Slater
(STO)-type atomic orbitals. The GTOs or STOs used
in an n-particle molecular problem are often
referred to as the one-particle basis set. The
solution first involves selecting a STO- or
GTO-basis set, and the quality of the solution
depends critically upon this choice.
The next step involves evaluating spatial
integrals for the one-particle basis set and sort-
ing for the subsequent determination of the coef-
ficients for the molecular orbitals, c. , and the
ip
expansion coefficient, a K. The aK coefficients
weigh the importance of a CSF to the total wave
function, _e" The number of CSFs used in a calcu-
lation can range from one (self-consistent field
SCF) to more than 10 million (configuration inter-
action CI). The CI calculation, called electron
correlation, accounts for the instantaneous repul-
sion each electron feels, and to all other elec-
trons constituting the molecule. The CI calcula-
tion is an eigenvector-value problem in which one
gets the lowest eigenvalue by an iterative numeri-
cal procedure.
For the purpose of discussion, assume that a
quality calculation may involve a basic set of
size M (generally M = 50-100). The order of the
subsequent steps is specified in figure 2, and the
corresponding times, in seconds, of a calculation
for a single internuclear separation of a typical
diatomic molecule are also shown on the figure.
Note that the possible number of CSFs, each cor-
responding to a different occupation of electrons
within the possible orbital space, grows as M 6.
Clearly, these calculations use large amounts of
computer resources. Reasonable progress with our
computational chemistry program will continue to
require sizable percentages of the Ames Central
Computing Facility (CCF) and NAS resources. As
the available computer power grows, the utility of
computational chemistry will also grow, continuing
to add insight into the nature of matter, and
changing the way we conduct experiments.
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BENCHMARKCALCULATIONS
In the past, expansions involving all pos-
sible CSFs {or full configuration interaction
(FCI) calculations) were generally not possible
except for two- or three-electron single-atoms and
molecules. Work on larger systems with reasonably
sized, atomic basis sets were truncated because of
limitations in computer memory and speed.
Bauschlicher, Langhoff, Taylor, and Partridge have
recently been using the NAS Cray 2 to study the
impact of truncating the number of CSFs for small
molecular systems, and these are serving as bench-
marks for the international computational chemis-
try community. In one of these studies,
Bauschlicher and Langhoff (work submitted, Chemi-
cal Physics and Letters, 1986) first carried out
full CI calculations on the molecular ground
states of CH, NH, and OH, using a modest one-
particle GTO basis for each molecule. The full CI
calculations accounted for each and every possible
occupation of the electrons within the n-particle
basis.
For NH, the FCI calculations were conducted
with a one-particle [5s4p2d/4s2p] GTO basis and
involved 9,240,000 Slater determinants (37,110,150
CSFs) and required 8,000 see of Cray 2 time/
iteration to optimize the expansion coefficients.
These FCI calculations and similar calculations
for CH and OH were compared against the standard
high-quality complete active space, self-
consistent field/multiple reference singles and
doubles configuration interaction CASSCF/MRSDCI.
The CASSCF approach is one in which an active
space is defined, and all configurations possible
within this space are included in a calculation to
determine the molecular orbital coefficients
defined above. These molecular orbitals are then
used _n a CI calculations in which all configura-
tions corresponding to single and double elec-
tronic excitations from any of the CASSCF configu-
rations are included. Finally, a very small cor-
rection to account for the missing configurations
corresponding to higher-order excitation is
applied. For the modest-basis set calculations,
only small differences {.015 eV max) in dissocia-
tion energies between the FCI and
CASSCF/MRSDCI + Q computed results were noted, as
can be seen from the tabulations in figure 3.
These calculations clearly indicate that the stan-
dard truncated approach widely used and previously
calibrated against experimental results (of which
accurate ones are available) yield quality
results.
In addition to these benchmark calculations,
Bauschlicher and Langhoff also used a good quality
basis set in conjunction with larger MRSDCI + Q
calculations (Q = Quadruples) to predict values of
the bond-dissociation energy for CH, NH and OH.
As can be seen from the results shown in figure 3,
Bauschlicher and Langhoff achieved chemical accu-
racy for CH and OH, for which accurate experimen-
tal data exist. On the basis of their
calculations and estimates of the remaining error
caused by basis set incompleteness, they recommend
a dissociation energy of 3.37 ± .03 eV for NH and
assign a 99% confidence limit to this value. This
illustrates how computational chemistry is comple-
menting the experimental approach in determining
molecular properties, such as the bond-
dissociation energy.
CALCULATION OF RADIATIVE PROPERTIES FROM FIRST
PRINCIPLES: DIATOMIC MOLECULES
Figure 4 illustrates the computational proce-
dure used to determine the radiative properties of
molecules. The first step is to solve the
Schrodinger equation for the electronic energy, E,
and the wave function, Ye, using the internuclear
separation as a parameter as previously described.
Potential-energy curves for the low-lying elec-
tronic states from a typical molecular calculation
are shown on the left side of the chart. One can
compute other electronic properties from the elec-
tronic wavefunction, such as the transition
moments, which control the total strength of the
transition between two electronic states, and the
spin-orbit matrix elements, which control molecu-
lar and spectral fine structure. Once this is
done, the next step is to solve the Schrodinger
equation for the vibration-rotation motion. Then,
by summing the product of the transition moments
and the vibrational-rotational wavefunctions for
all upper and lower states, one obtains the total
cross section. The cross section shown on the
right-hand side of figure 4 is for all the transi-
tions between the potential-energy curves given on
the left-hand side of the figure. The banded
structure in the cross-section plot corresponds to
bound-bound transitions and the underlying contin-
uum. corresponds primarily to transitions between
bound and repulsive states (i.e., those with no
minimum in the energy curve). The computated data
for transition probabilities and spectral intensi-
ties are comparable to those from high quality
experiments.
The cross sections yield the radiative inten-
sity per molecule per excited state. Combining
them with the appropriate distributions of species
and excited states yields spectral and integrated
intensity predictions in gases either in equilib-
rium or thermochemical nonequilibrium
environments.
Thus, one can obtain a first principles
absorption or emission spectrum of molecules which
can be used as an input for the various flow-field
codes which predict absorption, radiative heating,
etc. These data are of key importance as inputs
to fluid-flow simulations which predict radiative
heating for the AOTV missions previously dis-
cussed. Radiative properties are also required
for predictions of heat transfer in scramjet-
combustor flows for the NASP and development of
wind tunnel nonintrusive-flow diagnostics.
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CALCULATIONOFREACTION-RATECONSTANTS
Rateconstantsfor chemicalreactionscanbe
computedfromfirst principlesprovidedoneis
giventhepotential-energysurfaceresultingfrom
thesolutionof Schrodinger'sequationat all
possiblevaluesof theinteratomicoordinates.
Atwo-dimensionalrepresentationof sucha
potentialsurfacefor thereactionN+O2_ NO+O,
recentlycomputedbyWalshandJaffe (1986),is
shownontheleft sideof the figure (fig. 5).
Thesurfacecorrespondsto theNatomapproaching
the02moleculeat anangleof 110°. Thediatomic
potentialcurvefor 02is recognizableat the
left-handsideof thepotentialsurfacegrid.
Similarly, thepotentialcurvefor moleculeNOcan
beseenonthelower-right-handcornerof figure5
whichcorrespondsto this diatomicleavingthe0
atomafter thereactionoccurs] Theunionof
theselimits withshortbond istancesbetweenall
threeconstituentatomscorrespondsto the tri-
atomicmoleculeNOO.The RNOandROOcoordi-
natescorrespondto bondistancesbetweenatoms
whiletheelectronicenergyE increasesin the
vertical direction. Reactivetrajectoriesonthis
surfacearesimulatedbysolvingHamilton'sequa-
tionsof motionwrittenon figure5 in which Pi
aremomentaand Qi arethegeneralizedcoordi-
nates,and V(9)is a functionrepresentingthe
potential-energysurface.Manysolutionscorre-
spondingto different initial vibrationalstates
andapproachconditions(orientation,impact
parameter,etc.) aresimulatedgivingrise to
computedreactioncrosssection. Byaveraging
thesecrosssectionsovertheappropriatevibra-
tional androtationaldistribution(vibrational
androtationaltemperaturesfor thereactant 02)
andcollision-energydistribution(translational
temperature)onecandetermineratesof reactions
asshownontheright-handsideof figure5.
MOLECULAR-EXCITATIONROSSECTIONS
Flowfields onAOTVsexhibit nonequilibrium,
chemicallyreactingandradiativeflowsin which
radiatingheatingis animportantconsiderationi
thedesignof theforebodyheatshield. These
flowsarealsoweaklyionized. Preliminaryanaly-
sesindicatethat thecollision of electronswith
moleculesi a veryimportantmechanismfor the
productionof thevibrationallyandelectronically
excitedmoleculesfromwhenceflow-field radiation
originates. Accurateflowsimulationsmust
accountfor thenumberdensityof excited-state
molecularspecies,whichdependsuponthecross
sectionfor electron-moleculecollisions. Compu-
tationalchemistsareusingthesetechniquesto
providethis information,whichhasnotbeenreli-
ablyprovidedbyexperimentation.Limaet al.(1986)havestudiedthesecrosssectionsusinga
Schwingermultichannelformulation,andvalidated
againsthighqualityexperimentsobtainedonH2.
Figure6 showsthecomparisonf thetheoretical
differential crosssectionsfor theelectron
impactexcitationso_molecularNitrogen,
e- + N_(XIz+) _ N_(B3_) + e-, at an impactenergy
of 10_V v_rsus_hes_atteringanglein degrees.
Clearlythereis a dramaticdifferencein the
angulardistributionresultingfromthetwoavail-
ableexperimentalstudies(Mazeauet al., 1973andCartwrightet al., 1977),althoughthereis rough
agreementi themagnitudeof thecrosssections
between60and120°. Thefirst-principal quantal
calculationis alsoshown.Thecrosssection
agreeswith themagnitudein this region,and
tendsto supportheexperimentsbyCartwright
et al. (1977).
Resultsfor the total crosssectionasa
functionof impactenergyfor this processare
showni figure 7. In this figure, foursetsof
experimentaldataareavailable(Cartwright
et al., 1977,BorstandChang,1973,McConkeyand
Simpson,1969,andShemanskyandRroadfoot,1971)
andshowsthat thesedatadiffer roughlybya
factorof five, andwhichalsoexhibitdifferent
dependencesoncollision energy.Thecomputa-
tional resultsagainsupportCartwright'sdata,
andareconsistentwith theresults for thedif-
ferentialcrosssectionsdiscussedabove.
Thesetheoreticalresults(whileusingsome
approximations)clearlydemonstratethecapability
of ab-initio methodsto predictcollision cross-
sectionsandillustrate their valuein evaluating
experimentaldata.
STUDIESOFATOMICCLUSTERS
Asmentionedin the introduction,the
quantum/classicalapproach,whichworkswell for
gases,is alsobeingusedin studiesof thepro-
pertiesof materialsandtheir interactionswith
gases.Thefavoredgeometricalorientationof an
ensembleof metalatomscorrespondsto that struc-
turewiththe lowesttotal energy.Fora small
numberof atoms(less thanabout75), this pro-
pertyis amenableto thetotal energycalculations
byquantalmeansaspreviouslyoutlined,if one
assumesthat the innerelectronsof eachatomcan
haveits presenceaccountedfor byeffectivecore
potentials. Thesecalculationsare reliably
determinedin separateab-initio calculationson
isolatedatoms.Alternatively,theclassical
approach(giveninteratomicforcesas input) uses
solutionsof Hamilton'sequationsof motionto
describethebehaviorof theconstituentatoms(up
to 10,0OOatomscanbeincluded). Theinteratomic
forcesareassumedto begivenasa summationf
n-_odyinteractionsbutof whichonlythe two-body
andthree-bodytermsare retained. Theseforces
havepreviouslybeendeterminedfrombulkor sur-
facepropertiesfor puremetals,but in general
havebeendifficult to obtainfor mixturesof
elements.Recently,Petterssonet al. (1986)have
completeda dualstudyin whichtheycompared
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predictedgeometryfor a seriesof aluminum-atom
clustersusingtheresultsof bothquantaland
classicalapproachesonthesameclustersof alu-
minumatoms.
Theobjectiveof thePetterssonet al. (1986)
workwasto find analternativeapproachto the
verylargeandcomputationallyexpensiveab-initio
methodsusedto determinethepropertiesof clus-
ters andto extendthecalculationsto muchlarger
clusters. In this study,thestructureandsta-
bility of aluminumclusterscontainingfrom2-6
and13atomswerecalculatedusingboththe
ab-initio, quantumchemicalpproachandtheclas-
sical atomisticsimulationsusinga simplified
parameterizedinteractionpotentialfunction. For
eachcluster, severaldifferent statesandstruc-
tureswereconsidered.Two-dimensionalstructures
werefoundbybothmethodsto havethelowest
energyupto AI5. Figure8 illustrates thedif-
ferentAI6 structuresconsidered.ThetwoD2h(D2hhexagonalndD2htriangular)andtheC2h
structuresarethree-dimensional(3-D). Thelow-
est energystructureaccordingto theab-initio
calculationsis the3-Doctahedron(Oh)whilethe
parameterizedmodelingmethodpredictstheplanar
C2hto bethelowest-lyingstructure. However,
theenergydifferencebetweenthe3-Dandplanar
structuresis verysmall. Sincetheelectron
correlationenergyis substantiallylargerfor the
3-DOh structurethanfor theplanarone,the
differencemaybedueto themethod/levelat which
thecorrelationis treatedandof whichis cur-
rentlyunderinvestigation.
ForA113, onlyselectedstructureswerecal-
culatedusingtheab-initio methods.Whilethe
icoshedralstructurehadthelowestenergy,the
planarstructure,D6h, (predictedbythemodeling
methodto bethe lowest)wasfoundto below-lying
andnearlyequalin energyto the icoshedral
structure. Otherwise,thecalculatedorderingof
thestructureswasthesamefor bothmethods.
Sincetherewasonlya smallenergydifference
betweenthe 3-DandplanarA113structures,thethree-bodytermin themodelingapproachwas
systematicallyadjustedin anattempto duplicate
theab-initio results(thevalueof thethree-body
termpreviouslyusedwasnotnecessarilytheopti-
mumvalue). Thisvaluewasthenusedto predict
the lowest-lyingstructureof Al clustersfor up
to 17atoms.Figure9 showstheresultsof these
calculationsfor AI clusterscontainingfrom7-15
atoms.Clusterswith7, 8, 10,and12atomsare
planar. All clusterswith 13or moreatomsare
3~D.
ThesecalculationsbyPetterssonet al.(1986)showverypromisingresults. First of all,
theyclearlydemonstratetheneedto accountfor
three-bodyforcesin theclassicalcalculations.
Secondly,with thethree-bodytermincluded,the
relative stabilities of all of thestructures
consideredwerecorrectlypredictedwithonly two
exceptions.Finally, theparameterizedmodeling
approachshouldallowthestudyof substantially
largerclusters(thancancurrentlybetreatedby
ab-initio methods)andenablepredictionsof the
effectsof temperatureandcharacterizationof
vibrationalfrequencies.In addition,thecompu-
tational costof this methodis significantly less
thanthepreviousapproaches.
DISSOCIATIONOFH2 ONTHENI(IOO)SURFACE
Figure10displaysanexampleof theability
andpowerof computationalchemistryto studyand
predictgas-surfaceinteractions. Thefigure
showstheresultsof calculations(Bauschlicher
et al., 1984)usedto predictthedissociationof
H2 ona Ni(IO0)surface. Experimentalstudieshaveshownthat certainmoleculesdissociateon
somemetallicsurfacesbut not on others. This
calculation was performed to predict the activa-
tion energy for dissociation and to determine the
role of metal d-electrons (electrons with multi-
ple lobes and high angular momentum) in the dis-
sociation process. The calculations used a Nil4
cluster, shown on the left side of the chart, to
represent the metal surface. (The 14th Ni atom,
not shown, lies below those shown in a third
layer. Consequently, the Ni surface is repre-
sented by the base of an inverted equilateral
pyramid.) The hydrogen-molecule (represented by
the two small particles in the figure) was allowed
to interact with each of the possible site loca-
tions on the surface. The hydrogen-molecule is
shown in figure 10 in an "on-top" site since this
location is the preferred site with the lowest
barrier for dissociation. The figure on the right
side of this chart is a potential contour of the
hydrogen molecule in an "on-top" site. The top of
the figure represents a diatomic-molecule
approaching the Ni surface. As the molecule gets
close to the Ni surface it interacts with the
surface and dissociates as illustrated.
By turning the d-electrons "on" and "off",
Bauschlicher et al. (1984) showed that the
d-electrons play a significant role in the dis-
sociation process and their presence reduces the
computed dissociation barrier by 44 kcal/mole.
The computed barrier for dissociation of 4kcal/
mole ±3 is in good agreement with the experimental
value of 0-I kcal/mole. Further, the computed
results show that once dissociated, the chemi-
sorbed H atoms do not interact with the
d-electrons, and these findings are also consis-
tent with experiment. Finally, these calculations
are capable of providing great insight into the
catalytic nature of materials, and future studies
will be directed toward developing a fundamental
understanding of catalytic processes.
PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS
NASA is interested in advanced polymers for
new aerospace applications. The Ames ComputatLonal
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Chemistrygroupundertookstudiesseveralyears
agoto developa programin whichthecomputa-
tional approachcouldcomplimentNASA'songoing
experimentalprogramfor polymerdevelopment.
Manymacroscopicpropertiesof polymersdepend
upontheir molecularstructureanduponthe
motionsof their constituentsubgroups.Calcula-
tionsof polymershavebeenundertakenfor model
compoundswhichrepresentselectedpolymersin an
attempto relate theirmacroscopic-and
molecular-levelproperties.Thesecalculations
usethesingle-configurationSEFmethodsinceit
waspreviouslydemonstratedthat this approach
couldgivequantitativeinformationonthetor-
sionalpotentialscorrespondingto rotationof
subgroupsaboutchemicalbonds.Severalsystems
werestudied,andit wasconcludedbyLaskowkiet
al. (1986)that theenergydifferencesbetween
rotatedgroupscanbegenerallydeterminedto an
accuracyof about0.5kcal/mol(150-200cm-I) and
that torsionalbarrierscanbedeterminedto an
accuracyo<1.0kcal/mole(300cm-1).
Figure11is anexampleof thecalculations
byLaskowskiet al. (1986)comparedwithanexper-
imentin whichthegeometriesandenergiesof the
methacryloylfluoridewerestudied;specifically,
rotationsof theCOFgroupabouttheC2 - C3 bond
asshownonthefigure.
Ascanbeseenfromthefigure theenergy
differencesat valuesof _ =0° and180° are in
excellentagreementwiththeexperimentaldata.
Thetorsionalpotentialfor theCOFgrouprotation
aboutheC2 - C3 bondwasdeterminedbycomputingtheenergydefinedbyinterpolatingbetweenthe
twogeometries.Notethat thecomputedtorsional
barrier is somewhathigherthantheexperimental
results. However,it is believedthat experimen-
tally determinedbarrierheightsare likely to be
underestimatedandthatthetheoreticalvaluesare
llkely to bemoreaccurate.
In thesamepaper,Laskowskiet al. (1986)
also reportstudiesof the2-Methyl
2-carbonmethoxybutanemoleculeshownin
figure 12,whichis amonomermodelof PMMA.
Experimentalistsoriginallybelievedthat a high-
energytransition in themoleculearosefromthe
rotationof theestersidechaincorrespondingto
theangle_2" Howeverthecalculationsby
Laskowskiet al. showedthat theobservedpeakis
dueto therotationof thesmallermethoxygroup(_3) in figure 12. Subsequentto thesecalcula-
tions, newtemperature-dependentnuclearmagnetic
resonance(NMR)measurementsconfirmedthecompu-
tations,andit wasestablishedthat theoriginal
experimentalssignmentswereincorrect.
Theinitial studyof quantumchemicalcalcu-
lationswereonsmall-modelcompoundsandmacro-
scopicpropertiesandmeasurements.Fora system
in whichthemolecular-levelmotionswerelocal-
ized(i.e., involvedasinglesegmentof thepoly-
mer). Tnecurrenteffort is beingappliedto
anotherprototypesystemin whichthemotionsare
not localized-- the largeamplitudemotionof the
relaxationprocessin polycarbonate.It is
believedthat theability of this polymerto
undergolargeamplitudemotionsin theglassy
stateat verylowtemperatures(i.e., -100° C) is
theoriginof its high-impactstrength(toughness).
JaffeandLaskowski(workto bepublished)
haveundertakenSCF-levelcalculationsof the
geometries,energiesandvibrationalfrequencies
of variouspolycarbonatemodelsto identify all
possiblestableconformersandthebarriersfor
their interconversion.Mostof thesecalculations
usedminimalbasissets(currentlytheuseof
largerbasissets is not feasiblefor suchlarge
compounds).However,theyhavefoundthis
approachto yield fairly goodgeometries(with
knowncorrectionfactors)andextremelygoodrela-
tive energies.Themodelcompoundsstudied
includediphenylcarbonate(DPC),and2,2-diphenyl
propane(DPP).Thepolycarbonatechainconsists
of alternatingDPCandDPPcomponents.Thiswork
to datehassuccessfullypredictedthemoststable
conformers,relatedthemotionof thephenylrings
to couplingstrength,andpredictedbothenergy
differencesfor selectedgeometriesandtorsional
barriers.
Afirst step in modelingthemacroscopic
propertiesof polycarbonatehasalsobeentaken
usinga statistical model.Thecomputedfragment
geometriesandconformernergiesareusedto
constructhepartition functionfor a modelpoly-
merchainof length100,000segments.Fromthis
model,theaveragechainextensioncanbedeter-
minedandthebulkviscositycomputed.Thecom-
putedvalueof 1.18at 25° Ccomparesfavorably
with theexperimentallydeterminedvalueof
1.28+ 0.19. PreviouslyYoonandFlory(1981)had
obtainedvaluesof 0.84- 1.1usinga similar
modelthat includedadjustableparameters.They
couldadjustthemodelto "agree"withanyexperi-
mentalresult (anolderexperimentalstudygavea
valueof 0.78),but theycouldnot test theaccu-
racyof themodelnorcouldtheyusethemodelfor
predictivepurposes.Hereagain,computational
chemistryis complementingtheexperimental
approachin developinga fundamentalunderstanding
of thepropertiesof materials.
SUMMARY
Theapproachandillustrative exampleof work
bytheAmesComputationalChemistryBranchave
beendiscussed.Currently,theresultsof this
workis findingapplicationin filling NASA'sneed
for informationonthepropertiesof matterin
hostileandunusualenvironmentssuchasin the
flowfield aboutandonthesurfaceof vehicles
movingat hypervelocityspeedsin t_eEarth's
atmosphere.
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Computationalchemistryhaschangedtheway
NASAsuppliesits needfor gasproperties(much
morerelianceonresultscalculatedwithcodes
validatedagainstexperimentalresults)andhas
affectedourlevel of understandingof materials
properties.
Thefield of computationalchemistryclearly
hasa greatpromiseof expandingits importance
andutility providedthat computationalspeedand
memorycontinueto increaseas is beingchampioned
bytheNASprogram.
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GAS PHASE GAS/SOLID
!
BASIC RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS
• TRANSATMOSPHERIC VEHICLE FLOW
SIMULATION
• SURFACE DIFFUSION
• FLUID DIAGNOSTICS
• CHEMISORPTION
• CATALYSIS
• COMBUSTION
• METALS AND POLYMERS
• AOTV/AFE
• NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE/ERV
• LUNAR AND MARS RETURN
• STS/SHUTTLE II
• SPACE STATION
Fig. I. Objectives of NASA Ames Computational Chemistry Branch.
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Fig. 2. Approach for calculating electronic wave functions for diatomic molecules and typical
times on a Cray XMP to execute the calculations.
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CASSCF/MRSDCI and full CT calculations on small molecular systems: CH, NH and OH.
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Fig. 4. Calculation of molecular spectra or optical cross sections from first principles.
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Fig. 5. Calculations of rate constants for N+O 2 ÷ NO + O.
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Fig. 6. Di{ferential cross section for
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Fig. 8. Possible structures constituted of 6
aluminum atoms.
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Fig. 7. Total cross section of N2 XIf+ . B 2
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by electron impact.
Fig. 9. Lowest-lying structures of aluminum
clusters constituted of up to 17 atoms.
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Fig. 10. Computational chemistry study of H 2 dissociation on nickle surface.
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Fig. 11. Energy differences and torsional potential function for Methacryloyl Flouride.
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Fig. 12. Optimal conformation of 2-Methyl 2-Carbomethoxy butane, a model for a monomeric segment
of PMMA.
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